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 Spanish monarchs ruled a global empire encompassing millions of colonial 

subjects for nearly three hundred years.  One key factor in the longevity of the Spanish 

Empire was its skillful integration of elements from an even longer-lasting, centralized 

institution—the Catholic Church.  Through a focus on San Felipe de Jesús, a Mexico 

City-born saint, this dissertation analyzes the pious imperialism of the Spanish Empire in 

the Catholic missions of Japan, the politics of beatification in Rome and local devotions 

in Mexico City.   

 Funded by Philip II, Spanish missionaries spread across the Atlantic and then to 

the Pacific.  The mission of Spanish Franciscans in Japan including San Felipe 

exemplified the orthodox and expansionistic tendencies of this movement.  The friars’ 

uncompromising zeal caused them to reject Japanese society and authority, something 

which led to their executions in 1597.  Spanish subjects thrilled to the martyrs’ inspiring 

 vi



story and supported their beatification cause.  The Spanish king, too, actively promoted 

new holy figures in Rome for political and pious reasons.  During the seventeenth 

century, more than half of the new beatified or canonized holy figures came from the 

Spanish Empire, including the Nagasaki martyrs.  As each new saint earned a feast in 

liturgy, worship in Spanish territories began to disseminate not only Catholic values, but 

also divine favor toward the Spanish Empire and its monarch. 

 The liturgical schedule of colonial Mexico City shows that Spanish Catholicism 

projected both Church and Empire across the Atlantic.  As the Catholic Church had 

found, cults to saints formed effective imperial ties because they could also attract and 

adapt.  Civic and religious leaders in Mexico City molded the cult to San Felipe to 

express municipal pride, to assert the city’s place in the Spanish Empire and to 

commemorate its contributions to Catholicism.  Devotions to saints, then, captured the 

potentially-divisive power of identity to reinforce Empire and Church.  Pious imperialism 

worked well until Bourbon-era reforms distanced the Spanish monarch from the 

devotional culture in Mexico City and interrupted the mediating power of saints’ cults.  

The Spanish Empire was less able to withstand shocks like the political instability of the 

early nineteenth century.   
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Prologue: the life of San Felipe. 

 

 Early in 2002, I stumbled upon the story of San Felipe de Jesus in the Nettie Lee 

Benson library at the University of Texas.  What drew me first into this project of years 

were not the academic ramifications or analytical possibilities, but rather the charming 

story of a ne’er-do-well saint.  Despite the best intentions of his biographers, it was 

apparent that Felipe was a fine young lad from Mexico City with few religious 

credentials before he was martyred by mistake in Japan.  As with traditional studies of 

saints, I resolved to substantiate these hagiographic elements with archival sources and to 

analyze changes over time.  Some of those results appear below.  Very quickly though, I 

began to realize the main attraction was not San Felipe, but the institution of saintly 

devotions.  The overall study became less a story about an individual saint than about the 

system of beliefs, authorities and allegiances that San Felipe represented.  Although the 

larger work retains the biographical structure of a traditional hagiography, the story of 

San Felipe has receded somewhat.  To recapture the flavor of his biography as the 

colonial subject in Mexico City would have known it, the following paragraphs provide a 

quick orientation as to the dramatis persona principal as characterized first by panegyrics 

and second by archival sources. 

 

San Felipe’s life and martyrdom according to compiled accounts, 1620-1820. 

 As a young man, the future saint, San Felipe de las Casas, was something of a 

prodigal son.  He was born in Mexico City to recent Spanish immigrants, Alonso de las 

Casas and Antonia Ruíz Martínez.  The young parents had their child baptized in the 
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Sagrario, the parish church alongside the cathedral.  Residents remembered Felipe as a 

mischievous child, an inconstant adolescent and a pleasure-seeking young adult.
1
  These 

elements tended to gain much in the retelling.  One cleric noted the lively eloquence with 

which preachers elaborated on the saint’s defects “painting in vivid colors his unchecked 

youth” and a boy “prostituted to all disorder.”
2
  A favorite story related how the family’s 

slave women exclaimed that the boy was so unruly that day he ever became a saint, an 

old desiccated fig tree would bloom.
3
  As an adolescent, Felipe attended grammar school 

at the Jesuit school Colegio Máximo de San Pedro y San Pablo with no noticeable change 

in his wayward behavior.
4
   

 As a young man, Felipe joined the Discalced Franciscan friary of Santa Bárbara in 

Puebla around 1589, causing some to hope that he might pluck the needles from “the 

thorns” leaving “roses and lilies, and [convert] from bad to good.”
5
  However, since the 

young man was “little seasoned in the battles of the spirit y encounters with invisible 

enemies,… he left an opening to the diabolic suggestions of the Prince of Darkness;” 

Felipe soon left the friary and turned his back on religion.
6
  As his story goes, Felipe 

returned to Mexico City and worked for a short time as an apprentice silversmith.
7
  

Before long, he left that too and began to assist his father Alonso in his commercial 

ventures.  Perhaps sensing a change in the young man, Alonso sent young Felipe to 

Manila on the Santiago bound for the Philippines in 1590 or 1591 to represent the family 

business in Asia.
8
  As it was difficult for a merchant to secure a berth on the ship, Felipe 

went to the Philippines as a soldier.
9
   

 Felipe’s conversion to a holy life came in Manila, but not after another spell of 

high living.  The port city attracted young men out to make quick fortunes and catered to 
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their baser instincts, as chroniclers distastefully noted.
10

  Felipe, apparently, was no 

different; “letting the good taste carry him away, he lived with liberty releasing the reins 

[of restraint] to his exuberant age, with frivolities and vanities.”
11

  He gambled and cut 

sharp deals in his life as a merchant.
12

  In 1593, Felipe had a change of heart and joined 

the Discalced Franciscan friary of Santa María de los Angeles in Manila.
13

  He surprised 

the friars with his devotion, humility and introspectiveness acting “very obedient and 

poor, doing the penitence that was commanded of him.”
14

  More than anything, he 

became known for his dedication at the Manila Royal Hospital.  He helped tend to the 

fifty sick or infirm Spanish sailors “showing much humility in service to the patients.”
15

  

In 1594, the young friar professed temporary vows as Felipe de Jesús.
16

  Word of his 

profession trickled back to New Spain and his gratified father used his connections as 

secular investigator of the Holy Office of the Inquisition to have his son return to New 

Spain.
17

  In Mexico City, Felipe planned to take his three solemn vows of poverty, 

chastity and obedience, which was impossible in Manila since there was no bishop.  The 

friar secured his passage on the famous Manila Galleon.  With good winds, the young 

man could have reasonably expected to reach Acapulco by December 1596 and from 

there travel the royal highway to Mexico City.  On July 12, 1596, he boarded the ship and 

saw that its name was the San Felipe.
18

   

 As Relaciones or written accounts portrayed it, a series of storms hobbled the ship 

and forced an emergency landing in a provincial port in Japan.  Japanese authorities 

accused the passengers of pirating and confiscated the ship’s rich cargo, much to the 

dismay of the merchants on board.  In order to secure the assistance of the Spanish 

ambassador and fellow Discalced Franciscan, Fr. Pedro Bautista walked to the friary in 
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Kyoto.  Accounts reported that on his way there, the young man paid heed to a tout and 

stopped at an inn for dinner.  When he motioned to the innkeeper that he had no money, 

the man took away his interior tunic.
19

  With no further inconveniences, he reached the 

Franciscan friary in Kyoto. 

 Events outside San Felipe’s control ended in his death.  The Spanish ambassador 

in Kyoto could not persuade Regent Hideyoshi Toyotomi that the San Felipe was an 

innocent merchant vessel.  Even worse, the Franciscans themselves came under official 

suspicion as a fifth column cooperating with the supposed Spanish pirates.  The regent 

ordered the men taken prisoner in December 1596.  On February 5, 1597, Japanese 

officials executed San Felipe along with five other Franciscan missionaries and twenty 

Japanese converts.   

Very little information addresses San Felipe’s specific role in events leading to 

the martyrdom of 1597 and much of this material does not portray the young friar in a 

favorable light.  One friar’s account (ignored by later writers) related how San Felipe 

refused to accompany him back to the San Felipe because the young man was 

frightened.
20

  Another mentioned that the Franciscan prior tried to have the cleric released 

from the sentence of death on three separate occasions.
21

  Accounts differed as to his 

behavior at the crucial moment before his execution.  According to one account, San 

Felipe died gloriously.  Seeing his cross, he cried enraptured, “the San Felipe was lost for 

the gain of Fr. Felipe!”
22

  Officials chose him for the honor of being the first executed.  

Guards stabbed him three times, which caused five wounds to his body, a highly-

symbolic fact since Christ suffered the same number.  His dying words were “Jesús, 

Jesús, Jesús.”
23

  Another account, however, portrayed San Felipe’s last moments as 
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significantly less inspirational.  According to this version, Felipe’s cross was too big and 

so all his weight came to rest on the metal hoop around his neck.
24

  Guards noticed Felipe 

choking and humanely executed him first.  The men jabbed him with two long lances on 

both sides from the waist up through the opposite armpit.
25

  This account did not mention 

the symbolic fifth wound. 

 

San Felipe’s life, martyrdom and beatification according to archival sources.   

 Supporting these elements of tradition, Relaciones and Vidas or saintly 

biographies with documentary evidence has confounded scholars for five centuries.  

Felipe de las Casas left almost no written record about his life.  Even after his death, very 

few details of his life emerged and these were colored by his martyrdom.
26

  With a 

reasonable degree of certainty, Felipe de las Casas was the first child of a young couple, 

Alonso de las Casas and Antonia Ruíz Martínez.  He was born around the time they 

emigrated from Spain to Mexico City sometime during 1571-72.
27

  Since the definitive 

evidence to prove the location of his birth—the baptism record—has eluded researchers 

for four centuries, a persistent rumor (even today) has alleged that the boy was born in 

Spain or at sea.  Popular tradition holds that he was born in Mexico City.
28

  Without the 

baptism certificate, establishing his natal home took on greater significance.  Although 

several buildings seemed likely, scholarship has settled on a house on Tiburcio street by 

the arch of San Agustin.
29

   

 Some scattered evidence exists about San Felipe’s family life.  Felipe’s father 

Alonso was a merchant and by the late 1580s had set up his own commercial house, 

which included importing Asian textiles.
30

  The las Casas family also grew; Felipe was 
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the oldest of seven children.
31

  No documentary evidence has survived about his 

childhood or adolescence, which includes his grammar school, his stint as a Discalced 

Franciscan novice in Puebla or as an apprentice silversmith.   

 He next appears in the historical record in Manila, where he had gone around 

1591 to purchase goods for his father’s business.
32

  Manila in the early 1590s was Spain’s 

great hub for Asian trade.  Silver mining in New Spain was booming and no restrictions 

yet limited the purchase of Chinese and Indian textiles, pottery and spices.  Felipe would 

have dealt primarily in the fabrics that made the Manila Galleon famous: Cantonese 

crepes, velvets and fine damasks.
33

  On May 21, 1593, he joined the Discalced Franciscan 

friary of Santa María de los Angeles in Manila.
34

  He spent three years as a friar before 

boarding a Manila galleon to return to New Spain in July 1596.  All the information 

relating to the wreck of the San Felipe and the Nagasaki martyrdoms came from the 

compiled accounts mentioned above.   

 San Felipe’s beatification and canonization came thanks to the missionary martyrs 

of the Nagasaki group and the alignment of favorable politics.  Discalced Franciscans 

wishing to distinguish the Japanese mission included San Felipe along with the 

missionaries and converts.  In a series of meetings in 1627, the Congregation of Rites 

approved a miracle for the Nagasaki martyrs, declared them true martyrs and 

recommended their beatification.
35

  On September 14, 1627, Urban VIII made the 

designation official and in so doing San Felipe became the first American to reach the 

first stage of sainthood.
36

   

 While San Felipe’s beatification took only thirty years, his canonization did not 

come until 1862.  Residents in Mexico City began canonization drives on his behalf 
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roughly once every generation, none collected much money nor attempted to coordinate 

with other natal cities of Nagasaki martyrs.  The impulse to canonize the Nagasaki 

martyrs came instead from the discovery of crypto-Christian sects in Japan after two 

hundred years of official government suppression.
37

  Pius IX, under assault from liberal 

forces, conceived of the canonization as a symbol of eventual Catholic triumph over 

hostile secular governments.
38

  Regardless of the motives, San Felipe became the first 

canonized Mexican saint on June 8, 1867.   

 Both San Felipe’s hagiographic and archival stories pointed to a dubious saint in 

terms of virtue and miracles.  His major distinctions of “blessed” and “saint” came from 

circumstance, association and politics.  As later chapters will show, interpreting his life in 

an edifying manner proved a challenge even to the gifted exegetical writers of colonial 

Mexico City.  As this study will argue, however, it was precisely as saint, that San Felipe 

played a central role in the beliefs that knit together the Spanish Empire.   

                                                 
1
 This characterization originated with some friars who knew Felipe.  They heard Felipe say that that he had 

been an unruly child and had left his novitiate with the Discalced friars of Puebla, Mexico.  These words, 

however, were recorded after the Nagasaki martyrdom by Marcelo de Ribadeneira.  Ribadeneira, Historia 

del Archipielago y otros Reynos…[1601], Historical Conservation Society, 17 (Manila: MDB Printing, 

1970), 568-69.  It frustrated later chroniclers that people of the time did not interview San Felipe’s 

surviving family members.  Dr. Luis Herrera communicated with San Felipe’s family, but no 

documentation recorded these visits.  Session of 18 January 1636.  Mexico City Cabildo, Actas Antiguas de 

Cabildo, tomo 30 (Mexico City: A. Carranza y Comp. Impresores, 1908), 118. 
2
 [José María Munibe], Breve resumen de la vida y martyrio del inclyto mexicano, y proto-martyr del 

Japon, el Beato Felipe de Jesús (Mexico City, Oficina Madrileña, 1802), 34-35. 
3
 José Antonio Pichardo was the first to record this element in the late eighteenth century although he 

mentioned that the miracle had been painted several times.  Pichardo, Vida Y Martirio Del Protomártir 

Mexicano San Felipe De Jesús De Las Casas, Religioso Del Hábito Y Orden De San Francisco De Manila 

(Guadalajara, Mexico: Francisco Loreto y Diéguez Sucr., 1934), 195.   
4
 This was an element first recorded in the early eighteenth century by a preacher with an interest in 

education.  Alfonso Mariano del Río, Separación Y Singularidad Entre Los Veinte Y Seis Prothomartires 

Del Japón De San Felipe De Jesús, Indiano, Patricio, Y Patron De México (Mexico City: Francisco de 

Rivera Calderon, 1715).  Pichardo searched the book of inscriptions from the beginning of the college in 

1573 to the end of 1583 and found no trace of Felipe.  He did not reject that Felipe had attended, since only 

the sons of founders or noblemen’s sons were recorded.  Pichardo, Vida y Martirio, 272. 
5
 “Vida del Ynsigne y esclarecido Martyr Sn. Phelipe de Jesus, sacada de tres Historias que de este 

Martyrio se han historido,” Benson Latin American Collection (BLAC), José Antonio Pichardo Collection, 

G50, fols. 108-114v.  Novitiate records of the friary in Puebla do not mention San Felipe.  Records at this 
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time when the friary was just beginning were not always accurate.  At the minimum Pichardo showed that 

the friary in question was named San Francisco because the Santa Barbara friary was not started until 1591.  

Pichardo, Vida y Martirio, 278, 297. 
6
 Baltasar de Medina, Vida, Martyrio, Y Beatificación Del Invicto Proto-Mártyr De El Japón San Felipe De 

Jesús, Patrón De México, Su Patria, Imperial Corte De Nueva España, En El Nuevo Mundo (Madrid: 

Herederos de la Vda. De Juan García Infanzón, 1751), 21.   
7
 Ibid., 19.  

8
 José Antonio Pichardo made an educated guess that Felipe left on the Santiago in 1591.  BLAC, G50, fol. 

354.  Felipe would have been as old as twenty or as young as sixteen.  The only surviving piece of evidence 

of Felipe’s commercial life was a declaration the Felipe made on 2 July 1596 that Diego de Castro Ordiales 

did not owe him four hundred pesos. Felipe’s father Alonso had brought suit against Castro mistakenly 

believing that the debt was unpaid.  Ibid., fols. 158-58v.  However, when Felipe joined the friary, his father 

found another business associate, Francisco Ruano, whose son served as purchaser in Manila.  Gaspar later 

married Maria de las Casas, a sister of Felipe.  Francisco de las Casas professed in the same Augustinian 

monastery as Melchor Ruano.  Ibid., fol. 346.  
9
 Medina cited this as common practice for the day.  Medina, Vida, 1751, 24.  Medina asked a colleague in 

Manila to research the military records from 1590-93.  He certified that there was no Felipe de las Casas on 

the roll.  Juan de Jesús to Francisco de Santa Inés, Manila, 28 July 1684, BLAC, José Antonio Pichardo 

Collection, G49, fols. 7v-8.   
10

 Juan Pobre de Zamora, Historia De La Pérdida Y Descubrimiento Del Galeón “San Felipe”, ed. Jesús 

Martínez Pérez (Valladolid, Spain: Imcodávila, 1997), 288.  Compendio de la historia de el bienaventurado 

Felipe de Jesus, y devoción consagrada á celebrar su memoria el día cinco de cada mes (Mexico City: D. 

Felipe de Zúñiga y Ontiveros, 1781), s/f.  
11

 Rivadeneira, Historia, 568-69. 
12

 Jerónimo de Jesús, “Relación del glorioso martirio del Padre Fray Pedro Baptista y sus compañeros,” part 

1, ed. Lorenzo Pérez,  AFH 18 (1925): 581. 
13

 The friary belonged to the Discalced Franciscans’ San Gregorio religious province.  Fr. Vicente Valero, 

the master of novices, administered the admission on 21 May 1593.  Mariano Rubio, “Tomas de hábito y 

profesiones de la Provincia de San Gregorio de Filipinas (1583-1736), cont.,” Missionalia Hispanica 18 

(Sept-Dec 1961): 277. 
14

 “Vida del Ynsigne y esclarecido Martyr Sn. Phelipe de Jesus,” BLAC, G50, fols. 108v-114v.  
15

 Diego Muñoz, Manila, 15
 
April 1594, BR, vol. 9, 92-3.  “Vida del Ynsigne y esclarecido Martyr Sn. 

Phelipe de Jesus,” BLAC, G50, fols.108v-114v.  
16

 San Felipe chose the spiritual path as a corista rather than serving in a lay function.  At this time, Felipe 

swore to being an Old Christian, a standard procedure.  Rubio, “Tomas de hábito,” 277. 
17

 The earliest sources freely admitted the large role of his parents. Pobre, Historia, 288-90. Jerónimo de 

Jesús, “Relación del glorioso martirio del Padre Fray Pedro Baptista y sus compañeros,” part 1, ed. Lorenzo 

Pérez,  AFH 18 (1925): 581.  Tradition held that Alonso asked clerics Bartholome Lobo Guerrero and 

Alonso de Peralta to intervene with the Franciscan general of New Spain, Fr. Pedro de Pila, for permission 

for Felipe to travel.  Baltasar de Medina, Chrónica de la Santa Provincia de San Diego de Mexico, de 

Religioso descalços de N.S.P.S. Francisco en la Nueva España (Mexico City: Juan de Ribera, 1682), 115.  

For Alonso’s Inquisition activity see BLAC, G50, fols. 16v-17 and AGN, Inquisición vol. 1507; exp. 5; 

fols. 1-47. 
18

 BLAC, G50, fol. 79. 
19

 Rivadeneira, Historia, 570 
20

 Pobre, Historia, 206. 
21

 Texts mentioned that Felipe was not on the list and should not be crucified.  Pedro Bautista to [Juan 

Pobre], n.p., 1 January 1597, ed. Lorenzo Pérez, AIA, 1st ser., 6 (Jul-Oct 1916): 299.  “El hermano Fray 

Phelipe desea yrse con el General, pero no es posible sino se negocia con Chozungami, diciéndole que es 

uno de los que vinieron en la nao.”  Pedro Bautista to Martín, n.p., n.d., in Ribadeneira, Historia, 438.  

“Fray Phelipe estava con nosotros en Meaco quando nos llevaron presos a la carçel pública de Meaco, y 

aunque se avisó a dos juezes, cómo no estava con nosotros, sino que avía benido en la nao de Sant Phelipe, 

no le perdonaron.”  Pedro Bautista to Agustín Rodríguez, et al., “del camino,” n.d. in Ribadeneira, Historia, 

446-47. 
22

 Ibid., 571.   
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23

 Ibid., 571.  However, other versions described the young man choking on the braces of his cross, for 

which he was the first martyred.  Pobre, Historia, 362.   
24

 “Que se ahogava en el argolla penosamente y se le corrieron las rrodillas y espinillas por las de avajo asta 

mostrar los guesos; mas no por eso casó varonilmente de encomendarse a Dios en trançe de muerte tan 

apretada, que para otra cosa no se le dava lugar; y ansi fue el primer mártir que martirizaron lo cual fue por 
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Chapter 1.  Introduction.   

 

 In the canon of the Catholic Church, outstanding saints such as St. Francis of 

Assisi and Sta. Teresa de Ávila inspired the faithful with tremendous virtue and plentiful 

miracles.  Each of these Catholics dedicated their long lives to the Church in reforming 

Catholic religious practice and advising political leaders.  They received signs of divine 

grace during their lives in visions, stigmata and miracles.  Catholics venerated and 

appealed to these inspirational religious heroes in strong and constant devotions.  In the 

canon of the Catholic Church, too, there are less-inspiring saints such as San Felipe de 

Jesus.  This Mexico City native led a short, unremarkable life before his martyrdom in 

Japan in 1597 with twenty-five other Discalced Franciscan friars and Japanese Christians.  

With the executions, Japanese officials sought to punish foreign missionaries and their 

Japanese converts.  However, San Felipe was not a Catholic evangelist, but rather a 

recent arrival from a shipwreck and mistakenly apprehended.  Yet thanks to his more 

distinguished fellow-martyrs, Pope Urban VIII beatified the Mexican in 1627.  San Felipe 

had no miracle to his credit.  In fact, shortly after Mexico City celebrated his 

beatification, rains deluged the capital for seven years.  In sum, San Felipe had little 

apparent heroic virtue or miraculous power.  His cult remained confined to Mexico City 

kept alive by a sense of municipal pride and religious guilt.  Precisely for San Felipe’s 

limitations, this marginal religious figure provides revealing insights into the religious 

aspirations of the Spanish Empire and the dynamics of Mexico City’s devotional culture.   

 By using San Felipe as a narrative thread, this study analyzes religion and 

imperialism in the Spanish missions of Japan, in the liturgy endorsed by Rome and in the 
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municipal devotions of Mexico City from the late sixteenth century to Mexican 

independence in 1820.  The study argues that expansion and longevity of the Spanish 

Empire was predicated on its skillful integration of beliefs and ritual practices from an 

even longer-lasting, centralized institution—the Catholic Church.  The term that I will 

apply to this interpretation of Spanish rule is “pious imperialism.”  While exploring the 

intricacies and long-term shifts in this concept is the work of the larger study, three basic 

principles can be briefly summarized.  First, the universal message of the Catholic 

Church provided a compelling rationale for Spanish expansion.  Second, Catholicism 

united Spanish subjects with a common purpose under a Catholic king.  Third, formal 

elements of Catholic worship, especially the cults of saints, provided a flexible 

mechanism to incorporate diverse subjects into a larger imperial structure.  Thus, this 

study will show that pious imperialism allowed the Spanish crown to rule subjects of 

many cultures and languages over great geographic distances for over two centuries.   

 While Philip II did not develop the principles of pious imperialism, he gave it its 

finishing touches during the Counterreformation.  Under him, the Spanish considered 

themselves the world’s premier Catholics and its most militant defenders.  Spanish kings 

encouraged the devout tendencies of Spanish subjects through financial support for 

missions, church infrastructure, religious celebrations and beatification causes.  Defense 

and promotion of Catholicism provided moral certainty to subjects and a religious faith in 

the guidance of the king.  “Monarchs reign for God and depend on Him for their 

greatness and sound judgment;” wrote Diego de Saavedra Fajardo in the late seventeenth 

century, “they can never err if they have their eyes on Him.”
1
  Evangelical advances and 

new saints like San Felipe convinced subjects that God, too, favored the Spanish 
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enterprise.  Pious imperialism established a system of esteemed religious values that 

guided the actions of constituencies to win the goodwill of the king and to find meaning 

in the larger Spanish Empire. 

 Confidence in the outstanding religious virtue of the Spanish king and his subjects 

also became expressed in the formal rites of Catholic liturgy.  Through the inherent 

flexibility in Catholic worship, subjects in the Spanish Empire refashioned Catholicism as 

a religion focused on Spanish cults and the Spanish crown.  In Mexico City, the February 

5 feast to San Felipe provided an occasion in the Catholic calendar to celebrate piety of 

the greater Spanish Empire, God’s divine favor and Mexico City’s contribution to Empire 

and Church.  Cults to saints like San Felipe, then, strengthened the Spanish Empire by 

providing a forum to articulate the potentially divisive power of identity.  However, 

during the Bourbon era, reforms distanced the Spanish monarch from the devotional 

culture and interrupted the mediating power of saints’ cults.  Liberal-inspired reforms, 

likewise, changed the colonial perceptions of Spain from the touchstone of Catholicism 

to an opponent of faith.  In the preindependence period, insurgents and royalists both 

rallied around charismatic saints, underlining the religious figures’ value to galvanize 

support, but also signaling that the monarch’s monopoly on moral authority had 

weakened along with his military and political power.   

 The major argument of the study, then, ranges far beyond a lowly saint with only 

a municipal following and pushes historiography in several new directions.  Although the 

following section explains the contributions in more detail, they can be summarized in 

five main points.  This dissertation transcends boundaries of area studies to portray more 

accurately the transregional, even global pretensions of the Spanish Empire and Catholic 
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Church.  By pushing the extremes of Spanish imperialism, this study identifies 

Catholicism in general and the cult of saints in particular as the linchpins of empire.  

While historiography of Latin American holy figures has generally asserted their counter-

hegemonic potential, methodological innovations like the focus on the liturgy permit this 

study to argue the exact opposite.  The cult of saints, especially patronized by the Spanish 

king and authorized in liturgy by the pope, captured such phenomena as the ferment of 

religious entrepreneurs and the politics of municipal identity.  The very marginality of 

San Felipe proved an analytical boon because any promotion was intentional and the cult 

varied in popularity in relation to others.  The study shows the origin and dynamics of 

local devotions, the structure and narrative of hagiographies and the overweening 

importance of miraculous power.  This last point calls into question the cherished 

historiography on the Virgin of Guadalupe.  Finally, the study uses a long period to 

analyze the long-term consequences of major historical trends like the 

Counterreformation and the Bourbon reforms.  Although San Felipe’s cult was a modest 

sainthood, his was one of a system of immense significance to colonial peoples, the 

Spanish Empire and the Catholic Church.   

 

A Mexican saint in a pious empire.   

 The San Felipe’s life and cult wove together three major periods of colonial 

history from the solidification of imperial control under Philip II to the period of 

maintenance in the seventeenth century to the Bourbon reforms and political 

independence.  In the first period, the young man’s life reflected the global scope and 

religious trajectory of the Spanish Empire during the reign of Philip II.  He was born to 
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recent Spanish immigrants in Mexico City in 1572.  In the fifty years since its conquest, 

Mexico City had become the administrative and religious capital of New Spain.  It was 

also experiencing an economic boom thanks to recent silver strikes in the north.  The 

income seemed providential to Philip II allowing him to fight Protestantism in Europe.
2
  

These wars, as historiography has correctly noted, were but one aspect of larger trend in 

Spain to make Catholicism the centerpiece of empire.  Reconquest, exploration and early 

colonialism in the Americas, too, took on religious overtones.
3
  Philip incorporated these 

impulses into a bureaucratic state guided by Catholic principles, particularly in his role as 

patron of the Church.
4
  Under Philip’s guidance, Spanish Catholicism turned more 

exacting and less tolerant, but also expansionistic.
5
  The Spanish considered it their duty 

as the best Catholics to defend and propagate the faith.
6
  It appeared as though God had 

providentially entrusted new wealth and new continents to them.  Missions like those in 

the Americas and in Asia sprang from and helped define the outsized religious influence 

of the Spanish. 

 Felipe became involved in the missions quite by chance.  In the early 1590s, 

Felipe’s merchant father sent the young man to Manila to purchase Asian goods for his 

business.  The Philippines was a new Spanish colony, but even so, the city of Manila with 

its fine port in Cavité rapidly developed into an entrepôt where merchants from greater 

Asia sold silk and cotton fabric, pottery and spices to Spanish merchants for silver.
7
  The 

colony also represented a Spanish home base in Asia from which to spread Catholicism.  

In 1576, Philip II sent a group of Discalced Franciscan friars to the Philippines with the 

understanding that their main task was to convert greater Asia to Catholicism.  The 

Discalced Franciscan friars were an ascetic and vigorous Counterreformation movement 
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based in southern Spain.  Perhaps inspired by their fervor and dedication, Felipe joined 

the order in Manila in 1593.  Saintly biographies report him devotedly praying and 

performing hospital work.  When a storm drove his ship into the Japanese coast in 1596, 

he met up with his fellow friars of the Japanese mission. 

 The Japanese mission of the Discalced Franciscans typified the evangelization of 

uncompromising Catholicism under Philip II.  Friars insisted upon replicating Spanish 

Catholicism and condemned the Jesuits, their fellow missionaries in Japan, for integrating 

Japanese elements into worship.  While the picture of intolerant Spanish missionaries is 

familiar, scholarship has concentrated on condemning the effects rather than 

understanding the source of the cultural impulse.
8
  This study uses the Japanese mission 

as a case study of pious imperialism, where hardened orthodoxy and imperialistic drive 

met with the rigors of missionary work.  In Japan, unlike the Americas, missionaries 

neither enjoyed the support of the state nor could use physical coercion in evangelization.  

Fundamental beliefs and political limitations moved the Franciscans in Japan along a path 

towards a clash with authority and their eventual martyrdom.  Although San Felipe had 

arrived only months before and was not deeply involved in the mission, he was killed 

with other friars and Japanese Christians in 1597.  To commemorate the murder as 

religious sacrifice, surviving Discalced Franciscans in Manila promoted the martyrs for 

beatification. 

 Pious imperialism prompted the Spanish monarch’s support for Catholic 

evangelization in Japan.  Missions, however, were only one aspect of how Spain’s 

imperial project incorporated the institutional Catholic Church.  The monarch also 

proposed clergy for their positions, provided building funds, set parish boundaries, 
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declared religious feasts, named patron saints and promoted canonization causes.  Until 

recently, historiography about Spanish imperialism and Catholicism has tended to 

concentrate on the church’s administration.
9
  According to this line of reasoning, Spanish 

kings used the real patronato or the right to present candidates to ecclesiastical posts as a 

way to distribute patronage and ensure loyal subjects in the archbishoprics and 

bishoprics.
10

  This interpretation is undoubtedly correct, but also insufficient.  This study 

finds that in Spanish America, the Spanish king dominated not only the church’s 

bureaucracy, but also the substance of Catholicism.   

 New saints from the Spanish Empire, other liturgical privileges and the king’s 

declarations of religious feasts Hispanicized Catholicism.  The monarch played a key role 

in this process by promoting the canonization causes of Spanish subjects in Rome.
11

  One 

of the sixty-six new Spanish saints in the seventeenth century was Felipe de Jesús, 

beatified with the other Nagasaki martyrs in 1627.
12

  Liturgical feasts in Spanish 

Catholicism, like those of San Felipe in Mexico City, provided moments for the Spanish 

Empire to reflect on God’s special favor and the extraordinary piety of Spanish subjects.  

In broad terms, Catholic religion sanctified imperialism and feasts projected this 

composite crown and church, an interpretation noted in historiography.  Colin M. 

MacLachlan, an intellectual historian, called it a ‘divine rule’ of Spanish kings.
13

  This 

study shows that the king and his subjects adapted elements of Catholic worship like the 

sanctorale and processions to feature Spanish saints and the Spanish crown.
14

   

 Rather than Catholicism as imperial force, some studies on Latin American saints 

have emphasized its potential for decolonization.  As the argument goes, in the 

overwhelmingly Catholic culture of the time, subjects in Spanish America used saints 
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like the Virgin of Guadalupe and St. Rose of Lima as unifying symbols to declare their 

heritage and separate identity.
15

  The Spanish did likewise with their Virgin of Aránzazu 

or Remedies.
16

  Self-identification through religious figures gathered energy and 

momentum during the mid-colonial period to the point that, during the independence 

movements of the early nineteenth century, insurgents dedicated their cause to 

Guadalupe.
17

  As characterized in historiography on Latin American saints, the seed of 

nationhood appeared first in saints as creoles began to wrest Catholicism from the king 

and pope.   

 While the works correctly identify the properties of saints to reflect the identities 

of parishioners, both the focus and methodologies of these studies call into question the 

hypothesis of creole patriots and their rebellious saints.  Studies have exaggerated the 

importance of saints born in Latin America because they have left out all other 

devotions.
18

  Drawing primarily from panegyrical materials or sermons, studies have 

followed the flowery language and dense symbolism typical of the Baroque period.  

Authors have not tempered this exalted imagery dealing with identity with a detailed 

examination of the cult on the ground.  Because studies have lacked an element of actual 

life, they have overemphasized saints as exemplary of identity and undervalued the how 

these celestial figures addressed the material aspects of colonial life in such areas as jobs, 

sickness, love and childbirth.  These errors have led authors to attribute—incorrectly—

the rise of the Virgin of Guadalupe and St. Rose of Lima to the pull of identity, rather 

than to their miraculous power.
19

  Studies, therefore, have seriously overestimated the 

strength of creole identity.  Even when analyzing factors of identity, studies have 

compressed the complexities of people into “creole” or Spanish.  Not only does this 
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interpretation mistakenly represent the peoples of Spanish America, it underestimates the 

ability of saints to represent the multiple identities of the Catholic faithful.
20

  Some 

studies suggest that people chose saints according to religious order, familial, 

occupational, ethnic, racial and undoubtedly gender identities.
21

  Even in terms of a 

geographic notion of identity, colonial subjects associated holy figures with parish, 

municipality, region and empire.
22

  It is precisely this flexibility that made saints such an 

attractive feature of Catholicism for the parishioners and, as this work explains the 

institutional Catholic Church and Spanish Empire.  

 This study subsumes the historiography’s insights about cults as a locus of 

identity formation, but also contextualizes devotions as part of a European-controlled 

religion.  It argues that cult of canonized saints allowed the Catholic Church and Spanish 

monarchs to harness the potentially divisive power of identity and local patriotism and to 

make them work to strengthen the institution as a whole.  Much to the chagrin of the 

boosters of San Felipe, he never developed a miraculous reputation.  Without this 

confounding factor, the cult of San Felipe is a much truer measure of creole identity.  

Moreover, since San Felipe’s cult never moved beyond the borders of Mexico City, 

“creole” here means the viceregal capital.  The work also situates San Felipe’s cult within 

the larger devotional culture of Mexico City, as did Catholics of the day—through 

liturgical privileges.  The liturgy included not only the ceremonial schedule of the ritual 

year, but also the wording and music of masses and offices.  A complex method of 

ranking instructed the clergy which saint to venerate on a particular date and how to 

celebrate the feast.  The papacy granted particularistic devotional privileges like 

indulgences, canonizations and other liturgical distinctions.
23

  For the institutional 
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Catholic Church, privileges like these helped keep worship relevant without losing 

theological universalism.
24

  For the Spanish king and subject, the flexibility of liturgy 

offered the means to adapt Catholicism. As a result, particular beliefs in the fundamental 

godliness of the Spanish imperial project became expressed in Catholicism.  This pious 

imperialism projected imperial power, but also incorporated municipal concerns.  For 

instance, residents of Mexico City considered San Felipe a symbol of the native-born and 

imbued his feast day with elements of local pride.  Rather than representing a moment of 

colonial resistance, the feast emphatically inscribed the municipality in the empire.
25

  His 

celebration symbolized a common purpose involving many different levels like the 

personal, municipal, imperial and universal all united by Catholicism and its rituals.  

 By arguing that saints and the liturgy helped to maintain the Spanish Empire in 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, this study contributes to an extensive 

historiography dealing with imperialism and colonialism.  Researchers have pointed to 

several contributing factors all of which fall into a system which John Leddy Phelan has 

called the ‘Hapsburg system of rule.’  By philosophy and material circumstances alone, 

monarchs from Philip III to Ferdinand VI could not impose absolutism; imperial rule 

involved colonial subjects and incorporated their concerns.  Perhaps the key institution of 

this negotiated rule of soft imperialism was the justice system, a mechanism to ensure 

punishment and restitution for the worst abuses of power and lawlessness.
26

  Other 

authors have posited that a system of patronage in privileges and in positions starting 

from the king himself ensured that the colonial elites would be loyal to the king and their 

dependents on the elites.
27

  Studies have also shown how a system of formal and informal 

social distinctions based on patriarchy, castes and honor created a complex hierarchy, 
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which solidified the position of Spaniards and the king at its apex.
28

  This work does not 

intend to abrogate these findings, but rather supplement them.   

 The king and his subjects adapted Catholic worship through the cult of saints.  

This process of change meant some saints gained in popularity and while others fell on 

hard times.  Alas for San Felipe, his appeal as symbol of the locally born could not 

compensate for his pitiful supernatural power.  In the 1690s, his cult faded into oblivion.  

However, the period of administrative, financial and social upheaval known as the 

Bourbon reforms prompted San Felipe’s revival.  The plentiful documentation and 

dramatic storyline have made the Bourbon era a favorite period to study especially with 

regard to the financial and administrative effects.
29

  This study continues the familiar 

themes of initiatives from the peninsula and response by colonials, but shifts the focus to 

the spiritual consequences of reforms for both the king and his subjects.
30

  Evidence 

shows that natives of Mexico City addressed social stress and discrimination of creoles 

that came from Bourbon-era changes by promoting San Felipe’s cult.  Unlike in previous 

decades, monarchs discouraged subjects from dedicating more resources to pious causes.  

In the late eighteenth century, the cult of saints became another point of conflict between 

subjects and king rather than a means to reconnect the two.  Reforms weakened the close 

identification between king and Catholic faith.   

 Events of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries showed that while the 

Spanish Empire successfully transitioned away from its dependence on religion to 

reinforce imperial power, nothing as compelling took its place.  A well-developed 

literature has outlined several major reasons for rebellion and political independence, 

particularly instability within Spain due to the Napoleonic invasion and wrenching 
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political changes like the liberal Cortes and Ferdinand’s restoration.
31

  While all these 

reasons are valid, historiography has also indicated that the Catholic Church, so long an 

imperial ally, became, on the whole, institutionally neutral.
32

  As a faith, too, Catholicism 

was politically ambivalent, a fact symbolized by the charismatic confrontation in New 

Spain between Hidalgo’s rebellion waving banners of the Virgin of Guadalupe and 

royalists who venerated the Virgin of Remedies.  The Spanish king lost exclusive the 

moral authority of pious imperialism.  Before long, he lost New Spain as well.   

 

Concluding material: chapter schema and sources. 

 Although pious imperialism was a central element in the Spanish Empire, it was 

not a constant force from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century.  This investigation takes 

a chronological approach focused on the life and cult of San Felipe to highlight the 

complexities of time, place and personality over the two hundred fifty years to 

independence.  Documentary evidence suggests three broad trends of pious imperialism, 

which largely reinforce the historiography’s periodization of the Spanish Empire outside 

Europe.  From the sixteenth to the early seventeenth centuries, the Spanish Empire 

actively expanded by means of military conquest and evangelization.  During this time, 

the Spanish Empire reached its geographic limits in the Americas, but territorial 

ambitions continued in Asia.  From the early seventeenth to the mid-eighteenth centuries, 

monarchs no longer made new territorial acquisitions, but rather sought to consolidate 

rule over areas they claimed.  Elements of Catholic worship helped maintain the Spanish 

Empire.  From the mid-eighteenth to the early nineteenth centuries, the Spanish Empire 

experienced reform and disintegration.  Chapters two through eight span these three 
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major historiographic periods to construct a comprehensive narrative of Spanish 

imperialism in Catholic worship through the figure of San Felipe.  

 The second chapter reconstructs the Discalced Franciscans’ Japanese mission 

from its beginnings to the martyrdoms of 1597.  It argues that the friars’ zealous and 

exacting evangelization exemplified the spirit of Philip II’s Spain as orthodox and 

expansionistic.  Their bitter rivalry with the Portuguese Jesuits highlighted the 

particularly Spanish elements of pious imperialism.  The friars’ interpretation of the early 

Christian Church and their revival of St. Francis’s example provided a religious rationale 

for cultural isolation and estrangement from authority.  Imperialism hardened the friars’ 

convictions and led them to their arrest and martyrdom.   

 Chapter three argues that the Nagasaki martyrs in 1597 exemplified the Spanish 

ideals of pious imperialism.  The written record portrays the martyrs as Catholic heroes 

evangelizing pagans.  During their arrests and crucifixions, the friars and Japanese 

converts showed constancy under persecution: singing, evangelizing and even praying for 

the salvation of the guards who executed them.  After their deaths, the martyrs performed 

miracles that signified their sanctity: their bodies did not decompose, their blood 

remained fresh and signs appeared in the skies over their Japanese Golgotha.
33

  This 

section shows that both friars and witnesses drew from accepted hagiographic norms to 

structure and interpret the martyrdom.  Thus, in the Nagasaki martyrs, Spain’s subjects 

had proof of God’s divine endorsement of their imperial project. 

 Chapter four shows how the Discalced Franciscans successfully promoted the 

Nagasaki martyrs’ beatification (1627) by appealing to Spanish pious imperialism.  In 

reports and in person, the friars positioned the martyrs as blessed soldiers in the Spanish 
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global battle against the devil.  Their petitions met receptive ears; private subjects, royal 

officials and the king himself supported their cause with money and political influence.  

By documenting a beatification process dominated by money and politics, this chapter 

works against a larger historiographic trend that considers saints as representative of the 

religious values of their age.
34

  The Spanish Habsburgs did not invent the shrewd use of 

money and influence to promote their venerated holy figures, but in the seventeenth 

century, no other nation was better.  San Felipe was one of dozens of new Spanish 

subjects that popes beatified and canonized from 1602 to 1690.  

 Chapter five examines the institutionalization of San Felipe’s cult in Mexico City 

during the seventeenth century.  By this time, pious imperialism no longer drove Spanish 

expansion, but rather helped maintain political loyalty.  Holy figures, particularly the 

Spanish ones like San Felipe, formed a personal and flexible connection between 

subjects, the Spanish monarchy and the institutional Catholic Church.  Residents of 

Mexico City imbued San Felipe with aspects of municipal creolism, as a symbol of their 

inherent potential and glory.  The chapter finds that the saints Mexico City celebrated in 

the great public religion of the seventeenth century were all Spanish.  Philip II and his 

successors had succeeded not only in nationalizing the administration of the church 

through the patronato, but began to dominate the liturgy.  The Spanish king, like the pope 

himself, expected and even encouraged local churches to modify devotional culture to fit 

their particular circumstances.  For example, Mexico City adopted and adapted the cult of 

San Felipe to fit into natural events, municipal sentiment and the culture of public 

religion.   
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 Chapter six argues that even in a period of little imperial oversight such as that 

from 1680 to 1720, saints’ cults did not express an autonomously-minded creole identity.  

For example, the devotion to San Felipe progressively declined as reflected in the 

lessened splendor of his feast-day processions, number of publications and financial 

support.  His cult showed the limitation of identity in forming a popular cult.  Using this 

insight, the chapter questions the thesis of creole ascendancy and argues that the 

dynamics of the devotional culture with regard to thaumaturgic power better explain the 

popularity of holy figures.  This unsurprising conclusion, however, runs counter to the 

one of the greatest historiographic assertions in Mexican history, namely that rise of the 

Virgin of Guadalupe in the eighteenth century paralleled a growing creole consciousness.   

 Chapter seven examines the political and social consequences of Bourbon reforms 

that eroded the culture of pious imperialism.  For the first time in the history of the 

Spanish Empire, secular considerations of military power, labor efficiency and fiscal 

income trumped religious concerns.  A particularly pernicious side-effect of the reforms 

was that royal officials denigrated people born in the Americas.  Discrimination brought 

together a previously unformed group across New Spain.  Drawing upon centuries of 

pious imperialism, residents of Mexico City resuscitated the long-dormant devotion to 

San Felipe to defend local traditions and reinsert local peoples into the Spanish Empire.
35

  

Exactly at a time when creoles reached for a unifying symbol, reforms constrained public 

religion setting up a confrontation between the Bourbon vision for a new society and a 

cherished saint.   

 Chapter eight analyzes two clerical promoters of San Felipe as they confronted 

the implications of Bourbon-era reforms and other intellectual trends.  A scholarly 
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Oratorian José Antonio Pichardo began an extensive investigation into San Felipe’s life.  

It was explicitly creole-centered and sought to establish a glorious past, but it represented 

a dead end.  This vein of scholarship did not contribute to independence nor could later 

generations follow its measured treatment of religious subjects.
36

  The Oratorian’s 

counterpart, a creole canon, Joaquín José Ladrón de Guevara, discarded the rules of the 

Bourbon’s austere religion and indeed, of polite society, to promote Mexico City’s 

patron.  Complaints by enlightened reformers and royal decrees interrupted the growth of 

the devotion to San Felipe at a time when his cult still addressed persistent tension 

between creoles and peninsulars.  By distancing the crown from Catholic devotion and 

especially from public religion, the monarchy lost its monopoly on moral authority and 

the ability to call upon the useful mediating function of religious figures.   

 A variety of sources has provided the documentary base for this study.  The 

Franciscans and Jesuits generated many reports and letters dealing with the Japanese 

mission and the Nagasaki martyrs.  Some of this material was reprinted in the Archivo 

Ibero-Americano.  Other documents came from the Franciscan archive of the Province of 

the Santo Evangelio in Mexico City, the Archivo Cancillería de España and the Vatican 

Secret Archive.  The study also incorporates information from the archives of the Mexico 

City council and of the Mexico City cathedral chapter.  Although scholarship has 

profitably used city archives, the cathedral minutes have been curiously neglected.  

Sermons and periodicals have substantially supplemented the principle archival sources.   

 In sum then, this study tackles some of the grandest themes of historiography—

including politics, religion and empire—through one of the humblest of saints.  The news 

of San Felipe’s martyrdom shocked even people in his household, who never expected 
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such great things from such a mischievous lad.  To see how this once wayward son of 

Mexico City became involved in a Counterreformation mission in Japan, this study starts 

in Spain in the sixteenth century.  
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Chapter 2.  Spain’s Discalced Franciscan mission in Japan, 1593-1596. 

 

 In July 1593, a delegation of Discalced Franciscans from the still-new Spanish 

colony of the Philippines arrived in imperial Japan to discuss the recent inflammatory 

letters received from Regent Toyotomi Hideyoshi (ruled 1582-98).
1
  When the friars 

reached Japanese shores, a high official with a lavish entourage in two ships greeted 

them.
2
  Remaining true to his religious vows, Commissioner Fr. Pedro Bautista Blásquez 

refused the honor of being carried in litters.  Instead, he and lay friar Gonzalo García 

walked the four leagues to Nagoya where the regent was staying.  At their first audience, 

Hideyoshi restated the assertion that had worried the Spanish community in the 

Philippines, “when I was born, the sun shone on my chest, which learned men believe to 

mean that I will be the lord of all from the East to the West.”  To everyone’s 

astonishment, García flouted court etiquette by speaking directly to the regent in 

Japanese.  The friars, he stated, had no other loyalty than that to King Philip II and to 

God.  Their purpose of their visit was not to pay homage, but to live in Japan as a sign of 

Spanish friendship.  Hideyoshi replied, surprised and pleased, that he would sponsor the 

friars by giving them food and a place to live.  After the audience, they drank tea sitting 

closely together.  In this intimate setting, the ruler examined the Franciscan knotted belt 

and questioned the friars about the Catholic religion.  Thrilled by what seemed to him the 

success of their mission and the apparent signs of goodwill from Hideyoshi, Pedro 

Bautista only mentioned in passing that the Japanese “kill men with such ease, that I am 

truly surprised.”
3
  Less than four years later, Bautista would learn first hand how quickly 
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the regent’s favor could evaporate.  In 1597, Hideyoshi ordered the execution of six 

Spanish friars and twenty Japanese Christians, Bautista among them.   

 This first meeting encapsulated the Discalced Franciscan mission in Japan and the 

particularly Spanish type of imperialism of the late sixteenth century.  From the 

beginning, friars misinterpreted Japanese intentions; in this case, Bautista mistook 

Hideyoshi’s invitation for a religious endorsement.  The friars insisted on upholding their 

religious vows and pointedly ignored Japanese social etiquette.
4
  This insistence on 

orthodoxy based in Spanish Catholicism took away flexibility to adapt to Japanese 

society.  Their penchant for defiance of social norms ran counter to Hideyoshi’s effort to 

consolidate his regime by ironing out dissent by political and coercive means.  Far from 

unhappy with Japanese persecution, the friars expected and welcomed it as a fulfillment 

of Christ’s promise for his followers.  The Spanish friars clashed, too, with their fellow 

Christian missionaries, the Portuguese Jesuits.
5
  The conflict between the orders, which 

gave rise to many documents articulating objectives and activities, highlighted the two 

orders’ incompatible visions of the post-Trent Catholic Church.
6
 

 A uniquely Spanish imperialism motivated these friars to travel across two oceans 

across half the globe in the 1590s.  By examining the origin and dynamics of the 

Discalced Franciscan mission in Japan, this chapter argues that pious imperialism created 

and structured the Spanish Empire.  The Reconquest, the discovery of the Americas and 

the Protestant Reformation convinced the Spanish of their obligation to defend and 

advance the Catholic Church.  Pious imperialism, then, combined militancy, Christian 

universalism and a commitment to orthodoxy to urge Spanish expansion across Europe, 

the Americas and finally to Asia.  While the friars themselves saw no political message in 
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their movement, Japanese officials perceived the implicit intent and began to suppress 

their influence. 

 

Religious reform in Spain and the Iberian apostolic movement. 

 From the late fifteenth century, Spanish monarchs Isabel and Ferdinand 

consolidated control over the nucleus of Iberian Spain with a mix of religion and 

crusade.
7
  The common purpose forged in campaigns against Muslim Granada continued 

in subsequent policies requiring Jews and Muslims to take Christian baptism or face 

expulsion.
8
  In the sixteenth century, Spain maintained its outward-oriented crusades 

against the Muslims, Protestants and American Indians and also focused inward in 

campaigns of religious reform.  Each informed the other as Christian universalism met 

the Protestant reformation and the age of discovery.  Spain’s rising material fortunes 

convinced its rulers of God’s providential hand and facilitated the transformation of 

Spanish Catholic nationalism to an empire based on Catholic principles. 

 While Catholicism in Spain encompassed a diversity of beliefs and practices, the 

prominence of religion in political culture gave impetus to a type of piety exemplified by 

reform movements.  The mainstream regular and secular Church represented the majority 

of the faithful.  Parish worship was based on sacraments and an active paraliturgical 

calendar.  Regular orders consisted of men and women who had taken formal vows of a 

pious life.  Starting in the late fifteenth century, however, the mainstream church came 

under attack from reform-minded officials and new regular orders.
9
  Clerics like Cardinal 

Francisco Cisneros believed that, in general, people of the Catholic Church in Spain were 

too ignorant, superstitious, comfortable and well-fed.
10

  In formulating these criticisms, 
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Cisneros and others drew upon older models of piety like mysticism and asceticism, as 

well as newer trends like humanism.  Proponents of mysticism believed that through 

systematic prayer and divine grace a Catholic might experience Christ’s pain or envision 

celestial glory.
11

  Asceticism also sought to remove obstacles between a believer and 

God, but used physical means like fasting, physical mortification and sleep deprivation to 

subdue the body and concentrate the spirit on Christ.
12

  Humanism to its most famous 

advocate, Erasmus of Rotterdam, embodied critical scholarship, ethical morality, 

personal devotion and a break from the superstitious elements of traditional Catholic 

practices.
13

  One charismatic model that guided reformers was the primitive church, the 

Christian church in its first centuries.  In the minds of proponents, this romanticized 

notion represented a simpler and purer devotion than the mainstream church.  It was also 

a time of great expansion of the faith.  Newly-formed religious orders like the Jesuits and 

the Discalced Franciscans drew heavily on these prevailing religious currents, especially 

in their attempts to recreate the apostolic fervor of the early church that meshed so 

completely with the sense of Spanish mission.   

 The Company of Jesus, founded by Spaniard Ignacio Loyola emphasized 

elements of mysticism, evangelical work and humanism.  In his seminal work on 

meditative prayer, Spiritual Exercises, Loyola drew so deeply from the mystical tradition 

that he was jailed by the Inquisition for heterodoxy.  As an ex-soldier himself, Loyola 

envisioned the order as an active and highly-trained unit of priests.  Accordingly, he did 

not require the Jesuits to use a habit or to attend mass.  Loyola inculcated a keen sense of 

duty and obedience to the order’s general in Rome.  The Jesuits were also firmly 

grounded in secular society; they integrated commerce, printing, patronage and politics 
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into their ministry with fewer qualms than other orders.  They reflected humanist 

concerns particularly in their emphasis on education; the Jesuit’s fine schools became a 

drawing point for the order.  Secular rulers considered the clerics useful and they served 

in courts throughout Catholic Europe.  One of those, Portuguese king John III, proved an 

enthusiastic supporter.  Thanks to him, Jesuits spread throughout his empire from Africa 

to India and Asia on the decks of the fabled carrack.   

 If the Jesuits drew from contemporary religious and intellectual currents, the 

Discalced Franciscans of Spain looked backward for inspiration.  They tried to recapture 

a particular blend of asceticism and missionary work that harkened explicitly to the 

spirituality of St. Francis’ rule.
14

  Like their inspirational leader, the friars advocated 

celibacy, austerity, poverty and simplicity as ways to purge the individual of sinful 

impulses like greed and pride.  Even their rule originated near St. Francis’ home of 

Assisi.  After a stay with the ascetic friars in their hermitages at Le Carceri, Fr. Juan de 

Puebla brought the rule back to southern Spain at the end of the fifteenth century.  He and 

his pupil, Juan de Guadalupe, founded a string of hermitages.
15

  What in Italy had been 

primarily a means to isolate friars from the world in Spain became an expansionist 

movement.
16

   

 Like the Jesuits, the Discalced Franciscans’ propitious timing, favorable 

placement and moral authority put the friars in a position to play a formative role in the 

missions of the New World.  Their friaries produced some of the leading spiritual figures 

of the early sixteenth century like Martin de Valencia, the leader of the famous first 

twelve Franciscan missionaries to New Spain; Juan de Zumárraga, the first bishop of 

New Spain; and Francisco de los Ángeles Quiñones, elected minister general of the 
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Franciscans in 1523.  Before his election, Quiñones had planned to lead the first 

Franciscan mission into the New World, but instead left them instructions, which neatly 

summed up their missionary vision.
17

  Be fools for Christ, Quiñones advised, “treading 

and trampling upon the glory of the world, despised for littleness and idiocy, possessing 

the sublimest poverty, and in such a way that the world should regard you with mockery 

and contempt.”
18

   

 Both the Discalced Franciscans and the Jesuits formulated compelling 

interpretations of Catholicism drawn from spiritual currents of the day.  Each was 

explicitly expansionistic and, thanks to their prominent places in the Iberian Peninsula, 

poised to take advantage of the opportunities of the age of discovery.  Each would 

meet—and clash—in the Japanese mission.   

 To Iberian monarchs, overseas discoveries and colonization implied an obligation 

to propagate the Catholic faith.  In the Treaty of Tordesillas of 1493-1497, Pope 

Alexander IV confirmed the religious nature of Iberian expansion by ceding half of the 

globe to the Spanish and half to the Portuguese on the condition that each evangelize the 

peoples located therein.  For the Spanish while commercial considerations were of 

primary and ongoing importance, these did not appreciably contribute to the positive 

assertion of imperialism.  Overseas missions, however, formed an essential part of 

Spanish imperialism by demonstrating the positive role of the Spanish in saving souls, 

advancing the Catholic Church and showcasing individual piety of the Spanish. 

 For their part, early missionaries embraced the opportunity to recreate the 

apostolic life of the primitive church.  Keenly aware of the significance of numbers, 

Franciscans carefully chose twelve of their own to begin their mission in New Spain.  
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They had great hopes for the evangelization of the natives.  From early reports, friars 

understood Indian society as based entirely on voluntary poverty.  Perhaps, they 

reasoned, these new peoples were naturally disposed toward Christianity lacking only 

missionaries of the true faith.  Such a perfect Christian society might revive the Catholic 

Church just when wealthy, decadent Northern Europe fell into heresy.  Moreover, their 

enterprise had great urgency.  Influenced by centuries-old Joachimite theories, the friars 

believed that the discoveries and conversions of Indians pointed to an imminent 

Apocalypse.
19

  In addition to the burden of the Catholic Church’s redemption, friars felt 

the pressure of time to convert as many as possible in order to prepare for this second 

coming of Christ. 

 Realities in New Spain, Africa and India would quickly disabuse missionaries of 

their cherished dream of a new Jerusalem.  Conversion proved neither quick nor easy.  

Faced with intransigence and apparent barbarity, the Spanish even questioned the 

Indians’ humanity.  Even the sensitive and careful scholar Bernardino de Sahagún began 

to doubt the capacity of the Indians for adherence to the Christian faith.
20

  Idolatry 

persisted despite the efforts of missionaries; evangelization seemed to require stronger 

measures than inspired preaching.  Even the Jesuits in Africa and India reported similarly 

disappointing results.
21

  Clergy did not relinquish their dream of finding the perfect 

Christians, but their experiences convinced them that such a community did not exist in 

Africa, New Spain or India.  Within Europe, as well, the Protestant Reformation and its 

effects on Spain dramatically changed the context for evangelization.  Failures of flesh 

and spirit seemed to warrant a rededication to religious principles and to require more 

forceful measures to combat deviation. 
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Hispanicization of the Catholic Church in the Spanish Empire.   

 Reconquest, discoveries and early missions established fundamental elements of 

Spain’s imperial trajectory.  However, Spain’s pious imperialism took a mature and 

institutionalized form in response to the Protestant Reformation.  After the religious 

defections of England, France and parts of Germany, Spain seemingly stood alone against 

a heretical Europe and Muslims.  Buoyed by providential silver strikes in Potosí and 

Zacatecas in the late 1540s, Spain under Charles V paid for armies to wage religious war 

in greater Europe.  Philip II fused internal religious reforms, Christian rule of the Catholic 

kings and the devout militancy of Charles V to forge Spain’s pious imperialism.  As a 

result, the Spanish Empire could consider itself Catholicism’s most faithful people and 

fiercest defender 

 Within Spain, the official response to the Protestant Reformation began to move 

the Spanish Church away from pluralistic Catholicism toward a narrower definition of 

orthodoxy.  Luther’s revolt against the institutional church took away the middle ground 

from moderate Catholic reformers with similar tendencies.  Humanists fell out of favor 

and the Inquisition persecuted the mystically-inspired Illuminist movement.
22

  Reformist 

energies were directed at identifying and eliminating heterodoxy.  The decrees of the 

Council of Trent in promulgated in 1563 bolstered Spain’s move to a more homogenous 

interpretation of Catholicism.  The Council of Trent’s version of orthodoxy was 

fundamentally conservative in reaffirming the basic tenets of Catholicism even over 

problematic areas like the cult of saints and the sale of indulgences.  In Spain, Philip and 

the Spanish Church hoped that teaching basic doctrine, training parish priests and 
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episcopal inspections of churches would firm up Catholic belief and avoid widespread 

heresy.
23

  The Inquisition that had developed institutional capacity in processing 

conversos and Illuminists widened its scope from enforcing tenets of faith to becoming a 

guardian of Spanish morals.
24

   

 Between religious wars, internal Church reform and Spain’s prominent support of 

Catholicism, the Spanish began to consider themselves superior Catholics.  Charles V and 

Philip II arrested Spanish living abroad who might be heretical and bring social 

contaminants like Lutheranism or homosexuality back with them.
25

  Likewise, Philip II 

distrusted the religious credentials of non-Spanish; he purged the Spanish Catholic 

church of foreigners and restricted the emigration of clergy from other nations to Spanish 

colonies.
26

  Accurately judging the mood of religious and military superiority prevalent in 

Spain, writers like Tomaso Campanella advocated a universal monarchy based on a 

Hispanicization within the Spanish Empire.
27

   

 Missionaries and their approaches to evangelization reflected this sense of 

Spanish superiority and heightened attention to Catholic orthodoxy.  Faced with 

disappointing results and seemingly intractable Indian idolatry, missionaries in the field 

began to favor stricter physical punishment and embarked on violent campaigns to 

eradicate idolatry.
28

  They no longer tolerated sustained deviations from Spanish 

Catholicism.  The Discalced Franciscans began to hold themselves to these higher 

demands of orthodoxy and exacting standards of religious life.  Over the course of the 

sixteenth century, St. Pascal Baylon and St. Pedro de Alcántara increased the severity of 

the Discalced rule by prohibiting libraries, requiring complete abstinence from meat and 

forbidding even the wearing of sandals.
29

  It was this generation of Discalced Franciscans 
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from Castile, energized with reformist zeal, driven by millennial expectations and imbued 

with Spanish imperialism that first arrived in the Philippines in 1578.
30

  

 

Iberian missions of Asia. 

 Although sixteenth-century missionaries had become cynical that the Americas 

represented the New Jerusalem, some Catholics still held hope for Asia.  Jesuit José de 

Acosta in his De natura Novi Orbis of 1590 divided pagans into three tiers and placed the 

Chinese and Japanese at the top on account of their government and sophisticated 

culture.
31

  St. Francis Xavier landed at Kyushu, Japan in 1549 with a small entourage and 

famously declared that the Japanese were “the best we have yet discovered.”
32

  The initial 

successes and the glowing field reports from the Jesuits seemed to show that the best 

hope to recreate the primitive church and to convert many pagans like the apostles lay in 

Asia.
33

  For Catholics, Japan also seemed to offer hope against heretics and infidels.  

Both the Jesuits and Franciscans believed the Japanese mission could help redeem the 

Catholic Church, which had fallen to Protestants in Germany and France.
34

  With a 

Christian Japan, the Iberians hoped that they could finally outflank the Muslims to 

convert the Chinese.
35

  Although the expectations were high, the breathtaking changes of 

the sixteenth century made anything seem possible.   

 The Spanish evangelization in Asia began in China.  Philip II of Spain began to 

channel his missionaries to Asia through the Philippines, Spain’s new colony in the 

east.
36

  One of the first groups he sent was some Discalced Franciscan missionaries on the 

1576 fleet.
37

  Their first goal was not Japan and certainly not the Philippines, but rather 

China.
38

  Within months of their 1578 landing in the Philippines, the superior Pedro de 
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Alfaro along with several companions had landed in Canton (Guangdong).
39

  The 

Chinese firmly escorted them out of the country.  After another two tries in 1582 and 

1587, the Discalced friars conceded their failure.
40

  Dreams of a spiritual conquest of a 

fabled kingdom like China caused Spanish friars to join the overseas missions.
41

  The 

friars feared that the loss of this inspirational goal might permanently end their Asian 

ministry.
42

  No one wanted to stay in the Philippines, which was “filled with barbaric 

islanders.”
43

  A Japanese mission, wrote Pedro Bautista to Philip II in 1590, would be the 

perfect substitute for the Chinese failure and one that might guarantee the long-term 

viability of the Spanish Asian mission.
44

  There seemed to be an opening for a new 

Catholic order in Japan.  It just so happened, Bautista wrote, that the Jesuits were having 

problems with their perfect mission on the islands.
45

  As he had accurately learned, the 

new regent Toyotomi Hideyoshi had expelled the Jesuits from their most successful 

Asian ministry in 1587.  His rise signaled the end of an era in Japanese history and the 

first of many conflicts between the centralizing state and Christianity. 

 Until the late 1580s, Christianity under the Jesuits had prospered in Japan’s 

turbulent sengoku jidai, “the Period of Warring States” (1467-1568).
46

  Hideyoshi 

brought this period to a definitive end by 1590 through a series of military conquests and 

political arrangements.
47

  For a period of roughly one hundred years, though, the emperor 

exercised no effective control over local warlords, the daimyo, as they and their loyal 

samurai guards fought each other for dominance in the country.  This instability gave 

Portuguese traders and Jesuit missionaries a place in Japan.  Wako or Japanese pirates 

thrived in the lawless times and their predations on Chinese merchant junks led to a 

permanent break in commercial relations across the Yellow Sea.  By the 1550s, the 
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Portuguese established themselves as the middlemen in the traditional trade of Chinese 

silks for Japanese silver between Macao and Nagasaki.
48

  Along with trade goods, the 

famed Portuguese carracks exported and nurtured Catholicism through a tenuous 

commercial sea lifeline from Goa to Sofala to Lisbon.   

 The Jesuits parleyed Japanese commercial interests into permission to evangelize 

on the islands.  Their language skills made them useful to both Portuguese and 

Japanese.
49

  The clergymen let it be known in negotiations that they could influence the 

destination of the Portuguese ship and its lucrative cargo.  Using their position as 

indispensable commercial intermediaries, the Jesuits convinced the daimyo to permit 

them to proselytize in their territories.
50

  Later, the clerics became directly involved in 

trade, serving as wholesalers, agents and currency speculators.  Underscoring the vital 

link between commerce and Christianity, the Jesuits established their strongest Christian 

communities in Kyushu around Nagasaki.
51

   

 The Jesuit mission in Japan grew beyond all expectations.  The missionaries 

concentrated their evangelical efforts on the noble class, which yielded a host of converts 

when lords commanded that their vassals also accept Christianity.  In 1580 the missions 

included two hundred churches and 150,000 Christians.  Sixty-five Jesuits, twenty 

Japanese brothers and one hundred Japanese acolytes or dojuku ministered to the 

converts.  The training of these dojuku to teach catechism was an innovation by the 

regional administrator Alessandro Valignano to accommodate such large growth.
52

  By 

1592 there were about 300,000 Christians tended by one hundred thirty-six Jesuits and 

one hundred eighty dojuku.
53

  Even discounting for overoptimistic estimates, the mission 

had attracted a significant number of Japanese.  
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 Although the Jesuits introduced a new religion, Hideyoshi treated the order very 

much like another Buddhist sect.  Buddhist monks had a long tradition of militarization, 

autonomy and intervention into national politics.
54

  In his campaigns of internal conquest, 

he had entire Buddhist factions “annihilated, without a trace of their monks, or of their 

monasteries.”
55

  One of Hideyoshi’s last internal conquests was Kyushu, the home base 

of the Jesuits in 1586 where he witnessed firsthand the Christians’ power.
56

  Upon 

hearing the Jesuit Vice-provincial boast that he could summon two Portuguese warships, 

Hideyoshi prepared to take action against the Christian sect.
57

  He accused the Jesuits of 

having propagated a dangerous creed and instilling blind obedience among important 

daimyos and their samurai.
58

  The regent ordered the banishment of all Christians and 

prohibited evangelization.  Hideyoshi’s forces destroyed sixty of two hundred fifty Jesuit 

establishments.
59

  After this initial campaign though, the letter of the law was never fully 

enforced.  The Jesuits returned to their missions and commercial projects albeit 

cautiously.  They adopted Japanese dress and restricted their proselytizing to behind 

doors.  Yet, the persecution signaled that the new central authority promised less leniency 

than the relative autonomy the Christians had previously enjoyed.  Paradoxically, the new 

imperial power created the opportunity the Discalced Franciscans in the Philippines 

needed to begin their Japanese mission. 

 

Japanese imperialism and the Discalced Franciscan mission in Japan.   

 Although Discalced Franciscans had identified Japan as a potential site for 

Catholic evangelization, it was Japanese, not Spanish imperialism, that brought Spanish 

friars to Japan.  From 1586 to 1593, Hideyoshi was flushed with military victories and 
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anxious to expand beyond the Japanese islands.  After a reconnaissance trip to Manila, a 

Japanese adventurer, Harada Magoshichirō, urged Hideyoshi to consider the Philippines 

as a possible addition to his realm.
60

  In a letter to the governor of the Philippines, Pedro 

Gómez Pérez Dasmarinas, Hideyoshi wrote that those “who recognize my authority I do 

not ill-treat, but I send my captains to war upon whomsoever shall refuse to submit to 

me.”
61

  His intentions were serious even if his forces were limited.  In 1592, the regent 

invaded Korea hoping to subjugate even China.
62

  Governor Dasmarinas took heed and 

sent Dominican linguist Juan Cobo in June of 1592 thinking that diplomacy might avert a 

Japanese invasion of the Philippines.
63

   

 As a Dominican and a diplomatic envoy, Juan Cobo represented the composite 

administration of Catholicism and monarchy of the Spanish Empire in the Philippines.  

He promoted both the secular and religious interests of the Spanish kings with great 

success in Japan.  The skillful diplomat heard about the recent persecution of the Jesuits 

and quickly discerned Hideyoshi’s keen interest in foreign trade.
64

  He suggested that the 

reason no Spanish ship had visited Japan was because the Jesuits held a monopoly on 

Nagasaki.  Hideyoshi immediately ordered the Jesuits be punished, which included 

destroying a church and several of their houses.
65

  By the end of Cobo’s mission, the 

Dominican had in his hands a retraction of the Japanese military threats and a personal 

invitation from the regent permitting ten Spanish friars to live in Japan.
66

  Fate did not 

repay Juan Cobo for having accomplished his mission so successfully.  He was 

shipwrecked off the coast of Formosa where he was killed by headhunters.
67

  Meanwhile, 

Harada, the scheming adventurer, won a handsome reward from Hideyoshi and a plum 
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position as ambassador to Manila.
68

  Harada also arrived safely in the Philippines in April 

1593 to communicate the regent’s unexpected invitation.
69

 

 With Hideyoshi’s invitation, the Spanish Discalced Franciscans had their desired 

entrée into Japan and their key to long-term viability in Asia.  Governor Dasmarinas sent 

Fr. Pedro Bautista as “a most serious man, of much worth and character, with whom I 

counsel and advise in the affairs most important to my king.”
70

  Given the delicate nature 

of the position, Bautista was hardly the best choice for ambassador.  Some years before, 

he had clashed with the colonial authorities in a fiery sermon in the Manila Cathedral 

criticizing the use of slaves and forced laborers as rowers in Spanish galleys.
71

  However, 

Bautista’s initial meetings with Hideyoshi in July 1593 seemed to promise everything the 

Spanish and Franciscans had hoped.  Hideyoshi repeated his commitment to sponsor the 

friars and give them permission to evangelize in Japan.
72

  The regent’s graciousness and 

curiosity about Christianity and the Franciscan order convinced the friars they had earned 

the special favor of the most powerful man in Japan.
73

   

 Later events seemed to confirm that Hideyoshi held the Spanish Franciscans in 

high regard.  When Bautista was unable to obtain a parcel of land for a church, he and 

Gonzalo threw themselves in front of the regent’s entourage as it passed through the 

streets.
74

  Surprised, perhaps astounded, Hideyoshi granted them a plot that he had 

requisitioned from some Japanese Buddhist monks or bonzes.
75

  The Franciscans were 

pleased as the land had space for at least an orchard, a church and friary.
76

  Moreover, 

they believed that the regent’s palace was close enough so his household might hear their 

bell.
77

  A look outside would remind the Franciscans of their challenge in Japan; the plot 
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faced a Buddhist temple with a huge statue of Buddha in front.  The Franciscans hoped to 

“make war with the great temple and be the small stone that tumbled the great statue.”
78

   

 The Franciscans were overjoyed by Hideyoshi’s apparent favor in both the right 

to evangelize and land for a friary.  The friars’ interpretation of these concessions, 

however, led to the long-term negative consequences for the Spanish mission in Japan.  

Although the Franciscans correctly realized that Hideyoshi punished the Jesuits as a 

rebuke for their wealth, influence and power, the Franciscans incorrectly believed this 

constituted an endorsement of the Franciscan order and its rule of poverty.  Since 

Bautista interpreted Hideyoshi’s support to be religiously-motivated, he did not press for 

trade concessions, which Cobo had astutely surmised was the paramount Japanese 

interest.  The Franciscans’ faith in the regent’s protection gave them less incentive to 

establish a network of influential supporters in the bakufu or the shogunate.  As a result 

when Hideyoshi’s temper turned against them, the Franciscans had no friends at court.  

Since the friars believed that the regent invited them as a Christian counterweight to the 

Jesuits, they considered that their security depended upon strict separation from that 

order.  The result was to discourage the friars from making common cause with their 

fellow Catholics.  Indeed, the relationship between the Portuguese Jesuits and the Spanish 

Franciscans slowly deteriorated over three years from polite assistance to outright enmity 

   

Competing for the Counterreformation: Jesuits and the Discalced Franciscans.  

 Almost from the beginning of the Discalced Franciscan mission in Japan, the 

friars began to clash with the Portuguese Jesuits.  As the Franciscan Bautista put it 

mildly, he and the Jesuits “did not understand each other.”
79

  Order and national rivalries 
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only exacerbated a deeper conflict over their distinct interpretations of Catholic tradition, 

which were exacerbated by order rivalries and nationalism.
80

  These problems expressed 

themselves in character assassination, accusations of poaching converts and reams of 

documents.  At a particularly low point in relations, a fight broke out between the 

converts of each order.  The great stakes of the Japanese mission—the salvation of souls, 

the possibility of a future Chinese mission, national pride and even the fate of the 

Catholic Church—tended to make the conflict that much shriller.  The letters, reports and 

testimony generated by the conflict between the Discalced Franciscans and the Jesuits 

framed two sides in the battle for the soul of the Counterreformation.   

 Initially, the Portuguese Jesuits welcomed Bautista’s group in 1593 because they 

thought his mission would be a purely diplomatic—and temporary—one.
81

  They 

provided the Franciscans with lodging and gave them copies of internal reports on 

Japanese politics.  The Jesuits’ goodwill began to evaporate when they discovered the 

Franciscans intended to build a friary in Kyoto.  Not only did the Jesuits refuse to give 

money to the Franciscan building fund, they prohibited other Christians from donating to 

it.
82

  The friars had to ask the governor of Manila for funds to complete their very modest 

facilities (made of wood, bamboo and clay).
83

  They named the friary after Santa María 

de los Ángeles de Porciúncula.  Over the next few years, the Franciscans added two 

hospitals to the Santa María, “to her right, her beloved husband St. Joseph and to her left, 

her dear mother St. Ana.”
84

  

 The opposition of the Jesuits struck the Franciscans as ungracious since their 

order had welcomed the Jesuits into New Spain and the Philippines.
85

  Perhaps the Jesuits 

could have tolerated the Franciscans in Japan if the friars concentrated their efforts far 
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from the Jesuit missions.
86

  Instead, the Franciscans moved into cities with a well-

established Jesuit presence.  The friars justified their missions by arguing that it made no 

sense to have one religious establishment in cities the size of Madrid, Seville or Rome.
87

  

They alleged that the Jesuits had too few personnel to oversee the Christians they had 

converted, resulting in immorality and apostasy.
88

  “Remember,” the Franciscans 

reasoned, “that when the Lord filled the nets of the Apostles, they called to the other boat 

for help.”
89

  Motivated by “great charity to help the Jesuits,” seven more friars joined the 

Japanese mission: in August 1594, Marcelo de Ribadeneira, Agustín Rodríguez and 

Jerónimo de Jesús arrived; in 1595, Juan Pobre de Zamora; and in June 1596, Martín de 

la Ascensión and Francisco Blanco.
90

  With the extra personnel, the Franciscans built two 

new friaries in Nagasaki and Osaka.
91

  Of these, the Jesuits especially resisted the 

expansion into Nagasaki, the heart of their ministry.  The Franciscans maintained—with 

complete justification—that they could not support their ministry without the port city.
92

  

Nagasaki gave the friars access to the Iberian expatriate community and a link to the 

support of the larger Catholic network of Asia.
93

  The new mission was a tacit admission 

that the Franciscan mission in Japan could not be self-sustaining for the foreseeable 

future. 

 The Franciscan mission bothered the Jesuits for a great variety of reasons.  

Perhaps most importantly, they considered Japan to be their territory and so they 

considered the friars as evangelical trespassers and religious provocateurs.  Strong papal 

bulls supported their interpretation.  In 1585, Pope Gregory XIII had reserved all Asia to 

be the exclusive jurisdiction of the Company of Jesus.
94

  In obtaining this privilege, the 

Jesuits and Alessandro Valignano in particular had argued that having Asia under only 
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one order would avoid the destructive infighting of the Indies missions.
95

  Franciscans 

grumbled amongst themselves that Gregory ruled for the Jesuits based on distorted 

information.
96

  The friars also pointed out that even though Gregory had given Asia to the 

Jesuits, Sixtus V had given Franciscans permission to evangelize the Philippines, which 

were definitely part of Asia.
97

  The inconsistency gave them the opportunity they needed.  

Creatively interpreting the vague jurisdictional limits of their Philippine province, the 

Franciscans asserted they had a right to build churches in all of Asia.
98

  Perhaps sensing 

their tenuous position, the Franciscans drew widely from a range of justifying language.  

In wilder moments, the friars claimed to have received permission to evangelize from an 

obligation to the multitude of Christians, Hideyoshi and even God himself.
99

  Despite 

these bold assertions as to the legality of the Japanese mission, the Franciscans made 

obtaining better papal permission their highest priority.   

 The Japanese mission exhibited both the drawbacks and advantages of the 

decentralized administration of the Catholic Church.  As the ongoing conflict between the 

Jesuits and Franciscans demonstrated, the papacy exercised only tenuous control over its 

far-flung clergymen.  The Jesuits believed the limitations of papal authority were a 

function of distance, “six thousand leagues from the Supreme Pontiff and his general—

those who could moderate the religious.”
100

  In addition to the problem of time and 

distance, the papacy did not create a separate administrative unit to oversee the missions 

for another three decades.
101

  The festering conflict between the Jesuits and Franciscans 

was one negative consequence of the relative autonomy of branches of the Catholic 

Church.  The same characteristic allowed the Church as an institution to incorporate 

creative and energetic movements like those of the Jesuit and Discalced Franciscan 
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orders.  Each had distinct interpretations of orthodox Catholicism in their order rules.  

With little effective central control, these two revitalized orders essentially competed 

against each other: at stake in Japan were two incompatible visions of the post-Trent 

Catholic Church.  Far from being an unconstructive situation, this holy rivalry proved 

indispensable to the church’s vitality.  As Bautista stated, “the contradictions energize 

and wake the Orders, saintly envy, and emulation of virtue is very, very beneficial.”
102

  

At its best, the decentralized nature of the Catholic Church captured and inspired the 

energies of charismatic groups.  At its worst, arms of the Catholic Church fought each 

other, sapping the strength of the institution.   

 Philip II, common monarch of the Portuguese and Spanish, was as unsuccessful as 

the pope to resolve the conflict over jurisdiction in Japan.  As part of the political 

agreement that led to Philip’s ascension to the Portuguese crown, the king agreed to 

administer each country’s colonies separately, which, in theory, prevented the free 

movement of Spanish into Portuguese territory.
103

  Through their political networks, the 

Jesuits let Philip II know they resented the intrusion of the Spanish into land pertaining to 

the “Portuguese conquests.”
104

  However, the Portuguese Jesuits had fallen out of favor 

with their new Spanish monarch.  Philip II knew the Jesuits had supported his Braganza 

contender for the Portuguese crown and kept the order at a distance.  He did nothing to 

remove the Spanish Franciscans or to quiet the simmering nationalistic rivalries in 

Japan.
105

  In the end, the decisions made in Manila, Macao, Madrid and Rome did not 

matter much, as Kyoto settled the matter for them all.  

 Over the course of 1595 and 1596 relations between the Jesuits and friars steadily 

deteriorated.  In June 1595, Jesuit bishop Pedro Gómez demanded that the friars formally 
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present him with the papal bulls that authorized their Japanese mission.
106

  Bautista 

complained bitterly to his superiors about increased Jesuit interference in their daily 

affairs.
107

  The friar felt that the Jesuits feared the consequences of the unrestrained 

Franciscan evangelization; the “Fathers emphasize, as prudent men, that our publicity and 

the fervor of our Christians will damage Christianity, inviting a persecution.”
108

  His 

sense of a growing opposition was correct.  Shortly after the arrival of the new bishop, 

Jesuit Pedro Martínez, in mid August 1596, the Jesuits resolved to expel the Franciscans 

from Japan once and for all.
109

   

 While nationalism and conflict over authority widened the gulf between the 

Jesuits and Franciscans, their distinctive visions of Catholicism and evangelization 

constituted the true apple of discord.  The Jesuits criticized the Franciscans as uneducated 

and unprepared for the rigors of the Japanese mission with its intelligent populace and 

militant government.  The friars characterized the Jesuits as too lax in enforcing religious 

obligations and lacking the necessary fervor for charismatic conversion.  There was much 

truth in the mutual recriminations because they represented different interpretations of the 

Catholic faith.  These cherished beliefs of Jesuits and friars informed their decisions in 

Japan as the missionaries confronted political, linguistic, cultural and social isolation.  

For their part, Spanish friars proudly self-consciously fashioned themselves as the 

stewards of the Franciscan tradition of asceticism and missionary work.  Their rigorous 

adherence to Catholicism sprang from the orthodox turn of Spanish Catholicism and had 

real consequences for their Japanese mission.  Unlike the Portuguese Jesuits who were 

themselves colonial subjects of the Spanish, the actions of Franciscans in Japan also bore 

the mark of Spanish pious imperialism.  The cultural and religious assumptions of the 
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Franciscans in Japan serve as a microcosm of the Spanish Empire in the late sixteenth 

century.  Religious universalism and cultural chauvinism motivated and unified the friars 

in their mission, but it took away their ability to understand and adapt to Japanese culture.   

 The Franciscan friars in Japan carried an enormous burden of expectations.  The 

Japanese mission represented to the friars a culmination of the westward push of a long 

line of illustrious Franciscans.
110

  They also felt they were recreating the apostolic 

church.  As Fr. Jerónimo de Jesús wrote, “not only did the spirit of God express itself in 

the past centuries, but also in these times…our Lord kindled the divine flame in Japan, at 

the ends of the earth.”
111

  Recreating the glorious triumph of the early apostles also meant 

looking for many miracles, the conversion of the regent and ultimately a Christian Japan.  

Friars hoped that a new Catholic victory in Asia would restore the church’s primacy after 

the Protestant Reformation in Europe.  As if these pressures were not enough, the friars 

believed that their mission contributed directly to the beginning of a new age whether it 

was time of universal Christianity or an Apocalypse.   

 Unfortunately for the Franciscans, the realities of their mission were somewhat 

less inspiring.  Though they longed to preach eloquently to the masses like St. Francis, as 

a group they struggled with the Japanese language.  A typical day for the friars included 

four hours of language instruction.
112

  Despite intense effort, Pedro Bautista was still 

unable to speak Japanese well after three years.  He depended on Gonzalo García, the 

“spokesman brother” who had learned Japanese as a youth.
113

  Even García, who was 

undisputedly the best Japanese speaker, stuttered.
114

  Jerónimo de Jesús wrote that he and 

fellow friar Marcelo Ribadeneira even “with constant labor, we [still] do not know the 

language.”
115

  As a result, he warned that that under no circumstances should older friars 
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come, but “young friars that can nurse in the language.”
116

  One of the younger friars, 

Francisco Blanco, did learn Japanese fairly quickly, but his language abilities counted for 

little as he only arrived in June of 1596.
117

   

 Being unable to speak Japanese at a level necessary to educate and convert the 

sophisticated populace severely limited the possibilities for the Franciscan mission.  The 

Jesuits believed that the friars’ minimal Japanese caused them to misinterpret 

communications with Japanese authorities and mangle Christian doctrine.
118

  Both the 

Jesuits and Franciscans were impressed with the Japanese interest in spiritual matters and 

their keen intellect.
119

  Even if the mendicants had a more robust command of the 

language, the Jesuits concluded that the unlettered friars were unprepared for the tough 

theological questions from sophisticated Japanese. They caustically suggested that the 

friars go back to the Philippines where the natives were duller.
120

   

 The few forays of the Franciscans into the Japanese countryside highlighted their 

linguistic shortcomings.  On one missionary trip, Fr. Ribadeneira and Fr. Francisco de 

San Miguel proselytized by reading from a book of the lives of saints in Japanese 

rendered into Castilian phonetics.
121

  While the Japanese may have understood the friars, 

the friars did not realize that many there were already Christian.  The Jesuits later acidly 

pointed out that this village had been on their preaching circuit for years.  Instead of 

going out into the countryside or even the urban streets, the Discalced Franciscans 

typically stayed in their monastery and said masses requiring an interpreter even for 

confessions.
122

  The friars’ Japanese Christian converts were the ones who preached, 

catechized and discussed religious questions with passersby.
123
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 Faced with difficulties of language and alien customs the Discalced Franciscans 

consoled themselves by recurring to the Franciscan tradition of unlettered friars calling 

themselves “simple idiots.”
124 

 The friars explicitly rejected the path of the educated 

Jesuits whom they equated with the learned Buddhist monks and Biblical Pharisees.
125

  A 

learned man, according to the friars, put pride in human capabilities above their faith in 

God.
126

  They rationalized that their linguistic isolation meant that they would rely even 

more on the Lord for conversions, “which is what has happened to this point, so the 

Jesuits should not think their industry has brought them about.”
127

   

 Unable to preach directly to the Japanese or to understand them, the Discalced 

Franciscans evangelized with their actions, particularly in hospital work, voluntary 

poverty and their Franciscan habits. As prior Juan de Garrovillas remarked, “and the 

principle manner of preaching is to always give them [the Japanese] a good example.  

This is why our Brothers have erected a hospital by the Kyoto convent.”
128

  Like St. 

Francis, the friars fed the poor (except with rice, not bread) and washed the wounds of the 

sick.
129

  The friars took advantage of this captive audience to teach catechism.
130

  The 

residents who had been there longer would say doctrine five or six times a day.   

 The Franciscans’ charitable work served to attract converts.  However, the true 

ministry of the hospital work was to develop and showcase humility.  Every afternoon, 

the friars tended patients, especially the shunned Japanese lepers.
131

  Friars would cut off 

their rotten parts and devotedly kiss their feet and sores.
132

  Beyond healing patients, the 

work cured the friars infected with learning and pride.  Fr. Pobre called to his colleagues 

in Europe, “come, come, you wise and educated evangelists of Spain and New Spain to 

humble yourself at the feet of these lepers.”
133

  The friars recounted that Japanese 
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wandered by, peeked in and were surprised by the devotion.
134

  For the Discalced 

Franciscans, the hospital work was “an efficacious sermon,” to take the place of words.
135

  

The message of the sermon was humility, which the Franciscans felt the Japanese sorely 

needed, for they were a proud people.
136

 

 The Discalced Franciscans, like St. Francis, had taken a strict vow to live only by 

alms.  The friars constantly referred to their austere lives as “evangelical poverty.”
137

  

Like with their hospital work, then, the friars believed that their mere example could 

inspire Japanese conversions.  The friars hoped that the Japanese would ask themselves, 

“are these [friars] not white like us?  Why, then, do they do this?”
138

  They reveled in 

poverty for the same reasons that they rejected learning; it removed another obstacle 

between a soul and God.  This poverty made them better missionaries than the educated 

Jesuits, “the evangelical poverty and asceticism of St. Francis is …even better to spread 

the Gospel in Japan, than knowledge and wealth,” as Fr. Jerónimo de Jesús 

proclaimed.
139

  The Jesuits could discern an insult and in response, they ridiculed the idea 

of evangelical poverty.  The Japanese, stated Bishop Pedro Martínez, simply did not 

understand the religious message of ascetic material condition.
140

  Not only did it do no 

good, but Japanese equated the Franciscans with the underclass, which inspired revulsion 

not curiosity.  The Franciscans acknowledged that “all the Japanese were commonly 

enemies of the poor and disgusting,” but thought their ministry would therefore be all the 

more striking.
141

  The dispute pitted the friars’ universalistic notions of the human 

condition versus the Jesuits’ particularistic vision. 

 As it worked out, the evangelical focus of the Franciscan friars might have had 

some long-term viability.  The majority of converts were among the most marginalized: 
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lepers, children and the poor.
142

  The friars wrote that it was gratifying to see how the 

destitute disdained riches putting their confidence in heaven and the “treasure of saintly 

poverty.”
143

  By 1595, the Franciscans had about three thousand converts.
144

  The Spanish 

also concentrated on the Japanese poor because Hideyoshi had explicitly forbidden them 

from preaching to “the powerful, soldiers and merchants.”
145

  This focus convinced them 

that the regent was less likely to impede their work for security reasons because 

Hideyoshi had no fear of an uprising from the impoverished masses.
146

  

 Since the Franciscans consciously rejected secular concerns in favor of God’s 

absolute rule, they resisted adapting their ministry or methods to accommodate Japanese 

culture.  While the Jesuit Valignano was never without opprobrium for the Franciscans, 

he accurately judged their character: the friars “do not adapt themselves to [Japan] as we 

do, and indeed they have no organization to make it possible for them to adapt; and with 

their very distinctive religious habit they really are conspicuous in Japan.”
147

  For the 

Jesuits, the Franciscans’ refusal to adopt Japanese-style clothing came to symbolize their 

intransigence and willingness to risk another Christian persecution.  The Jesuits had 

abandoned their European clothing after the first episode of repression in 1587, a move 

which also exemplified their more pragmatic, less dogmatic style of evangelization.  The 

Jesuits emphasized cultural accommodation whenever it did not conflict with basic 

church doctrine. 

 In contrast, the Franciscans believed that their particular manner of dress created 

exactly the shock they needed to pique the curiosity of the Japanese and introduce them 

to Christianity.
148

  The plain brown, scratchy wool habit physically reinforced the 

principles of the Discalced order: humility, asceticism and separation from the 
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conventions of the secular world.  The three knots on their rope belt reminded the friars 

of their vows of poverty, chastity and obedience.  Europeans in Japan understood the 

friars’ outfits publicly communicated piety; they noted approvingly that the Franciscans 

“always wore their own religious habit” and that the Jesuits did not.
149

  The Franciscans 

maliciously asserted that one could not distinguish between a Jesuit and a Japanese 

Buddhist monk.
150

 

 From the Franciscan perspective, the Jesuits’ mission in Japan needed a dose of 

uncompromising orthodoxy.  In the Jesuit effort to make Christianity more attractive and 

less foreign, they had permitted some Japanese pious attitudes to continue in Catholic 

ceremony.
151

  The Franciscans alleged that the result was that Japanese Christians had 

little instruction about good Christian morals and rituals.  Ribadeneira and Fray Francisco 

de San Miguel saw Japanese drinking tea from a pot of hot water in the midst of the 

church, which specifically went against rules for church service laid down by the father 

of the Catholic Church himself, St. Peter.
152

  The Franciscans were shocked to find that 

Jesuit-trained Japanese Christians did not know the Ave María.  The Jesuits allowed 

Japanese Christians to kneel in their masses as a worshipper would in Shintoism and 

Buddhism because subordinates would never stand before a deity or a lord.  The 

Franciscans, on the other hand, insisted that their converts stand while they prayed.
153

   

 The Franciscans maintained that the Jesuits’ adaptations of European ceremony 

ill-served the new Japanese converts.  The friars found that some Japanese were anxious 

to receive instruction on ceremony “that other Christians use.”
154

  For instance, 

worshipers should rather carry on with “tears and sobs and much devotion…and with, as 

we read in the primitive Church, praise the Lord and sing Psalms…with one heart.”
155
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The friars were the first to publish the required liturgical feasts and fasts from the Roman 

Catholic rites arguing that the new Christian converts wanted to know their 

responsibilities.
156

  The Franciscans were aware of different cultural practices, calling 

them “different customs and behaviors.”
157

  They maintained that these had no place in 

the celebration of a universal Catholic faith.  In fact, however, Franciscans, like the 

Jesuits, taught variants of Catholicism mistaken for universal practice.  By insisting on 

orthodoxy the friars proselytized Spanish culture and its interpretation of Catholic 

tradition.  

 As the Jesuits feared, the Franciscans’ insistence on Spanish Catholic practice 

also introduced controversy and confusion.  The friars baptized their converts with oil 

and chrism in Japan, which the Jesuits had not done.
158

  Through misunderstanding or as 

Jesuits alleged Franciscan misinformation, some Japanese considered their baptisms 

without oil and chrism as invalid.  Similarly, Franciscans revived other practices that the 

Jesuits had deliberately suppressed to avoid the appearance of paganism, especially to 

new converts.  The friars put the Holy Host in front of their chapels, which the Jesuits 

had specifically avoided fearing that new converts might confuse it with the Christian 

God.
159

  The Franciscans defended themselves by recurring to established tradition 

arguing that the host “in land of new conversion, had stopped the fulminations of the 

devil, and provoked miracles of the Lord.”
160

  In this instance, though, the Franciscans 

acceded to the Jesuits and took down the monstrance in their chapels.   

 The Franciscans also sold devotional items as a means for Japanese Christians to 

earn indulgences.  Of these, the most popular were the rosary of Adrian and the 

Franciscan knotted rope belt.
161

  Fr. Jerónimo bragged that “the devotion of the Japanese 
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Christians to the rosary is notable; many already have the blessed cord [i.e. the rope belt] 

and soon there will no one who does not have one.”
162

  The Jesuits countered that the 

devotion had escaped the Franciscans’ control with individuals selling such items at 

inflated prices.  Bautista acknowledged the problem and had the guilty man apprehended.  

He, however, essentially denied responsibility for causing the problem, “can we close the 

mouths of the ignorant?”
163

  Despite the risks of paganism, “would it not be an injustice 

to deny so many Christians the benefits of the cord and beads of Adrian?”
164

  The friars’ 

faith in orthodoxy allowed them to dismiss any further concerns over doctrine and 

perception of the Japanese Christians.   

 The Jesuits criticized the Franciscans for doctrinal failures, linguistic 

incompetence and disregard of papal authority.  However, what most worried the Jesuits 

were the friars’ deliberately provocative actions in the urban public space.  The 

Franciscans pealed their bells and sang masses at top voice.  They preached loudly and 

openly in the public streets.
165

  For their part, the Jesuits had restricted public preaching 

and celebrated mass indoors since the persecution of 1587.  In part, the Franciscans’ 

boldness came from their great faith in their good relationship with the Regent 

Hideyoshi; “while this King lives, we have much security.”
166

  Privately, the friars 

admitted that if Hideyoshi died or if war broke out, they would proceed with a great deal 

more caution.
167

  Until then, the Franciscans declared that they would lead processions in 

the streets and preach defiantly because, “we cannot lose so many souls.”
168

  Theirs was a 

religious bravado that reveled in flaunting the world, the cautious Jesuits and the 

Buddhists in their own territory.
169
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 Pointedly defying social norms came from the friars’ particular interpretation of 

Franciscan and Biblical tradition.  In Japan, this belief created a self-reinforcing circle of 

linguistic and cultural isolation, righteous conviction and demonization of the gentile.  In 

practice, the friars made easy targets for mockery.  The Japanese “yell at us in the street 

accusing us of eating cows, children or chickens.  One day in Kyoto, they shoved raw 

rice in our mouths.  I do not mention other, more common things.”
170

  Even the Jesuits 

made fun of the friars because they were poor, smelled bad and lacked catagi (the custom 

of drinking, eating and giving presents).
171

  In Japan, unlike in Spanish America, the 

friars could not respond physically to these threats and insults because Hideyoshi had 

forbidden the missionaries to use force in their evangelization.
172

  Evidence shows that 

the friars would quite definitely have used corporal punishment to reinforce their 

authority.  On one occasion, they encountered ruffians who mocked and beat them, doing 

“what the young men do to a drunk in the street.”
173

  The friars then demonstrated their 

own power by making a “Japanese Christian kneel down, not rising until we gave him 

permission.”
174

  The friars expected obedience and respect.  Without the authority to 

punish, the friars had no other outlet for their frustration, isolation and social persecution 

other than their religious beliefs. 

 Convinced of their own piety and divorced from the Japanese cultural context, the 

friars began to consider themselves in the midst of a great battle.  Fr. Ribadeneira 

considered Japan an enemy of the Franciscans’ most cherished principle of poverty.
175

  

His choice of words comes up frequently, “this life is war and will always be so, and 

blessed is he who perseveres to the end.”
176

 At times the Franciscans were deliberately 

provocative.  They would defiantly march the monstrance of the Eucharist like a 
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“standard” of Christ through the streets and in front of Buddhist temples.  As fondly 

retold by Fr. Ribadeneira, boys could call out to them, “Deus, deus.”
177

  Some bystanders 

made fun of them, others joined the friars.
178

  The friars expected, even sought out, 

persecution.  These beliefs led them to anticipate martyrdom, a possibility which they 

mentioned frequently.  They preached forcefully and publicly “like the Saints seeking 

martyrdom.”
179

   The friars described themselves as “desirous to be martyrs, by word and 

by example, that in a time of tribulation, seemed every day more likely [as they were] 

among so many gentile enemies.”
180

   

 If the beliefs of the Franciscan friars put them on a path toward martyrdom, it was 

a journey they undertook cheerfully.  The great promise of the Japanese mission and the 

friars’ own meager results convinced the Franciscans that only a sacrifice of their own 

lives would yield the great Christianization they envisioned.  The Franciscans firmly 

believed that they were recreating the Apostolic church and so it troubled them that the 

Lord in “his inscrutable ways had not sent a miracle to convert the infidels and strengthen 

the faith of the baptized as we read of the primitive Church.”
 181

  The alternative to 

miracles in Catholic history was martyrdom; Tertullian’s dictum that “the blood of 

Christians is seed” captured the hopeful logic of the 1580s and 1590s.
182

  Juan de Pobre 

stated that the Franciscans expect “each day will go from good to better and that a 

persecution will water this earth with the blood of martyrs to confirm the faith for the 

baptized because there have been no miracles.”
183

  In that sense the martyrdoms of 1597 

were the culmination of a particular missionary outlook that interpreted the Japanese 

culture in European terms, that invoked inflexible orthodoxy and sought justification in 

persecution.   
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Conclusion.   

 On February 5, 1597, Regent Hideyoshi had twenty-six Christians—Jesuits, 

Discalced Franciscans and Japanese Christians—crucified in Nagasaki.  As the 

Franciscans were condemned, the Jesuits went into hiding.  The Jesuits’ training in 

casuistry emphasized avoiding martyrdom if the long-term success of the mission would 

be better served.
184

  Unlike the Jesuits, the spiritual and intellectual tradition of the 

Discalced Franciscans reduced their adaptability and integration into Japanese society.  

Spanish Catholic imperialism brought the friars to Japan invigorated with the heightened 

commitment to orthodoxy of Philip II’s Spain.  Their cherished beliefs in evangelical 

poverty and persecution as validation created strong order cohesion, but further alienated 

the friars.  Their faith in their Japanese patron, too, failed.  When Hideyoshi’s famously 

mercurial temper turned against them, the Franciscans had no other recourse.  Their 

concentration on the poor and powerless left them without a politically-connected 

advocate in a time of crisis.  As will be seen in the next chapter, the friars welcomed the 

opportunity to die for Christ as the ultimate step in the Franciscans ministry by example 

and a logical continuation from their asceticism; they did not consider themselves 

condemned.  They believed that their deaths would provoke the great conversions of the 

apostolic church and through them the church might triumph over pagan tyranny in 

Japan.   
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Chapter 3.  Dying in a Japanese Jerusalem. 

 

 In July 1596, young Fr. Felipe de las Casas boarded the famous Manila Galleon in 

the Philippines to return to his family in Mexico City.  One can only wonder if the friar 

felt reassured or concerned that his ship was named the San Felipe.  Later writers saw 

divine providence in the coincidence that the San Felipe bore Fr. Felipe to his martyrdom 

and sainthood.  After a series of storms hobbled the ship, the captain made an emergency 

landing on the Japanese island of Shikoku.  The rich cargo of silks, spices and goods also 

seemed providential to Hideyoshi Toyotomi, regent and supreme leader of Japan, who 

had recently suffered severe financial losses.  He commanded his officials to confiscate 

the cargo.  The shipwreck of Spaniards also drew attention to a small group of Spanish 

Franciscans who had been evangelizing in Japan for some years.  The armaments of the 

San Felipe awakened fears that Spain planned a military invasion of Japan and that the 

friars were working as a fifth column.  Under orders from Hideyoshi, guards arrested six 

Franciscans and twenty Japanese Christians.  Officials paraded the prisoners through 

Osaka, Sacai and Kyoto before crucifying the group in Nagasaki on February 5, 1597.  

Last to arrive, Fr. Felipe was the first to be crucified.   

 In reconstructing the story of the Nagasaki martyrdoms of 1597, this chapter 

argues that the martyrs exemplified ideal pious imperialists.  The condemned men self-

consciously modeled their behavior on classic Christian martyrdoms believing that if they 

just remained faithful to the example of the saints, their deaths would convert Japan to 

Christianity.  The friars coached the younger martyrs on what to do and even cautioned 

themselves in letters written from prison to “maintain firm resolve to suffer for his divine 
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love.”
1
  As seen in the last chapter, this fortitude came from both religious belief and 

Spanish imperialism.  By combining elements of a classic Christian martyrdom with 

Spanish Catholicism, witnesses created a template of Spanish imperial hagiography.  

Throughout the testimony, witnesses expressed their special sentiment toward the 

condemned friars especially because they were also Spanish.  According to them, the 

martyrs suffered mutilation and public humiliation, but they shouted with joy and praised 

God.  Witnesses confirmed that miracles marked the Christians’ deaths.  Their bodies did 

not decompose, their blood remained fresh and signs appeared in the skies over their 

Japanese Golgotha.  In the Nagasaki martyrs, Spain’s subjects had proof of God’s divine 

endorsement of their imperial project. 

 Since historiography has questioned the reliability of beatification materials, an 

explanation of this chapter’s sources is warranted.  Noting the stock phrases and rigid 

procedures of saintly processes, studies have concluded that clergymen manipulated 

testimony.
2
  The diocesan process in Manila was typical in that a Discalced Franciscan 

friar wrote the questions and selected the witnesses.
3
  The wording of questions itself 

invited a positive response to the inspiring details of the martyrs’ deaths and their 

posthumous miracles.  It is not surprising, then, that witnesses unfailing praised the 

martyrs and described a classic Catholic martyrdom.
4
  However, rather than imposing 

convention, testimony simply recorded it.  Documentation suggests that the standard 

features of the Nagasaki martyrdom were already firmly in place well before the 

witnesses arrived in Manila.  Martyrs intentionally imitated their saintly predecessors.   

Witnesses were also familiar with narratives of Catholic martyrs and used these to 

remember and to retell the story of the Nagasaki martyrdom.  Although they had trouble 
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remembering names, cities and background, observers elaborated floridly on the splendid 

comportment of the martyrs and the miracles following their crucifixion.  As a result, the 

friars did not have to modify the testimony.  By 1597, both the friars and witnesses had 

internalized standards of sanctity that were typical of published hagiographies.
5
  As proof 

of the faithfulness of their renditions, a second and totally unrelated hearing in Macao 

confirmed the results of the Manila tribunal.
6
   

 

Tale of a fateful trip; the San Felipe. 

 To some eyewitnesses, signs and portents foretold the wreck of the Spanish 

Manila Galleon (the San Felipe) and the later martyrdom of Christians in Japan.  On the 

first night after leaving port, the crew and passengers saw a comet whose tail extended 

“threatening Japan.”
7
  Later, the passengers witnessed another omen, this time of a red 

cross, which was then covered by a black cloud, foretelling martyrdoms, blood and 

darkness.
8
  In Japan itself, the Spanish would later find out that there had been an 

earthquake and that it rained earth and ash in Kyoto and Osaka.
9
  Passenger and 

Franciscan lay friar Juan Pobre believed the ship was stuffed with sin, “loaded with so 

many offenses to God…each time the hatches were opened, it seemed as though the 

demons inside tried to take control over the people outside.”
10

     

 The interpretations of such ill-portents came after-the-fact.  The voyage started 

well enough when the San Felipe lifted anchor on July 26, 1596.
11

  Captains knew that in 

order to avoid the brunt of the summer monsoon season, the ship needed to leave 

Manila’s port, Cavite, around the beginning of July.  The experienced pilot Francisco de 

Olandía guided the San Felipe past the most dangerous section of the journey—the 
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islands and their shoals south and east of Manila.
12

  Even with the precautions, 

misfortune overtook the San Felipe.  The crew had two months of clear sailing when a 

monsoon struck the ship on Sept. 18, 1596.
13

  To defend the ship, Pobre said Ave Marias 

on the poop deck, but within hours, the terrible winds and high seas had taken the ship’s 

binnacle and destroyed the rudder and mizzenmast.
14

  The storm forced the crew to 

jettison over half the precious load of silk cloth.
15

  Waves swept fifteen men overboard 

and six drowned.  With the ship rendered helpless, the remaining crew and passengers 

confessed and asked God’s mercy.
16

  The passengers “began to make promises and vows, 

some of joining an order, others of a hermit’s life; the clergy offered the Lord prayers.”
17

   

 The storm lasted twenty-four hours and left every man battered.  In the aftermath, 

the seven friars on board prayed for continued calm seas while the mariners made a new 

rudder.
18

  The passengers and crew elected to continue on, but before reaching the 

relative safety of the Pacific another two storms caught the San Felipe and again disabled 

its navigation.
19

  A swift current took hold of the ship and sent it into the southernmost 

Japanese islands.
20

  Writing after their own shipwreck and the Nagasaki martyrdoms, it 

seemed to the passengers that God wanted the ship to reach Japan.
21

  Even at the time, it 

appeared that the ship survived only through divine intervention.  As the San Felipe 

approached Japan, all hands manned the pumps and the religious served double duty by 

doing “confessing, praying and chanting, and there were flagellations of the most 

touching sort.”
22

   

 Captain Matías Landecho faced two disagreeable options.  He could either try for 

the friendly port of Nagasaki and risk sinking or put in at an unknown port and face an 

uncertain reception.  Pobre, who had just spent a year in Japan with his fellow Franciscan 
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missionaries, assured the captain that such was the affection the regent Hideyoshi had for 

the Spanish friars that no one in his realm would dare harm their countrymen.
23

  Thus 

persuaded, Landecho opted to try for Urado only twelve leagues away.
24

  After the 

harrowing journey, the crew and passengers might have felt some relief as they neared 

the port on the island of Shikoku.
25

  But after having survived the rigors of the open 

ocean, the ship immediately began to founder in the currents of diplomacy.    

 On October 18, 1596, Captain Landecho parleyed with the local lord, the daimyo 

Chōsokobe, who assured him of safe harbor to make repairs.
26

  On its way into the port, 

though, the deep-water ship became lodged on a sandbar.  Firmly stuck, the Spanish 

spent a nervous night surrounded by a great number of small boats with many lanterns.  

They resolved to wait for the tides to rise in the morning.  But, neither the force of sails 

nor Japanese towboats budged the San Felipe.
27

  Finally, after two hours, the ship gave 

way and broke open; “to the horror of all we learned the frailty of the ship and the danger 

we had survived at sea.”
28

   

 While thankful to be alive on dry land, the passengers and crew had not found a 

safe haven.  They were frightened, exhausted and stranded in a foreign land.
29

  They 

immediately resolved to send an envoy to the Spanish ambassador Fr. Pedro Bautista in 

Osaka.  They hoped Bautista would obtain from Hideyoshi a guarantee of their safety and 

possession of their trade goods.
30

  Japan veteran Pobre led the expedition taking with him 

an expensive gift.  Two principal merchants, Cristóbal de Mercado and Antonio Malaber, 

and the other Franciscan on board, Felipe de las Casas, accompanied Pobre.
31

 

 Upon the group’s arrival in Osaka, Fr Bautista sought to put their fears to rest.
32

  

The Franciscans had in their possession a 1593 letter of safe passage from Hideyoshi, 
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which guaranteed the safety of all Spaniards and their belongings.
33

  Such was the 

regent’s power, he reassured Landecho by letter, that no Japanese would dare to harm the 

Spanish.
34

  In the past, Hideyoshi had shown the Franciscans many signs of his favor 

leading Bautista to believe him their patron; “[our mission] is secure, Hideyoshi, our 

father, will protect us.”
35

  At first, it appeared as though the Franciscans’ optimism was 

warranted.  The Spanish learned that Hideyoshi was well-disposed to their plight and 

would help the stranded passengers.
36

  He sent word that he would personally listen to the 

Spanish and receive their present in Fujimen.
37

  Just in case that was not enough to 

guarantee the safety of the passengers and their cargo, Bautista retained Mashita Uemon 

no Jō Nagamori, minister of works, to defend the Spanish cause in the regent’s court.
38

 

 At this point, the situation began to deteriorate very quickly.  On Nov. 2, 1596, 

the Spanish learned that Hideyoshi had changed his mind.  He would not receive the 

Spanish embassy and Mashita Nagamori, the supposed advocate of the Spanish, was to 

go to Urado to investigate the shipwreck.
39

  In reality, Mashita was not only to 

investigate, but also to seize the San Felipe’s crew and cargo.  Hideyoshi had already sent 

an order to that effect.
40

  The regent’s determination against the Spanish left Bautista with 

few options.  Confidant in Hideyoshi’s favor, Bautista had not cultivated other influential 

contacts in the bakufu, the Japanese shogunate.
41

  The only alternative was to recur to 

Japanese court tradition of plying officials with expensive gifts.  Bautista arranged for 

one other high-level meeting with the governor of Kyoto, Maeda Gen’i Munehisa, but the 

official admitted their cause was lost, the safe passage notwithstanding.
42

  With that 

answer, Bautista had exhausted his contacts and his supply of door-opening presents.   
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 Several factors help explain Hideyoshi’s rationale for confiscating the San 

Felipe’s cargo and thereby violating his standing policy to encourage foreign trade.  

Jesuit Bishop Pedro Martínez and Fr. Bautista noted that recent earthquakes had 

destroyed some of Hideyoshi’s palaces.
43

  His 1592 invasion of Korea, which was 

originally successful, had recently sustained heavy losses.
44

  The San Felipe’s cargo, 

valued at about 1.5 million pesos, was a boon to Hideyoshi’s treasury.
45

  Moreover, the 

law of the land dealing with shipwrecks gave the regent sufficient legal justification to 

take the cargo.
46

   

 In addition to economic motives, certain aspects of the San Felipe wreck also 

played upon long-standing Japanese military fears.  From the 1580s, rumors had 

circulated that Christian missionaries were simply a fifth-column winning the loyalty of 

Japanese foot soldiers in preparation for a foreign invasion.
47

  Japanese officials in the 

bakufu who were already predisposed against the Europeans argued the San Felipe’s 

soldiers, small arms and canons suggested an advance force of just such an invasion.
48

  

Hideyoshi had waged bitter campaigns against militarized religious sects and so had 

made internal pacification a high priority in consolidating his regime.
49

  The San Felipe 

affair drew attention to a small group of missionaries whose evangelical activities were 

disrupting a major imperial drive for social stability.
50

  The Japanese did not have the 

terminology to designate the missionaries as agents of informal empire, but Hideyoshi 

recognized cultural influence at work and perceived it as threat to his own efforts to 

consolidate power.  The faint defense of the friars within the Japanese court further 

reinforced to the regent their expendability.  Compared to the fiscal windfall of taking the 
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San Felipe cargo and military and social risks the Franciscans presented, the 

consequences of moving against the Spanish and friars seemed trivial.   

 Seeing himself with no other option, Bautista reluctantly accepted the Jesuits’ 

offer of diplomatic assistance to resolve the San Felipe crisis.  The Jesuits had an 

extensive network of politically-influential contacts in the regent’s court and the financial 

wherewithal to open doors.  Despite the obvious benefits, asking his fellow Christians for 

help was an agonizing decision.  For years, the Discalced Franciscans had zealously 

maintained their autonomy from the Jesuits partially because the friars lacked solid papal 

bulls authorizing their Japanese mission.  Jesuit Bishop Martínez’ offered help, but in 

exchange for the friars’ recognition of his ecclesiastical authority.  Bautista rightly feared 

that Martínez would use the occasion to insist the friars leave Japan.  Bautista also 

believed Hideyoshi favored the Franciscans because the friars presented an alternative to 

the wealthy and powerful order.
51

  Thus by accepting Jesuit diplomatic help, the friars 

simultaneously lost their ecclesiastical independence and their value to Hideyoshi as 

European counterweight.  As Bautista surveyed the friars’ predicament, he bitterly 

predicted that the Franciscans would not last another two years in Japan.
52

  His only 

mistake was overestimating how long the friars would stay. 

 Before the Jesuits lent their diplomatic assistance, Martínez demanded that the 

Franciscans formally submit to his ecclesiastical oversight.  Bautista sent twenty of the 

friars’ best Japanese Christians to the Jesuit house for an examination of their knowledge 

of Catholic doctrine.
53

  In the courtyard outside the Jesuits’ Kyoto residence, the 

Franciscan Christians insulted some Jesuit apprentices and a fight broke out, a testament 

to the antagonism between the orders and their converts.
54

  In a later meeting, Martínez 
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pressed his advantage demanding that the Franciscans leave Japan for Manila and send 

back a costly gift for the diplomatic negotiations.
55

  The Franciscans committed to 

neither.  In the end, the Jesuits did meet briefly with Hideyoshi, but they could not or did 

not save the San Felipe.
56

   

 With no political solution forthcoming, Hideyoshi’s officials began to carry out 

his orders in the port of Urado on Shikoku.  On Nov. 4, 1596, Chōsokobe imprisoned the 

passengers, soldiers and religious men and waited for the Special Commissioner.
57

  Juan 

de Pobre who returned to Urado found the Spaniards in a corral by the beach.
58

  The 

passengers complained that the guards “threw us around by our beards, punched us in the 

mouth, felt us all over and tried to persuade us to commit the sin of sodomy, which they 

practice, but thanks to God’s help no one succumbed.”
59

  To keep warm in the chilly fall 

weather, they had to burn pieces of the San Felipe.   

 The arrival of Hideyoshi’s agent, Mashita Nagamori, brought only the taking of 

their goods and no improvement in their living conditions.
60

  The Japanese official looked 

at the ship’s cargo and called the passengers from a list to question them pointedly about 

their intentions toward Japan.
61

  He then withdrew without further explanation leaving 

the Spanish in a state of consternation.
62

  That night, the Spanish inside their compound 

reported hearing the Japanese begin to howl in a most alarming way.  At about 3:30 a.m. 

there was a great noise just outside the wooden enclosure, but there was nothing the 

frightened and confused passengers could do but wait.  The next day they awoke to find a 

second fence surrounding them.  Guards began to take the Spanish out one by one under 

the watchful eyes of Mashita and Chōsokobe.  They were searched and stripped of their 

cloaks and other clothing; each of the confiscated articles receiving a seal.
63

  The Captain 
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and his notary were the last to leave and wistfully noted the neat tables of Japanese 

scribes with their brushes in hand inventorying the rich cargo of silks and trade goods.
64

  

Watching the process through their new corral, the Spanish entertained themselves by 

guessing whose box the Japanese were unpacking.
65

   

 Although the Spanish recorded events, they grasped very little of the Japanese 

concerns other than the accusation that they were corsairs.  Blessed with hindsight, one 

particular episode seems to have triggered the chain of unfortunate events that included 

the seizure of their goods, their worsened treatment at the hands of the Japanese, the 

arrest of the Franciscans and their eventual martyrdoms.
66

  Upon being questioned by 

Mashita, the Spanish pilot, Francisco de Olandía brought out his navigational maps to 

impress the Japanese official.  Mashita was surprised to see Japan was so small.  He 

asked how the king of Spain had gotten so much land.
67

  Olandía replied that missionaries 

first converted the people and later easily convinced them to submit to the authority of 

the Spanish king.  This not-wholly-untrue boast seemed to confirm Japanese suspicions 

about the San Felipe and, more seriously, implicated the Christian missionaries.   

 Having secured the booty and contained the passengers, the focus of Japanese 

officials shifted from the San Felipe to the presumed fifth-column accomplices, the 

Franciscan friars.  Mashita arrived back in Kyoto by Nov. 30, 1596 to report his findings.  

Shortly later, Hideyoshi issued orders to have the Franciscans taken into custody.  On 

Dec. 8, 1596, armed guards surrounded the Franciscan friary in Kyoto.  Pedro Bautista, 

Felipe de Jesús, three other friars and twelve Japanese Christians were put under house 

arrest and the convent ransacked.
68

  Days later, a posse of officials swept through the 

Franciscans’ tiny house in Osaka.  They mistakenly believed their arrest orders included 
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the Jesuits of Osaka and posted watch at the Jesuit residence.
69

  In Nagasaki, the Jesuits 

confined the three Franciscan friars in the port city to the hold of the Portuguese ship, the 

San Antonio.
70

  The last friar, Jerónimo de Jesus was traveling at the time and was able to 

evade capture.
71

  Although Hideyoshi’s order encompassed all “Kirishitans,” officials left 

the Jesuits alone.   

 Although Hideyoshi did intend to punish the friars for their religious activities, his 

primary concern was to ensure internal security and social stability.  Hideyoshi did not 

consider the Franciscans to be in league with pirates; there was no effort to eradicate 

corsairs for another ten years and Hideyoshi knew the Manila Galleon passed by Japan 

annually.  However, the San Felipe affair did call negative attention to the friars and 

made them politically vulnerable.  Enemies of Christianity in the imperial court saw their 

chance to rid Japan of a non-Buddhist sect.
72

  Hideyoshi during these last years of his life 

had responded fiercely to threats to his rule.
73

  The possibility that foreign subversives 

were undermining his throne resonated with his worst fears.
74

  After the martyrdoms, 

Hideyoshi explained his rationale exactly in terms of maintaining internal order, “[s]ome 

years ago, Fathers came to this realm preaching a diabolic law of foreign kingdoms 

wanting to pervert the lowly people of these parts…[thereby] introducing the customs of 

their lands, troubling hearts of the people and destroying the administration of this 

kingdom.”  He added, “hearing that I ordered them to be killed.”
75

   

 

Religious persecution: applying lessons of hagiography. 

 After Hideyoshi ordered their arrest, the Franciscans began to draw upon saintly 

literature about Christ, apostles and saints as examples to imitate during a persecution.  
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The circumstances of their arrest, too, convinced the friars of their commune with early 

Christians: each happened at the hands of a pagan emperor in the capital city.  They 

hoped that by faithfully holding to the Roman pattern they, too, could convert this pagan 

empire. As the possibility of release faded, the friars considered their impending 

martyrdoms as their last chance to evangelize.  Highly conscious of their actions and their 

legacy, the friars began to reenact a Christian persecution.
76

  Like the Apostle Paul, the 

friars wrote prison letters to themselves and the other stranded Spaniards.
77

  The letters 

included practical instructions for the mission, but also sought to encourage, to inspire 

and to leave a historical record especially when the friars learned they would be 

executed.
78

  Through these Japanese epistles, the friars died a Shakespearian death: long 

and drawn out, full of drama and fine speeches.
79

   

 After having been surrounded by guards for ten days, Bautista smuggled out a 

long letter from the Kyoto convent to tell the outside world what had happened.
80

  He 

related how the guards had first come on Dec. 8, the Day of the Immaculate Conception 

and how the friars confessed, prayed and comforted the other Christians throughout the 

night.
81

  The next day they and about fifty other Christians took crosses and crucifixes 

with “spirit and soul to die for Christ” to face the Japanese officials.
82

  Guards searched 

the friary, but took only the Japanese preachers: Leon, Pablo, Tomé Bentura and 

Gabriel.
83

  Outside the friary, Bautista reported, Christians milled around outside inspired 

by the strength and spirit of the Franciscan fathers.  The crowd surprised the guards who 

saw “determination and fervor of the multitude of women, children, young and old 

Christians who came to offer themselves for martyrdom.”
84

  Inside the friary, everyone 

was strong in their faith and willingness to die for Christ.
85

  When the guards finally 
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came to imprison the friars and Japanese converts, the Christians sang in loud voices and 

held in front of them an image of St. Anne.
86

  This procession of Christians among 

Japanese soldiers walked though the streets of Kyoto to a public jail where they with 

“very great consolation and joy, talked about saintly things and sang praises to God.”
87

  

They continued to evangelize in prison, “exhorting and preaching to Christians about the 

mysteries of the sacred passion and the death of Jesus Christ.”
88

  Rather than a 

punishment, Martín de la Ascensión considered the opportunity to die for Christ a gift 

from God.
89

   

 For the martyrs, their punishment became a final opportunity to proselytize on an 

unprecedented scale.  After weeks of imprisonment, guards took the friars out, cut off 

their left ears and sent them around the city in carts.  “To die for Christ is a great 

blessing” Bautista wrote, “today our Captain began to spill blood.”
90

  Tertullian’s dictum 

promised that the blood of Christians could provoke conversions.  Franciscan Martin de 

Asunción refigured his own martyrdom not as an end, but a beginning, “the Lord has 

seen fit to plant these six seeds of our sacred Order in this Church of Japan and protect 

them, from which much fruit is expected.”
91

  Japanese guards bound the men, put them in 

carts, and paraded them through the major cities of central Japan.  Martin de la Ascensión 

wrote happily that “the King [Hideyoshi] has executed [our] deaths with such publicity 

that the whole land has had news of it and has been moved, which will yield much fruit 

and more Christianity.
92

  Fr. Martín knew that the key to a successful martyrdom was in 

the spectators.  This was a stage unlike any that the friars had previously occupied.  

Bautista rejoiced at their luck.  “Our death has been a solemn [procession]; in order to 

frighten everyone, the King [Hideyoshi] has sent us through the streets of Kyoto, Osaka, 
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Sacai and other parts.”
93

  Although the situation was undeniably real, the friars staged 

their responses like religious theater.  The persecuted and persecutors had elaborately 

preconceived roles in a melodrama about sacrifice and religious behavior.  As in every 

play, spectators were essential for this Christian tragedy.   

 

Idealized death: witnessing a martyrdom.  

 The letters from the martyrs provided only the barest structure to create a story of 

Christian persecution.  The witnesses represented in the beatification testimony, mostly 

Spanish sailors, Portuguese merchants, clergymen and Japanese Christians, added detail 

and religious significance onto the narrative outline.  Few of the men were actually 

eyewitnesses.  A small handful saw the martyrs before their deaths; more visited the site 

of execution to venerate their bodies.  The majority of those giving testimony were 

informants, or those having only second-hand knowledge of events.  As captured in the 

beatification testimony, witnesses presented a composite story formed from their personal 

experience and from Catholic tradition especially religious processions and the familiar 

story of Christ’s crucifixion.
94

  There was little consensus about date or names, but 

witnesses consistently elaborated on themes of unjust persecution, inhumane treatment 

and patience with which the men suffered.  These themes were very familiar and perhaps 

the most cherished part of the martyrs’ stories.
95

  Unrestrained from the modesty that 

limited the martyrs, these sailors, merchants and other clergymen added detail and 

glory.
96

  In remembering an idealized death, the witnesses accentuated the friars’ 

disposition to imitate Catholic tradition.
97
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 A group of Spaniards led by Captain Landecho and Fr. Juan Pobre who traveled 

from the port of Urado to Osaka and Nagasaki were especially influential in recording the 

story of the Nagasaki martyrs.  After Mashita had seized the San Felipe cargo, Landecho 

stood in an unenviable position.  He had no money, no cargo, no ship and no guarantee of 

personal safety.  His passengers were enduring squalid conditions at the hands of the 

Chōsokobe in Urado.
98

  Without any news of Bautista, Landecho decided that he had to 

go personally to see Hideyoshi.
99

  He and a small group traveled by boat up the coast 

closely after Mashita.
100

  After three weeks of travel in the wind and cold, they arrived in 

the port city of Osaka where they lodged in the house of the Chōsokobe.
101

  Fresh off 

their horses, they went to the kitchen to warm up.  As they warmed their hands over the 

fire, the majordomo informed them that the fathers of San Francisco had been taken 

prisoner. 

 The Spaniards reacted viscerally to the news.  Jerónimo de Jesus, a Franciscan 

who had escaped the arrests, joined the group in the house of the Chōsokobe and showed 

them some letters from the friars.
102

  “By which we knew what had happened,” Pobre 

wrote, “we all wept thinking that we were the cause of their imprisonment.”
103

  Even 

months afterwards, the fate of the friars weighed guiltily on the Spaniards’ minds.  Upon 

further reflection, it seemed like others might share the blame.  Fr. Jerónimo pointed to 

the friars’ bitter rivals, the Jesuits, saying that “there was a Judas among Loyola’s 

Company of Jesus.
104

  The letters of the martyrs gave extra weight to this sentiment 

noting truthfully that “the Padres are free and we are in prison,” despite the general 

prohibition covering all Christians.
105
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 After much pleading, the Japanese allowed Landecho and his group to see Martín 

de la Ascensión on Christmas Eve.  Fr. Jerómino snuck in as well.
106

  They saw a 

contingent of guards and a great many people outside the church.  Inside, they found 

Martin and three Japanese Christians.
107

  The witnesses deplored the conditions, “the 

fathers and Japanese suffered through many exertions and persecutions, hunger and cold, 

being without shoes and little warm clothing.”
108

  They spent the night there sharing the 

suffering of the religious “so pitiful, stripped of clothes and shoes, in the bitter winter.”
109

  

The friars sang matins and performed morning mass to the great astonishment of the 

guards who came in every once in awhile to count them.
110

  The next day the men said 

goodbye and gathered themselves for whatever faced them outside.
111

  

 On Dec. 28, 1596, Hideyoshi swept into Osaka with his entourage of five 

thousand men.
112

  The Spanish watched and waited from their quarters right across the 

river.  On Jan. 1, 1597, officials transferred Martin, the Japanese Christians and three 

Japanese Jesuit brothers to Kyoto.
113

  As the guards grabbed the men, Martín stood in 

front of the altar mayor to sing the Te Deum laudamus.
114

  The group of Franciscans 

under house arrest in Kyoto was the next to go.  Bautista had just distributed some hard 

bread and wine when the soldiers knocked on the door.
115

  It was with a thrill that they 

realized the soldiers had brought chains and ropes.
116

  Bautista asked in Latin, “Quem 

quaeritis,” recalling the words of Christ in the garden of Gethsemane as guards came to 

take him away.  Guards burst into the main altar while the waiting Japanese Christians 

began to sing Te Deum laudamus.  The soldiers had to tear Fr. Gonzalo away from the 

courtyard cross he clutched.  Before leaving, the martyrs bid farewell to their images: 

Santa María de Portíuncula and Santa Ana.  One of the guards sarcastically took down a 
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cross, which he made the prisoners carry with them as a banner.  And so the friars and 

Japanese Christians processed through the streets preaching, singing, praying and 

contemplating.  Guards took them to a public prison to join their Osaka brethren.  While 

in jail, the friars continued to preach and converted some of the other prisoners.
117

 

 On Jan. 3, 1597, a Japanese official, Terazawa Hazaburo, had the men taken out 

of their public prison in Kyoto.
118

  Soldiers cut each of their left ears so that blood from 

the martyrs covered their faces, necks and habits.
119

  The Japanese guards placed the men 

in carts and paraded them around the streets of the imperial capital.
120

  A sign and public 

crier declared their crime: preaching the Christian faith against the orders of the regent.
121

  

In the next week, the guards took the men through the other major cities of central Japan: 

Osaka, Sacai, back to Kyoto and then Osaka.
122

  On Jan. 9 or 10, the soldiers and 

prisoners began the final march along the southern coast of Honshu island toward 

Nagasaki.
123

  Along the route, the original number of twenty-four increased by two.  

Francisco, a carpenter with ties to the Franciscan mission, doggedly followed the martyrs 

to Sakai where guards tied him up with the other men.
124

  Japanese guards also took a 

young Japanese Christian sent by Organtino to look after the three Jesuit brothers.  His 

addition brought the number of the group to twenty six.
125

   

 Informants envisioned the bleeding martyrs as initiating a new Christian age for 

Japan.  Juan Pobre wrote in triumphal terms, “[a]nd so the great city of Kyoto was so 

well irrigated with sacred blood that I trust that God intends to plant fertile and fortunate 

plants, [from which] the Church of God will take a great harvest for eternal life.”
126

  He 

continued on to speculate that this blood of martyrs would provide the foundation for 

nothing less than the rebirth of the Catholic Church, “[a]nd in this new world, so many 
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years covered and blinded [by paganism], shall be a new Rome, illuminated by the light 

of the Holy Gospel, preached by humble sons of the humble translation of Jesus Christ.”  

The repetition was not gratuitous; Pobre needed an antidote for a stunningly grand vision 

of the Japanese Church and the place of the Nagasaki martyrs, which were anything but 

humble.  The Japanese Church “will be founded on this firm Rock, like St. Peter the 

Apostle, that is the saintly Fr. Pedro Bautista.”  In this short passage, Juan Pobre drew 

from the heady mix of early Church history: Jesus Christ, St. Peter and Tertullian’s 

famous formulation of Christian’s blood as seed.  The image was part enchanting 

propaganda and part pious wish, but one that Pobre, who had spent a year with the friars 

in Japan, shared with the martyrs themselves. 

 As the martyrs passed from city to city, the Spanish coterie in Osaka became 

increasingly distressed about their inactivity while their countrymen suffered.  Landecho 

and the Spanish had been cooped up in the Chōsokobe’s Osaka compound for three 

weeks with no progress and little prospect of securing the release of the San Felipe cargo.  

Meanwhile, Japanese Christians had been delivering him letters from the imprisoned 

friars describing their cruel treatment and from Jerónimo de Jesús who was certain that 

the Japanese would execute the friars.  Christian obligation and Spanish nationalism 

tugged at Landecho who resolved to overtake the traveling martyrs with the ill-formed 

plan of “rescue, or leaving some Spaniards as hostages.”
127

   

 The Spanish started off in pursuit of the Spanish captives on Jan. 16, 1597 racing 

to catch up with them.
128

  By January 29, they were only three days behind.
129

  They 

missed the martyrs by hours in Shigashima on January 31 and finally caught up with 

them on February 3 in the port Sonogi on Nagasaki Bay.  Sonogi was safely inside the 
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Christian province of Umbra and only five leagues from Nagasaki, which implied that the 

Spanish had already passed through the most hostile territory of their journey.
130

  Yet 

here, a large group of Japanese took the Spanish into custody.  “Who are you, where do 

you go without license and are there friars among you?” asked Terawaza Hazaburo.
131

  

As Pobre informed the Spanish, Terezawa was a fast friend of the Jesuits, but even so the 

group was quite surprised to see that two Jesuits actually appeared with the Japanese.  

They learned that Jesuits Juan Rodríguez and Francisco Passio had been accompanying 

the martyrs to care for them and take their confessions.  After hearing the plans for a 

daring rescue, the Jesuits convinced them liberating the friars was foolhardy.  Moreover, 

the Jesuits said, the Japanese had fifty crosses set aside—enough to martyr the entire 

contingent of Spanish.
132

   

Although the thought of a rescue had driven them on, Landecho found himself 

“without people or money with which to resist the will of the emperor [Hideyoshi].”
133

  

Even with four Spanish at his side, he could not stop such an injustice and “an affront to 

the Spanish nation.”
134

  Juan Pobre watched the Jesuits leave in a boat with Hazaburo, 

filled with livid rage that this rival order not only escaped imprisonment, but also could 

so brazenly accompany the man who was going to kill the Franciscans.
135

  Dispirited, the 

group followed the martyrs into Nagasaki through the snow and ice to arrive, bedraggled, 

at the house of the Portuguese Antonio Garcés.
136

   

 The Spanish group deeply felt their inability to rescue the prisoners.  They poured 

out their sentiments in extensive descriptions of the suffering of the condemned men.  

Their moving accounts, however, were inventions drawn from second-hand information 

and elaborated from standard martyrial accounts.  Only one Spaniard, Bartolomé 
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Rodríguez Rangel, spoke to or even saw the martyrs during their long trip across 

Japan.
137

  According to these informants, the martyrs suffered patiently and even 

joyously.  The condemned endured the “cold and snow and rain” without shoes and little 

clothing.
138

  They withstood emotional and social torture.  The men went on horseback or 

in carts, but always with their hands tied behind their back and usually gagged.  Guards 

placed a collar on the prisoners as a farm animal would wear; the unconverted Japanese 

would mock them “throwing stones as them, calling them beasts and cattle and stuffing 

weeds in their mouths.”
139

  People also threw snowballs at their faces.
140

  By the end on 

their march, they were “thin, without color and fatigued with their feet split open and 

bleeding from the ear.”
141

  Martín de la Ascensión’s wound also remained open making 

Jerónimo de Jesús recall “an angel; because he was so white and sanguine, with the blood 

of his ears, like a bloom on his face, which shone.”
142

  Signs around their necks declared 

that their crime was teaching the Christian religion.  Judging from the martyrs’ own 

letters, these suppositions by Europeans who did not see them suffer firsthand were likely 

accurate in their general sense, if not in exact detail. 

 In a classic martyrdom, the condemned not only suffered, but also rejoiced to 

God.  All the witnesses related this vital element of the martyrs’ story; the singing, 

praising and preaching, which astonished the guards, ministers of justice and passersby.  

An eyewitness recalled the friars told him with great spirit that if they had a thousand 

lives to give, all would go to God, their creator.
143

  Their only regret was that they could 

not bring more of their companions to the cross with them.
144

  In Shimonoseki, as an 

informant related, the constant preaching impressed a Japanese monk who recommended 

that the regent encourage this religion.
145

  A mayor of a small village likewise expressed 
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sympathy saying that the men were good and did not deserve to die.
146

  One Spanish 

informant described a poignant image of the martyrs disappearing into the distance 

toward Nagasaki while the Japanese children calling, “God, God, die, paradise.”
147

   

 

Martyrdom by the numbers: executions in Nagasaki.  

 While the Nagasaki martyrdoms were simple affairs, both the executed and 

Catholic witnesses imbued the events with great meaning.  Witnesses including those not 

actually present described the pious examples of the men and their agonizing final 

passion on the cross. Writers with some intellectual training searched the Catholic canon 

for parallels to connect these latest martyrs with their saintly forebears.  By all accounts, 

the Nagasaki martyrdoms conformed to the outstanding features of a classic Catholic 

martyrdom. 

 The martyrdom stripped of Catholic interpretations as it must have been for the 

Japanese guards was a straightforward affair.  In the early morning of Feb. 5, 1597, 

Japanese officials and the condemned Christians disembarked three leagues from 

Nagasaki.
148

  The guards led the Christians to a small hill overlooking the city and bay, a 

place where criminals were routinely crucified.
149

  They filed into a small clearing where 

their crosses awaited.  The mechanics of the execution were simple.  The men laid down 

with their legs and arms apart and guards fastened them to the crosses with metal hoops 

or rope around their feet, hands and necks.  The poles were then hoisted up and placed 

into holes in the ground.  A wooden peg or seat supported their weight.  When the time 

came, guards below, one on each side, pierced the men with a lance across the midsection 
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from the ribs up through the opposite armpit.
150

  If the executioner’s hand was sure, the 

condemned died quickly.   

 Details of the martyrdoms as captured in the beatification testimony represented a 

composite story drawn from first-hand accounts, selective remembering, rumor and 

Catholic martyr tradition.  Some Portuguese and Japanese Christians actually witnessed 

the executions although no Spaniard was present.
151

  Regardless, the story of the 

execution from the beatification testimony showed few discrepancies.  Informants stated 

that the friars “died with much patience, steadfastness and joy, singing many hymns and 

psalms.”
152

  An eyewitness said that the Portuguese and Japanese Christians cried when 

the fathers began to sing on the crosses.
153

  The martyrs proclaimed the Word of God to 

their last moments on the cross and Gonzalo García preached in Japanese.
154

  The men 

overcame pain thanks to their focus on God.  An eyewitness recounted that he saw how 

one of the men recoiled pulling his arm out of its metal hoop, but calmly put it back 

before the second blow fell.
155

  Another martyr remained silent and composed as guards 

struggled to yank out a lance stuck in his body.
156

   

 These textbook examples of martyr behavior were likely accurate.  Bautista and 

the others knew and fulfilled their role as martyrs.  Bautista instructed the Japanese 

Christians to steel their courage to suffer for Christ.
157

  They praised God for their 

martyrdom and constancy, but cautioned themselves that they could slip at any moment 

until their deaths.  In a strangely touching passage Jerónimo de Jesús wrote, “the three 

boys had agreed that when they were on the cross, they would sing a psalm, and Antoñico 

having been placed to the left of the saintly Commissioner, turned his head to ask 

whether it was time to sing yet.”
158

  The passage indicated that not only did the youngest 
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martyrs need to be coached, but also witnesses and later commentators fully expected that 

the martyrdom as an event was intentionally planned out beforehand.
159

 

 As remembered by eyewitnesses and informants, the story of the Nagasaki 

martyrs began to merge with that of Jesus Christ.  Eyewitnesses noted both the use of the 

cross and a sign above the crosses.
160

  Right before their execution, an informant noted, 

the martyrs drank wine and ate bread and almonds, a Last Supper with a Spanish flair.
161

  

An eyewitness reported that Bautista asked the soldiers with “manly courage” to nail him 

to the cross rather than using the hoops.
162

  Another Portuguese eyewitness, Alonso de 

Acuña, reported that one of the men said, “Lord, forgive them; they do not know what 

they do.”
163

  The eyewitnesses remembered the place of execution as a Japanese Calvary: 

a hill apart from the city, a place where criminals were executed.
164

  The men made sense 

of what happened not on its own terms, but in its relation to Christ’s crucifixion.    

 Martyrdom and the opportunity to participate in the suffering of Christ had been 

the aspiration of centuries of mystics, ascetics and missionaries.  Franciscans Fr. Pobre 

and Fr. Jerónimo, neither of whom witnessed the execution, celebrated the connections 

between Christ and the Nagasaki martyrs.  According to Fr. Jerónimo the first residence 

of the Discalced Franciscans in Japan was in a stable, similar to the humble beginnings of 

Christ.
165

  Martyrs also had their own Pharisees, Japanese Buddhist monks and Jesuits 

who publicly criticized them and privately urged officials to get rid of them.  Like Jesus 

on Palm Sunday, the martyrs were cheered when they first arrived, but then mocked later. 

Fr. Pobre added that the Japanese judge and equivalent of Pontius Pilate heard cries of 

‘crucify him.’
166

  Pobre wrote one of the more stylized versions explaining the steps to 

the martyrdoms using the model of the via dolorosa; the significant events marking 
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Christ’s last days.
167

  In the culminating moment, Pobre described the martyrs as they 

filed into clearing where they would be executed and each martyr had his time in the gaze 

of the observer.  Gonzalo was first; the guards put his hoops on and nailed them to the 

cross.  He sang Miserere mei Deus and Japanese guards lanced him twice and he died 

without making a sound, mouth and eyes shut.
168

  In the third station, Francisco Blanco 

made a speech and he died with his eyes on heaven.
169

  The seventh station was that of 

the Japanese children, Tomé, Antonio and Luís, who broke out in song, Te Deum 

laudamus or Laudate pueri Dominum.
170

  During the twelfth station, people from the 

surrounding areas came to venerate the bodies.
171

  Pobre chose to put events into familiar 

terms, those of Christ and those of Christian liturgy, the great marker of the eternal in the 

Catholic Church.  Pobre might have envisioned his Japanese via cruces as a devotion, 

meditation or lesson book to instruct future pilgrims how to follow the footsteps of the 

Nagasaki martyrs.  At the minimum, Pobre’s version represented the first of many efforts 

to impose order, identify symbols and find meaning in the martyrdoms.   

 

Marking the miraculous.  

 The beatification testimony represented one step in creating meaning and in 

understanding God’s message in the martyrdoms.  This search for a divine order implied 

a reinterpretation of the past.  Thus, the San Felipe voyage seemed less a common 

shipwreck than a divinely-ordained event marked by comets and other signs.  For the 

majority, the sanctity of the martyrdoms expressed itself in miracles.  The witnesses 

devoted most of their testimony to this least-scripted section of the beatification 

testimony.  Depositions cited three types of miracles: none of the crows that plagued the 
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execution area touched the martyrs, the bodies themselves did not decay and a series of 

lights appeared in the sky.
172

 

 The Spaniards who hurried to the crucifixion site shortly afterward were the first 

of many pilgrims to see the martyrs over the coming weeks.  They saw the twenty-six 

crosses with six Franciscans and twenty Japanese Christians all dead with two wounds to 

their sides.
173

  Particularly striking was the sight of “three young boys about twelve years 

old.”
174

  For weeks afterwards, Europeans and Japanese alike journeyed to the hill on 

Nagasaki’s edge.
175

  The pilgrims came to pray, pay their respects and take relics.  Most 

kissed the feet of the martyrs.
176

  Europeans, even Japanese Christians alien to the culture 

of relics, collected blood on handkerchiefs or sheets of paper.
177

  Many snipped off pieces 

of the bloody habits; so much so that later visitors had to cover the bodies.
178

  The 

Discalced Franciscans, much to their disappointment, could not carry away the entire 

bodies of their martyrs and blamed the Jesuits for the restriction.
179

  Martín de Leon 

wished that when he was “kissing the [martyrs’] feet, he would have torn off a toe with 

his mouth.”
180

   

 While at the execution site, the pilgrims noted the bodies of the men like all other 

Catholic saints remained untouched by scavenger birds or decay.  In the Nagasaki 

execution site, great flocks of crows ordinarily pecked the eyes and flesh of the crucified 

leaving no human features after three days.
181

  However, the eyewitnesses and informants 

uniformly stated that the crows left the men alone.
182

  As a result, the bodies of the 

martyrs remained whole and in a remarkable state of preservation.  The bodies did not 

emit a foul odor, but rather smelled sweet.
183

  Witnesses consistently described the bodies 

as having “white flesh without corruption,” for forty days after the execution.
184

  Some 
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informants reported that fresh blood dripped from the bodies even sixty days after 

death.
185

  To one Japanese Christian, the bodies reversed time; every day the men became 

more beautiful.
186

  Of this common element, witnesses especially emphasized that the 

martyrs’ faces appeared smooth, white and flushed with life.
187

  Like their bodies, each 

day the men’s faces took on a prettier color and whiteness.”
188

  One man noted the “great 

serenity in their faces, by which it seemed that they were still alive” and another thought 

the faces “almost looked as if they were laughing.”
189

   

 To the informants, the moment of death fundamentally transformed the martyrs.  

Their bodies were beautiful and white.  Yet, the same witnesses described the men during 

their harrowing journey as thin, haggard, bloody and beaten, “a sorrowful and painful 

spectacle.”
190

  Upon the Christians’ death, their corporal suffering ended and God took 

their souls.  The witnesses understood the miraculous transformation of the men’s 

physical material in familiar terms.  Their descriptions exactly match the smooth, white 

saintly statues that the men would have seen in the churches, chapels and crucifixes.  The 

fresh blood and enraptured faces belonged not in the world of men, but that of Catholic 

icons.  Yet this was only one of many miracles the witnesses related. 

 More so than any other portion of the martyrs’ story, the apparition of fabulous 

lights left evidence of the social process of commemorating the passing of the martyrs.  

In Nagasaki, two households of Portuguese hosting the stranded Spanish reported seeing 

comets in the sky.
191

  Captain Landecho, who was especially influential in disseminating 

this miracle, described columns of fire appearing over the crucifixion site, signs of fire 

like lightening in the north and great quantity of stars of many colors lasting for hours.
192

  

Landecho, when asked directly about the miracle under oath, however, was strangely 
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qualified.
193

  While most informants believed that Landecho himself had seen the 

columns, the captain testified that he had learned of the columns from a Japanese 

Christian.
194

  The Japanese Christian, in turn, had heard of the miracle from a companion 

who was watching over the bodies of the martyrs.  While this Japanese Christian did not 

give testimony, consensus was that he had seen a “very bright light,” which made the 

martyrs’ bodies shine to his great surprise and fright.
195

  Other informants cited unnamed 

Japanese Christians who had asserted that the lights had appeared like candles at the 

crucifixion site.
196

  The candles left as in a procession down the hill to the Jesuits’ 

hospital and then to the friars’ hermitage.
197

  Light marking the sanctity of religious 

figures had a long European history, but these miraculous elements introduced a 

distinctly Japanese inspiration in an otherwise European martyrdom.  The Japanese 

Christians also reported that Bautista appeared after death to say mass.
198

  Of all the 

wonders reported, the story of this divine act originating in the Japanese community was 

the only miracle Rome certified in the beatification process.  

 In the written record, the miracles served as the grand finale in the dramatic 

rendering of the Nagasaki martyrs’ narrative.  To the Discalced Franciscans and 

witnesses alike, the crucifixions of the twenty-six men for their Christian faith was a 

sacred event and as such was marked with miracles.  The Discalced Franciscans believed 

that lights and corporal preservation signaled God’s favor, which they accepted as divine 

endorsement for their Japanese mission and a sign of hope for the friars’ future success.  

The Jesuits believed in the same logic, which explained why they strenuously denied any 

miraculous event following the martyrdoms.
199

  Recording the martyrdom had ended, but 

the process of interpretation had only begun.   
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Conclusion.  

 On February 5, 1597, the lives of Felipe de Jesús, Pedro Bautista and the other 

martyrs ended.  From their imprisonment to their deaths, the martyrs strived to imitate 

Christ in actions and faith.  They self-consciously presented their own martyrdoms for an 

audience of potential converts.  According to that script, their bodies endured terrible 

suffering, but their spirits were unbowed as they rejoiced and preached without ceasing.  

They embraced the counterintuitive logic of Christ’s sacrifice that lay at the heart of 

Christian belief.  The rules of the world were turned upside down: persecution was 

freedom; suffering gave joy; capture and execution represented triumph; punishment was 

love; death a blessing; and the end was just the beginning.   

 The martyrs inspired the story, but the witnesses told it.  After a heartfelt visit to 

the crucifixion site, Dominican Martín de Leon, stated “I will make sure that the memory 

[of this martyrdom] lasts for a long time.”
200

  The passengers of the San Felipe arrived 

back in Manila in mid-May bringing the first news of the persecution and relics to the 

Spanish community there.
201

  Witnesses used the familiar structure of saints’ hagiography 

to understand, remember and retell the account of the Nagasaki martyrs.   

 In response to the news, Philippine governor Francisco de Tello sent a diplomatic 

mission to Japan to demand an explanation.
202

  Hideyoshi replied that Christianity upset 

the delicate social balance “if by chance some Japanese…went to your kingdom 

preaching the law of Shinto and disquieting, misleading and perturbing the people, you 

who are Lord of the realm, would you stand by and do nothing?  Certainly not, and so 
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you can judge what I have done.”
203

  It was with some satisfaction that Christians noted 

Hideyoshi’s death the very next year. 

 The Philippine community, especially the surviving Franciscan friars felt a great 

obligation to continue the martyrs’ work.  This land, proclaimed Agustín Rodríguez, has 

found its “captains and soldiers” for its final spiritual conquest.
204

  The admiral constancy 

of the Japanese Christian martyrs had proven the friars’ fundamental conviction that the 

Japanese possessed unsurpassed potential for the Christian faith, “if there is any nation in 

the world desirous of Salvation, it is the Japanese.”
205

  Of all the friars, Jerónimo de Jesús 

recorded the keenest sense of loss and duty to his fallen colleagues “seeing the blood of 

the martyrs spilled in Japan, must urge [me] on, so that this seed that the Lord here 

planted…shall not dry up.”
206

  Thus, Jerónimo de Jesus, under orders from Manila, 

clandestinely reentered Japan in June 1598. 

 Meanwhile the letters of the martyrs began to circulate, first among the friars 

themselves, then Spanish officials, published in Europe and finally to Rome itself.  

Bautista wrote, “Adios, hermanos...usque in coelum. Mementote mei.”
207
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Chapter 4.  Beatification and the politics of piety. 

 

 The bedraggled passengers who had survived the wreck of the San Felipe arrived 

back in the Philippines on May 16, 1597.
1
  They brought back news not only of the total 

loss of their ship and valuable cargo, but also of the executions of six Spanish 

Franciscans and twenty Japanese Christians.  Upon hearing this, the first act of Governor 

Francisco Tello was to order a general procession of all the orders and clerics the very 

next day to celebrate the martyrdoms.
2
  After this solemn public demonstration of honor 

and piety, the Discalced Franciscans retired to their monastery, where they planned a 

response to the deaths of their colleagues and the destruction of their Japanese mission.  

The martyrs had intended to inspire others and, judging from their brethren’s response, 

they were successful.  Borne up by religious fervor and outrage, the friars steeled their 

resolve for a prolonged struggle within the royal administration of the Spanish Empire 

and institutional Catholic Church.  The friars’ new mission was to honor their fallen 

colleagues by obtaining their beatification and by continuing their work evangelizing the 

Japanese.  As Discalced Franciscan provincial superior Fr. Francisco de Garrovillas 

noted, the mission “has cost us dearly in the blood of our martyrs; [moreover] the small 

and great love us in that land.”
3
  Over the next years and decades, the Discalced 

Franciscans found that the martyrdoms persuaded many pious-minded officials in the 

Spanish administration to support their cause as Tello did.   

 Pious imperialism motivated the expansion of the Spanish Empire and this sense 

of shared Catholic purpose undergirded its global administration.  The outpouring of 

Spanish concern and support in response to the Nagasaki martyrdoms revealed this 
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common element of Spanish imperialism in concrete terms.  The suspicious involvement 

of the Portuguese Jesuits heightened the emotion and indignation of the Spanish reaction.  

Within three years, clerics and officials across the Spanish Empire collaborated to honor 

the martyrs, Philip II supported their beatification process and the Spanish Franciscan 

general in Rome made the fallen friars the order’s top saintly cause.  Spaniards supported 

the martyrs’ cause because it reinforced a message about themselves as the preeminent 

Catholics who were determined, self-sacrificing and uncompromising to the death.   

 In places outside the Spanish Empire and without the sense of pious imperialism, 

the Discalced Franciscans found diplomatic progress slow and uncertain.  Rome, in 

particular, presented a serious challenge to the Discalced Franciscans.  The friars’ most 

formidable opponents were the Jesuits, the acknowledged masters of publicity, political 

intrigue and éminence grise power.  In order to win support in Rome, the Discalced 

Franciscans had to adjust the message of the martyrs.  Whereas in Spain the appeal was 

based on nationalism and religious fervor, in Rome, the friars stressed the martyrs’ 

imitation of early Christian examples.  Despite this, the pious appeal based on the 

charismatic religious figures of Nagasaki was lost among the strong-arm politicking 

among orders, nations and factions.  Over the long run, Spanish political leverage and 

fortunate timing contributed more than pious trends in Rome to the success of the 

Discalced Franciscans.
4
  Over this period, the friars obtained each of their desired 

privileges.  Firstly, Pope Paul V allowed all religious orders to evangelize in Japan in 

1608.  Secondly, Pope Urban VIII beatified the Nagasaki martyrs in 1627.  These were, 

however, pyrrhic victories for the friars.  Increasing official Japanese persecution 

frustrated the Franciscans’ ultimate goal of converting the islands to Christianity.  
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Remembering the martyrs. 

 From Manila to Madrid, subjects, local officials and even Philip II himself paid 

reverence to the Nagasaki martyrs and condemned the perfidious Portuguese Jesuits.  

Pious imperialism, that is Spanish expansionism tinged with Catholic universalism, had 

motivated the Spanish Catholic mission in Japan.  The same religious and nationalistic 

sentiment mobilized to commemorate the inspirational deaths of the Nagasaki martyrs.  

The strength of Spanish reaction revealed the common understanding of the principles of 

the Spanish Empire in its global enterprise.  The success of the Discalced Franciscans in 

obtaining bureaucratic attention and financial resources for their beatification case and 

Japanese mission showed real material commitment to these ideals. 

 Manila’s highest secular and ecclesiastical officials lent their authority to 

authenticate the religious virtues of the martyrs.  In June 1597, the city council and 

cathedral chapter presided over a series of tribunals to take testimony about the San 

Felipe incident and Nagasaki martyrdoms.  The Discalced Franciscan prior, Fr. Francisco 

Garrovillas, pushed for the tribunals, called witnesses and wrote the questions used.  

Witnesses unfailing praised the martyrs for their religious heroics.
5
  The testimony won 

over the officials that first heard it.  In separate reports, officials in Manila affirmed the 

findings even using phrases drawn from the proceedings.  Dr. Antonio Morga was typical 

when he wrote that the friars met death with “great fervor for the faith and the defense 

thereof, and God has since worked many marvels and miracles by means of their 

bodies.”
6
  Nor were the Manila officials the only secular officials moved by the 

testimony.  Upon reviewing this report from his small desk in the Escorial, Philip II 
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himself noted in the margin, “Let everything referring to the miracles be collected, and a 

summary thereof be made in the most authentic manner.”
7
  Universal respect for the 

ultimate religious sacrifice in Catholicism demanded recognition, especially for men who 

so faithfully conformed to the outstanding traits of martyrdom like suffering, steadfast 

faith and supernatural signs. 

 Although authenticating a religious event was the principle cause for the 

beatification testimony, the Discalced Franciscans of Manila also used the occasion to 

endorse their mission in Japan.
8
  Given that the witnesses already knew that God had 

distinguished the fallen Christians with miracles, the friars knew it was unlikely that 

anyone would criticize them.  Even the witnesses that had censured the martyrs in an 

earlier tribunal, praised the martyrs for their years of zealous evangelization.
9
  In a typical 

passage, one man stated that “with their saintly doctrine and good works, the fathers 

attracted many Japanese to themselves and to the Holy Faith and the king [Hideyoshi] 

was pleased with them for their good behavior and works of charity.”
10

  Through this 

testimony, the Discalced Franciscans began to establish an explicit link between the 

charismatic martyrs and their evangelization efforts in Japan.  The friars’ use of the 

Nagasaki martyrs was not only cynical opportunism.  They were certainly self-interested 

lobbyists, but like the officials and witnesses, they shared the Spanish sense of pious 

imperialism and Christian universalism.  The Nagasaki martyrdoms provided an 

apparently divine endorsement of their Japanese mission and over the next decades gave 

the friars increased visibility in the official bureaucracy of the Spanish Empire.   

 One of the consequences of proving the sanctity of the martyrs was that the friars 

and Spanish community shifted any blame for the executions from the Franciscans to the 
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Jesuits.  In the initial emotional reaction to news of the Nagasaki martyrdom, the 

Portuguese Jesuits appeared as the principle cause for the deaths of the Spanish 

Franciscans.  The suspicious involvement of the Portuguese Jesuits added a dimension of 

nationalism to the emotional reaction to the Nagasaki martyrdoms.  There was no doubt 

in the Franciscans’ minds that the Jesuits had poisoned their relationship with Hideyoshi 

and encouraged his actions by making them appear free of consequences.
11

  The milder 

accusations that surfaced in the beatification testimony maintained that the Jesuits had 

instigated the Japanese repression, imprisoned the friars, sat idly by while the friars died 

and actively prevented the return of the Franciscans to Japan.
12

  The more vicious attacks 

charged that the Jesuits paid the Japanese to kill the friars and celebrated their deaths with 

a great feast.  The Jesuits, according to the Spanish, wanted to protect their exclusive 

control over Japan, which allowed them to dominate lucrative trade and conduct a lax 

mission.
13

   

 Even worse than venality and sloth, the Spanish alleged that the Portuguese, led 

by the Jesuits, were traitorous.  Many of the witnesses from the San Felipe reported that 

the Portuguese in Japan maintained that their true king was not Philip II, but the Braganza 

rival, Don Antonio.
14

  It was a well-known secret that the Jesuits had vehemently 

opposed Philip II’s ascension to the Portuguese crown; some suspected that the Jesuits 

were involved in creating a separate kingdom in Asia for Don Antonio.  Former interim 

governor Luís Pérez Dasmarinas reproduced an inflammatory report by martyr Martín de 

la Ascensión that alleged the Jesuits had fortified Nagasaki and had 30,000 Christian 

soldiers ready to take Japan.
15

  The public mood in the Philippines judged that the actions 

of the Portuguese Jesuits had been not only highly suspicious but also probably disloyal 
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and impious.  One cleric accused the Jesuits of “looting the great harvest of souls, which 

the Spanish Franciscan martyrs’ blood had sown.”
16

   

 As a result of the beatification tribunals, the Discalced Franciscans built up the 

pious credentials of the Nagasaki martyrs and social support for their cause.  Testimony 

exonerated the Franciscan friars from any wrongdoing in Japan and instead implicated 

the Portuguese Jesuits.  The tribunals also shaped the reputation of the martyrs and 

unified their story.  Finally, the most influential authorities in the Spanish Philippine 

administration endorsed the findings.  With the Manila phase of testimony concluded, the 

Discalced friars spent the next several months preparing their testimony to present in the 

courts of Europe.   

 If the battle for the memory of the Nagasaki martyrs was to be won on 

information and political lobbying, the Jesuits had the clear institutional advantage.  

Alessandro Valignano had a bank of scribes in Macao, the Jesuit administrative center for 

their greater Asia missions, occupied in copying field reports and could disseminate 

information quickly.
17

  By the time the Franciscans had taken their testimony, the Jesuits 

had already prepared a polished version of the martyrdoms written in one voice.
18

  For 

years, the Asian missionaries relied on their politically-powerful European counterparts 

in Rome and royal courts to protect Jesuit prerogatives.  The clergymen also routinely 

published their annual letter in Rome.
19

  Printers in Italy, Germany and France then 

reprinted the volume giving the Jesuits surprisingly wide influence in public opinion 

across Catholic Europe.  The system had served the order well for twenty years.   

 Even before the rhetorical battles, though, the Jesuits had to defend their missions 

in Japan from Hideyoshi.  Under his orders, Japanese guards destroyed churches and 
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harassed converts.  As they had for years, the Jesuits took a cautious approach, which was 

sensitive to the political and cultural norms of Japan. They first retreated to Nagasaki to 

weather the worst of the persecution.
20

  Through a high-level intermediary, the Jesuits 

convinced Hideyoshi to return to his standing policy of toleration.
21

  Since the Jesuits 

believed that the inept friars were to blame for the whole mess, they resolved to rid 

themselves of the Franciscans for good.  Martínez sent the last friars in Japan to Macao in 

February and October 1597.
22

  The Jesuits also posted spies in the port of Manila to 

prevent Franciscans from sneaking back into Japan to revive their missions.
23

  Despite 

significant short-term destruction, the Jesuits suffered no long-term setbacks from the 

persecution. 

 With the volatile Japanese situation under control, the Jesuits turned to damage 

control among the European Catholic community, which was surprisingly where the 

Jesuits encountered more difficulties than in Japan.  They loudly disputed the accusation 

that they were at fault for the martyrdoms.
24

  In a letter to King Philip, Bishop Pedro 

Martínez explained the shortcomings of the friars.  According to the bishop, they had 

cultivated few friends in the Japanese court.  They also had ignored Jesuit advice to 

moderate their preaching choosing instead to base “their actions on devotion not 

prudence.”
25

  Martínez even suggested that Satan was to blame, writing that “our enemy 

the Devil hated seeing Christianity grow in Japan,” and resolved to impede its progress.
26

  

Indeed, it is unlikely that the Jesuits actively encouraged the Japanese to arrest or to 

execute the friars considering the high risks of such a strategy.
27

  All things considered, it 

appeared to the Jesuits that the worst of the persecution from the Nagasaki martyrdoms 

had passed and that their operatives in Europe could deal with any political fallout. 
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 The Franciscan martyrdoms, however, exposed some of the weaknesses of the 

Jesuit mission and placed the order in a very difficult position.  The Jesuits were inclined 

toward caution and pragmatism and as a result believe that the martyrdoms and their 

aftermath dealt Christianity a serious blow.  In contrast, the Discalced Franciscans 

interpreted the persecutions as the start of a glorious epoch for Japanese Christianity.  

Church histories told them that similar martyrdoms in the early Christian church foretold 

the eventual conversion of the Roman Empire.  The Spanish Discalced Franciscans 

longed to “be at the forefront of the persecution captaining their soldiers, so they do not 

flag, so that in being a rare example of Charity and strength, some [Christians] may jump 

over the fences, to join them.”
28

  In the courts of Europe, the inspiring Franciscan 

example would prove more compelling than that of the cautious Jesuits.  Even the Jesuits 

had to acknowledge the friars’ special sacrifice.  Martínez portrayed the Franciscans’ 

executions in glowing terms: the Franciscans had “preached our faith in Japan…and so 

we give thanks to Our Lord and envy their death.”
29

  The universal respect for the 

Christian martyr in Catholicism proved the great asset of the Franciscans and the eventual 

undoing of the Jesuits’ strategy to exclude the friars from Japan.  Ironically by exiling the 

surviving Franciscan missionaries, the Jesuits unleashed angry and motivated friars who 

articulated this inspiring vision of martyrdom in Europe. 

 The friars whom Martínez exiled spent a decade recruiting missionaries and 

personally lobbying in Madrid and Rome on behalf of the Discalced Franciscans’ Asian 

mission and the Nagasaki martyrs.  Even more than the Franciscans of the Philippines, 

Fr. Juan Pobre and Fr. Marcelo Ribadeneira advanced the friars’ twin causes of 

beatification and promotion of the Japanese mission.  Expelled from Japan, the friars 
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proved charismatic eyewitnesses adept at parleying the Nagasaki martyrdoms into 

material support from influential people in the Spanish Empire and Catholic Church.  

Their reception in Portuguese Macao was indicative of how they began to form their roles 

in the wake of the Nagasaki martyrdoms as ambassadors representing the Discalced 

Franciscans’ Japanese mission.  The Bishop of Macao Leonardo de Saa received the 

friars and escorted them to the Franciscan convent.
30

  Beset with requests for relics, the 

friars distributed what they had: clothes with blood, Franciscan cords and habits.
31

  One 

visiting Franciscan organized a procession, composed elegiac verses and asked local 

artists to paint the martyrdom.
32

  Ribadeneira had these images transformed into printed 

icons to supplement news of the persecution through Goa, Manila, Mexico, Portugal, 

Spain and Rome.
33

  Just as in Manila, the Discalced Franciscans took testimony in a 

formal tribunal.
34

  Determined to preserve the memory of their companions, the three 

exiled Franciscan friars compiled lengthy accounts of the martyrdom during their eight 

months in Macao.
35

   

 As the Macao tribunal ended, local Jesuits became increasingly worried about 

how the Franciscans might leverage the publicity and the prestige of the martyrdoms to 

the Jesuits’ disadvantage in Europe.  Valignano believed (correctly) that the Franciscans 

would “raise the great trophies of their friars,” and in so doing the friars would emerge 

blameless for the martyrdoms and loss of the San Felipe.
36

  In October, a ship from Japan 

brought the last Franciscan friar, Jerónimo de Jesús, and troubling documents for the 

Jesuits.
37

  What really worried Alessandro Valignano were not the surviving Franciscan 

missionaries, who were safe in Jesuit custody, but the discovery of some inflammatory 

personal papers from the martyr Martín de la Ascension.
38

  They were filled with 
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“exorbitant and false allegations,” against the Jesuits, but Valignano believed them 

potentially damaging and set about refuting them with his accustomed passion.
39

  In 

November 1597, he sent an additional two reports on the martyrdoms and the loss of the 

San Felipe to the Jesuit vice-provincial in the Philippines.
40

  Just before the boat left for 

the Philippines, Valignano dashed off a quick note to his colleagues in Manila warning 

them to monitor the Franciscans and urging them to defend the Jesuits in letters to 

Spanish officials.
41

  It was no secret that the Portuguese Jesuits had little influence in the 

Spanish royal court.  In preparing to overcome Spanish nationalism in Europe, Valignano 

acknowledged that the Portuguese Jesuits had won only the first round in the battle over 

the Nagasaki martyrs and the Japanese mission.  Each side was preparing for the next 

round of lobbying and negotiations, which would take place in the courts of Madrid and 

Rome.   

 In the Philippines, the Discalced Franciscan friars readied their men and 

documentation to send to the centers of the Spanish Empire and Catholic religion.  Juan 

Pobre, Jerónimo de Jesús and Marcelo Ribadeneira returned to Manila from Macao in 

January 1598 bringing the beatification testimony with them.
42

  Manila always passed 

frenzied months between the arrival of the Manila Galleon and its departure in July; 1598 

was especially busy.  The ships from New Spain of 1598 brought a new archbishop 

Ignacio de Santibáñez and a new commissary general of the Franciscans, Francisco de 

Vellarejo.  These ecclesiastics approved taking yet more testimony on the Nagasaki 

events.
43

  Garrovillas also had scribes make certified copies of letters from the martyrs 

themselves, which in an almost heart-wrenching fashion showcased their sanctity during 

their last days.
44

  As a final measure, the Discalced friars elected to send Fr. Marcelo de 
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Ribadeneira to Europe on the 1598 Manila Galleon to lobby on behalf of their Franciscan 

province, their Japanese mission and their fallen comrades.  The martyrdoms had, as 

never before, strengthened their resolve.  Fr. Alonso Muñoz wrote back to Europe that 

“even the heavens, the earth, the stones clamor for justice.”
45

   

 

An eyewitness in Europe.  

 Fr. Ribadeneira, on specific orders from his fellow friars of the Philippines, 

traveled to Europe to beatify the Nagasaki martyrs and win support for the Discalced 

Franciscan mission.  Although the friars had pressed for secular support from the king 

and missionary concessions from the pope for years, the occasion of the Nagasaki 

martyrs provided a rare opportunity.
46

  The successes that the friars logged over the 

course of the next several years proved them right.  News of the Nagasaki martyrdoms 

spread quickly through the Spanish Empire, inspiring Catholic sensibility and provoking 

nationalistic disgust toward the Portuguese Jesuits.  In practical terms, these reactions 

made Spanish officials more willing to aid the Discalced Franciscans.  The friars’ success 

in mobilizing secular support for their religious mission in the wake of the Nagasaki 

martyrdoms highlighted the pious imperialism that united the Spanish Empire.   

 The Achilles heel of the Discalced Franciscans’ Japanese mission had always 

been the friars’ weak claims of canonical permission to evangelize in Asia.  The Jesuits 

argued that Gregory XIII in his bull Muto Proprio had forbidden any order—other than 

the Jesuits—to conduct a mission in Asia.
47

  Although the Franciscans forcefully 

defended their right to the Jesuits, privately they acknowledged their permission was 

dubious.  The province had sent fellow missionary Fr. Francisco de Montilla to Rome in 
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the 1590s to obtain solid privileges for their Japanese mission.
48

  He had made no 

meaningful progress largely due to stiff opposition from the Jesuits who “allege many 

half-truths in secret and with caution.”
49

  Instead of rescinding Muto Proprio, Pope 

Clement VIII chose a more politically-expedient course of action by giving Montilla 

devotional privileges and permission to take Roman relics to churches in the Philippines 

and Japan.
50

  Until news of the Nagasaki martyrdoms reached Rome, the Discalced 

Franciscan efforts to secure the legitimacy of their Japanese mission were facing a quiet 

death in the thickets of papal bureaucracy.   

 Ribadeneira arrived in New Spain in December 1598 to a considerable stir.  One 

year earlier in November 1597, the San Pedro and Rosario had made landfall bearing 

news of the martyrdoms and the first round of beatification testimony.
51

  An Augustinian 

friar in Acapulco reported that everyone was talking about the martyrdoms.  It was not 

simply an academic or clerical issue; the circumstances and particulars were debated “by 

secular and regular clergymen and by common and ordinary people.”
52

  More than 

anything, the fact that Portuguese Jesuits had sent the Discalced Franciscans from Castile 

to their deaths outraged people of New Spain.
53

   

 The Nagasaki martyrdoms fired indignation by appealing to latent sentiments not 

only of Catholic righteousness, but also of nationalistic hatred of the Portuguese.  The 

trouble seemed to stem from one report.
54

  An anonymous author in Mexico had culled 

all the darkest suspicions of the Franciscans from the beatification material to build a 

damning case against the Jesuits.
55

  In this version, the Jesuits tried to bribe the emperor 

to expel the Franciscans saying the friars were “useless, poor and miserable.”
56

  The 

emperor refused saying that “he admired the friars [who were] such friends of the poverty 
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of Christ.”  The Jesuits, the document explained, “are merchants in these parts involved 

in deals and contracts, full of Avarice and Greed, ambitious and anxious to rule all with 

arrogance and presumption.”
57

  They saw their chance in the wreck of the San Felipe and 

began “to weave a web careful enough to make the devil envious.”  The Jesuit bishop had 

whispered to the Japanese governors that the Castilians were “thieves and pirates…come 

to use the Discalced as interpreters to conquer Japan.”
58

  Their king Philip was nothing 

but a tyrant who stole the kingdom of Portugal.
59

  “But,” replied the governor, “was not 

Philip also your king?”  “No, señor,” the Jesuits responded, “our king is Dom Antonio 

who because of the usurping Philip has only Portuguese India.”
60

  This anonymous report 

intentionally exaggerated the perfidious role of the Portuguese, but accurately reflected 

the antagonism the Spanish felt toward their Iberian neighbors.
61

  Spanish merchants 

resented sharing their ports with the Portuguese.  Many Spanish also suspected that the 

Portuguese only superficially embraced King Philip.
62

  As salacious news is bound to do, 

the report had circulated from Mexico City “through New Spain and Peru and all along 

the maritime coasts of the Occidental Indies.”
63

   

 In almost storybook terms, the Nagasaki martyrdoms stirred the Spanish sense of 

Catholic nationalism.  The conflict between the Spanish Franciscans and Portuguese 

Jesuits took particular hold in Mexico City.  From the pulpit, the clergy preached against 

the Jesuits with such vehemence that Jesuits there complained to the Viceroy Count of 

Monterrey, Gaspar de Zúñiga y Acevedo and to the Holy Office of the Inquisition.
64

  The 

compelling story and widespread controversy fueled devotion to the martyrs.  Catholics 

in Mexico City besieged Rivadeneyra with requests for some physical memento of the 

religious heroes.  Here and throughout his long journeys, he distributed some few relics 
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he had brought along with him.
65

  Unfortunately for the Franciscans, their abrupt exit 

from Japan meant that they were unable to obtain significant body parts.  Having an 

abundant supply of relics would have allowed Ribadeneira to expand the network of 

devotees to the Nagasaki martyrs at a moment when their fame was greatest.  To make up 

for the lack of relics, Rivadeneyra brought the paintings from Macao and the printed 

icons, including a print in Portuguese of the execution sign.
66

  The fame of the martyrs 

spread throughout New Spain via Franciscan missions.  Both Observants and Discalced 

adopted the martyrs naming missions after them and featuring paintings of their 

martyrdoms in churches and chapels.
67

  In addition to encouraging this public devotion to 

the martyrs, Ribadeneira also obtained additional authorized copies of the beatification 

testimony.   

 Only in Spain and in Rome, however, could Ribadeneira obtain royal support for 

the Discalced mission and pursue beatification of the Nagasaki martyrs.  The friar hurried 

on to the centers of the Spanish Empire and the Catholic Church.  He arrived in Spain in 

mid June 1599.  While in the peninsula, the inspiring story of the Nagasaki martyrs gave 

Ribadeneira access to the most influential political circles including the king himself.  

The friar first enlisted the help of fellow Discalced Franciscan Fr. Juan de Santa María.  

In addition to his post as superior of the Castile Discalced Franciscan province, Santa 

María was a leading religious and political figure serving as chaplain to the daughter of 

Philip III.
68

  As a first step in the larger publicity campaign, Santa María compiled a 

book-length account of the Nagasaki martyrdoms in Spanish.
69

  He intended the work as 

an easily-read narrative.
70

  Dramatic tension came from religious aspects rather than the 

suspicious involvement of the Portuguese.  He emphasized the tribulations affecting the 
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child-martyrs and portrayed Regent Hideyoshi as inclined to evil.
71

  Santa María mined 

the testimony for every miracle no matter how briefly mentioned.
72

  With the Relación of 

the martyrdom in print, he and Ribadeneira arranged a personal audience with the new 

king Philip III.   

 Philip III, like his father, firmly supported the Catholic Church in his empire for 

both personal and imperial reasons.  Upon hearing the story of the Nagasaki martyrs and 

seeing one of Ribadeneira’s paintings, Philip III was moved.
73

  The king gave Santa 

María’s saintly biography his royal imprimatur and even wrote the introduction himself.
74

  

As monarch, it was his right and obligation to nurture the Catholic Church in his realms.  

The Discalced friars voiced a common assumption when they wrote to Philip that the 

Nagasaki martyrs, if beatified, could befriend him, glorify God and make the Spanish 

Empire greater.
75

  Evangelization, martyrdoms and new saints built up divine goodwill 

for the Spanish king and his kingdom.  Over the next several years, the king granted 

financial aid to the Discalced Franciscans’ Asian mission.  He also provided Ribadeneira 

with letters of introduction for Spanish royal officials in Rome, the next leg of the friar’s 

journey.
76

  Philip III’s recommendation was particularly useful because it meant access to 

the powerful Spanish political network in Rome and its economic leverage.   

 

Pious politics in Rome.  

 The Rome that Ribadeneira saw in 1599 was the juggernaut of Catholic Empire, a 

dynamic city in the midst of a physical and administrative rejuvenation.  Orders and 

cardinals built and remodeled religious houses like the grand Gesù and the church of Sts. 

Nereus and Achilleus.  Towering personalities like the masterly Jesuit General Claudio 
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Aquaviva, Cardinal Cesar Baronio and Philip Neri, founder of the Oratorians, guided the 

political and intellectual life of the Eternal City.  The centralizing reforms of the 

Counterreformation only exacerbated the myopic tendency of the Roman Curia.  To the 

papacy, city politics and trends were as important as momentous changes elsewhere.
77

  

One of those charismatic episodes was the Nagasaki martyrdoms.  In order to win support 

within the Roman Curia, Ribadeneira widened the appeal of the Nagasaki martyrs by 

deemphasizing Spanish Catholic nationalism and by accentuating spiritual trends current 

in Rome.  Despite this shift and the support of influential Spaniards, the vigorous 

opposition of Jesuits effectively stymied any progress on new concessions for the 

Discalced Franciscans’ Asian mission or beatification of the Nagasaki martyrs.  

 At the turn of the seventeenth century, Spanish influence in Rome was at its 

zenith.
78

  Spain’s experienced and effective ambassador the Duke of Sessa exercised 

power by distributing money, providing Spanish benefices to highly-ranked clergymen 

and sending Rome shipments of grain from Naples.
79

  Likewise, Spain’s military 

campaigns to defend Catholicism from the Protestant heresy raised the kingdom’s 

prestige in Rome.  Besides spiritual benefits, Spain parleyed this influence into concrete 

concessions from the Roman Curia such as more royal control over the Catholic Church 

in Spain and liturgical privileges given to saints.  In Rome itself, Spanish influence 

changed the composition of the papal court even affected elections of pope.  

Additionally, Spanish subjects commanded influential positions in the Roman Curia; 

people who could aid a friar from the Philippines.   

 Upon arriving in Rome, Ribadeneira tapped into the network of highly-placed 

Spanish clergymen.  The friar was taken in by fellow Franciscan Fr. Francisco de Sosa 
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who, like Ribadeneira, had professed in the friary of San Francisco de Salamanca.
80

  

Fortunately for Ribadeneira, he had also just been elected Minister General of the 

Franciscan order.
81

  Under his leadership, the General Chapter of the Franciscans voted to 

focus their saintly promotion on only two causes: one was the Nagasaki martyrs, but the 

other was also a Franciscan martyr from Spain.
82

  The friars’ selection of two groups of 

Spanish martyrs reflected both the Spanish leadership of the order and the prevailing 

pious trends in Rome during the Counterreformation. 

 Ribadeneira had arrived in Rome just when the revival of the cult of martyrs was 

at its peak.  Only years before, the rediscovery of the catacombs with the tombs of many 

early Christian martyrs had reconnected the Counterreformation Church with the purity 

and heroics of the early apostolic church.
83

  The great Oratorian, scholar and cardinal 

Cesar Baronius restored the church of SS. Nereus and Achilleus to its original status as 

primitive church-basilica; the façade was decorated with Roman instruments of torture.
84

  

In the dedication procession, triumphal arches celebrated the martyrs and the triumph of 

the early apostolic church over a pagan Rome.  The commemoration of the early 

Christian martyrs reassured Catholics in their ongoing battles with heretics and pagans.  

Just as the early Christian martyrs had eventually converted Rome, Counterreformation 

Catholics could be confident of an eventual Catholic victory over Protestants and 

pagans.
85

  The Jesuits remodeled two of their churches and prominently featured large 

murals of early martyrs.
86

  Like other Counterreformation reforms, the martyrs’ cults also 

reinforced Rome as the historical and geographic center of Christianity. 

 In order to promote the Discalced Franciscan mission in Japan and advance his 

beatification cause, Ribadeneira incorporated Roman spiritual trends into the story of the 
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Nagasaki martyrs.  Elements of this interpretation were already in the story of the 

martyrs.  The Discalced Franciscans in Japan shared this common vision of recreating the 

glories of the early apostolic Christian church.  The friars, however, derived their 

conviction in the early church from St. Francis.  To appeal to the learned canonists of 

Rome, Ribadeneira added more scholarly references to the early church.  He stated that 

Kyoto, just as Rome herself had once been, was the capital of the empire and home of the 

idolatry.
87

  Like the Maccabees, the Nagasaki martyrs died because they would not break 

the law of God.
88

  One girl, Gracia, offered herself to be crucified like “other valiant girls 

who in the primitive church were stronger than diamonds.”
89

  One troubling anomaly 

between the early church and Japan was the absence of spectacular miracles to aid in the 

conversion of the gentiles.  Ribadeneira hypothesized that martyrdoms might serve as a 

substitute.
90

  As saints, the Nagasaki martyrs could provide the Japanese with spiritual 

fathers for their new church.
91

  Discalced Franciscans would tend the faithful continuing 

to inspire them by example.  As Ribadeneira argued, both beatification and a continued 

mission were absolutely vital to recreate the example of the apostolic Christian Church in 

Japan, which would lead to the eventual conversion of all its people. 

 Ribadeneira had good reason to expect the pope would look favorably on the 

beatification cause of the Nagasaki martyrs.  During the Counterreformation, the Spanish 

had remarkable success canonizing their religious figures.  The very first saint to be 

canonized after Trent in 1588 was the Spaniard San Diego of Alcalá.
92

  Spaniard 

Monseñor Francisco Peña, the powerful Auditor of the Congregation of Rites, guided this 

cause through the canonization process.
93

  Ribadeneira himself did not know much about 

the formal procedures required before the pope designated a saint; the intermediate step 
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of beatification, in particular, surprised him.
94

  In fact, the Roman Curia as a whole was 

still developing the rules governing beatification and canonizations, a process not 

completed for another fifty years.
95

  To aid Ribadeneira, fellow Franciscan and Spaniard 

Sosa enlisted the help of Auditor Peña, the very man who would have to judge the merits 

of the beatification cause.  This canon lawyer wrote a learned theological treatise 

defending the Nagasaki group as true martyrs and placing them in Catholic martyrology 

history.
96

  He emphasized that the Nagasaki martyrs fulfilled the three criteria of true 

martyrs: namely that they died for preaching God’s Word, they faced crucifixion with 

strength and constancy and finally God marked their deaths with miraculous signs. 

 Using Spanish connections, Ribadeneira made significant progress in Rome.  He 

obtained the support of the Franciscan order, adapted the narrative of the Japanese 

mission to match Roman trends and received theological approval of the religious merit 

of the Nagasaki martyrs.  As a final means to bolster the Discalced Franciscans’ case, 

Ribadeneira had Santa María’s Relation translated into Italian and published in Rome.
97

  

Ribadeneira and Sosa illustrated the account with an emblem or coat of arms created 

especially for the Nagasaki martyrs.
98

  The friars sent the work to Pope Clement VIII and 

applied for an audience.   

 Even as Ribadeneira marshaled support among the Franciscans and Spanish, the 

Jesuits applied their own considerable political leverage to resist any concession to the 

Discalced Franciscans in Japan.  Jesuit criticisms in Rome remained consistent with those 

made in Japan, namely that the Discalced Franciscans introduced a counterproductive 

element into an already volatile situation.  The Jesuits rightly feared that beatification 

would be construed as a papal endorsement of the Discalced actions.  Moreover, the 
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Jesuits already had proposed their own spiritual father of the Japanese mission, Francis 

Xavier, who they were busy promoting for beatification.
99

  In fact, the Jesuits had not 

even been able to beatify their legendary founder, Ignacio Loyola, despite intense 

pressure in Rome.
100

  Not having a saint from within the Company of Jesus was 

embarrassing and caused problems in promoting the order.
101

  To the Jesuits, beatification 

of the Nagasaki martyrs would have represented a stinging insult to their mission in 

Japan.
102

     

 The Jesuits used secular and ecclesiastical leverage to marginalize Ribadeneira.  

Within days of learning that the friar had published his account of the Nagasaki 

martyrdoms, Jesuits complained directly to the Congregation of the Holy Office that that 

the Discalced Franciscans were spreading unfounded and calumnious rumors.
103

  On 

November 11, 1599, Cardinal Pedro de Deza cautioned the friars to desist.
104

  The Jesuits 

also asked Spanish secular officials to investigate the allegations.  The leading Spaniards 

of Rome could not see any problem.  Indeed, they worked more malicious assertions into 

the official record by noting that Ribadeneira had not even alleged what everyone knew, 

that the Jesuits urged the Japanese to execute the friars in order to expel them from Japan.  

The Jesuits also appealed through Portuguese diplomatic channels.  The Portuguese 

ambassador to Rome as well as the Jesuits called on influential men, including the 

Spanish ambassador the Duke of Sessa to convince them that the Jesuit account of the 

Nagasaki martyrdoms as written by the missionary Luis Frois was the more truthful 

version. 

 The Jesuit counter-narrative by Frois symbolized the far-reaching power and 

influence that confronted the Discalced Franciscans.  With regard to its organization and 
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its command of the facts, Frois’ account far exceeded the Discalced Franciscan version.  

He clearly explained Hideyoshi’s history of antagonism to Christianity, the precipitating 

events and the commendable comportment of the martyrs themselves.
105

  The Jesuit book 

also surpassed the Santa Maria work in its geographic distribution.  After its 1599 

publication in Rome, printers with established Jesuit ties quickly published versions in 

Rome, Bologna, Milan, Mainz, Germany and Paris.
106

  The Discalced Franciscan version 

from Santa María came out in only in Madrid, Rome, Naples, and Barcelona.   

 Unfortunately for the Discalced Franciscans, the Jesuits’ book was also highly 

prejudicial, even condescending toward the friars.  In Frois’ judgment, the indiscretion of 

the Discalced Franciscans and the arrival of the San Felipe gave the old enemies of 

Christianity an opportunity to persecute Christians.  Frois posed the obvious question that 

should have been on every reader’s mind: if the emperor intended to punish those who 

most fervently and successfully preached Christianity, why was it not the Jesuits with 

their “three hundred thousand Christians, many workers, college, novitiate, four rectories, 

many residences and a seminary?”
107

  According to Frois, God’s divine judgment was at 

work to end religious controversy and leave the Jesuits in charge of Japan.  Even so, God 

wanted to reimburse the friars for their “good intentions and zeal,” so he took six as a 

reward.
108

  The heroes of his portrayal were Leon Organtino who saved the Jesuit mission 

and Pablo Michi, the principle Jesuit martyr, whose rousing sermons and self-sacrifice 

exemplified the perfect martyr.  Frois characterized the Franciscans scornfully.  

According to him, Hideyoshi had called the friars “caped worms” for their habits and 

Japanese guards discovered Bautista crying on account of his lost mission.
109

  Frois noted 
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no miracles following the Nagasaki martyrdom, which implicitly denied the sanctity of 

the event.
110

  Instead of martyrs’ similarities with Christ, Frois listed the differences.
111

 

 The Jesuit political and literary assault effectively immobilized Ribadeneira in 

Rome.  Thrown on the defensive, Ribadeneira responded to the Jesuit allegations with his 

own written version of the Nagasaki martyrdom.  In his work, he emphasized the loyalty 

and Christian love that the Franciscans had inspired in the Japanese.
112

  The Japanese 

kissed their habits and showed great affection for Franciscan devotional objects like the 

rope belt and blessed rosary.
113

  When the Japanese were prohibited from coming to 

Franciscan mass, they threw alms over the convent walls at night.
114

  Such was the 

devotion the Franciscans instilled in the new Christians that converts resisted the efforts 

of their friends and family to abjure their new faith even refusing the beautiful women 

they proffered.
115

  Like Christ, the friars and their converts preferred to “die before 

sinning.”
116

  When the Franciscans’ flock heard that the friars were arrested, they 

prepared themselves with decency and determination for the same fate.
117

   

 While Ribadeneira was wrapped up in the tit-for-tat politics of the Catholic court, 

another veteran of the Japanese mission, Fr. Juan Pobre, arrived from the Philippines.
118

  

Like Ribadeneira, Pobre appealed to Catholic nationalism in order to win support for the 

Discalced Franciscans’ Asian mission.
119

  His energy and dedication to the mission made 

him singularly successful at the Spanish court.  Within a month of his May 1600 arrival, 

he had presented a report on the Nagasaki martyrs to the Council of Indies.
120

  At Pobre’s 

insistence, influential members of the royal court, including King Philip III, wrote letters 

supporting the beatification process.
121

  Philip also wrote directly to Pope Clement VIII 

asking that His Holiness honor the “vicars of Christ” who died in His service.  My 
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ambassador, the king wrote, “will represent to Your Holiness, how great will be the favor 

that I will receive.”
122

  Philip granted Pobre funds to take a large mission of forty friars to 

the Discalced Franciscan province of San Gregorio in the Philippines.
123

  Flushed with 

success in Spain, Pobre traveled to Rome in late 1600 to join Ribadeneira. 

 The Discalced Franciscans now had two eyewitnesses in Rome, a host of 

powerful Spanish friends and a group of martyrs at a time when martyrs had become 

newly popular in Rome.  Despite this, the Jesuits felt confident, correctly as it turned out, 

that they could defend their privileges.  In late 1602, Bishop of Japan, Luís Cerqueira 

wrote to the Jesuits of Manila that the papacy would not lift the restrictions on Asian 

missions, which “has been tried in Rome and Madrid from its inception without success 

despite all the efforts of the Franciscans.”
124

  In fact, the only breakthrough the 

Franciscans could claim on beatification or obtaining papal permission for their mission 

came in late 1600 when Clement VIII issued the Onerosa pastoralis officio.  He opened 

the Asia mission to any order—as long as missionaries passed through Portugal and 

Goa.
125

  The brief represented a meaningless victory.  To enter Japan, the Discalced 

Franciscans in the Philippines would have had to circumnavigate the world.  The solitary 

consolation was that they had officially broken the Jesuits’ monopoly on Asia.   

 When it came to beatification, the Franciscans could not make even symbolic 

progress.  Under the best of circumstances, beatification and canonization implied a 

significant commitment of time and money, the meeting of exacting theological 

requirements as well as adroit politicking to drum up support in the Roman Curia.  The 

Discalced Franciscans faced all these obstacles plus the stiff opposition of a politically 

influential and wealthy order like the Jesuits.  On the issue of the Nagasaki martyrs’ 
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beatification the Discalced Franciscans and Jesuits traded muted accusations in official 

documents and open allegations in private, which insured an impasse in the Roman 

court.
126

  Privately, both the Franciscans and Jesuits began to commemorate the Nagasaki 

martyrs as part of the storied history of their orders.  In violation of canon law, both the 

Jesuits and Franciscans commissioned paintings of their Nagasaki martyrs for their Rome 

headquarters.
127

  The orders may have hated each other, but each felt attachment toward 

Japan and their brothers who had fallen there. 

 In Rome, the Franciscans’ beatification drive faltered as momentum shifted more 

toward a great missionary push in the Americas and Asia.  Ribadeneira stayed in Italy, 

but dedicated his time to other projects.
128

  Juan Pobre returned to Spain where the 

Discalced Franciscans continued to operate from a position of strength.  The friars were 

in the middle of a tremendous period of growth that stretched from 1583-1615.
129

  Pobre 

was one of the friars most responsible for winning royal funding for the Discalced 

Franciscan mission in Asia and recruiting new missionaries.  He made one of his many 

trips in June 1601 returning to the Philippines with a mission of forty friars.
130

  Some of 

those friars ended up in Japan.  Not only did Discalced Franciscans completely ignore the 

recent bull expressly forbidding missionaries from the Philippines entering Japan, they 

did so with royal funding and royal approval. 

 In order to reopen the Japanese mission, the Discalced Franciscans set out to win 

the support of the Spanish king, to overcome the resistance of the Jesuits and to win 

recognition by the pope.  During the first five years after the Nagasaki martyrdom, 

however, the friars in Europe could neither overcome the Jesuits in Rome nor obtain solid 

permission for evangelization in Asia.  In response, the friars simply ignored papal 
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prohibitions.  Ultimately, the friars felt greater obligation to their order, the memory of 

their martyrs and the souls of Japan than to the pope in Rome.  For his part, the Spanish 

king fostered their mission inspired by its potential to contribute souls, saints and glory 

for the Spanish Empire and the Catholic faith.
131

   

 

Revival of the Discalced Franciscan mission in Japan.  

 While European diplomacy provided the Discalced Franciscan financing and 

personal, regime change in Japan actually enabled the friars to restart their Japanese 

mission in 1598.  Even as Fr. Marcelo Ribadeneira and Fr. Juan Pobre made their bold 

journey to speak with the Spanish king and Catholic pope, their brethren in the 

Philippines prepared to restart the Japanese mission.  Although the inspiring example of 

the Nagasaki martyrs motivated them, the friars took a practical approach toward the 

Japanese mission in balancing Japanese economic concerns with their religious 

objectives.  With new missionaries and a sense of urgency, the Franciscan following 

grew quickly.  Reports of the friars’ success encouraged Rome to authorize the mission.  

For the Franciscans, disregarding papal bulls at their convenience had no long-term 

negative consequences. 

 In order for the Discalced Franciscans to reenter Japan, friars had to link their 

mission explicitly to the promotion of trade.  A regime change made the rapprochement 

possible.  Regent Hideyoshi Toyotomi died in 1598 and new regent Ieyasu Tokugawa 

assumed the position of supreme leader.  Ieyasu received Fr. Jerónimo de Jesús, one of 

the survivors of the first Discalced Franciscan mission, in a formal audience.
132

  During 

negotiations, Fr. Jerónimo assured the regent that the Manila Galleon would make a stop 
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in Japan.
133

  Attracted by the possibility of seaborne riches, Ieyasu invited the friar to 

restart the Discalced Franciscan mission.  The promise was a seemingly desperate gamble 

as it represented a departure from earlier policy of a strictly religious mission and made 

the friars’ strongest criticism of the Jesuits’ secularized mission look hypocritical.  

Moreover, guaranteeing trade was a promise that Jerónimo had no authority to fulfill, 

which never materialized and would eventually sour Ieyasu’s initial rapprochement with 

the Spanish.  Ieyasu and his Tokugawa successors, as did Hideyoshi before them, began 

to perceive Christianity as a threat to internal security, something which even the 

lucrative foreign trade could not justify.
134

  Shoguns took successively tougher measures 

to eradicate the foreign creed of Christianity and to restrict the influence of foreigners 

inside Japan from 1614 to 1640.
135

  By 1636, Shogun Tokugawa Iemitsu outlawed 

Christianity and implemented Japan’s closed country policy.
136

 Christian persecution and 

Japanese isolation, however, were far from certain when Ieyasu first took power after 

Hideyoshi’s death.   

 The Spanish Franciscans enjoyed official support in both Japan and Spain.  In 

1602, Ieyasu protected a stranded Spanish ship, the Espíritu Santo, and punished the 

daimyo of Hirado who had sought to confiscate the cargo.
137

  Encouraged by the shogun, 

the Franciscans sent more missionaries.
138

  Bolstered by the advances, the friars appealed 

to Spain for assistance and convinced the highest levels of the Spanish bureaucracy of 

their great need for friars to evangelize.
139

  Officials in Spain put the Japanese mission 

into the larger religious geopolitical terms that guided foreign policy.  The Council of 

Indies agreed that shortage of ministers limited the growth of the faith, which was 

especially important given that Moors and Dutch had both been to the area.  Only with 
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the Catholic missionaries could they “banish the sects of Luther and Muhammad.”
140

  In 

April 1604, the Council of the Indies strongly recommended that the king urge the pope 

to ease restrictions on the Japanese mission.
141

   

 The royal government of Spain continued to send missionaries to Japan without 

official authorization from the pope.  In 1605, Fr. Juan Pobre again traveled to Madrid 

and Rome to press the papacy to beatify the Nagasaki martyrs and to loosen the 

restrictions on the Asian mission.  He argued that the Discalced Franciscans’ success in 

its Japanese endeavors (350,000 people converted) should justify the order’s place in the 

country.
142

  Stirringly emotional letters from the colleagues of the Nagasaki martyrs 

appealed to the papacy for recognition.
143

  Nonetheless, the papacy refused to authorize 

any order other than the Company of Jesus.  Pobre was more successful in Spain.  The 

Council of Indies allocated Pobre funds for more missionaries.
144

  Pobre left in 1607 with 

a new boatload of friars.
145

  He just missed the long-desired revocation of Gregory XIII’s 

brief.  Perhaps in response to the Spanish diplomacy and the king’s obvious defiance of 

the ban, Pope Paul V opened the Asia mission in 1608 to any order traveling by any 

route.
146

  Paul stated that the limitations on the Asian missions, “have not yielded the 

desired fruit.  Sometimes,” the pope said in the royal we, “it is necessary to change our 

minds.”
147

  Philip’s chaplain, P. Fray Luis de Aliaga, urged a quick approval in Spain, 

“because a quick decision saves a year and a half for the salvation of nonbelievers.”
148

  

Through a mix of charismatic religious figures, encouraging news of the Japanese 

mission and Spanish religious imperialism, the Discalced Franciscans finally rectified 

their status in Japan.   
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 For the Discalced Franciscans, beatification of the Nagasaki martyrs still looked 

very remote.  On the positive side, the Jesuits had much less reason to oppose the friars’ 

saintly process now that the cause had lost its jurisdictional implications.  Even so, the 

beatification of the Nagasaki martyrs faced a more general competition with all the other 

orders, cities and countries promoting their holy figures.  Within the Spanish Empire 

alone, there were at least seven open causes.
149

  Such was the multitude of proposed 

saints and antagonistic competition even among the Spanish Franciscans that friars 

conspired to have their rival promoters thrown out of their common living quarters in 

their friary in Rome.
150

  In one assessment of 1609 notable for its frankness, a Discalced 

friar in Rome said that beatification of the Nagasaki martyrs would be difficult given the 

stiff opposition of Cardinal Cesar Baronius, a power Jesuit advocate who had opposed 

Spanish interests since the late 1590s.
151

  The friar requested the assistance of Marcelo de 

Ribadeneira whose status as eyewitness could boost visibility in the crowded field of 

saintly candidates.
152

  Ribadeneira, however, refused to get involved in Roman politics 

again.  In a world-weary letter, he rejected the Franciscans’ entreaties saying that no 

human effort will “advance the business with the martyrs.  All that is left is to appeal to 

God to return for the honor of His Saintly Martyrs.”
153

  The beatification drive faltered 

until events in Japan put the martyrs in the Roman spotlight once more.   

 

Japanese persecution and Roman beatification.  

 The Christian mission in Japan experienced its greatest prosperity and successes 

in the first decade of the seventeenth century.  Jesuits, Franciscans, Dominicans and 

Augustinians had relative freedom to evangelize and build houses of worship.  A new 
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group of missionaries introduced new energy; an older generation passed away including 

Ribadeneira, Pobre, Garrovillas, Valignano, Francesco Pasio, Cerquiera and Mateo 

Ricci.
154

  Within the general success of Christianity in Japan, some developments 

presaged later difficulties for the missionaries.  Jesuits lost the support of an important 

daimyo clan around Nagasaki who had been their strongest protectors in Japan.
155

  The 

arrival of Dutch and English traders offered commerce without the divisive religious 

component.  Although neither could conduct regular trade until the 1620s, Japan was no 

longer beholden to just Iberian nations for connections with the outside world.
156

  

Nothing symbolized the transition from the Portuguese to the English more than the 

ouster of longtime Portuguese Jesuit court translator, João Rodriguez, for the Englishman 

William Adams.
157

  

 Even while the tide was turning against the Iberians, two ambitious men in Japan 

undertook an audacious voyage betting on the future of a Catholic Japan.  Franciscan 

missionary Luis Sotelo convinced ally and northern daimyo, Date Masumune to send a 

large contingent of Japanese vassals through New Spain and Europe to Rome from 1613-

18.
158

  The envoy’s ostensible purpose was to request trade concessions and evangelical 

privileges in the courts of Europe.  However, the embassy was ill-conceived from the 

outset and its contradictions were readily apparent to most observers.  Most illogically on 

a voyage to visit the Catholic monarch and the pope, neither Date nor his representatives 

were Christian and they had little interest in converting.  Their main objective was to win 

trade concessions.  Europeans, though, quickly noted that Date was not the political 

leader of Japan and therefore had no authority to sign trade agreements.  More suspicions 

centered on Sotelo.  The friar wanted free trade, more missionaries, a seminary, and a 
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new bishopric in Date’s land.  Observers considered the envoy an obvious play of self-

promotion on the part of Sotelo.  The entourage achieved none of its stated goals of trade 

and missionary development.  Instead, the mission’s primary achievement was to revive 

the beatification cause of the Nagasaki martyrs.  

 For a diplomatic mission ostensibly promoting goodwill, the Japanese embassy to 

Mexico and Europe inspired a great deal of antagonism.  The Japanese provoked ill will 

for their physical aggressiveness and their direct competition with merchants of Mexico 

City.  Captain Sebastián Vizcaíno believed that the Japanese (who numbered nearly 

seventy) were actually going to kill the Spaniards during the long passage from Manila to 

New Spain.
159

  After they landed, a riot nearly broke out in Acapulco.
160

  When the envoy 

arrived in Mexico City in July 1614, the Viceroy of New Spain had to issue an order to 

maintain the peace.
161

  With a tenuous peace achieved, fifty Japanese stayed in the 

viceregal capital to sell their merchandise.  Sotelo, Masamune’s retainer Hasekura 

Rokuemon and eighteen other Japanese traveled on to the courts of Madrid and Rome.   

 In Spain, Philip III prevaricated on meeting the envoy’s specific demands and 

instead turned the occasion into a public affirmation of Spanish and Catholic power.  City 

leaders of Seville and Madrid received the entourage courteously, but cautiously.   Their 

opinion of their new guests fell very quickly when they learned Sotelo expected his hosts 

to pay room and board for the entire group.  Letters from Mexico City advised civic 

officials in Seville to be skeptical of Sotelo’s claims that Japan was on the verge of 

converting to Christianity.
162

  After a short stay, the group traveled on to Madrid.  Philip 

did not commit himself either to the Japanese request for trade and navigational aid or 

Sotelo’s petition for friars and funds for the Japanese mission.
163

  The king also 
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encouraged the group to go to Rome, overruling the recommendation of the Council of 

Indies.
164

  As Philip commanded, “let the heretics who disobey the Pope see how [the 

Japanese] from such distant lands come to prostrate themselves at his feet.”
165

  In a 

private letter to his representative at Rome, he asked that Pope Paul V deny all their 

requests.
166

 

 Sotelo’s sojourn in Rome, as in Spain, was a public relations triumph and 

diplomatic failure.  Spanish ambassador Francisco de Castro and Cardinal Gaspar 

Borghese arranged an elaborate and well-attended public reception into Rome.
167

  The 

Catholic Church held a formal audience in the Sala Regia with many Cardinals in 

attendance.
168

  By order of the pope, the group traveled to the fabled Borghese palace and 

stayed at the St. John Lateran.
169

  The Roman city council even made Hasekura an 

honorary citizen.
170

  Each event increased the renown of the Discalced Franciscan group 

much to the irritation of the Order of Jesus.  The Jesuits were in the middle of their own 

European promotional tour on behalf of their Asian missions.  Flemish missionary 

Nicholas Trigault arrived in 1614 and traveled throughout Europe asking for support for 

the Chinese mission.
171

  While in Rome, he saw the Sotelo entourage, noting with great 

distaste and jealousy the attention given to the Franciscan group.
172

  In order to counter 

the publicity of the Sotelo entourage, the Jesuits spread letters discrediting the 

qualifications of the envoy.
173

  As the meeting between the entourage and Pope Paul 

showed, the Jesuits need not have worried. 

 In his audience with Sotelo and Hasekura, Pope Paul V diplomatically avoided 

every contentious issue and granted only politically-expedient requests.  With regard to 

the trade privileges that Hasekura solicited, Paul stated that he had no jurisdiction to set 
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commercial policy.  It seems likely that Sotelo knew that the pope could not affect trade 

and so the entire envoy was an elaborate pretense to obtain his ecclesiastical requests.
174

  

He asked for a bishopric for northern Japan, permission to start a Franciscan seminary, 

financial support for more Franciscan missionaries.  Paul did not commit the papacy to 

any of these three items.  The pope seemed receptive to creating a bishopric, but wanted 

more time to determine the best course of action.  For the Spanish Franciscan mission or 

seminary, Paul suggested that Sotelo look for funds from the Spanish king.  After hearing 

both Hasekura and Sotelo, the pope also read a petition from Japanese Christians asking 

for devotional privileges.
175

  As opposed to the bishopric or seminary, granting these 

privileges would cost the papacy very little and would not risk offending any politically-

powerful interest.  Paul approved an indulgence to a Japanese confraternity.
176

  He also 

recommended the beatification cause of the Nagasaki martyrs to the Congregation of 

Rites.
177

  In this instance, devotional privileges like indulgences and relics of saints 

constituted important tools of papal statesmanship.  They gave the popes a means to grant 

token concessions to supplicants.  In fact, the people in the Vatican beltway knew that 

these were merely symbolic gestures.
178

  Observers like Cardinal Borghese considered 

the Sotelo mission a failure.
179

  As time would tell, the only lasting achievement of the 

Sotelo entourage was resuscitating the beatification cause of the Nagasaki martyrs. 

 Despite few concrete achievements, the entourage might have begun to establish 

normal diplomatic relations between Europe and Japan.  Early drafts of Spanish 

diplomatic correspondence to Japan actually granted free trade.  However, any possibility 

of close relations between the Spanish Empire and Japan disappeared when news of the 

Japanese shogun’s latest persecution of Christians reached Europe.
180

  In 1613, large 
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demonstrations against the shogun for his punishment of a prominent Christian had 

frightened Japanese officials.
181

  Moreover, the Christians’ veneration of extremist 

behavior convinced authorities that the religion was not only seditious, but evil.  The 

governor of Nagasaki Hasegawa Sahioye stated, “in order to imitate Jesus Christ, who 

died crucified between two thieves, the Christians glory in dying such a death, and for 

such a cause; hence they are a fanatical and pernicious sect, dangerous to the Empire, and 

ripe for any mischief.”
182

  On Jan. 27, 1614 Ieyasu expelled missionaries, closed churches 

and ordered Japanese Christians to revert to Japanese religions.
183

  In the next decades, 

Japanese authorities took successively tougher measure against Christianity and its 

adherents.  Sotelo himself was captured and burned alive shortly after returning to Japan 

in 1622.
184

   

 Thanks to the notoriety of Sotelo’s mission and the most recent martyrdoms in 

Japan, the beatification cause of the Nagasaki martyrs gained momentum.
185

  The 

Discalced Franciscans sent a survivor of the 1613-14 persecutions to Rome as promoter 

of the cause in 1617.
186

  Fr. Pedro Bautista teamed up with the archbishop of Toledo, the 

general procurator of the Discalced Franciscans and the general procurator of the 

Franciscans to convince the Congregation of Rites to open the Nagasaki martyrs’ cause in 

1619.
187

  Pope Paul V referred the case to the senior judges of the Sacred Rota, a legal 

court of the Roman Curia.  The Auditors issued a remissory letter in February 8, 1619 

authorizing the Discalced Franciscans to initiate an Apostolic trial to substantiate 

Nagasaki martyrs’ virtuous lives, miracles, and status as true martyrs.
188

  In accordance 

with their instructions, Pedro Bautista traveled personally to New Spain and Asia to take 

testimony in five cities from 1620-22: Mexico City, Puebla, Mexico, Manila, Macao and 
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Nagasaki.
189

  While the martyrs’ religious attributes and years of groundwork by the 

Discalced friars contributed to the opening of the cause, Spanish influence in Rome 

played an equally critical role.  Alfonso Manzanedo de Quiñones, one of the two voting 

Auditors of the Rota, was Spanish and the original permission was given not to San 

Gregory of the Philippines, but the Discalced Franciscan province of San José in central 

Castile.   

 While Bautista traveled halfway around the world to collect information, Spain’s 

influence in Rome reached a high-water mark.  A string of early victories in the Thirty 

Years War gave greater weight to the Spanish faction.
190

  Gregory XV, the candidate 

supported by the Spanish, succeeded Paul V in February 1621.
191

  A little more than a 

year into his papacy, he canonized four Spanish saints on the same day: Teresa de Avila, 

Ignatius of Loyola, Isidore Labrador and Francis Xavier.
192

  Unfortunately for the 

Spanish, however, Gregory died after less than two years as pope.  His successor, Urban 

VIII, favored the French faction.  While the death of Gregory marked the apex of Spanish 

influence in Rome, the Spanish Empire in Rome still had a network of highly-placed 

Spaniards and considerable financial wherewithal, which ensured that the Roman Curia 

could not ignore Spanish concerns.  In terms of beatification, one of the three senior 

clergymen on the Sacred Rota was a Spaniard.  Among the College of Cardinals, the 

Spanish continued to exercise economic leverage (bribery sniffed their competitors) to 

persuade the Roman Curia to support their favored saintly causes.
193

  In order to end 

political intrigues in saint-making and possibly to rebuke the Spanish faction, Urban 

implemented new restrictions on saintly causes.  These both reduced the number of new 
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saints and lengthened their processes.
194

  One of the many saintly causes jostling for 

attention and creating the distractions noted by Urban VIII was for the Nagasaki martyrs. 

 Although Urban’s new rules made beatification and canonization more difficult, 

they did not fundamentally alter the process of making saints.  As in times past, the three 

major challenges for a promoter were finding the financial resources to prosecute the 

cause, fulfilling the formal legal steps assigned by the Congregation of Rites and 

marshalling support in the College of Cardinals.  In 1625, Pedro Bautista, the promoter of 

the Nagasaki martyrs, completed one of the more rigorous hurdles.  He arrived back in 

Spain after a six-year sojourn taking testimony in Puebla, Mexico City and the 

Philippines.  He presented his findings to the royal court and asked for their continued 

support in Rome.  Both the king and queen wrote letters in February 1625 to commend 

the cause to the Spanish ambassador P. Fernando de Navarrete, the Duke of Pastrana.
195

   

 Despite a pope hostile to Spanish interests and new rules designed to limit 

politicking for saintly causes, Spanish royal influence and the institutional strength of the 

Franciscan order led to the beatification of the Nagasaki martyrs in 1627.  First, in Rome, 

Bautista had his testimony translated into Latin and received by an Apostolic notary.
196

  

The next step was for the Auditors of the Rota to approve the testimony.  Only causes 

with strong political support made the short list of holy people considered in the 

Congregation.  Bautista had to distinguish the merits of the Nagasaki martyrs from at 

least ten other proposed saints concurrently underway in the Eternal City.
197

  Although as 

missionary martyrs the Bautista’s group appealed to a general Catholic sensibility, the 

most important factor in winning support was through the influence of a national faction 

led by a monarch.  Philip IV’s political leverage in Rome was such that Urban VIII held 
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up all the saintly causes in order not to appear partial.
198

  By October 1626, reports of a 

renewed persecution of Christians in Japan gave added impetus to the Nagasaki martyr 

beatification campaign.
199

  Philip wrote a special note to his ambassador and Urban VIII 

reiterating his and his father’s support for Fr. Pedro Bautista and his five companions of 

the “primitive Church of Japan” much wishing to see these saintly martyrs venerated.
200

  

The king’s interest was strictly national; he did not mention the Japanese Christians. 

 Helped along by both Spanish national interests and news of charismatic 

persecution in Japan, the Nagasaki martyred passed through the final legal obstacles to 

beatification.  In mid 1627, the Auditors of the Sacred Rota reviewed the testimony and 

recommended that the Nagasaki martyrs’ cause advance to the Congregation of Rites.
201

  

At that point, Urban VIII instructed a cardinal to prepare the report or relatio auditorium 

summarizing the martyrdom and miracles.
202

  On July 3, 1627, the Congregation of Rites 

and the Sacra Rota certified that the Nagasaki group were true martyrs for Christ and 

recommended that the pope beatify them.
203

  The certification as true martyrs fulfilled the 

requirement of heroic virtue.  The only miracle approved was Pedro Bautista performing 

mass while his body was still on the cross.
204

  On July 19, 1627, a public assembly of 

cardinals gathered in Quirinali approved the previous findings on the martyrs and 

celebrated a mass in their honor.
205

  During this open meeting, the prelates finally 

acknowledged that the martyrs were not all associated with the Discalced Franciscans.  

Both friars and Jesuits attended the public mass signaling that the Order of Jesus had 

withdrawn their opposition to the beatification cause.
206

  Finally on Sept. 14, 1627, Urban 

VIII placed his Fisherman’s ring on the bull Salvatoris Domini nostri declaring the six 

Discalced Franciscans and seventeen Japanese Christians as “blessed” of the church.
207
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Urban VIII beatified the three Jesuit martyrs the following day in order to give the two 

orders their own time in the spotlight.
208

   

 The charismatic figure of the martyr made the Nagasaki group a compelling cause 

and the tireless efforts of the Franciscan friars kept the process active, but neither alone 

explained the beatification of the martyrs in 1627.  Pious trends like the renewed 

emphasis on the primitive church and revival of the cult of martyrs boosted the visibility 

of the cause.  So, too, at the time of the Nagasaki martyr’s beatification, the Roman Curia 

was taking a larger role in administering overseas missions.
209

  However, the Holy See 

recognized only two other missionaries and no other martyrs during the Counter-

reformation, a period known for both.
210

  Rather than a signal of a spiritual trend, the 

beatification of the Nagasaki martyrs came about thanks to Spanish pious imperialism.  

Royal financial support, Spanish political influence and strategically-placed patrons 

assisted the cause at crucial moments.  Urban VIII, himself stated in the beatification bull 

that, “we admit with much pleasure to the pious wishes of faithful Christians, and 

particularly of the Catholic Kings.”
211

  Saint making in Rome represented less a unified 

message to Christendom than the fractured result of politics and bureaucracy argued in 

terms of public opinion and Catholic tradition.
212

   

 The Catholic Church divided by language, distance and politics commemorated 

the Nagasaki martyrs together.  As part of the beatification, Urban VIII performed a mass 

and recited an office for the new blessed.  At least three Italians cities commemorated the 

occasion.
213

  The Spanish royal court convened a mass in the royal monastery of St. Gil 

in the martyrs’ honor.
214

  Similar celebrations took place all over Spain: Baena, Andujar, 

Granada, Seville, Victoria, Segovia and Barcelona.
215

  However, Manila, Spain’s 
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precarious perch in Asia, took the moment most to heart.  One clergyman there wrote that 

the beatifications redounded “to the honor and glory of [Spain’s] sons; for they have so 

pacified this earth that even at the limits of the world may be seen so many grandeurs to 

the honor and glory of the Author of all.”
216

  The credit went to the “the Catholic 

sovereigns of Spain; for by their expenditures of men and money the banners of the 

Church have floated over the most remote and unknown parts of the world.”  The 

Philippines must have seemed distant from Spain, but Catholicism provided a means to 

inspire the Spanish and remind them of the glory of their empire.  The Japanese 

Christians celebrated the beatifications, but their festivities marked a last gasp for 

Christianity in Japan.
217

  The martyrs would not serve as inspirational generals as the 

Discalced friars hoped, but rather as comfort and solace only years before the effective 

end of the Christian century.   

 

Denouement in Japan. 

  In the end, the shogun in Japan made all the wrangling in Rome over 

beatifications and missionary privileges academic.  From the 1610s to the 1630s, the 

Tokugawa shogunate applied a systematic policy of repression to Christians, ejected 

Catholic missionaries and eventually severed most ties with the outside world.  Because 

Japanese rulers interpreted Catholicism as a pernicious sect, they applied increasing 

rigorous restrictions on its converts.  By 1630, Christians were subject to exclusion from 

jobs as artisans, torture and execution.
218

  As a means to limit contact with the course of 

many missionaries, Iemitsu formally ended relations with Spain, Mexico and Philippines 

in 1624-25.
219

  The Shimbara Rebellion in 1637-38 rebellion confirmed the worst fears of 
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Japanese officials about Christianity.  Peasants in Kyushu, a Christian stronghold, 

revolted in response to higher taxes, but the movement quickly took on a religious 

character.
220

  After resisting the shogun’s samurai army for months, the peasants were 

finally starved out of their castle.  Shaken by the rebellion organized around Christianity, 

officials enacted the final measure in the Sakoku or closed country policy.  In 1639, they 

expelled the Portuguese and turned Nagasaki over to the Dutch.  The Macao trade, the 

lifeline that had sustained Christianity for a century, was finally severed.   

 Japan, which seemed a means to restore the fallen Church of England and 

Germany, became a victim of the same forces.  While casting out a demon in Japan, a 

Jesuit father marshaled all the power of the holy exorcisms to demand that the fiend 

reveal who he was.  He replied that he was the demon responsible for the persecutions 

and heresies in England.  His master had sent him to wreak the same havoc on the church 

in Japan.
221

   

 

Conclusion. 

 Thanks to what I have called Spanish pious imperialism the martyrdoms of 

Nagasaki did not remain isolated incidents on the frontier of the Spanish Empire and 

Catholicism.  After years of Spanish diplomatic and financial support, the Discalced 

Franciscans finally saw the pope beatify their fallen companions.  The friars used the 

wave of religious fervor and nationalistic emotion following the martyrdoms to return to 

Japan and to lobby in Europe for jurisdictional privileges.  The same sentiment informed 

by the respect for the figure of the martyr in Catholic tradition impelled royal officials, 

even the king himself to support the Discalced Franciscan mission in Japan and the 
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beatification of the Nagasaki martyrs.  Part of the motivation to promote Japanese 

evangelization and the holy figures came from the religious identity central to the 

Spanish imperial project.   

 The Japanese mission and the politics of beatification provided an insight into the 

governance of Catholic Church.  The Church as a large organization faced unique 

challenges.  Its jurisdiction stretched over the entire globe and over many languages and 

cultures.  These were the same challenges as those faced by a secular state, except the 

Catholic Church was restricted by theology in adapting to the demands of these many 

peoples.  Although the primary interpretation of saints was as religious figures and 

intercessors with God, the next chapter will show that saints provided the institutional 

Catholic Church an elegant solution to some of these vexing administrative problems.   
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Chapter 5.  San Felipe de Jesús, a saint in the Catholic Empire. 

 

 The Atlantic fleet in September and the mail ship in May brought Mexico City 

“news and mercies.”1  On the ships came new administrators, the latest royal decrees, 

ecclesiastical appointments and court gossip.  Importantly for the Catholic Empire of 

Spain, the ships also updated Mexico City on the latest beatifications, canonizations and 

devotional privileges.2  From the arrival of the fleet of 1628, Mexico City learned that 

Pope Urban VIII had beatified one of its own, San Felipe de Jesus.  Bells pealed as 

Mexico City rejoiced at the news.  Residents read how even Philip III in Madrid and 

subjects in other Spanish cities celebrated the beatification.  In the midst of the initial 

euphoria, a small group of the most influential men in the viceregal capital began to take 

the first steps that would integrate the pope’s latest addition to the celestial court into 

Mexico City’s own devotional culture.   

 The guardian of the Discalced Franciscans, Fr. Francisco de la Cruz, presented the 

bull of beatification in turn to the archbishop, the Mexico City cathedral chapter, the 

viceroy and the city council.3  From the archbishop and cathedral chapter, Fr. Francisco 

obtained approval of the bull and Felipe’s formal integration into the calendar of worship 

for the archdiocese.  From the secular institutions, Francisco requested monetary support 

to solemnize the occasion, “for the love of the patria.”4  The city council rejoiced at the 

“the great mercies that God Our Lord has given the city with a hometown saint.”5  

Officials ordered that the city’s residents illuminate their houses and that clerics sing a 

mass of thanks in the Mexico City Cathedral.6  The viceroy, the Marquis de Cerralvo, 
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gave his warm approval of the celebrations and remarked that this “son could also be a 

father for this republic protecting it in everything.”7   

 For the people of Mexico City, San Felipe’s beatification initiated a complex 

relationship affected by their understanding of saints, of the Spanish Empire and of the 

larger Catholic Church.  To begin with, Mexico City’s leaders expected that this new 

holy figure would serve as celestial patron in return for their patronage.  Unfortunately 

for San Felipe’s growing cult, floods devastated the capital soon after his beatification.  

Not only did the new holy figure fail to save his hometown, the destruction disrupted the 

growth in Felipe’s devotion.  Leaders of Mexico City had to promote him much more 

explicitly than would have been necessary if San Felipe had performed wonders.  San 

Felipe, in fact, never developed a reputation for working miracles.  Instead, his cult 

attracted proponents because it served as a symbol for the native born of Mexico City.  

The devotion to San Felipe, then, encompassed not only pious aspirations, but social and 

political concerns of the municipality.8  

 Precisely because San Felipe’s purely spiritual qualifications were apparently so 

insignificant, his cult serves provides a unique case study to examine the cult of saints in 

the Spanish Empire.  This chapter argues that the cult of saints functioned as singularly 

effective ties between the faithful of Mexico City, the king in Madrid and the pope in 

Rome.  Briefly explained, the pope kept Catholicism relevant to the faithful by modifying 

rites through devotional and liturgical privileges, such as those given to San Felipe.  For 

parishioners, then, especially the cults of saints allowed a measure of flexibility to tailor 

Catholicism to their desires without challenging the fundamental principles of the 

Church.  The king and subjects of the Spanish Empire made use of this inherent 
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flexibility of Catholicism to promote the Spanish crown and Spanish saints in formal 

rites.  Worship reflected and reinforced pious imperialism.  The devotion to San Felipe 

was typical in that practitioners simultaneously praised their saint, their patria, their king 

and their Catholic Church.  So by encouraging local cults like that to San Felipe, king 

also harnessed the potentially divisive power of identity and local patriotism to strengthen 

the bonds of empire.  In a larger sense, the cult of saints in this period reflected the 

changing nature of the Spanish Empire; it signified less an expansionistic imperialism 

than an element to maintain and unify.   

 

Liturgical Reform in the Catholic Reformation. 

 Sixteenth-century reforms attacked the multiple Catholicisms of medieval Europe 

from a community of believers to implement a more rules-based religion.9  During the 

Middle Ages, the intense devotions to beloved saints had played an integral part of 

worship.  In response to the flourishing cult of a saint, the faithful of parishes, 

monasteries or convents could integrate the new religious figure into liturgy without 

authorization from Rome.  Through such changes, the formal structure of Catholic 

worship reflected the needs and desires of the faithful.10  But exactly because of 

responsiveness, the cults of saints also came to represent the worst of Catholicism’s 

afflictions in the sixteenth century.  Reforms including those of the Council of Trent 

(1645-63) sought to restore orthodoxy in belief and practice and prevent future 

deviations.11  The Tridentine Church required more education for all Catholics and 

implemented stricter oversight of bishops, priests and the laity.  The papacy also issued 

the first universal Roman Catholic rite or the order and ceremony of ecclesiastical 
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functions.  In doing so, it eliminated local variations and expunged sometimes saints of 

uncertain origin like St. Nicholas.12  Roman rites and Roman saints would, for the first 

time, serve as the universal Catholic practice.13  Not only did the reforms take away 

much of the local content of Catholicism, but also the Council of Trent reduced the 

bishop’s ability to introduce changes in the devotional schedule.  The Roman Curia’s 

move toward standardization as orthodoxy restricted Catholicism’s traditional ability to 

change locally according to its practitioners’ needs. 

 Devotional change once accommodated in the bishopric came to be oriented 

towards Rome.  Although the Roman Curia had restricted the rights of local priests and 

bishops to make modifications in worship, it did not place a similar limit on itself.14  

Indeed, Sixtus V institutionalized the process of incremental change by creating the 

Congregation of Rites.  This permanent council of cardinals heard petitions for liturgical 

privileges from representatives of cities, orders and empires.  Political influence, deep 

pockets and evidence of widespread following were all signals to the pope and his 

cardinals that they should respond to the petitions. 

 Local interests like cities or provinces lobbied in Rome for their desired liturgical 

privileges.  The Catholic Church of the Middle Ages had developed a complex hierarchy 

to distinguish between saints’ cults.15  While beatification and canonization implied 

certain liturgical privileges, these could vary.  In general, beatified religious figures had 

relatively few privileges compared to those who were sanctified.  In the case of the 

Nagasaki martyrs, only the Franciscan order and the diocese of Manila could celebrate 

their feast day.16  Upon a saint’s canonization, any priest or order in the Catholic Church 

could celebrate the feast day.  Beyond canonization, there existed a lesser known and 
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complex system to rank full saints.17  As a feast moved up in solemnity, it occupied more 

of that day’s liturgical space in lessons and prayers sometimes for a period as long as 

eight days, an octave.18  The gold standard among the canonized saints was a papal 

designation of “double,” which featured an office the night before the feast at vespers 

with liturgical elements sung by the priest.19  At the very pinnacle of the liturgy were the 

universal feasts of precept with an obligation to hear mass and rest from work.20  A pope 

could grant nearly any of these liturgical privileges to any part of the Catholic world: 

empires, nations, orders, archdioceses, dioceses, parishes, churches, cities, even chapels 

and altars.21  Using the finely-graded measures of liturgy, a pope could respond to 

political pressure, keep Catholicism relevant and maintain the religion orthodox.   

 In the case of the Nagasaki martyrs, the Roman Curia was quite willing to award 

extra liturgical privileges beyond those inherent in beatification.22  The relative ease with 

which agents procured these privileges stands in marked contrast to the rigorous process 

of beatification and canonization.  The Jesuits asked and received permission to perform 

a common office to their three martyrs at their secular masses.23  Likewise, Mexico City 

and Abulense, which were the dioceses of Felipe and Pedro Bautista, received the 

privilege to celebrate mass to their native sons in secular churches.24  These seemingly 

technical privileges actually eliminated the Catholic Church’s restrictions on beatified 

saints for these groups.  In the archdiocese of Mexico City, the cathedral and all parish 

churches could include San Felipe in their ritual calendar.  Effectively, the pope made 

San Felipe a canonized saint in Mexico City.25   

 For the vast majority of the premodern world’s Catholics, liturgy served as the 

primary connection with the center of Catholicism.  As in 1628 when Mexico City 
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learned of the beatification of San Felipe, each year brought new liturgical privileges, 

which leaders of Mexico City used to modify the order of worship in the viceregal 

capital.  Despite the great power the papacy wielded over the devotional culture of all 

Catholicism, the papacy actually played only a minor role in determining the saints 

venerated in Mexico City.  Over the entire seventeenth century, Mexico City integrated 

only one saint promoted by the pope into its standard liturgy, St. Gertrude of Helfta.26  

The role of the papacy in devotional culture was primarily reactive.27  Urban VIII stated 

in the beatification bull of the Nagasaki martyrs that he “wanted to conform, in so much 

as in God we can, with the pious wishes of…the Discalced Franciscan friars, and by their 

letters the very dear children in Christ don Felipe y doña Isabel Catholic monarchs of 

Spain, and all the city of Manila, and China, or Macao and many others.”28  Ordinary 

Catholics initiated and pressed for liturgical change.  As a rule, the pope and the 

Congregation of Rites evaluated and authorized causes for beatification and canonization 

rather than initiating them.29  The feasts and celebrations that the papacy declared tended 

to be short-term jubilees unconnected with saint’s cults.30  The Roman Curia did not 

promote saints according to an agenda of official religious characteristics.  If it had set a 

forward-looking pious policy, the Roman Curia would have destroyed one of 

Catholicism’s great strengths, the ability of individuals to mold their own personal 

devotions.   

 Throughout the Counterreformation, the Catholic Church never altered the basic 

right for an individual to choose his or her own saints.31  A much-used sacramental guide 

advised parish priests ministering to the infirm to place an image of Jesus Christ, the 

Virgin Mary or “the favorite saint of devotion” before an ailing person.32  Priests 
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expected that parishioners had their own special saints.  They could have more than one 

to address certain material needs: sickness, jobs, love and childbirth.33  Saints’ cults 

could also serve to demarcate aspects of identity.  New world historiography has tend

to concentrate on creole identity, but a devout person usually also chose saints that fit 

with his or her own religious order, family, occupation, ethnicity, race and gender.

ed 
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34  In 

most of these choices, the Roman Curia was entirely absent.35  The cult of canonized 

saints allowed the Catholic Church to harness the potentially divisive power of identity

and local patriotism and to make it work to strengthen the institution as a whole.  T

flexibility of saints was embedded into Catholicism and helps to explain the adaptability 

and longevity of the Catholic Church.36  It was this inherent flexibility that the Spanish 

Empire used to reorient the universalistic Catholicism espoused by Rome inward to 

celebrate its own king and subjects.   

 

Spanish Catholicism. 

 Paradoxically, the pope, although the mouthpiece of God and head of the Catholic 

Church, had less influence over Catholicism in the Spanish Empire than did the Spanish 

king.37  From the time of Ferdinand and Isabel, Spanish kings used Catholicism to unite 

the disparate peoples in their kingdoms.38  The close integration of Catholicism into 

Spanish imperial rule proved a remarkably effective ruling strategy giving the kings 

authority and devotion rivaling the Catholic Church.  As seventeenth-century legal 

scholar and political theorist, Juan de Solórzano wrote in the mid seventeenth century, 

“we are the vassals of very Catholic Kings: [and as such] we respect their actions and 

determinations.”39  Diego de Saavedra Fajardo put Catholicism in even more practical 
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terms, “human law only has authority over bodies, not of the will.  Without an invisible 

law threatening [a person] internally, little [would he] fear punishment, if he committed 

injury…in secret.  So necessary in republics is this fear that many impious people believe 

that religion was a political invention.”40  While Catholicism was not created for kings to 

exercise dominion over their subjects, in the Spanish Empire it certainly served those 

ends.   

 Latin American historiography has long established that the Catholic Church 

played a central role in Spanish imperialism, but the focus has been on the church’s 

administration rather than the content of religion.  Shortly after the discovery of the 

Americas, the Catholic kings obtained the right of the real patronato from the pope and 

used it to fashion a state church in their empire.41  The king could authorize all 

ecclesiastical institutions and dioceses in the realm.  The king also had the right to present 

candidates for ecclesiastical appointments.42  These two key provisions ensured that the 

king distributed patronage and ensured that loyal subjects were positioned strategically in 

the archbishoprics and bishoprics.   

 The Spanish king dominated not only the church’s administration, but also the 

material of Catholicism, particularly saints.  Using his power and influence in Rome, the 

king promoted Spanish religious figures with remarkable success.  Spanish saints 

constituted roughly half of all the beatifications and canonizations in the seventeenth 

century.43  Likewise, Spanish saints earned a disproportionate share of liturgical 

privileges over the same period.44  While the political influence of the king contributed to 

this record of success, the notable achievements of Spanish saints were due in no small 

part to the leading role of Spanish in European politics, military campaigns, Catholic 
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reforms and missions during the sixteenth century.  The pope seemed to confirm that the 

Spanish were the best Catholics.45  In practical terms, Spanish saints dominated public 

celebrations in Mexico City.46  Among all newly-named saints in seventeenth century, 

the Mexico City religious community celebrated only one foreign saint out of rough

seventy-five.

ly 

47  In a combination of national pride and sheer numbers, Mexico City’s 

Catholic devotions turned inward toward the Spanish Empire.48 

 Despite the Roman Curia’s tightened control over Catholic liturgy in the 

Counterreformation, the Spanish king could raise a saint’s ranking by decree or simply by 

influence.  For instance, Philip IV ordered an annual feast dedicated to the Santísimo 

Sacramento to commemorate the Spanish armada’s victory over the French on November 

23, 1653.49  Three years later, Philip IV decreed that his subjects celebrate a feast to Our 

Lady of Patronage to commemorate Spanish victories and to ask for peace and victory 

over their enemies.50  This festivity became known as the “king’s feast” and formed a 

permanent fixture in the liturgy.51  The Spanish king could name patron saints for all or 

part of his empire, which he did for St. James (Santiago) and St. Joseph.52  Monarchs, 

like all Catholics, also chose favorite saints, but the ambiguity between the king as person 

and the king as imperial symbol often made personal selections into imperial ones.   

 Mexico City adopted devotions simply to imitate the king.  On January 1, 1655, 

the viceroy had the cathedral begin a celebration of three straight days dedicated to the 

Santísimo Sacramento, “because the viceroy says that that is how it is done in Madrid, his 

majesty’s court.”53  In 1653, the University of Mexico elected to hold a feast of the 

Conception of the Virgin Mary “in imitation of all the Universities of Castile.”54  The 
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flexibility of the cult of saints provided a forum for not only Spanish imperialism, but 

also for Mexico City colonialism.   

 The king’s ability to change the liturgy of his kingdom through political influence 

came during a time when the papacy made concerted efforts to create a universal liturgy.  

The Tridentine Roman breviary eliminated cults of religious figures who had not been 

canonized and curtailed localistic devotions.  In its saintly promotions, the Spanish 

Empire violated both principles.  The decrees of the Spanish king not only made 

Catholicism less universal, but also promoted a liturgy that routinely integrated the 

monarch—a non-canonized, living person—on a par with canonized saints.  The Mexico 

City cathedral marked the birthday of the queen as an office of second class.55  For the 

king’s birthday, the liturgical importance was increased to an “intraoctave of the 

saints.”56  Thus, in Mexico City, both monarchs and saints had a feast on their dies 

natalis.57  Mexico City celebrated masses for the health of the monarch, for marriages 

within the royal family and especially for the birth of a male heir as, for example, when 

the viceroy, town council, cathedral and religious community threw a three-day party in 

April 1658 for the birth of the heir Felipe Próspero.58  In March 1680, the cathedral 

conducted a procession simply to celebrate the health of the kings.59  Despite close 

attention to liturgy by theologians, the papacy and the Inquisition, no one questioned the 

king’s prominent place in liturgy.   

 In creating an empire knitted together by a Spanish Catholicism and disseminated 

in the liturgy, the Spanish king played the major role.  If the cult of saints actually 

provided—as I have argued—the means for a variegated polity both to express 

differences and to strengthen a unifying Catholicism, then a local arrangement had to 
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obtain.  The cult of San Felipe provides an example of such a local arrangement.  Local 

negotiation took place as Mexico City forged its devotional culture from Spanish and 

Catholic tradition, from religious directives emanating from the Roman Curia and 

Madrid, from influential personalities and even from natural events.   

 

San Felipe and Catholic colonialism.  

 On the fifth of February 1629, Mexico City marked San Felipe’s first feast day 

with a grand celebration.  In the morning, the city council met with the regidores and 

viceroy outside city hall to process jointly to the cathedral for San Felipe’s office.  The 

fact that Felipe died so young created an unusual situation for his mother, Antonia 

Martinez Fernandez, who was still alive to see her son’s beatification.  The city gave her 

an honored place in the procession with the viceroy Cerralvo and archbishop Manso y 

Zúñiga.  The streets had been cleaned and hung with lights.  At each intersection, as the 

council ordered, fireworks were lit.  Altars also lined the route; trumpets and clarions 

played.  Ecclesiastical officials had carte blanche to deck the Cathedral with fragrant 

candles.  In the afternoon there was a masquerade.  Later that night, there was another 

procession when fifty of the most important government officials (and their horses) left 

the Cabildo building dressed in their finest formal outfits.60  All told, the city earmarked 

four thousand pesos for the celebration, which thus ranked among its biggest 

expenditures.61  

 Religious processions like those for San Felipe celebrated God and the Catholic 

faith.  In the heterodox nature of the Spanish administration, colonial officials and public 

events were neither strictly secular nor religious.  The group that collaborated for the first 
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celebration of San Felipe’s feast day was typical: Franciscans, the archbishop, the 

viceroy, the cathedral chapter and the city council.  This small cadre of men numbering 

less than twenty exercised outsized influence on the devotional culture of the viceregal 

capital.62  Although their working relationships with each other showed occasional rifts, 

their close cooperation was made possible through a shared understanding of power 

structures and of the centrality of public religion in colonial Mexico.   

 Although all the officials in Mexico City exercised both secular and religious 

functions, the most dynamic corporate body to promote devotional change was the 

Mexico City council.  Surprisingly, the archbishop and cathedral chapter functioned 

primarily as institutional gatekeepers for the authorization of new privileges.63  Viceroys, 

it is true, exerted a particularly strong influence on the devotional culture primarily 

through their attendance at religious functions, but on the whole their effect was 

ephemeral.64  It was the Mexico City council that initiated or supported devotions.  The 

city council’s lavish patronage and corporate attendance in the feast of San Felipe were in 

keeping with their active role in the devotional culture of Mexico City.   

 The city council members also became the political patrons of the remnants of 

San Felipe’s family.  The week before the Feb. 5 celebration, San Felipe’s mother, doña 

Antonia, presented herself to the city council to ask for public assistance.65  Her financial 

situation was lamentable, the matron explained.  She had been a poor widow for twenty 

years; she cared for two (sick) daughters at home, whom she had raised with notable 

virtue and Christianity just as she had raised their older brother; now she faced limited 

options for work and she was elderly.66  Would it be possible, doña Antonia asked, for 
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the city to provide her with some financial support?67  After some initial reluctance, the 

city council agreed to give her and her daughters one peso a day as charity.68  

 City leaders’ patronage for San Felipe’s cult and support for his surviving family 

sprang from some strong assumptions about saints and social duty.  In their minutes, the 

council members referred frequently to their obligation as viceregal city and a Catholic 

city to support saints.69  They recognized the prestige of a hometown boy in heaven and 

that also contributed to their attentions.  Having a native saint put Mexico City in the 

company of religious cities like Madrid and Seville and ahead of colonial competitors 

like Puebla and Lima.70  The prestige counted, but leaders expected something in return 

for their attentions.  As the Spanish-born viceroy Cerralvo had remarked upon hearing 

news of Felipe’s beatification, this “son could also be a father for this republic protecting 

it in everything.”71  City leaders expected San Felipe, precisely in his capacity as a saint, 

to watch over and protect their city by intervening in the heavenly court.72  This 

particular attitude formed the very essence of the relationship that people and cities 

formed with their saints.  By offering the hope of a miracle, saints intimately connected 

to people and their cities during their hour of need.73 

defects of humanity’s sinful nature with the gift of grace (gracias) or mercy 

 While academic consensus has been that Baroque Catholicism was more likely to 

engage a person’s senses in religious entertainment, the institution of saints also reflected 

the prevailing political order and scholastic theology.74  Saints, like priests and 

procurators, were essential intermediaries between subjects and higher powers.75  The 

underlying belief that gave meaning to the system was the Catholic Church’s distinction 

between nature and divinity.76  As Catholic doctrine maintained, God expunged the 
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(mercedes).77  It was this gift of God’s grace over nature that saints could procure for 

their patrons.78   

 In encouraging the close association between the king and the Catholic religion, 

Spanish monarchs and political theorists mysticized the essence of secular authority as 

well.79  When Spanish subjects asked the king, they used religious terms: “mercedes” or 

“gracias.”80  As the sacrament of baptism expunged original sin, the Spanish king could 

overcome nature with grace; he remedied defects of illegitimate birth (subjects born 

outside of marriage, to a priest or with mixed-blood parents) in the gracias al sacar.81  In 

the traditional formulation, sacraments that symbolized God’s gift of grace bound the 

Christian society together.82  The king’s patronage or “gracias” bound secular society in 

the Spanish Empire.  The quotidian process of asking saints for miracles reinforced this 

larger intellectual underpinning of colonialism.  The ideology sanctified the monarchical 

distribution of power and the king as its quickening force.   

 The mystical conception of monarchical power gave added life to the medieval 

metaphor of the mystical body of society in the Spanish Empire.83  The image was 

flexible according to the writer’s purpose; the king, the pope or Christ could serve as the 

head or soul and subjects formed the various parts of the body.84  Other conceptions of 

the king’s power, such as lawgiver and guardian of justice, coexisted with the mystical 

conception.  However, even advocates of dispassionate and just law like Solórzano 

acknowledged the Spanish king’s traditional role as guardian of the Catholic Church, 

writing that the “state of the Commonwealth was like two arms of government and 

religion both under the care of our kings.”85  The image proved remarkably popular even 
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into the eighteenth century because it resonated with scholasticism, Catholic theology and 

monarchical government.   

 In theological terms, the church was responsible for the spiritual wellbeing of the 

Spanish Empire’s subjects.  In practice, the Spanish king also tended to the morality of 

himself, his subjects and “the Commonwealth.”  For practical and pious reasons, 

Saavedra advised that the king must be the pilot of his empire always oriented it toward 

the north star of religion.86  The connection between the king and the Catholic Church led 

to an entire edifice of public religion in the Spanish Empire.  In this mystical body of 

Christian society, morality equaled health.87  In the neat logic of scholastic theology, the 

body of the king could symbolize the larger empire writ small; such a theology explains 

the frequent celebrations for the health of the king in Catholic liturgy.  Over the Spanish 

Empire, God rewarded signs of morality like the growth and health of the Catholic faith 

through saints’ cults, new religious buildings and missions by favoring the fortunes of the 

Spanish Empire.88  Saavedra neatly summed up the attitude that where “religion 

blossoms, the empire flourishes.”89  On the other hand, disasters wreaked upon the 

material condition of the Spanish subjects communicated God’s displeasure.  Penitence 

and attention to faith could pave the way for reconciliation with God and material well-

being on an individual basis as well as for the Spanish Empire.90  Just as the king was 

responsible for the morality of his kingdom, colonial officials were responsible for the 

state of Catholicism of their jurisdiction.91  Part of the city leaders’ attention to Catholic 

devotion included their support for San Felipe’s cult.  In exchange for their patronage, 

they expected San Felipe to intervene for Mexico City in the celestial court. 
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 Unfortunately for the devotion to San Felipe, neither his religious virtues nor 

miraculous ability seemed up to snuff.  Available information about San Felipe’s life 

suggested that the saint tried to avoid his execution.  Moreover, he was not a heroic 

leader in the Nagasaki martyrdoms, but rather an undeserving, last-minute addition.92  

Most damning, however, were two disastrous events followed immediately upon his 

beatification.  Only months after the announcement of San Felipe’s beatification, 

Dutchman Piet Heyn captured the Atlantic silver fleet off Cuba.  The city council 

estimated the loss at nine million pesos and promptly cancelled all public religious 

celebrations.93  They made an exception to celebrate the first feast of San Felipe, but 

afterwards the council members refused to restart celebrations.  Finally in June 1629, the 

viceroy sent a message to the city, “this despair should not last a lifetime… it is a good 

thing to have fun.”94  But misfortune struck again, this time from flooding.  The city 

council expressed alarm in mid August 1629 after eight days of rain.95  As the waters 

rose the council appealed in vain to their patron saint of water, San Gregorio 

Taumaturgo.96  The rising waters flooded the streets and melted away the adobe hou

Religious services were held on rooftops.

ses.  

It 

 forming.   

97  Commerce stopped as people fled the city.  

was an inauspicious beginning for the cult of San Felipe and threw into question his 

miraculous power at a time when his reputation as a saint was still

 Despite San Felipe’s saintly defects, the city council voted to make San Felipe a 

patron saint of Mexico City in January 1630.98  Strangely, Mexico City chose a patron 

saint that had not fulfilled the primary saintly function of offering protection.99  Mexico 

City did have some patron saints who served insurance purposes: San Gregorio 

Thaumaturgo for floods, San Nicolás Tolentino for earthquakes and San Bernardino for 
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chahuistle, a type of wheat blight.100  Despite the special advocacy of these saints, the 

city rarely used them when a crisis threatened.101  Rather, in times of crisis during the late 

seventeenth century, Mexico City depended on the Virgin of Remedios.102   

 Mexico City’s leaders tended to use their patron saints and their celebrations as 

political events rather than opportunities to ask for celestial intercession.  The city council 

adopted San Hipólito, for example, to mark the day the last defenders of Tenochtitlán 

surrendered to the Spanish.103  Mexico City also took two favorite saints from the Madrid 

court, St. Teresa and St. Isidro Labrador, to keep current with imperial trends.104  The 

city council also adopted Jesuit San Francisco Xavier as patron saint and “lawyer” in 

1659.105  The Jesuits demanded a patron saint and a place on the city’s ceremonial 

calendar like every other major religious order.106  Among the patron saints, San Felipe 

was the local representative among insurance agents, imperial saints and political 

ppointees.  
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no public or even private following.107  San Felipe might have joined this 

a

 

Local devotional change: San Felipe after the flood. 

 Mexico City remained flooded for five years during which time the city cancell

all public ceremonies.  For the fledgling cult of San Felipe, the long interim broke the 

momentum of its growing institutionalization.  The pope had endorsed the cult, the king

had signaled his approval and the most prominent colonial institutions in Mexico 

had put San Felipe in an elite group of city saints.  Even so, none of this support 

guaranteed the longevity of the devotion to San Felipe if local circumstances were not 

also favorable.  The great majority of the roughly ten thousand saints in Catholicism had 
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undifferentiated mass, if not for the efforts of a single individual, an energetic creole 

canon of the Mexico City cathedral.   

 After the floodwaters receded, Dr. Luis Herrera, chancellor of the Mexico City 

cathedral began to resuscitate the devotion to San Felipe.  As with many such personal 

decisions, no record remains to explain why the canon chose San Felipe.  However, their 

lives in Mexico City shared some similarities and the two may have even known each 

other as children.  Both Herrera and San Felipe were born in Mexico City in the early 

1570s.108  They may have attended the same grammar school.  Herrera, like San Felipe, 

had a checkered past, only Herrera was the son of a senior priest.109  Despite this serious 

defect, he completed his doctorate in the University of Mexico and in 1622 become the 

third-ranking member of the Mexico City cathedral chapter and chancellor of the 

University.110  His devotion to a particular saint was not unusual, but Herrera’s privileged 

position allowed him to promote San Felipe from his own personal cult to an 

institutionalized public devotion.111   

 After receiving permission from his ecclesiastical superiors to pursue the 

promotion of San Felipe, Herrera first approached the Mexico City council in January 

1636.  The council members, the canon argued, had a sworn obligation to sponsor San 

Felipe’s feast day.112  Flatteringly, he confided that their attendance at that feast ranked 

equal to that of the viceroy and the archbishop.  Secondly, Herrera pointed out that since 

the king had already authorized three new parishes for Mexico City, the city could 

dedicate one to San Felipe.113  He suggested the council could purchase the San Juan 

Letrán School for that purpose.114  As prominent titular saint, San Felipe would, Herrera 

felt, serve as a good example for the youth; perhaps then the Lord would reward the city 
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with more saints.115  Finally, the clergyman asked that the city council join the cathedral 

chapter and Archbishop Manso de Zúñiga to obtain a relic of San Felipe “to be placed in 

the land where he was born.”116  The city council thanked Herrera for his zeal and set up 

a committee to research his suggestions.   

 Whereas Herrera had appealed to the council’s religious duty, their patriotic 

sentiments, and their vanity, the council members made their decisions based on cost.  

Writing to the Philippines for a relic cost nothing and the council approved sending a 

letter.117  For the feast of San Felipe, public lighting, fireworks and comedies cost about 

two hundred pesos a year and passed “with great contentment.”118  Purchasing a building 

implied a cost of hundreds of thousands of pesos plus yearly maintenance and was voted 

down.119  The council agreed with Herrera that the San Juan de Letrán building was 

spacious and well-located and suggested he find a private donor for its purchase.120  Even 

for a local saint in the most Catholic Mexico City, religious sentiment was bounded by 

economic considerations.121   

 Herrera’s private lobbying overcame institutional inertia to revive San Felipe’s 

feast procession, but apathy was only one of a number of potential pitfalls.  Popularizing 

San Felipe’s feast day introduced its own problems.  In October 1640, the Cathedral 

chapter heard rumblings that the Commissioner of the Franciscans and viceroy were 

planning to upstage the cathedral’s celebration of San Felipe’s saint day on February 5.122  

Since San Felipe’s feast was celebrated over eight days and as was customary, different 

corporations took responsibility for each day.123  The octave assignment signaled the 

hierarchy among the institutions involved in the celebration.  The most prestigious day 
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was the actual feast day, which the cathedral hosted.124  The Franciscans presided over 

the second most important day, the Sunday intraoctave.125   

 After hearing that the friars were bidding to usurp their ceremonial precedence, 

the chapter members fumed in their chambers that tradition had established the 

cathedral’s right to the celebration with the viceroy, Audiencia and city council.126  

Herrera emphasized that San Felipe was born in Mexico City and baptized in the 

cathedral.127  The metropolitan cathedral, the “mother of all churches,” took precedent in 

all things in the archbishopric.128  In January, the cathedral took their argument to the 

Mexico City council.  The Mexico City council sent a delegation to the Franciscans who 

agreed to return to the customary usage.129   

 The incident was one of the myriad spats between authorities over ceremony and 

privilege.  Part of the problem was that neither the pope nor the king established the 

ceremonial order nor customarily intervened to defend it.130  The public religion of 

saints’ cults provided an acceptable social space to work out matters of hierarchy and 

conflict within the colonial ruling order.  The occasionally ridiculous disputes should not 

distract from the fact that the vast majority came to peaceful resolutions preventing more 

serious rifts among the very highest ranking colonial officials.   

 Despite the rather decentralized approach to the cult of saints, the king did 

occasionally intervene directly and, in the case of San Felipe, always supported this 

localistic cult.  After the city council refused to provide funds for the parish dedicated to 

San Felipe, Herrera petitioned Philip IV for approval to create a chapel to San Felipe in 

the Cathedral.131  He emphasized the great devotion to San Felipe and the people’s desire 

to have a place for his image.  In a tremendous coup for Herrera, the king approved the 
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application in 1638 and even authorized his Viceroy, the Marquis of Cadereita, to use of 

public funds to adorn the chapel.132  The chapel served as the focal point for the 

veneration of San Felipe and gave the cult both stability and visibility.  Even the king’s 

grant with specific instructions, however, implied another process of local negotiation.  

While the chapel was being prepared, the zealous Dr. Herrera ordered the image of San 

Felipe placed in the chapel of the Holy Supper, which offended the wealthy and powerful 

archconfraternity of the Most Holy Sacrament and Charity.  In 1638, they complained to 

Cadereita who resolved the dispute by moving the image of San Felipe to another 

location.133   

 In 1642, Herrera passed away and the cult of San Felipe lost its biggest 

advocate.134  Before he died, Herrera gave one final gift to ensure the longevity of San 

Felipe’s cult.  In his will, the canon established a capital endowment dedicated to San 

Felipe.135  The gift was structured the gift in two parts: 1,160 pesos for the care and 

upkeep of the chapel of San Felipe and 3,000 pesos for the “canonization of the glorious 

saint.”136  In his dedication to San Felipe, Herrera had utilized nearly all the devotional 

elements of mid-seventeenth century Catholicism: public feasts, processions, patron 

saints, religious buildings and a chaplaincy.137   

 Herrera’s fears that the devotion to San Felipe would go neglected without his 

support were justified.  After his death, the cathedral chapter almost immediately scaled 

back its endorsement of Mexico City’s native son.  In May of 1643, the chapter voted to 

make attendance at Felipe’s feast optional, which relegated Mexico City’s own saint to 

second-tier status.138  Likewise, the cathedral did not use Herrera’s endowment as seed 

money for a canonization cause, but rather applied the proceeds towards the annual 
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feast.139  Thanks to Herrera, neither the cathedral nor the city council could completely 

abandon their institutional commitments to San Felipe.  Almost single-handedly, the 

cleric had turned his personal saint into a permanent fixture in Mexico City’s devotional 

culture.  Some evidence suggests that San Felipe had achieved some popular notoriety, 

too.  By the 1650s, the cult of San Felipe figured high enough in the saintly ranks to be 

the subject of blasphemy among such distinguished company as St. Ignacio Loyola and 

St. Peter Martyr.140  With its place in the public eye guaranteed, San Felipe’s cult began 

to specialize and in so doing carved out a niche among a dedicated, but narrower, 

clientele.  

 

Creole saints: San Felipe, the Virgin of Guadalupe and St. Rose of Lima.  

 From the 1630s, San Felipe’s feast increasingly became an opportunity to rejoice 

for the city’s native-born saint and by extension Mexico City.  His cult expressed a 

municipal creolism.  As a symbol for the community, San Felipe developed in a parallel 

fashion with the Virgin of Guadalupe.  Each provided a valued forum for residents to 

express a particularistic sentiment within a larger Spanish Catholic culture.  Mexico 

City’s leaders thus regarded with singular dismay the intrusion in the early 1670s of a 

new creole saint, St. Rose of Lima, who hailed not from the center of the Spanish 

Catholic Empire, but from a colonial competitor.  In this case, “creolism” represented a 

conflicting identity, rather than a general rise in American sentiment. 

 Thanks to the efforts of Dr. Herrera, San Felipe took a place in the mainstream of 

Mexico City’s rich public life.  In the liturgical calendar, San Felipe’s feast followed 

Candlemas on February 2 and immediately preceded Lent.  Each year on February 4 for 
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the feast vesper, the Cathedral received the statue of San Felipe from the friary of San 

Francisco in a lavish procession of friars, silversmiths and musicians along a route with 

triumphal arches and altars.141  The cathedral chapter accepted the image and carried it to 

the high altar.  The next day, the archbishop performed San Felipe’s office for the highest 

secular and ecclesiastical officials in the saint’s chapel.  The centerpiece of the office was 

the sermon.   

 The very first round of preachers, specially chosen by Herrera, focused intently on 

establishing a connection between San Felipe and Mexico City.  Clerics portrayed San 

Felipe as a family member who could assist his kin.  In 1639, cleric Caxica challenged 

Mexico City “why do search for protection and favor from strangers when you have it 

secured in your own; if you have a religious son and saint, what do you want from other 

powerful figures?”142  In a 1638 sermon, San Felipe was lauded as “our insigne martyr 

from our Mexican earth, product of her education and culture, whose plant…retakes her 

fruit with pious affection.143  In the conception of saintly power, celestial figures took a 

special interest in their hometowns.  The people of Mexico City, according to the 

preachers, should likewise consider San Felipe’s honors as their own, “the creole nation 

crowns itself with his glories.”144   

 San Felipe represented Mexico City and her native born, but the preachers did not 

consider the saint as only narrowly provincial.  In the sermons, clerics used the figure of 

San Felipe to show how Mexico City fit into Catholicism and the Spanish Empire.  

Theologian Miguel Sánchez described two Felipes, “one Felipe, a Catholic Monarch, 

Caesar of Christianity, Atlantis of the Church, and King of the Spains…and another 

Felipe, Mexican martyr among the gentiles.”145  Mexico City had produced a canonized 
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saint, “knowing that any one of her creoles could be…a Felipe Martyr for his Felipe 

King.146  San Felipe gave Mexico City the opportunity to praise its natives and their 

contribution to Catholicism, but to acknowledge as well that its martyr contributed to the 

glory of God, the Spanish king and the empire they shared.  Notably, the preachers did 

not situate San Felipe among the municipalities of New Spain.   

 San Felipe gave the people of Mexico City a place in the Catholic liturgical 

calendar among Spanish saints, the Spanish king and the central mysteries of the faith.  In 

keeping with the diversity in the institution of saints, Mexico City had other options to 

express creole identity, the most famous of which was the Virgin of Guadalupe.  No saint 

has come to represent the Mexican people like Guadalupe, but in the seventeenth century 

her cult was still developing.  By some measures it lagged behind that of San Felipe.147  

Over the longer run, Guadalupe’s reputation as a miracle worker made her chapel outside 

the city a regional pilgrimage site whereas Felipe’s more political and social following 

did not have the same popular appeal in the seventeenth century.148  In general residents 

of Mexico City needed a saint to express municipal pride only occasionally; saints with a 

strong supernatural reputation tended to establish stronger and more-lasting devotion, 

which partially explains the enduring popularity of European saints.149   

 As saints with strong ties to Mexico City, both Felipe and Guadalupe gave 

municipal officials, clerics and intellectuals a medium to express local sentiment and 

integrate it within official Catholic liturgy.  Starting in the 1660s, Mexico City’s leaders 

started to lobby Rome and Madrid for more liturgical privileges for the viceregal capital’s 

local devotions.  In 1664, the cathedral first voted to ask Madrid and Rome for new 

concessions for San Felipe: a church, a jubilee for his chapel and relics especially of San 
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Felipe.150  Two years later, the cathedral initiated a cause to lobby Rome for formal 

recognition of the Guadalupe cult.151  None of Mexico City’s petitions prospered in 

Rome.152 

 The cult of saints was better suited to bind cities to the centers of Empire than to 

allow cities to relate to each other.  Exactly during a time when the leaders of Mexico 

City were unsuccessfully pressuring for greater privileges for their own local devotions, 

another city saint, St. Rose of Lima, was undergoing a remarkable climb in Catholic 

liturgy.153  In only four years, she was beatified, canonized and in July 1672, Pope 

Clement X made her universal patron of the Americas.154  The Spanish king decreed that 

her feast be included in the fiesta de tabla, mandatory for all his royal government.155  

Mexico City was accustomed to taking its devotional cues from the Spanish king, but 

always before, saints had come from the Spanish peninsula. 

 Although Mexico City celebrated St. Rose with processions and octaves, her rapid 

rise sparked jealousy, soul searching and hurried self promotion.156  The religious values 

of St. Rose did not run contrary to those of Mexico City.  The capital had embraced the 

cult of St. Teresa, also a miraculous mystic.  The problem for Mexico City was that the 

Peruvian Rose did not come from Avila, Spain, but from a colonial competitor.  In 

response, the Franciscans briefly revived an obscure devotion to another holy woman 

named Rose, St. Rose of Viterbo.157  After the publication of a biography on Rose of 

Lima in 1670, the cathedral dusted off the project to petition for more privileges for San 

Felipe, in this case a modest request for a special prayer.158  By 1674, the cathedral’s 

expectations were higher.   The Dean of the cathedral suggested that the chapter request 

the pope that San Felipe be made a patron saint of all New Spain, “just like the admirable 
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Virgin St. Rosa of Santa Maria native of Lima.”159  The vote passed unanimously.  In 

1678, the cathedral heard back from their representative in Rome that in order to obtain 

the requested privileges, the Pope would have to canonize him first.160  Mexico City’s 

liturgical requests foundered in Rome because they had neither sufficient funds nor 

political support nor a seasoned agent to overcome the high bar of canonization.  It came 

as a surprise to the Mexico City cathedral chapter that San Felipe’s canonization should 

be undertaken in conjunction with the hometowns of the other Nagasaki martyrs.161  San 

Felipe’s story had become so local that leaders in Mexico City had completely forgotten 

that he was part of a group of martyrs beatified jointly.162   

 The ties that the cult of saints fomented were to the center, not among regions.  

Frustrated in Rome, Mexico City’s leaders turned next to the other pole of Catholicism, 

the Spanish king, to obtain their desired liturgical distinction.  The cathedral requested 

that he make the celebration of San Felipe’s feast equal to that of “St. Rose.”163  In 1689, 

the king replied that having a native son placed among the patrons of the city was cause 

for rejoicing; he made attendance at San Felipe’s feast required for his royal officials as 

well as the for archbishop, the cathedral chapter and the city council.164  He rationalized 

that the city’s son could supplicate “Our Lord for the conservation and aggrandizement of 

all the City and Kingdom.”165  

 

Conclusion.  

 The devotion to San Felipe channeled Mexico City’s local patriotism and 

reinforced its ties of patronage in the Spanish Empire and the institutional church.  The 

cult of saints introduced a degree of flexibility into a divinely-inspired religion, aiding its 
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longevity and adaptability.  In the Spanish Empire, the king uniformly supported the 

pious initiatives like those promoting San Felipe’s cult, believing that each devotion in 

his realm increased divine favor and magnificence of the crown.166  With this 

encouragement, Catholicism in the Spanish Empire began to celebrate its own saints and 

the Spanish king.  Even so, the flexibility inherent in the cult of saints allowed the 

colonial leaders of Mexico City to fashion a devotional culture from not only 

imperialism, but from the influence of individuals and current events.  A dynamic 

personality like Dr. Herrera could overcome some bad luck to institutionalize a saint’s 

cult, but in the seventeenth century a saint without miracles faced a limited following.  As 

a creole representative in the Catholic liturgy, San Felipe became an occasion to celebrate 

Mexico City.  The arrival of another creole saint from within the Spanish Empire, 

however, disrupted the accepted pattern of a Catholicism oriented toward Spain and 

eventually surpassed Mexico City’s own local devotions.   

 Eventually, leaders of Mexico City did integrate St. Rose of Lima into the Mexico 

City devotional culture.167  Decrees from Rome and Madrid left the city leaders little 

choice.  Nonetheless, St. Rose entered the Mexico City pantheon on the city’s own terms.  

The cathedral chapter built an altar to her in the chapel of San Felipe.168  

 
1 The Spanish word “mercedes” like the English “mercy” connoted “grant,” but also God’s gift of grace.   
2 For liturgy in Mexico City, I rely on daily-events chronicler Antonio de Robles who was particularly 
fastidious about the finer points of worship.  In October 1702, he wrote a paper refuting the cathedral 
chapter’s decision to pray a first class with octave to San Narciso.  Antonio de Robles, Diario De Sucesos 
Notables, (1665-1703), ed. Antonio Castro Leal, vol. 3 (Mexico City: Editorial Porrúa, 1946), 235. 
3 15 February 1629.  Archivo Histórico de la Catedral de México (ACCM), Actas, vol. 8, fol. 216.  Strict 
protocol dictated the presentations and their order.  In one case, councilmember Frezno ignored the 
protocol and presented a bull of indulgences to the city council.  The council refused to hear it and ordered 
him to take the matter to the archbishop.  15 July 1726.  Francisco del Barrio Lorenzot, “Compendio de los 
libros capitulares de la Muy Noble Insigne, y Muy Leal Ciudad de México,” Archivo Histórico de la 
Ciudad de México (AHCM), vol. 437ª, fol. 257v.   
4 “Solemnizar” has a specific meaning indicating liturgical rank.  31 August 1628, Mexico City Council, 
Actas Antiguas de Cabildo, vol. 26 (Mexico City: Imprenta de “El Correo Español”, 1907), 339-340.  Not 
to be outdone, the Jesuits asked permission to celebrate their own three Nagasaki saints in a separate 
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ceremony.  Council members agreed, but only allocated thirty-five pesos to them.  They gave the 
Franciscans one hundred ten pesos.  Each paled in comparison to the 3,500 pesos the city reserved for the 
festivities for the reception of the new archbishop, Francisco Manso y Zuñiga.  31 August 1628.  Mexico 
City Council, Actas, vol. 26, 339-40.  The Mexico City council contributions to the Jesuits’ rival ceremony 
ended in 1629.  16 February 1629.  Mexico City Council, Actas Antiguas de Cabildo, vol. 27 (Mexico City: 
A. Carranza y Comp. Impresores, 1908), 45. 
5 4 September 1628.  Mexico City Council, Actas, vol. 26, 341.   
6 It was unusual that the city council committed funds on the spot.  When it came to money, the council 
preferred to delay their decisions.  4 September 1628.  Ibid.   
7 They began preparations for an even grander celebration for San Felipe’s first feast day on February 5.  4 
September 1628.  Ibid.  12 January 1629.  Ibid., vol. 27, 40-41.  
8 I focus particularly, but not exclusively on Mexico City’s public religion or the processions and masses 
where colonial institutions formally attended.  I do not analyze the processions for their symbolic content 
so beloved by the Spanish Baroque.  See Dean, Inka bodies and the body of Christ and Linda Curcio-Nagy, 
The Great Festivals of Colonial Mexico City (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2004). 
9 See Chapter 1, footnote 23 for the historiographic discussion of this assertion.   
10 For an introduction into the field of liturgy and devotion in medieval history see Adalbert de Vogüé, The 
rule of St. Benedict: A doctrinal and spiritual commentary, tr. J.P. Hasbrouck, Cistercian Studies 54 
(Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian Publications, 1983).   For devotion in a time of reform, see Bossy, Christianity 
in the West; Euan Cameron, The European Reformation (Oxford: Claredon Press, 1991); and Duffy, The 
stripping of the altars, 11-376.  
11 Historians still debate the ultimate effect of the Counterreformation.  See Introduction, footnote 23.  
12 This was the first Roman Catholic breviary, but there were two other rites that became standard use 
throughout the church: the first was the Roman-Frankish rite and the second was the Roman- Franciscan 
abbreviated version.  John Harper, The Forms and Orders of Western Liturgy (Oxford: Clarendon 
Paperbacks, 1991), 11-12.  The first official Roman breviary was issued in 1568.  The Missale Romanum 
came out in 1570.  The papacy also compiled and issued two other liturgical lawbooks: the Pontificiale 
Romanum in 1596 of the sacraments reserved to the bishop and the Rituale Romanum in 1614 for the 
sacraments, which were not the exclusive preserve of the bishop.  Klauser, A short history of the western 
liturgy, 118-19.  For a list of the saints the missal contained see F. Focke and H. Heinrichs “Das 
Kalendarium des Missale Pianum vom Jahre 1570 und seine Tendenzen,” Theologische Quartalschrift 120 
(1939): 383-469. 
13 An exception was made for longstanding rites like those of the Franciscan order and the Mozarabic rite 
of Spain.  For an excellent discussion of this reform see Ditchfield, Liturgy, Sanctity, and History.   
14 The papacy, in general, emerged from the Counterreformation with many of its traditional prerogatives 
intact and even increased.  John O’Malley, Trent and all that (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
2000), 119-43.   
15 Two works provide an entryway to understanding liturgical use, elements and terminology in the 
Catholic Church.  Both primarily deal with the Medieval period.  Andrew Hughes, Medieval Manuscripts 
for Mass and Office: A guide to their organization and terminology (Toronto; Buffalo: University of 
Toronto Press, 1995).  John Harper combines a discussion of the historical development of liturgy with a 
technical discussion of sources.  Harper, The forms and orders. 
16 These privileges were typical for the beatified although the rules governing beatos were still somewhat 
loose.  Further reforms came piecemeal until Prospero Lambertini (later Pope Benedict XIV) reviewed and 
systemized canonical law related to saints in De Servorum Dei beatificatione et Beatorum canonizatione 
published in five volumes from 1734-1738. 
17 The unit of measure was solemnity.  The categories are festum simplex, semiduplex, duplex minorae, 
duplex majorae, duplex secundae classis and duplicia primae classis.  Primary and secondary feasts help 
differentiate feasts of the same rank.  Primary feasts commemorate the principal mysteries of Catholicism 
including celebrations of Christ, the Virgin Mary, the Apostles and other saints.  Secondary feasts celebrate 
an object of a principal mystery such as a saint’s miracle or an apparition of the Virgin Mary. 
18 The simple feast commences with the chapter (capitulum) of First Vespers, and ends the next day with 
None. It has three lessons and takes the psalms of Matins from the ferial office; the rest of the office is like 
the semidouble. The semidouble feast has two Vespers, nine lessons in Matins, and ends with Compline. 
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The antiphons before the psalms are only intoned. In the Mass, the semidouble has always at least three 
“orations” or prayers.  
19 The office or divine office is a liturgical function; it does not include mass (celebration of the eucharist).  
On a double feast the antiphons are sung in their entirety, before and after the psalms. In Lauds and Vespers 
there are no suffragia of the saints, and the Mass has only one "oratio" (if there be no commemoration 
prescribed). The ordinary double feasts are called duplicia minora; occurring with feasts of a higher rank, 
they can be simplified, except the octave days of some feasts and the feasts of the Doctors of the Church, 
which are transferred.  Octaves were for the duplicia secundae classis and the duplicia primae classis.  At 
any time after beatification, the Catholic Church might grant a feast its own office or a specially-written 
service.  Without the special office, a cleric used a common mass according to the type of saint (like 
archbishop or martyr).  The Roman Curia took measures to ensure that nothing displaced the celebration of 
doubles.  In a brief of 22 January 1667 Alexander VII decreed that requiem masses should not displace 
double masses.   
20 The feast of precept was known as a festa fori.  The liturgical feasts, festa chori, carry only the obligation 
to attend Mass and hear the recitation of the Divine Office. 
21 The pope could also authorize moving feast days.  For example, the Clement X transferred the date of the 
feast of the Guardian Angel from March 1 to October 2.  Robles, Diario, vol. 1, 153.   
22 The exception being the Discalced Franciscans’ application to the Congregation of Rites to have their 
martyrs inscribed in the Roman Martyrology. The Congregation of Rites refused the application, arguing 
that that only upon canonization could they grant this privilege to the Nagasaki martyrs.  Congregation of 
Rites, Rome, 8 April 1628, Decretum, Francisco Matritensi, Bullarium Fratrum, vol. 2, 97.   
23 Congregation of Rites, Rome, 26 September 1629, De facultate dicendi Officium & Missam de tribus 
sanctus Martyribus PAULO Michi, IOANNE de Goto, & DIDACO Quizai e Societate IESU in Japonia pro 
Christi FIDE crucifixis (Rome: Ex Typographia Reu, Camerae Apost, 1629), RAHM, Jesuitas, Tomos, vol. 
62/43. 
24 In 1628, Urban extended this right to both dioceses.  Urban VIII, Alias pro parte, Rome, 11 September 
1628, in Matritensi, Bullarium, vol. 2, 98-99.  Other towns applied for various permissions.  The papal 
nuncio to Spain, Cesar Montius, communicated papal permission to the town of Beasain around Pamplona 
to construct a chapel to St. Martin de la Ascensión in 1633.  Cesar Montius to Beasain, Rome, 11 July 
1633, Matritensi, Bullarium, vol. 2, 137-38.  The village of San Esteban del Valle, the birthplace of San 
Pedro Bautista, successfully asked the pope to give them indulgences for the Nagasaki martyrs.  Urban 
VIII, Cum sicut accepimus, Rome, 6 June 1633, in Matritensi, Bullarium, vol. 2, 133-34. 
25 Outside the city, however, San Felipe’s cult still had the same restrictions.  At some point, San Felipe 
acquired the privilege of an octave, but I cannot find formal permission for this.   
26 Gertrude (1256-1301) was a Benedictine and mystic.  Ann W. Astell, Eating beauty: the Eucharist and 
the spiritual arts of the Middle Ages (Ithaca, N.Y. : Cornell University Press, 2006).  Blessed Innocent XI 
declared a universal feast in honor of St. Gertrude in 1677.  Twenty years later the city council asked Rome 
for a special prayer to her.  15 June 1696.  Barrio Lorenzot, “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 436ª, fol. 339v-
340.  Even this thirteenth-century German mystic had Spanish connections having left many theological 
works, which inspired Francisco Suarez and St. Teresa.  Jose Adriano Moreira de Freitas Carvalho, 
Gertrudes de Helfta e Espanha: contribuicao para estudo da historia da espiritualidade peninsular nos 
seculos XVI e XVII (Porto: Instituto Nacional de Investigacao Cientifica, 1981).  Twenty years before, the 
Augustines in their convent of NS de Monserrate had dedicated an altar to Gertrude.  24 June 1658.  
Gregorio Martín de Guijo, Diario, 1648-1664, ed. Manuel Romero de Terreros, vol. 2 (Mexico City: 
Editorial Porrúa, 1952), 98-99.  On one occasion, the pope decreed a feast unrelated to a saint to celebrate 
Austria’s victory over the Turks.  Robles, Diario, vol. 2, 67, 99.  
27 One exception to the reactive nature of the papacy was the occasional instance of reform when saint days 
were made optional.  Urban VIII reduced feast days by twenty five in 1642.  Urban VIII, Universa per 
orbem, Rome, 13 September 1642.  In this bull Urban further restricted the ability of bishops to declare 
feast days in their bishopric.  Urban VIII’s edict was not promulgated in Mexico City unil 1688.  12, 25 
September 1688.  Robles, Diario, vol. 2, 163, 165.  Other than the 1642 decree, there were three other 
reforms in the colonial period.  The first culminated in 1568 with the issue of the first official Roman 
breviary.  In 1727, Benedict XIII reduced the number of feast days of precept from thirty-eight to nineteen 
on Spain’s request.  The nineteen feasts still carried an obligation to attend mass.  In 1791, Pius VI made 
the obligatory masses optional and reduced the required feasts to sixteen. 
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28 Urban VIII, Salvatoris Domini nostri.   
29 The pope could favor causes already proposed, for example Dominic, Francis, Clare and Anthony of 
Padua.  In choosing holy figures to promote, adhesion to hometown and order saints influenced popes as 
much as pious and political rationale. Vauchez, Sainthood, 73.   
30 Popes occasionally declared jubilees, short-term celebrations which rewarded participants by eliminating 
their time in Purgatory.  See Guijo, Diario, vol. 2, 21 for the Holy Year of 1655.  The pope and the king left 
the implementation of these bulls to the archbishop.  The king also put his stamp on this celebration in 1677 
requiring masses to celebrate the “buenos sucesos de la corona de España.” Robles, Diario, vol. 1, 225-26.  
The pope could also grant indulgences, but did so upon the request of Catholics. 
31 The institutional church did take steps to ensure the saint was canonized and the veneration did not 
contain heterodox beliefs or practices.  See Henry Kamen, The Spanish Inquisition: a Historical Revision 
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1998) or for Mexico Solange Alberro, Inquisición y sociedad, 
1571-1700 (Mexico City, Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1988). 
32 Andrés Saenz de la Peña, Manual de los santos sacramentos (Mexico City: Francisco Robledo, 1642), 
121. 
33 Some but not all of these saints had avocations like San Ramon Nonnato, the patron of childbirth.  The 
specialities were broadly shared among Catholics and came primarily from their hagiography.   
34 When analyzing devotions to saints, new world historiography has concentrated on a particularistic 
spirituality, municipal pride and creole identity.  See Morgan, Spanish American Saints, Brading, Mexican 
Phoenix and Rubial Garcia, La Santidad Controvertida.  For a welcome focus away from creole saints, see 
Villaseñor Black, Creating the Cult of St. Joseph. 
 For saints of orders, especially of the Jesuits and Franciscans in New Spain, see Alberro, El Aguila 
Y La Cruz.  Alicia Bazarte Martínez found religious in Mexico City divided by guild and race: Spanish, 
blacks and Indians in Las cofradias de españoles.  In medieval Siena, great family clans adopted saints and 
their feast days allowed for a public display of political support.  Webb, Patrons and Defenders. 
35 The Holy See needed to approve the election of patron saints and the formation of confraternities.  If the 
saint was canonized or the mystery established, the curia did not raise problems.  As a general rule, the 
sticking point was insuring effective clerical oversight, not the saint in question. 
36 For more on saints and Nahuas see Louise M. Burkhart, Holy Wednesday: a Nahua drama from early 
colonial Mexico (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, c1996).  For saints and early 
evangelization, see Stafford Poole, “Iberian Catholicism comes to the Americas,” in Christianity comes to 
the Americas, 1492-1776, eds. Charles H. Lippy, et al. (New York, N.Y. : Paragon House, 1992). 
37 Nancy M. Farriss came to a similar conclusion when examining the king’s vicariato over the Spanish 
American church.  Farriss, Crown and Clergy, 29.  See also Antonio de Egaña, La teoría del regio 
vicariato español en Indias (Rome: Apud Aedes Universitatis Gregorianae, 1958) and M. Góngora, 
“Estudios sobre el Galicanimso y la ‘Ilustración Católica’ en la América española,” Revista Chilena de 
Historia y Geografía, 125 (1957). 
38 Jews and Muslims were similarly “united” in Catholicism or invited to leave Spain.  Kamen, Spain's 
road to empire. 
39 Juan de Solórzano Pereira, Política Indiana (Madrid: Ediciones Atlas, 1972 [1648]), vol. 1, 87-8.   
40 Catholicism to him also suppressed social unrest.  He asked, “without [religion] how could a poor man 
live happily in his poverty?”  Saavedra Fajardo, Idea de un príncipe político-cristiano, vol. 2, 1-2.   
41 A 1501 bull from Alexander VI extended these royal rights of real patronato to Spanish Americas, which 
Julius II confirmed in 1508.  In addition to the privileges mentioned, the king could collect and reapportion 
church revenues and review all communications between the European church hierarchy and his subjects. 
Mecham, Church and State in Latin America, 14-16, 95.   
42 His viceroys did the same with parishes and doctrinas.  Farriss, Crown and Clergy, 15-19. 
43 See Appendix 5.  Seventy-five were beatified, twenty-five canonized and another thirty-three saints had 
their cult confirmed in the seventeenth century.  Jansen and Le Tourneau, “Causes of Canonization,” 271.  
During the seventeenth century, twenty Spanish were beatified (plus the Nagasaki martyrs for a total of 
forty-six), fifteen canonized, five cults confirmed.  I counted the Portuguese saints when the two crown 
were united, but left out European saints in Spanish territories outside the Iberian peninsula.   
44 Some Spanish saints whose liturgical ranking was raised include Tomás de Villanueva, Raimundo 
Peñafort, Diego de Alcalá, Pedro de Alcántara, Domingo de la Calzada and Torcuato.  These Spanish saints 
achieved the pinnacle of the double office: Ignacio Loyola, Francisco Xavier, Liberatea, Pedro Nolasco, 
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Ferdinand III, Julián, Rose of Lima, Ramon Nonato, Eulalia de Mérida, Pedro Arbues and Francisco 
Borgia.   
45 See for example, the work of mid-sixteenth century Spanish imperial ideologue Juan Ginés de 
Sepúlveda.  Brading, The First America, 79-101.  The seventeenth-century parade of Spanish saints from 
the previous century helped the Spanish commemorate their Golden Age and lament its passing.  In a 
sermon on San Felipe de Jesus, Miguel Sánchez implied that the legs of steel (Philip IV) produced the 
saint—an allusion to Nebakanessar’s dream and a reference to the past era of gold (Philip II) and silver 
(Philip III).  Sánchez, Sermon de San Felipe de Iesvs (Mexico City: Iuan Ruiz, 1640), 13v. 
46 Mexico City celebrated seventeen of the Spanish beatification/canonization events.  San Raymundo: 
“atento que la fiesta del bienabuenturado sant Reymundo de Peñafor es fiesta de santo español..y que su 
canonicaçión fue a instancia de su magestad el Rey don Phelipe nuestro señor…es mandato suyo de fiestas 
y questa ciudad esta tan obligada a esta santa Religión” 30 May 1603, Mexico City Council, Actas, vol. 15, 
167; Ignacio Loyola, 5 July 1610, ibid., vol. 17, 510-513; Sta. Teresa (temporarily postponed), 3 October 
1614, ibid., vol. 20, 25-26; San Francisco Xavier “su santidad había dignadose de beatificar al santo 
francisco Javier español de que causó á toda españa gran gozo y regocijo”, 12 October 1620, ibid., vol. 22, 
222; Ignacio Loyola and San Francisco Xavier, “Relación de las fiestas que se hicieron en esta ciudad de 
México en la canonización del Glorioso S. Ignacio y S. Francisco Javier, en 26 de noviembre de 1622 y por 
todo su octavario,” ed. P. Jorge Schurhammer, Missionalia Hispanica 9 (1952): 677-717.  Santa Teresa, 
San Isidro Labrador, Nagasaki martyrs. Pedro Arbués, Rosa de Lima, Francisco Borja, Fernando III, the 
Gorkum martyrs, San Juan de Dios, S. Maria Zocos and San Juan Sahagum. Robles, Diario, vol. 2, 221; 
vol. 3, 31, 38.  Of these, the only major celebrations were for the canonization of the four saints of 1622, 
the Nagasaki martyrs, Rosa de Lima, San Juan de Dios.   
47 This was for the beatification of the Franciscan martyrs of Gorkum who were killed across the river from 
Spanish Flanders in 1572.  8 August 1677.  Robles, Diario, vol. 1, 220.  St. Gertrude, mentioned above, 
was already canonized.  These were the only two non-Spanish saints celebrated in the public religion in 
Mexico City.  In making this assessment, I set aside the Virgin Mary, St. Joseph, the Apostles and church 
fathers.  Robles who was especially attuned to liturgy, mentioned only thirteen foreign saints in his diary.  
These figures are St Andrew Corsini (Florence) St. Canute (Denmark), St. Stephen (Hungary), St. Norbert 
(Xanten), St. John Gualbert (Florence), St. Henry emperor (Bavaria), St. Eustachio (Eustace) and his 
companions (Rome), St. Remigius (Auxerre, France), St. Isabel (Hungry), St. Anselm (England), St. Philip 
Benizi (Florence), St. Isabel (Portugal) and St. Margaret of Scotland  Robles, Diario, vol. 1, 68, 108, 128; 
vol. 2, 165, 204; vol. 3, 30. 
48 Natalie Zemon Davis also found that Catholicism reinforced nationality by excluding the foreigner.  “The 
sacred and the body social in sixteenth-century Lyon,” Past and Present 90 (Feb 1981): 68. 
49 Mexico City decided that the feast take place in San Francisco.  Guijo, Diario, vol. 1, 239. 
50 The feast was to be held on the second Sunday of November.  10 November 1656.  ACCM, Actas, vol. 
13, fol. 106-106v and Guijo, Diario, vol. 2, 69.  The Virgin of Remedios happened to be in Mexico City 
and the city council requested that the image accompany the festivities because, “la señora de los Remedios 
cuyo patrocinio se esta invocando a la procesión.”   
51 This was celebrated at least in 1664, 1701 and 1703.  Guijo, Diario, vol. 2, 238; Robles, Diario, vol. 3, 
170-73, 298.  King Philip and Pope Alexander VII reaffirmed its place in the Spanish liturgy.  11 
Noviembre 1703.  Robles, Diario, vol. 3, 298.  Felipe IV also decreed a celebration for St. Peter’s feast 
day.  As this did not include a clause to make the feast annual the cathedral chapter let the viceroy decide 
whether to celebrate it or not.  14 May 1658.  ACCM, Actas, vol. 13, fol. 229.  The Spanish queen 
requested that the pope authorize for the Spanish Empire a prayer to the Rosary to commemorate a naval 
battle.  Mexico City received this bull in December 1672.  Robles, Diario, vol. 1, 128.  
52 8 June 1679.  Robles, Diario, vol. 1, 263.  The election of St. Joseph as patron saint sparked a public 
debate between a Carmelite in favor and the archbishop Francisco de Aguiar y Seijas who argued that only 
Santiago was the patron of Spain.  9 May 1683.  Ibid., vol. 2, 41.   
53 Guijo, Diario, vol. 2, 9.  The event became a fixture in the celebratory schedule.  On at least two other 
occasions, Spanish kings dedicated celebrations for the crown to the Santísimo Sacrament: in 1677 for the 
recent successes of the Spanish crown and 1711 for a military victory at Viruega.  Robles, Diario, vol. 1, 
25-26.  12 October 1711.  Barrio Lorenzot, “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 437ª, fol. 67. 
54 This celebration became an annual event attended by the highest religious and secular administrators.  
Guijo, Diario, vol. 1, 206-07.  ACCM, Actas, vol. 11, fol. 241.  A series of royal decrees for the 
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Immaculate Conception coincided with the rise of Mexico City’s own Immaculate Conception, the Virgin 
of Guadalupe.  In October 1653, the Spanish king required that all of his military orders and tribunals swear 
to defend the purity of the Virgin’s Conception.  At the instance of the Spanish king, Alexander VII on 8 
May 1661 forbid even questioning the purity of the Virgin’s conception.  In thanks the Mexico City 
organized an unparalleled celebration from September to December 1662.  Guijo, Diario, vol. 1, 233-36; 
vol. 2, 169, 176-83.  See William Taylor for a succinct review of the historiography of the mid-seventeenth 
century cult to the Virgin of Guadalupe; “Mexico’s Virgin of Guadalupe in the 17th century: Hagiography 
and beyond,” in Colonial saints: discovering the holy in the Americas, 1500-1800, eds. Alan Greer and Jodi 
Bilinkoff (New York: Routledge, 2003), 283-84.   
55 Mexico City Cathedral, n.d., Mexico City, “Cerem.pract.dela S.agr.Catred,” BLAC, G146, fol. 31. 
56 The cathedral performed two masses, one of which was sung.  The archbishop and viceroy both attended.  
Ibid., fol. 31v. 
57 Note, however, that a saint’s birthday was the date he or she died. 
58 Guijo, Diario, vol. 2, 92-94.  His death left Carlos as the heir. 
59 Robles, Diario, vol. 1, 280. 
60 12 January 1629.  Mexico City Council, Actas, vol. 27, 40-41. 
61 This was about what the city spent to receive a new archbishop.  Ibid., 40-41. 
62 Historians have debated whether the clergy represented the values and beliefs of the popular mind, even 
questioning the validity of the concept.  William Christian argued that the priests were oriented toward an 
official religion based in Rome.  Eamon Duffy and William Taylor have shown to the contrary that priests 
remained rooted in their communities and therefore represented “Janus-faced” officials or mediators of 
popular tradition and universalistic Catholicism.  For that reason, I do not consider the debate between 
popular and official religious practices fruitful.  The sense of the official came from the clerics upbringing 
and religious education.  The clergy that came from Spain brought Spanish Catholicism, not the Roman, 
“official” Catholicism.  The question of official and popular boiled down to who controlled key positions of 
influence in the church.  The real patronato and the power of colonial influence guaranteed that even the 
Creoles in the church hierarchy used Spanish Catholicism as the dominant religious touchstone.  Christian, 
Local Religion, 147; Taylor, Magistrates of the sacred and Duffy, The stripping of the altars. 
63 Public celebrations did not take place for all beatifications and canonizations; they never occurred in 
connection with extra liturgical privileges. 
64 Viceroys arbitrated disputes between religious groups, called for intercessional novenas and attended 
religious services.  The viceroy could make minor changes in the liturgy by changing the dates of events or 
declining to attend.  Viceroy Juan Leyva de la Cerda postponed the festival of San Hipólito in 1661 because 
his own granddaughter had died.  16 August 1661.  Guijo, Diario, vol. 2, 157.  If the viceroy’s changes 
were not to the city’s liking, residents could complain to the king.  Ibid., 225.  The influence of the 
viceroy’s wife rivaled her husband’s.  The ailing viceroy’s wife in July 1662 asked for some Mexico City 
“santos de devoción” to be brought to her bedside.  She chose a full-sized statue of NS de la Asunción from 
the Indian parish of Santa María la Redonda.  Ibid., 174-75.  Mexico City used this saint to intervene in 
their next natural disaster.  22 June 1663.  Ibid., 198.   
65 27 January 1629.  Mexico City Council, Actas, vol. 27, 43.  In her declaration, she described herself as 
widow and mother of “San Felipe de las Casas, canonized saint, born and raised in Mexico City.”  Later 
historians would vitally need this assertion when no one could find Felipe’s baptismal record, throwing 
doubt on whether Mexico City was his actual birthplace. 
66 Her will, however, showed she still retained sizable assets, but in loans.  Her estate consisted of “una 
deuda de Diego Bribiesca de un mil trescientos y cincuenta pesos en oro común, (escrituras en su poder), 
una esclava negra llamada Mariquilla, dos casas en la ciudad y una tienda, un valor de 2055 pesos en oro 
común más la escritura del censo 1255, a favor del Hospital de Dios que se le paguen a Juan Rivero 
mayordomo y los 800 para el capellan Juan Rodríguez de Palencia.” BLAC, G50, fols. 135v-36v.  
67 As recorded in the city council minutes, her petition was quite maudlin asking for money “by the Blood 
of Jesus Christ, for which my beloved son, San Felipe, spilled his.” 27 January 1629.  Mexico City Council, 
Actas, vol. 27, 43.   
68 Although the city council eventually voted to give San Felipe’s family one peso a month, the council 
members only took action after a particularly embarrassing moment.  The council tabled Doña Antonia’s 
request, which the men might have regretted two weeks later when they heard she had died.  The council 
this time shouldered the costs for her funeral.  Another son, Augustinian Juan Francisco, gave a speech.  
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Her body was placed in the altar mayor of the Church of San Francisco with archbishop Francisco Manzo 
de Zúñiga and the ecclesiastical council in attendance.  21 February 1629.  Mexico City Council, Actas, 
vol. 27, 47-49.  BLAC, G50, fols. 17-17v.  One month later, the city council sent a commission to inspect 
the house where San Felipe’s surviving sisters lived.  They reported the extreme penury of the household, 
with the result that council members voted to give the sisters thirty pesos a month. 21 March 1629.  Mexico 
City Council, Actas, vol. 27, 64-65.  Yet one month later, the city council cut this amount in half with a 
private citizen, Don Antonio de Vergara, volunteering to shoulder the other half.  23 April 1629.  Ibid., vol. 
27, 72. 
69 In terms of ritual, the city council “agreed that it had always tried to imitate the city of Seville.”  18 
Auguest 1628.  Barrio Lorenzot, “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 436ª, fol. 129.   
70 “God has given the city a canonized saint who is a native.  Before Felipe, Mexico City had to confess 
itself inferor to others…now it is among the most insigne of the world.  And if they say that other cities 
enjoy numerous saints while Mexico City only has one, tell them what the leoness said to the other animals, 
‘…it is true I have only one son, but he is a lion, which is worth a thousand.’”  Luis Vaca Salasar, Sermon 
predicado en la Sancta Iglesia Cathedral Metropolitana de Mexico, á la fiesta del Glorioso S. Felipe de 
Iesvs, protomartyr de la Indias, y patrón de la mvy noble y leal ciudad de México (Mexico City: Iuan Ruys, 
1638), 12v. 
71 12 January 1629.  Mexico City Council, Actas, vol. 27, 40-41. 
72 This is an ancient attitude toward saints beginning with Ambrose and the martyrs of Milan and 
continuing right through the Middle Ages into our own day. 
73 Residents of Mexico City also marshaled the power of saints through sacred vows, promesas, to achieve 
particularly difficult tasks like not drinking alcohol for a month.   
74 See for instance Taylor, Magistrates of the Sacred, 266. 
75 The cult of the saints developed within the context of the Roman patronage networks of late antiquity. 
Peter Brown, The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and Function in Latin Christianity, Haskell Lectures on 
History of Religions; new ser., 2 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981). 
76 What follows is an abominably-shortened sketch of an extremely complex issue that has dominated 
theology for two millennia.  The interested reader should first turn to St. Augustine, perhaps in Peter 
Brown, Augustine of Hippo: A biography (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, c2000).  For a 
more theological discussion that encompasses both St. Augustine and St. Thomas Acquinas, see Alister 
E. McGrath, Iustitia Dei: A History of the Christian Doctrine of Justification (Cambridge, England: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998).   
77 Ernst Hartwig Kantorowicz, The King's Two Bodies: A Study in Mediaeval Political Theology (Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1997), 47.  Priests applied chrism or holy oil at baptism to signify God’s 
grace.  In the early church, spiritual leaders seemed to have that divine favor or charisma.   
78 The papacy and mendicant orders had been trying promote saints as examples of virtuous lives rather 
than simply workers of miracles since the fourteenth century.  Vauchez, Sainthood, 434.  Since miracles 
were a distinguishing factor of saints, they had uncertain success.   
79 A well-developed historiography has dealt with medieval political theory and the uneasy relationship 
between secular and ecclesiastical authority.  For a start, see Alan Gewirth, Marsilius of Padua: The 
Defender of Peace, vol. 1, Marsilius of Padua and Medieval Political Philosophy (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1951).  In my judgment, Kantorowicz’s framing of the two intellectual traditions that 
conceptualized the king, fits the Spanish case the best.  One was a theological-juridical framework modeled 
after God as Father and Judge in Heaven, which was founded in philosophy of the law.  In the second 
conception, the king ruled by divine right and resembled Christ; his power was mystical and grounded in 
liturgy.  Both concepts could exist concurrently.  Kantorowicz, King’s Two Bodies, 93.  For instance, a 
Cuenca town in 1575 compared Philip II to Christ in a petition.  Christian, Local religion, 154.  Alejando 
Cañeque makes this same point in The king’s living image. 
80 The parishioners of Hueichiapan asked the pope for “gracias, indulgencias y jubilees.”  “Constituciones 
de la cofradía de San Felipe de Jesus en Hueichiapan, 1643-44,” BLAC, G50, fol. 125.   
81 Twinam in Public Lives, Private Secrets discussed this process. 
82 Thirteenth-century intellectuals transferred the original definition of the corpus mysticum from the 
consecrated host to the body of Christian society held together by that symbol of Christ’s sacrifice, the 
Eucharist.  Kantorowicz, King’s Two Bodies, 196.  It appears that the same gift of divine mercy was present 
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in the sacrament of baptism and reconciliation and perhaps offered a better definition of the bonding agent 
in the mystical body of society than the Eucharist.   
83 This also had medieval precedents.  See Steven Ozment, The age of reform, 1250-1550. An intellectual 
and religious history of late medieval and reformation Europe (New Haven; London: Yale University 
Press, 1980), 144-55. 
84 Bartolomé Ytta y Parra, Los Pecados única causa de las pestes (Madrid: Imprenta de Antonio Marin, 
1740), 18.  Solórzano, Politica Indiana, vol. 1, 171-72.  Miguel Sánchez, Sermon de San Felipe de Jesús, 
13v.  Hughes Didier, Vida y pensamiento de Juan E. Nieremberg, trad. M. Navarro Carnicer (Madrid: 
Universidad Pontíficia de Salamanca, 1976) 398-401.   
85 Solórzano, Politica Indiana, vol. 4, 7. 
86 Saavedra Fajardo, Idea de un príncipe político-cristiano, 2-3.   
87 Ytta y Parra’s sermon made this connection explicit in his 1740 sermon in Mexico City, “Sins, the only 
cause of plague.”  Ytta y Parra, Los Pecados.   
88 Discalced Franciscan Francisco de Garrovillas wrote to Philip II asking for the beatification of the 
Nagasaki martyrs, “so your Majesty has favorable friends in them and the state of your Majesty grows ever 
grander.”  Juan de Garrovillas to Philip II, Manila, 20 June 1597, ed. Lorenzo Pérez, AIA, 1st ser., 10 (Jul-
Aug 1918): 465. 
89 Saavedra Fajardo, Idea de un príncipe político-cristiano, 9. 
90 A first reaction to plague was a penitential procession or “procesión de sangre.”  In mid October 1651, 
Indians from the Santa Cruz parish performed a procesion de sangre to mitigate the plague of colixtle.  
Three weeks later another left from Santa María la Redonda.  Guijo, Diario, vol. 1, 176, 180.   
91 For this reason, the viceroy and city council called for penitential novenas.  Starting from the king, 
Catholicism marked hierarchy in that power came with the obligation to teach morality: priests and 
parishioners, owners and slaves, encomenderos and Indians, employers and apprentices, and men and 
families.   
92 See Chapter 6 for more on San Felipe’s hagiography.   
93 5 and 15 December 1628.  Barrio Lorenzot, “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 436ª, fol. 136v-137, 137-137v. 
94 “Pues el año pasado, se dejaron de hazer por la reciente perdida de la flota, y el desconsuelo no ha de 
durar toda la vida antes buena será, el que se divierta, que los Enemigos esten a la vista antes persuade.”  13 
July 1629.  Barrio Lorenzot, “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 436ª, fol. 149-149v. 
95 20 August 1629.  Francisco del Barrio Lorenzot, “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 436ª, fol. 152.   
96 The council members had six thick white candles to burned on the altar of San Gregorioy Taumaturgo, 
Mexico City’s patron saint of water.  A week later they requested that the archbishop Francisco de Manso y 
Zúniga ask all the religious to implore God for mercy for the great sins of the city.  They filled the chapel 
of St. Gregory with sweet-smelling candles and had the Cathedral perform a novena.  They also paid for a 
novena and a procession to their most sacred and miraculous image, the Virgin of Remedios.  As a last 
resort the city council paid for a feast to St. Gregory with “toda demostración gastando bastante cera,” a 
procession and a novena. Without any further idea what to do, they appealed to the public for suggestions.  
Barrio Lorenzot, “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 436ª, fols. 152, 152v, 158. 
97 Alegre, Historia de la provincia de la Compañía de Jesus de Nueva España, vol. 2, 405.  See also 
ACCM, Actas, vol. 8, fol. 358-59 and ACCM, Actas, vol. 9, 203-03v. 
98 As for all of its patron saints, the Cabildo promised to sponsor a vesper, mass and procession.  This was a 
legally-binding vow and the city council drew up the appropriate papers.  11 January 1630.  Barrio 
Lorenzot, “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 436ª, fol. 161.   
99 In Christian’s study of central Castile in the late sixteenth century ninety percent of the communal vows 
were aimed at protecting the town from natural disasters.  Christian, Local Religion, 32.   
100 The viceroy urged the Mexico City council to take San Gregorio Taumaturgo as patron saint against 
floods in 1607.  They created a brotherhood and funded a chapel to him.  3 September 1607. Mexico City 
Council, Actas, vol. 17,  91-92 and 24 September 1607, Ibid., 103-04.  In 1611, the council adopted San 
Nicolas Tolentino in 1611 for earthquakes on a petition from the prior of San Agustín. 26 August 1611.  
Ibid., vol. 18, 155-56.  The council voted on the proposal on 7 September 1611, “an juzgado ser voluntad 
de Nuestro Señor que sea intercesor ante su divino acatamiento para la defensa y ampara desta republica”, 
Ibid., 159-60.  In 1699, the council adopted San Bernardo as patron saint in thanks for the relief from 
“sterility, the pest from which many people have died, and the disease of the boils that is Chahuistle” [this 
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affliction also affected wheat].  Shortly before, Mexico City had dedicated the rebuilt convent of San 
Bernardo.  23 March 1699.  Barrio Lorenzot, “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 436ª, fol. 368.   
101 The city appealed specifically to San Gregorio Thaumaturgo on only three occasions: 1607, 1629 and 
1645.  3 September 1607, Mexico City Council, Actas, vol. 17,  91-92 and 24 September 1607, Ibid., 103-
04.  20 August 1629.  Barrio Lorenzot, comp., “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 436ª, fol. 152.  In 1645, the 
cathedral chapter suggested that the image of San Gregorio Thaumaturgo be placed on the high altar during 
a novena to God for floods.  26 September 1645.  ACCM, Actas, vol. 10, fol. 462-462v.  The city never 
used San Nicolás; the standard reaction to an earthquake was a general plegaria in the churches.  San 
Bernardo was used once in the thirty years after he was adopted as patron saint of healing. 
102 For a good summary of the cult to Remedios in Mexico City, see Linda Curcio-Nagy, “Native Icon.”  As 
mentioned above, the religious community also periodically organized penitential processions.  See this, 
see Guijo, Diario, vol. 1, 15 and 22.   
103 This was on 13 August 1521.  In other Spanish cities in the Americas, the celebration of Spanish 
conquest took place during Corpus Christi.  For Cuzco, see Dean, Inka Bodies.   
104 The Mexico City cabildo, acting on a petition from the Carmelites, voted to make Santa Teresa a patron 
saint as soon as she was beatified.  The Inquisition told the city council to revoke their decision and strike 
the references to her from their books (on 19 and 22 September 1614, 22 and 28 September 1618, and 1 
October 1618).  6 July 1620, Mexico City Council, Actas, vol. 22, 170-82.  The minutes do not include the 
rationale for this reprimand nor indeed do they explain how it came to be ignored, since Teresa appeared 
later as a patron saint apparently without a further city council vote.  Mexico City adopted San Isidro 
Labrador in 1638.  On the fact that Philip III kept a relic of San Isidro Labrador on his pillow to proect him 
from fevers, see Christian Local religion 157. 
105 19 February 1659 Guijo, Diario, vol. 2, 115.  With their institutional stability and well-established 
traditions, the orders constituted one of the most influential factors in forming the devotional culture of 
Mexico City and deserve a more detailed look than this chapter can afford.   
106 The Franciscans had San Felipe; the Jesuits, San Francisco Xavier; the Carmelites, Santa Teresa; the 
Augustinians, San Nicolás; the Cistercians, had San Isidro.  San Gregorio and San Hipólito were celebrated 
in their own churches.  Suprisingly, the Dominicans did not have a patron saint singled out in Mexico City.  
Although I did not find corroborating evidence of this, a Dominican from the eighteenth century petitioned 
the Mexico City council to recognize St. Dominic as another patron of water.  Fr. Manuel Varona 
maintained the council had voted to that effect in 1630.  In session of 30 July 1725.  Patrones y santos 
patrones, AHCM, vol. 3604, exp. 4, s/f. 
107 Kenneth L.Woodward, Making Saints : How the Catholic Church Determines Who Becomes a Saint, 
Who Doesn't, and Why (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1990), 51. 
108 Medina reported that Herrera enrolled in the University of Mexico in 1588 and received his bachelor’s 
degree in 1595.  Pichardo, Vida y Martirio, 1751, 147.  See also Cristóbal Bernardo de la Plaza y Jaén, 
Crónica de la Real y pontificia universidad de México (Mexico City:  Talleres Gráficos del Museo Nacional 
de Arqueología, Historia y Etnografía ,  1931). 
109 It is likely that Herrera suppressed this very serious defect, which ordinarily prevented admission to the 
university and any high office.  El Dean y Cabildo de la Santa Yglesia de Mexico con el doctor Luis de 
Herrera, Mexico City, n.d., Biblioteca Nacional de México, Fondo de Origen, RFO 308F MIS.4. exp.7.  
See Twinam Public Lives, Private Secrets for a longer discussion of the limitations illegitimate birth placed 
on a career. 
110 “Probanza hecha en relación de la colecta que cantó el Sr. Inquisidor Dn. Juan Gutiérrez Flores, 1623,” 
Archivo General de la Nación, Inquisición, vol. 347, exp. 5. Pichardo, Vida y Martirio, 147.   
111 Political influence was not the only road to saintly prominence.  A close examination of the religious 
record shows many examples of new cults in Mexico City based in charismatic miracle working.  The 
following can only be considered a partial list.  The Discalced Franciscan monastery of San Cosme had a 
miraculous image of NS del Valle.  13 January 1675.  Robles, Diario, vol. 1, 157.  The Jesús Nazareno 
church of the hospital NS de La Concepción had a miraculous image of Jesus of Nazareth.  2 February 
1664.  Guijo, Diario, vol. 2, 206.  The church of Santa Teresa had a miraculous image of Santo Cristo in a 
chapel of the same name.  7 September 1684.  Robles, Diario, vol. 2, 74.  The Augustinians took NS de la 
Paz, Santo Lignum Crucis and a Santo Cristo de Totolapa into their newly rebuilt church.  1 February 1677.  
Ibid., vol. 1, 211.  New images continued to be discovered.  In July 1680 a painting of Christ washing the 
feet of St. Augustine sweated as the provincial preached.  The image was taken to the Sagrario.  15 July 
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1680.  Ibid., 284.  In April 1684, a statuette of Jesus of Nazareth belonging to two mulata women sweated.  
It was taken to the oratory of the archbishop.  26 April 1684.  Ibid., vol. 2, 64. 
112 15 January 1636. ACCM, Actas, vol. 9, fol. 139v.  Herrera with Dr. Antonio Desquivel visited the 
Mexico City chambers with three requests dealing with the “devotion and greatness of the religion” in 
Mexico City.  18 January 1636.  Mexico City Council, Actas Antiguas de Cabildo, vol. 30 (Mexico City: A. 
Carranza y Comp. Impresores, 1908), 118.  
113 18 January 1636.  Ibid.   
114 Herrera did not mention specifically whether at this time the college was considered San Felipe’s 
birthplace.  Later writers believed that it was one of the leading candidates, but the definitive location of 
Felipe’s birthplace remains an unresolved concern to the present day. 
115 “y la juventud se alentara en virtud y Nuestro Señor lo gratificara dando á esta ciudad otros muchos 
hijos santos.”  Ibid., 118.   
116 “(Y) dijo otras palabras muy ponderativas en esta materia.”  Ibid., 118.   
117 18, 21 January 1636. Ibid., 118, 123.   
118 They asked don Andres Valmaseda and don Antonio de Monroy Figuerosa to coordinate the celebration 
with the Franciscans.  21 January 1636. Ibid., 123.   
119 The council had shouldered building costs before with the chapel of Remedios and of San Gregorio 
Taumaturgo, so the commitment was not outside of their traditional purview. 
120 21 January 1636. Ibid.   
121 The city council did have pressing concerns involving money.  The council’s finances were only just 
recovering from the flood and Viceroy Armendariz, marqués de Cadereita (1635-42) was asking for a 
donation of 200,000 pesos to build the Armada de Barlovento.  Jonathan Israel, Race, Class and Politics in 
Colonial Mexico, 1610-1670 (London: Oxford University Press, 1975), 193-95.   
122 19, 29 October 1640.  ACCM, Actas, vol. 10, fol. 61, 62v.  This is one of a few instances where the 
Franciscans figured into San Felipe’s cult.  In 1704, an exasperated city council took the Franciscans out of 
San Felipe celebration altogether.   4 February 1704. Barrio Lorenzot, “Compendio,” AHCM, vol. 437ª, fol. 
18.  No information has suggested why their support was so faint in Mexico City.   
123 Sponsorship for the Mexico City cathedral meant they hosted the office, decorated the church and 
elected a cleric to give a sermon to the attending dignitaries.  The archbishop said the office.   
124 The attendance of the dignitaries was as important as celebrating San Felipe’s feast day on February 5.  
In 1637, the cathedral changed the date of the celebration to accommodate the viceroy’s schedule.  4 
February 1637.  Mexico City Council, Actas Antiguas de Cabildo, vol. 31 (Mexico City: Imprenta de A. 
Carranza E Hijos, 1909), 22.   
125 In 1640, a matter of precedence arose when the fifth fell on a Sunday.  The cathedral chapter asked their 
resident expert on questions of liturgical order, the master of ceremonies.  He opined that the Sunday would 
drop to second class because a bull from Gregory XIII put the native saints on a basis with the church’s 
patrons and titular saints.  27 January 1640.  ACCM, Actas, vol. 10, fol. 7.   
126 19, 29 October 1640. Ibid., fols. 61, 62v. 
127  6 November 1640.  Ibid., fols. 64v-65.  
128 22 January 1641.  Mexico City Council, Actas Antiguas de Cabildo, vols. 32-33 (Mexico City: Imprenta 
de A. Carranza E Hijos, 1910), 174.  
129 The city council sent Don Juan de Orduña and Leandro de Gática.  22 January 1641 and 10 May 1641.  
Ibid., 174 and 209. 
130 The majority of these disputes were resolved in the Mexico City community.  Some of the suits did go 
to the king and pope for final resolution.  In August 1703, a royal decree and papal brief reprimanded the 
archbishop for failing to implement a previous decree giving the Discalced Franciscan preference.  19 
August 1703.  Robles, Diario, vol. 3, 282. 
131 The cathedral dedicated a new altar to San Felipe in 1638 before royal permission arrived.  ACCM, 
Actas, vol. 9, fol. 330v. 
132 Philip IV, Madrid, 27 August 1638, in Apéndice documental, no. 1 in Eduardo Enríque Ríos, Felipe de 
Jesús, el santo criollo (Mexico City: Ediciones Xochitl, 1944), 183.  Ríos cited the location of this in 
ACCM, lib. 19, tom. 22, fol. 147, but I could not find it.  Ríos reported that the king did not actually 
imprint his seal upon the document until 1649.  In any event, the cathedral chapter knew the chapel was 
assigned to San Felipe at least by the end of 1640.  19 October 1640. ACCM, Actas, vol. 10, fol. 61.   
133 AGN, Patronato Eclesiástico, sec. Cofradías y archibofradías, caja 27.  
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134 I could not find the exact date, but there are references to the executor of Herrera’s will on 14 and 28 
February 1642.  ACCM, Actas, vol. 10, fols. 150v, 153.  
135 These endowments could take the form of liens (censos), chaplaincies (capellanías) or a more general 
pious work (obra pía).  Herrera’s was an obra pía.  In 1699 after one of the chaplains died, the cathedral 
unsuccessfully tried to find the original papers for Herrera’s donations.  They did not know exactly what 
purpose these obras pías had other than their attachment to San Felipe and his chapel.  Br. Don Alonso de 
Gomez Rui Gomez Robles to Mexico City cathedral chapter, Mexico City, 8 August 1699, BLAC, G64, 
fol. 101.   
136 The beneficiary chaplain cared for San Felipe’s chapel like tending the large oil lamp and keeping the 
glass case clean and in return received a small salary.  Ibid., fol. 101-101v.  Teresa Chacón [de la Mota], 
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Chapter 6.  Mid-colonial doldrums: the mature cult of San Felipe, 1680-1740.   

 

 In 1661, the recently-formed Oratorians of St. Philip Neri were busy decorating 

their new chapel in the city center.  Some of the most distinguished and influential creole 

priests belonged to the order, but they lacked funds to pay for new ornaments.  They had 

received an old altar screen and other unused decorations to fill all but one spot in the 

altar.  Suddenly, a great shout arose in the Oratory.  The men found that a picture of San 

Felipe had inexplicably fallen to the ground.  Miraculously, the image fit the empty space 

perfectly.
1
  It was obvious to the Oratorians that the saint had communicated his desire to 

be placed in the altar and venerated by the priests.  This miracle confirmed by faith what 

the Oratorians had already heard, that their chapel was the location of San Felipe’s birth 

in Mexico City.  Each year afterward, the Oratorians celebrated his feast day using an 

endowment left by a founder.
2
  This adoption of San Felipe was not an isolated example.  

In the seventeenth century, devotees deepened the saint’s connections with Mexico City 

in both hagiography and iconography.   

 The period of 1680-1740 marked not the triumphant rise of the brilliant creole 

saint, San Felipe, but his peak moment and progressive decline.  Starting in the 1690s, Sa 

Felipe became increasingly irrelevant as seen in several key variables.  Publications about 

him nearly halted.  No new religious building, chapel or chaplaincy was dedicated to the 

saint.  Donations for his canonization were miniscule.  No religious or secular group took 

him as a devotional saint.  In fact, in 1704, the Franciscans, the saint’s own order, cut ties 

to San Felipe by refusing to host their traditional intraoctave mass during his feast.   
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 Considering that historiography has argued that exactly this period marked the 

triumph of a creole identity, San Felipe’s fall is puzzling.  As the argument goes, in the 

midcolonial period, creoles benefited from the benign neglect of the Spanish monarch to 

nurture locally-significant traditions and to extend their influence throughout the colonial 

government.
3
  In the literature, nothing has symbolized this ascendant creolism more than 

the rising popularity of Virgin of Guadalupe, culminating in her crowning as universal 

patron of the Americas in 1746.
4
  As symbolic of a growing sense of American 

distinctiveness (and a weakening of imperial ties), Guadalupe would seemingly disprove 

the tenets of Spanish pious imperialism as means to unite the Catholic faithful to monarch 

and pope.  Yet, the thesis of creole patriotism cannot explain why Guadalupe was only 

the third saint summoned for the plague of 1737, why a foreigner spearheaded her 

campaign for universal patron, or why Remedios, supposedly a Spanish-leaning saint, 

remained popular.   

 This chapter argues that while saints like San Felipe and Guadalupe did serve as 

loci for identity formation, such holy figures did not express an autonomous-minded 

creole identity.  Residents of Mexico City abandoned San Felipe not for lack of 

hometown appeal, but rather for his poor religious credentials, namely few miracles and 

damning information about his role in the Nagasaki martyrdoms.  His cult, then, offers a 

more accurate measure of municipal creole consciousness than Guadalupe precisely 

because it lacked religious appeal that might partially explain changes in the devotion.  

From the perspective of San Felipe’s cult, American unity and distinctiveness went 

through periods of greater and lesser strength.  What D.A. Brading called “creole 

patriotism” was far from a steadily-building force that led inexorably to independence.
5
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Still though, one might argue that Guadalupe represented the American born and enjoyed 

a miraculous presence.  This chapter will show that shifts in the larger devotional culture 

of Mexico City explained her prominence.  In debunking Guadalupe and the rise of 

creolism, this chapter underlines that the larger understanding of Spanish pious 

imperialism especially through saints continued to mediate municipal, imperial and 

universal concerns.   

 

Recovering or inventing San Felipe tradition. 

 Inhabitants of Mexico City embraced San Felipe because they shared with him 

identity traits like birthplace, occupation or religious order, and because they expected the 

saint to perform miracles.  Hagiography and iconography showed how proponents 

molded San Felipe’s identity to fit their expectations, particularly in elaborating upon his 

life in Mexico City.  Attracted by newly-discovered personal connections with the 

hometown saint, new institutions namely the Oratorians of San Felipe Neri and a new 

Capuchin convent became devotees of San Felipe.  The ability to intercede with God 

constituted the other component of a saint’s characteristics, but here San Felipe fell sadly 

short.  Few miracles appeared in his saintly biography.  Only in the Franciscan seminary 

and chapel of Santiago Tlatelolco did a devotion to his relics develop.
6
  Because of the 

weak miraculous element of the cult, other measures of popularity like new buildings, 

publications, donations, petitions for liturgical privileges and the prominence of the 

procession also began to falter.  In the midcolonial period, San Felipe’s attraction as a 

local saint could not make up for a conspicuous lack of thaumaturgic power.  Starting in 

the 1690s, San Felipe went into a century of decline.   
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 As seen in the last chapter, three aspects of San Felipe’s hagiography prompted 

his veneration in Mexico City after his beatification in 1627.  Because he was born in the 

city, both creoles and the city chapter became proponents of his cult.  He was baptized in 

the Mexico City cathedral, which drew in the cathedral chapter.  He was a Franciscan, 

which attracted both the Observant and Discalced friars of Mexico City.  Each 

collaborated to promote the saint’s cult, especially the feast celebration.  Such a 

prominent constituency helped establish San Felipe within the public religion of Mexico 

City.   

 Both the Franciscan and Discalced Franciscan churches integrated San Felipe into 

their devotional culture.  The Franciscans of the Convento Grande displayed the 

processional statue, which also had a small relic in its chest.  In addition, the friary had 

Felipe’s interior tunic and another bone kept in the high altar.
7
  The Discalced friary of 

San Diego had an image of San Felipe in an altar consecrated to the Nagasaki martyrs.
8
  

In these two prominent orders, then, San Felipe enjoyed year-round exposure to the 

faithful of Mexico City.  However, no trace of evidence has suggested that any special 

devotion developed among the friars or their parishioners.  After the initial excitement 

following beatification faded, the San Felipe cult failed to catch fire among the friars.  As 

it turned out, San Felipe’s biography might have explained the friars’ faint-hearted 

support.   

 San Felipe and every saint had a saintly biography.  These oral or written stories 

elaborated the births, lives and deaths of holy figures.  From them, people learned where 

the saints were born and where they lived.  Favorite elements of these saintly biographies 

described the professions, personal idiosyncrasies or charismatic miracles of the holy 
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figure in their journey toward sainthood.  The faithful of the Catholic Church understood 

that saints retained these characteristics even after their deaths, which provided insight 

into the holy figure’s avocations.  For instance, a saint who had worked making shoes 

would naturally favor petitions by cobblers.  The saintly biography, then, represented a 

guide to the faithful to choose saints most likely to befriend and to assist them with 

miracles.
9
   

 The inhabitants of Mexico City knew very little about San Felipe in 1627, but 

what they did know was not that impressive.  San Felipe’s beatification preceded his cult 

rather than leading to it, which meant he did not have a strong social base built by 

plentiful miracles as did most saints.  His saintly biography played a critical role in 

informing Mexico City residents about the saint and his abilities.  Unfortunately for the 

cult, San Felipe’s life before his death was short, unremarkable and mostly foreign.  The 

most authoritative source of information until 1683 was Marcelo Ribadeneira, the 

eyewitness to the Nagasaki martyrdoms.
10

  The friar portrayed Felipe as rebellious, given 

to worldly pleasures and inconstant in his first attempt as a Franciscan novice in Puebla.  

His embarrassed parents sent him to the Philippines with money for the family business, 

which he spent, “living with some liberty.”
11

  These defects were not uncommon in 

traditional hagiography; God often reformed sinners to make them shining examples of 

piety.
12

  Indeed some years later, Felipe again joined the Discalced friars as a novice.  

This time friars noted his contemplative demeanor and dedicated work in the infirmary.  

His relieved father arranged to have Felipe return to New Spain to be ordained in Mexico 

City.  San Felipe’s main weaknesses appeared while in Japan.  He played a decidedly 

minor role; his most notable contribution to the martyrdom story was that an innkeeper 
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unjustly took his tunic.  San Felipe’s true defect was that he tried escape from the 

sentence of death in Japan on three occasions.
13

  Worse yet, the damning evidence came 

in letters written by the spiritual leader of the Nagasaki martyrs, Pedro Bautista.
14

   

 In Mexico City, San Felipe had neither strong saintly virtue nor apparent 

supernatural ability.  Malicious rumors reflected doubts about San Felipe’s saintly 

reputation.  Soon after 1628, someone printed verses alleging that he had fled from his 

prison trying to escape his death sentence.
15

  He was saved from a coward’s fate by St. 

Agueda who appeared to him, bolstered his faltering faith and encouraged him on to the 

cross.
16

  Preachers had to defend San Felipe against the charges of cowardice, sometimes 

at embarrassing length.
17

  In the history of the Catholic churches, there were certainly 

other saints with weak religious credentials like San Felipe.
18

  However, those saint cults 

enjoyed a devoted following bolstered by reputation for working miracles before their 

official beatification.  San Felipe’s cult was notable for its prominent lack of supernatural 

power.  The terrible flooding that devastated Mexico City following his beatification did 

nothing to bolster his reputation for miracle working.
19

  He was not even the most 

miraculous saint in his own chapel.  Devotees preferred the intercession of St. Charles 

Borromeo, an archbishop of Milan, whose statue was covered with a great quantity of 

little metal eyes, legs and bows representing requests for miracles or thanks for miracles 

granted.
20

  In a crowded field of saintly options of proven thaumaturgic ability, San 

Felipe appeared to start his second life as a blessed saint far behind.   

 Because San Felipe had few attractive virtues and apparently little miraculous 

power, his proponents began to change the focus of his iconography and hagiography to 

emphasize his life in Mexico City.  For example, three paintings in the Mexico City 
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cathedral showed key scenes in the saint’s life.   One elaborated the wreck of the San 

Felipe with a cross in the sky, the Japanese cutting his ear and the shopkeeper taking 

away his tunic.
21

  Another large painting showed all twenty-six martyrs with San Felipe 

in the middle.  However, the largest painting in the cathedral was not of the martyrdom, 

but of the beatification procession in Mexico City.
22

  None of San Felipe’s aspects as a 

martyr, as a missionary or as a foreign traveler resonated with the Mexican people.  The 

principle attraction of the cult in relation to all the other saints in Catholicism came from 

San Felipe’s birth in their hometown.  As seen in the last chapter, clerics delivering the 

sermons on his feast day trumpeted his creole origin.
23

  Even Miguel Sánchez, who later 

famously codified the story of Virgin of Guadalupe, published his first work on San 

Felipe, the “Jesús Indiano.”
24

  Baltasar Medina, Discalced Franciscan friar, who wrote the 

first Vida about San Felipe, called his subject a saint with Mexican flavor; “foreign fruit, 

although of more traveled seasoning, do not have the sweetness and spiciness of [fruit] 

from one’s own land and taste.”
25

  The frontispiece of Medina’s work transported San 

Felipe’s crucifixion from Nagasaki into Mexico City.  The martyr’s cross sprouted up 

from the eagle, snake and cactus symbol of the viceregal capital.  The changes in the 

story of San Felipe’s life in the mid-colonial period primarily reflected this appeal as a 

creole saint rather than a religious saint.  All the hagiographic developments in the San 

Felipe cult focused on establishing the birthplace and life in Mexico City of the young 

saint.   

 In the earliest published materials, particularly sermons, writers began to expand 

Mexico City’s role in San Felipe’s life.  Their favorite device was an elegy of his mother.  

Nearly every author mentioned Doña Antonia; the unusual and perhaps unique situation 
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where she lived to see her son beatified proved too attractive to leave out of the story.  

San Felipe’s mother offered a symbol with rich possibilities for Baroque scholars.  As 

San Felipe was a creole saint, Doña Antonia was a “Mexican matron” in the style of the 

Roman matrons, mothers of valiant soldiers fallen in battle.
26

  Using symbolism, 

preachers drew parallels between San Felipe’s biological mother and figurative mothers: 

Mexico City, the Church, Christ and the Virgin Mary.
27

  Miguel Sánchez poetically 

described how these three mothers mourned for their son.  San Felipe was stabbed three 

times by the lance: “one that caused his death, another for Mexico his mother, [another] 

for the mother of Christ.  As the wounds of the dead never heal, [Felipe] wanted to share 

the suffering of his mother.”
28

  San Felipe also cared for his mother.  In a 1652 sermon, 

Dr. Jacinto de la Cerna stated that the saint had been at the bedside of his mother when 

she passed away.
29

  Doña Antonia grounded the San Felipe narrative in local history, 

made him more Mexican and paid tribute to maternal values.   

 In less figurative terms, Doña Antonia validated Mexico City’s claim to San 

Felipe.  For years, clerics had searched in vain for San Felipe’s baptism in the parishes of 

the Mexico City center.
30

  Baptism records were the best available evidence to 

demonstrate birthplace and date.  Without this definitive document, there always existed 

the possibility that San Felipe had not, in fact, been born in Mexico City.  No other place 

claimed him, but cities as close as Puebla had lost favorite religious figures when 

baptismal records surfaced elsewhere.
31

  In the absence of San Felipe’s baptismal record, 

Doña Antonia’s will and testimony to the city council were the primary sources to 

document his birthplace.
32

  Antonia’s will even became one of the cherished relics of San 

Felipe kept in the Capuchin convent bearing his name.
33
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 Surprisingly, given that San Felipe’s primarily appeal was based in his creole 

identity, the lack of definitive evidence about his birth did not weaken his following.  

Instead, the doubt over his birthplace invited speculation and became part of his 

hagiography.  Some argued that he was born in Salamanca or even at sea.  One 

scandalous rumor held that he was an hijo expuesto, or an abandoned child, since scholars 

had found a baptism for a Felipe born to “God and the Virgin Mary.”
34

  Those favoring 

Mexico City as a birthplace argued that the baptism was not recorded properly or was lost 

in the series of floods that struck the capital.
35

  In the spirit of conjecture, residents (most 

notably an unidentified uncle of San Felipe) swore that they knew San Felipe’s birthplace 

and even witnessed his baptism.
36

  By tradition and force of argument the Mexico City 

cathedral remained the leading candidate for his baptism.  In the end, the actual place of 

birth and baptism was less important than the concern demonstrated over four hundred 

years to establish the saint’s authentic origins in Mexico City.  No aspect of his 

martyrdom in Japan inspired such a prolonged discussion.   

 By elaborating San Felipe’s life in Mexico City, proponents created new avenues 

for people draw personal connections to the saint.  The lack of consensus about a 

birthplace actually benefited the saint.
37

  In the early 1660s, the Oratorians of San Felipe 

Neri moved into one rumored site.
38

  As described above, the miracle of San Felipe’s 

painting convinced the priests that their chapel was the authentic birthplace and that they 

should venerate the creole saint.  The discovery came at a formative time for the 

Oratorians.  The order had formed only in 1658 and was still shaping its institutional 

culture.
39

  The integration of San Felipe into the annual celebrations highlighted the saint 

among an influential constituency.  While the Oratorians never numbered more than one 
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hundred and twenty, they included some of the leading creole secular priests in Mexico 

City including Miguel Sánchez and Antonio de Robles.
40

  Oratorians wrote many of the 

publications dedicated to the saint. As an Oratorian chronicler wrote, there was a “certain 

sacred correspondence between the two St. Felipes, Jesus and Neri.”
41

  In 1712, Oratorian 

Antonio Vidal de Figueroa published the first devotional dedicated to San Felipe bundled 

with a novena to San Felipe Neri.
42

  In this case, popular oral history about a saint’s life 

led to real-world changes in the cult itself.   

 Inhabitants of Mexico City also began to elaborate San Felipe’s life as a child and 

adolescent in their city.  Discalced Franciscan Baltasar de Medina collected these popular 

traditions in the early 1680s while compiling the first hagiography dedicated to San 

Felipe.
43

  As recorded by Medina, in the eighty years after his death, San Felipe, the 

Japanese martyr, had turned into San Felipe, the schoolboy, silversmith, soldier, merchant 

and priest.  Residents believed that he had entered the Sta. Barbara friary of Puebla.
44

  

After exiting the Discalced friary in Puebla, he served for a short time as an apprentice 

silversmith.
45

  Tradition had it that San Felipe then went to the Philippines as a soldier—a 

practice that was common among merchants of the time.
46

  People also supposed that San 

Felipe was a deacon primarily because a large painting of the Nagasaki martyrs in the 

cathedral labeled him as such.
47

  Clerics also believed that Juan de las Casas, one of San 

Felipe’s brothers, joined the Augustinians and was martyred in the Philippines.
48

  All of 

these assertions were either wrong or unverifiable.
49

  Nonetheless, they also represented 

the best efforts to place San Felipe within a meaningful local context.   

 Despite Medina’s codification of popular tradition, additions to San Felipe’s life 

in Mexico City continued.  By at least 1715, custom held that the saint had attended 
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grammar school.
50

  Later hagiographies specified the school as the respected Jesuit 

college of San Pedro y San Pablo and the teacher as the famed Pedro Gutierrez.
51

  One of 

the most familiar hagiographic elements, the miracle of the fig tree, did not develop until 

the later eighteenth century.  According to the story, after another day of mischievousness 

from Felipe, the family’s exasperated slave women exclaimed that sooner would an old 

desiccated fig tree bloom than the boy become a saint.
52

  To the amazement of all, on 

February 5, 1597 the tree flowered.  One of the most compelling elements of the cult of 

saints was to relate in a personal way to its devotees.  Overall, these changes to San 

Felipe’s story highlighted how Mexico City’s inhabitants molded his cult to fit to their 

concerns.  As with the miracle of San Felipe’s image with the Oratorians, changes in the 

saint’s story also drew in new devotees. 

 The new hagiographic elements implied equally new bonds with individuals and 

groups in Mexico City.  Preacher Alfonso Rio made the connection between hagiography 

and veneration explicit saying that San Felipe should be revered “by the Kingdoms of 

Spain because he was Spanish; by the Kingdoms of America because he was American; 

by Mexico because it was his patria; by clerics, by silversmiths, by merchants and by 

soldiers because he held all these offices in his inscrutable career as a youth, as one can 

see in his life.”
53

  With these personal connections, the devotion to the saint continued to 

expand beyond the city council, the Franciscans and the cathedral.  Of all the 

hagiographic hooks, the one that yielded the most direct benefits to the cult of San Felipe 

was the saint’s short stint as a silversmith.  At least by 1683, the silversmith guild 

adopted San Felipe as patron saint.
54

  The support of this prestigious and deep-pocketed 
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guild meant money for San Felipe’s procession and publications.  San Felipe’s silver 

connection also paid off in the only religious building in Mexico City named after him.  

 The Franciscan Capuchin convent of San Felipe came into existence thanks to a 

wealthy silver merchant and his wife.  Simón de Haro and his wife Isabel, both residents 

of Mexico City, donated 160,000 pesos to refurbish the church of La Concepción and 

build a new convent for Franciscan Capuchin nuns.  The renovations of the church were 

completed in 1655.
55

  Simon died shortly later, but Isabel continued the couple’s legacy 

of patronage.  In her will, she apportioned enough funds to finish construction of the 

convent with the provision that it be named after San Felipe.
56

  She did not specify why 

she chose the Mexican saint, but silver was the strongest connection between the two.  

The need to recognize Mexico City’s religious history was not her first concern given that 

the founders, a group of six Capuchin nuns, were not residents of the viceregal capital or 

even New Spain; they were imported from Toledo, Spain in 1665.
57

   

 The Capuchin convent boosted San Felipe’s visibility and served a center for his 

devotion.  Serving as titular saint was an unusual honor.  Most of the major religious 

buildings were named for avocations of the Virgin Mary.
58

  The convent contributed most 

to San Felipe’s popularity in 1673 when the building was dedicated.  In June of that year, 

the Mexico City community held processions, masses and a poetry contest to praise the 

saint and welcome a new religious group into the capital.
59

  A passerby looking at the 

convent saw a statue of San Felipe standing over the principle entrance.  The saint also 

merited a place of honor in the high altar among the most revered holy figures in 

Catholicism like the Virgin of the Conception and St. Joseph.
60

  In addition, the 

Capuchins gathered the physical remains of San Felipe, particularly an affidavit signed 
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by San Felipe, a small bone donated in 1740 and the will of Doña Antonia.
61

  These relics 

indicate that residents of Mexico City never forgot that divine grace constituted an 

integral element of San Felipe’s hagiography.  As time went on, it was this element of 

supernatural power that increasingly determined the success or failure of the cult in the 

larger devotional culture of Mexico City.  In the short term, however, San Felipe 

connected devotees.  In 1683, the Capuchins asked the Oratorians to serve as their 

spiritual guides and confessors.  To seal this “spiritual union” Oratorians agreed to attend 

the mass to San Felipe and elect one among them to give the sermon.
62

   

 In decades before the 1690s, developments in San Felipe’s hagiography reflected 

the public’s desire to connect personally with this hometown saint.  Residents of Mexico 

City elaborated his life in their city rather than his exploits in Japan.  As a result, he 

became more than a Franciscan, a martyr and Mexico City native.  The cult attracted new 

devotees like the Oratorians, silversmiths and Capuchin nuns.  While the reputation of 

San Felipe as a Mexican expanded, it waned as a saint.  San Felipe’s cult starting in the 

late seventeenth century became increasingly irrelevant and therefore abandoned.   

 

San Felipe’s cult in mid-colonial doldrums, the inadequacy of identity. 

 Despite a story that drew strength from Mexico City history, several prominent 

places in the capital’s religious geography, a prominent procession and organized 

proponents, the cult of San Felipe went into an extended period of decline from the 

1690s.  Strong proponents became weak ones, high officials skipped his procession and 

publications slowed.  Since Mexican historiography asserts that the period from the 

1690s to the 1740s saw rising creole self-awareness, San Felipe’s fall demands an 
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explanation.  This section argues that San Felipe did not lose his special connection to 

Mexico City, which implies that creole patriotism was not the cultural force ascribed to it 

by historiography.  Although the cult of saints did capture fractious concerns of the 

faithful like civic pride, the ultimate attraction was divine grace exercised through 

miraculous power.   

 From the late seventeenth century, the cult of San Felipe slowly faded toward 

obscurity.  In 1697, most shockingly, there was no commemoration of the hundred-year 

anniversary of San Felipe’s martyrdom.  In 1704, the Franciscans and the Discalced 

Franciscans both declined to host his feast day and the event moved to the friary of St. 

Augustine.
63

  A quarrel between the two orders and the city council provoked the break 

and allegiance to San Felipe was unable to surmount mutual antagonism.  After this, the 

city council raised their financial contribution for San Felipe’s feast, as well as that for 

Corpus Christi, San Hipólito and San Gregorio, but then decided San Felipe’ celebration 

was not important enough to justify the extra expenditure.
64

  By 1721, few dignitaries 

attended the saint day function in his honor.
65

  People eventually forgot that San Felipe 

served as the titular saint for the Capuchin convent, most residents simply called the 

complex “Capuchinas.”
66

  Other saintly causes like those for Gregorio López, and Fr. 

Antonio Margil attracted more attention.
67

  Even in Mexico City, donations to San 

Felipe’s canonization cause lagged compared to those of Juan de Palafox y Mendoza, the 

favorite holy figure of rival city Puebla.
68

  There was no special tribute of the hundred-

year anniversary of San Felipe’s beatification.  In 1728, the preacher at San Felipe’s feast 

in St. Augustine used the occasion to ask not for the canonization of San Felipe, but for 

the beatification of Fr. Bartolomé Gutiérrez, another Mexican martyr in Japan.
69

  A year 
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later, the city council displaced San Felipe’s feast to celebrate the canonization of San 

Juan de la Cruz.
70

  Mexico City, it appears, had abandoned its native son, but evidence 

demonstrates that it was not because San Felipe lost his creole aspects. 

 At several points from 1690 to 1740, preachers tried in vain to revive the ailing 

devotion.  A favorite rhetorical tool was to promote San Felipe by appealing to creole 

patriotism.  In the sermon in 1707, preacher Joseph Torres de Pezillin appealed to 

municipal pride calling him “a St. Philip, Creole, that God put among the Saints…for his 

nation to acclaim.”
71

  In 1712, Antonio Vidal Figueroa wrote to inspire devotion to San 

Felipe because the saint was from his own patria of Mexico City.
72

  In 1715, Preacher 

Alfonso del Río placed the seal of Mexico City on his sermon of San Felipe.
73

 

Throughout the period, the Franciscans still processed the image of San Felipe on the 

cross, which sat on the cactus, eagle and snake symbol for Mexico City.
74

  In sum, San 

Felipe’s cult struggled without losing any aspect of his creole identity.   

 The appeal to the civic pride of Mexico City’s residents failed to ignite a 

sustained interest in San Felipe.  In 1715, presbyter of the cathedral Pedro Matías Rivera 

initiated a canonization drive, but within a month the chapter invested the proceeds in a 

house.
75

  The Franciscans concentrated on other saintly causes.
76

  Interest surged again in 

the early 1730s, but faltered when the cathedral chapter refused to release canonization 

funds from its invested endowment.
77

  Overall, no institution or individual strongly 

promoted the cause of San Felipe.  There were no petitions for liturgical or devotional 

privileges, no formal requests for a diocesan canonization process and no lay group 

volunteering to embellish the procession.  Publications, however, did continue.  A new 

sermon marked each momentary surge in his cult.
78

  These works, however, did not mark 
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an upswing in the devotion, but rather a moment of collective guilt.  Preacher Alfonso 

Mariano del Río browbeat his audience, “there is treasure for the [beatification] causes of 

the [Juan de] Sahunes, the [María de Jesús de] Agredas, the Gregorios [López], [Juan de] 

las Cruzes, and all the Saints of Castile, and for the Canonization of the Creole, not only 

does it lack treasure, but also diligence…even desire.”
79

  Apathy snuffed out the 

revitalization of San Felipe’s cult.   

 In the mid-colonial period, what motivated desire, veneration and giving was not 

the creole origin of saints, but rather their ability to perform miracles.  A 1712 devotional 

lamented, “instead of acclaiming [San Felipe’s] virtues, or referring to his spiritual 

accomplishments, and disseminating his saintly prodigies, we have been very 

lukewarm”
80

  As far as miracles to trumpet, however, Vidal Figueroa could only cite one, 

the painting at the Oratorian’s altar.  The few exceptions in the general trend of obscurity 

in San Felipe’s cult came when people could personally experience his supernatural 

wonders.
81

  Clerics of the Mexico City Cathedral filled San Felipe’s baptismal font with 

holy water, which the faithful “took home, for their spiritual wellbeing and cure for their 

ailments.”
82

  They also had one large bone and a smaller bone, which priests presented to 

the faithful to kiss each February 5.
83

  In these cases, the primary means for San Felipe to 

conduct divine supernatural power was through his relics.
84

 

 San Felipe’s miraculous power, rather than his identity inspired perhaps the 

strongest popular cult to him in Mexico City outside of the cathedral.  The public 

veneration in the Franciscan College of San Buenaventura in Santiago Tlatelolco started 

as a private devotion to one of his relics.
85

  From at least the late seventeen century, the 

Losa and Chacon family sponsored a sung mass to San Felipe in honor of the small bone 
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the family had obtained.
86

  As the public following increased, the family offered to lend 

the relic to the clerics for San Felipe’s feast.
87

  The friars featured this relic and a small 

cross made from the wood of San Felipe’s cross in the February 5 procession.
88

  The 

highlight for the parishioners was the opportunity to kiss the bone as they knelt by the 

high altar.
89

  Starting in 1738, the guardian of Santiago Tlatelolco took the relic, arguing 

that it would have more devotional following and be better maintained in the friars’ care.  

In 1739, the inheritors could do no more than kiss it and only then by waiting in the crush 

of people.  By 1740, the relic was not in the church, but in a private house.  The family 

understood that the clerics had sent it to various houses to cure the sick.  To their horror, 

they found that the relic was only a fourth of its original size.  Determined to preserve 

their patrimony, the family removed the bone from Santiago Tlatelolco and donated it to 

the Capuchins.
90

  Interring the relic in the convent effectively ended the devotion as no 

further record of it appears in the written record.   

 Over the period from 1690 to 1740, San Felipe lost followers even though the 

public continued to consider the saint a Mexico City native.  Creole patriotism alone did 

not determine the success or failure of a religious figure.  Where San Felipe offered the 

possibility of miracles, his cult prospered.  It is less clear; however, if his decline 

reflected a more generalized decline in saintly cults or whether other saints jostled him 

aside.  Given the larger arguments of this study, the possibility of such apathy toward 

Catholic devotion has implications for the nature of Spanish imperialism during this 

period.  This work has argued that saints formed an intimate connection between believer 

and power, reinforced monarchical and papal patronage and dissipated potentially 

fractious identity issues.  An examination of the larger devotional culture of Mexico City 
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from 1680s to 1740s will put the changes in the cult of San Felipe into context to 

characterize the continued vitality of pious imperialism.   

 

Saintly competition; Mexico City’s devotional culture 1680-1740.   

 The transformations in the individual cult to San Felipe reflected the constant 

change in Mexico City’s larger devotional culture over the period from 1680-1740.  

Evidence suggests that, like earlier in the seventeenth century, attributes of saints shifted 

in accordance with high-profile miracles.  As devotees abandoned cults like that to San 

Felipe, they adopted other saints.  This section shows, then, that the mechanics of the cult 

of saints did not change from 1680 to 1740.  Neither did veneration of holy figures 

decline on the whole.  Rather, the major changes appeared in the objects of devotion.  

Some new foreign saints began to make inroads into the devotional culture of Mexico 

City and significant local cults, especially that to the Virgin of Guadalupe began to play a 

more prominent role in public religion.  The notoriety of these saints indicates that the 

imperialistic content of Spanish Catholicism weakened during this period.   

 Over the seventeenth century, Spanish pious imperialism had promoted the 

beatification and canonization of the Nagasaki martyrs and other native sons and 

daughters.  The constant stream of newly-named Spanish saints confirmed God’s favor 

for the Spanish Empire and reinforced the cherished notion that the Spanish monarchs 

and subjects were Christianity’s best Catholics.  From 1600 to 1690, popes had 

distinguished an average of four saints from the Spanish Empire every decade.
91

  As 

Spanish economic, military and political power in Europe waned, so did the number of 

new holy figures.  For thirty five years after 1690, no Spanish candidate was beatified or 
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canonized.
92

  Given the central role of saints and religious ceremony in Spanish 

imperialism, the long hiatus invites several questions: did the Spanish monarch revise his 

role in religion, did subjects begin to question Spain’s privileged place in the divine order 

of things and did subjects abandon Spanish saints?  Evidence shows that although the 

changes were very slow, Mexico City’s devotional culture began to shift away from 

Spain.   

 Over the period from the 1680s to the 1740s, Mexico City continued to integrate 

the king into Catholic ritual and take devotional cues from royal decrees.  The established 

pattern of a monarch-led Spanish Catholicism survived the ascension of Frenchman 

Philip V to the Spanish throne.  The viceregal capital celebrated his coronation with 

masses and public demonstrations.
93

  For his part, Philip V largely conformed to the role 

of vicar of the Catholic Church in the mold of the Spanish Hapsburgs.  He ordered a 

celebration dedicated to the Blessed Sacrament in thanks for a military victory in 1711.
94

  

As in the seventeenth century, Mexico City remained relatively impervious to efforts by 

popes to promote their favorite devotional saints.
95

  The imperial will to manage the local 

devotional cultures remained constant from the seventeenth century, as did Mexico City’s 

attentiveness to the pious wishes of the king.  Ultimately, the explanation for the absence 

of new Spanish saints might be that the monarch lacked financial and political leverage to 

demand attention from papal bureaucrats.   

 The city, though, missed the occasion to commemorate Spain’s place in the divine 

order.  One Spanish saint named in 1690 was St. John of God, a sixteenth-century 

founder of the Brothers Hospitallers.  Mexico City celebrated his canonization only 

tepidly even though Charles II declared his feast a feast of the Spanish court.
96

  Nine 
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years after his canonization, St. John of God became titular saint for a church, a convent 

and a hospital complex in Texcoco.
97

  After another nine years with no new Spanish 

saint, the viceregal capital threw a grand party to St. John with no apparent cause other 

than to revive a tradition of greeting new Spanish saints.  In 1700, the community staged 

processions, comedies and bullfights over three months.
98

  Mexico City did not publicly 

commemorate another new saint until St. John of the Cross in 1729, whose celebration 

was decidedly more modest than that of St. John of God.
99

  Several others like Toribio of 

Lima, Francis Solano and John del Prado were not commemorated at all.
100

  Rather than a 

return to the grand occasions of the seventeenth century, St. John of the Cross’ 

canonization symbolized a break with earlier traditions of public celebrations. 

 In Mexico City, the long period without a new Spanish saint did not cause an 

immediate crisis of questioning the moral and religious predominance of Spanish holy 

figures.  As a continuation of the pattern from the seventeenth century, Mexico City held 

no public celebrations dedicated to a new foreign saint from 1690 to the late 1720s.  

Although the evidence is too tenuous to suggest a trend, in some instances Mexico City 

began to shift away from Spanish saints first to older universal Christian saints and than 

to contemporary foreign saints.  St. Gertrude of Helfta became more prominent and the 

cathedral chapter briefly revived the feast to St. Primitivus Martyr and St. Hilaria.
 101

      

From 1699 to 1729, Mexico City adopted St. Bernard, San Antonio Abad and St. Joseph 

as patron saints.
102

  By the late 1720s, St. Louis Gonzaga and St. John Nepomucene 

began to make inroads into the Mexico City devotional culture.
103

  The presence of non-

Spanish holy figures suggests that the imperial content of Spanish Catholicism expressed 

in the cult of saints had passed the high-water mark by the 1720s.   
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 On the whole, Mexico City’s inhabitants continued to prefer Spanish and 

traditionally-Spanish celestial advocates to universal Catholic saints.  Seventeenth-

century favorites like St. Joseph, St. Joachim and St. Teresa de Ávila remained popular 

objects of veneration.  In 1702, the church of St. Gregory unveiled a chapel of St. Joseph 

and his feast day continued to be an important date in the liturgical year.
104

  In 1703, the 

Carmelites dedicated a new church to St. Joachim.
105

  St. Teresa continued to outshine 

other saints in terms of attracting large amounts of patronage.  The Carmelite nuns 

dedicated a new church in 1684, began extending its convent in 1699 and rebuilt the 

church again in 1701.
106

  In 1702, the new vicereina’s first official act was to hear mass at 

Sta. Teresa.
107

  The personal appeal of saints like these kept Spanish devotions current 

among Mexico City residents and the message of superior Spanish piety circulating in the 

colonies. 

 With few new Spanish saints and compelling foreign saints, residents of Mexico 

City focused devotional energies on existing cults.  The Virgin of Guadalupe came to 

play a larger role in Mexico City’s public religion as part on an ongoing process of 

experimentation with miraculous intercessors.  Mexican historiography has equated the 

growing visibility of Guadalupe with a similar rise in creole consciousness.
108

  The 

Virgin’s miraculous rescue of Mexico City in 1737, then, constituted an exclamation of 

creole identity.
109

  However, too often, studies of Guadalupe have shown her in isolation, 

and thus have tended to overestimate her importance and misjudge the reasons for her 

popularity.
110

  A closer examination will show that creole identity concerns played only a 

minor role in her increasing prominence.  Much more important were larger shifts in the 

devotional culture (particularly in the attributes of Remedios), her own supernatural 
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reputation and a lack of new miraculous Spanish saints.  Rather than a symbol of 

ascendant local tradition, which expressed an autonomous creole identity, the Virgin of 

Guadalupe represented the ongoing functioning of pious imperialism, which channeled 

municipal concerns to strengthen the Spanish Empire and Catholic Church.   

 The pride of place granted to Guadalupe should rightly be that of Remedios.  In 

Mexican historiography, Guadalupe has been the noble saint representing creoles while 

Remedios is her evil foil representing the Spanish.
111

  But for most of New Spain’s 

colonial history, this was not the case.  Until the early 1730s, it was a rare occasion when 

the city council even mentioned Guadalupe.
112

  Whenever danger or disaster threatened 

the capital, the city called first upon the Virgin of Remedios.
113

  This changed in the 

1690s and again in the 1720s when the avocation of Remedios narrowed.  The city 

missed a generalist patron and so councilmen experimented with other celestial 

intercessors including St. Bernard, San Antonio Abad, St. Joseph, the Virgin of Loreto 

and finally the Virgin of Guadalupe.
114

 

 In the decades before the 1690s, Mexico City’s leadership made Remedios their 

saint of choice to alleviate divine punishments in the form of enemies, floods, drought, 

heat and disease.
115

  Similarly in the 1690s, secular and religious rulers appealed to her 

intercession to quell God’s judgment sent in the form of the Mexico City riot of 1692.
116

  

On June 6, 1692, a mob of people burned and looted shops, the city hall and the viceregal 

palace.  A shortage of corn and wheat blight fueled their discontent.
117

  As soldiers and 

militia battled the crowd, clerics appealed to God and the piety of the crowd to calm the 

riot.  After the riot, government officials increased the police presence, ordered repairs, 

arrested some leading figures and studied the shortage of corn.  In assessing the causes, 
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clerics believed that God punished Mexico City for its sins and had taken as his 

instruments “some pitiful Indians, unclothed, unaware and disarmed.”
118

  The town 

council and cathedral leaders decided to make the Virgin of Remedios a focal point for 

public atonement and reinforcing Indian fidelity.
119

  On June 14, 1692, the cathedral held 

a novena to the Virgin for city dignitaries.
120

  On August 10, the Indians marched in 

procession with the image of Remedios with their standards, arches and flowers.
121

  The 

next month, the cathedral began a novena to her to ward off the plague then just hitting 

Puebla.
122

 

 For a short time, Mexico City began to depend exclusively on the divine 

intercession offered by the Virgin of Remedios.  In 1693, the city council suspended its 

donations for its patron saints altogether.
123

  Although councilmen cited a shortage of 

funds to explain the measure, they sponsored public functions to Remedios on two 

separate occasions.
124

  Perhaps the culminating moment of this Virgin’s miraculous 

power came in 1696 when a French naval force threatened the Caribbean including the 

coast of New Spain.  Fearing the worst, Mexico City’s city council invoked Remedios’ 

intercession.  They sponsored clerics to bring her image into Mexico City, to perform a 

novena and to process the Virgin through the streets.
125

  To general amazement, Mexico 

City later heard that the very day they brought Remedios into Mexico City, the enemy 

French abandoned Havana harbor.
126

  With the power of the Virgin over naval affairs so 

clearly demonstrated in this miracle, the devotion to the cult in the first two decades of 

the seventeenth century sharply changed course.   

 Once a generalist patron dedicated to the welfare of Mexico City, the Virgin of 

Remedios now became a specialist dedicated to Spain.  The viceroy and merchants 
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invoked her assistance for the Atlantic merchant fleet, the Spanish navy and for the health 

of the king.
127

  In September 1700, the Mexico City council received notice that the king 

had commanded that there be an annual feast for Remedios in recognition and thanks for 

liberating the fleet of the Count of Galve from the enemy.
128

  Although the city council 

had served as the official patron of Remedios since the sixteenth century, this order 

officially placed the Virgin on a par with the municipality’s patron saints.
129

  City council 

members voted to donate one hundred pesos, their standard level of support for patron 

saints, to the annual feast on September 1.  However, the abundance of miraculous power 

created a problem for the city council.  The men were less upset by the Virgin’s 

reorientation toward Spain, than by her overspecialization.  Their actions after this high-

profile miracle demonstrated a growing uneasiness that the Virgin’s efficacy in shipping 

and imperial matters meant that she did not protect the general affairs of Mexico City as 

completely as before.  

 City leaders felt that the narrowed avocation of the Virgin Remedios left a void in 

the saintly defenses of Mexico City and so searched for replacements.  In response to a 

plague in December 1696, the religious community substituted the Christ on the Column 

from the Santa Catarina Mártir parish for Virgin of Remedios.  Clergymen processed the 

statue to the cathedral, placed in on the high altar, said a novena and rogative as they had 

previously done with the Virgin of Remedios.
130

  In a similar fashion, Mexico City 

recurred to the Santo Cristo of the St. Teresa parish church in January 1697 and May 

1701.
131

  Over the period, the city council also reinstated feasts to patron saints.
132

  In 

March 1699, the councilmen elected a new patron, St. Bernard, to protect Mexico City 

from the plague, which was formerly the specialty of Remedios.
133

  However, none of 
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these saints replaced the divine efficacy or ability to reassure of the Virgin of Remedios.  

The preference for the Virgin Mary had one basis in theology.  Contemporaries believed 

that the Virgin of Mary had more grace, and therefore more leverage with God than all 

the other angels and saints combined; no saint rivaled her when a parishioner needed a 

favor.
134

  Moreover, Mexico’s special veneration of the Virgin Mary matches the general 

trend in Catholicism since the twelfth century for cults of the mother of Christ to 

predominate.
135

   

 Mexico City gradually returned to the patronage of Remedios.  Faced with 

drought in May 1701, the city appealed to her after first performing a novena and 

rogative in the Cathedral and San Agustín monastery in May 1701.
136

  Again confronted 

with lack of rain in May 1702, the religious community held a novena in the Santo Cristo 

chapel of the Cathedral before sending for Remedios.
137

  In all between 1701 and 1719, 

Mexico City performed novenas to implore the Virgin’s help in nine occasions for a 

variety of problems.
138

  Traces of her specialization lingered on.  Mexico City’s greatest 

religious tool to confront problems was to bring Remedio’s image to the cathedral for a 

novena and procession.  City leaders reserved this response exclusively for imperial 

issues like Spanish wars, the king’s health and the safety of the Atlantic fleet.
139

   

 In the 1720s, the cult of Remedios again reoriented.  Thanks to personal conflicts 

between colonial authorities, the Virgin appeared to represent the viceroy and Spanish 

merchants more than other residents of Mexico City.  Viceroy Baltasar de Zúñiga y 

Guzmán began the troubles in 1717 by commanding that the image of Remedios be 

brought to Mexico City primarily to aid the deathly-sick former viceroy Fernando de 

Alencastre Noroña y Silva, Duke of Linares.
140

  While the image was in town, Zúñiga 
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ordered a novena for the Atlantic fleet and the general health of the public.
141

  The new 

viceroy annoyed the city council and eventually the chaplains at the Naucalpan sanctuary 

of Remedios by bringing the sacred image into Mexico City for personal use, for calling a 

novena without a pressing emergency and for keeping the image over a year.  The 

irritated chaplains asked the city council to intervene with the viceroy to return the 

Virgin’s image.
142

  Again in June 1720, the viceroy resisted sending the image of 

Remedios back until Spanish forces had retaken the Puerto de Galvez.
143

  Frustrated, the 

city council members sent a letter to Spain requesting that the king restrict the entrances 

of the Virgin to extreme need and limit her stay to the duration of a novena.
144

  Zúñiga, 

however, intercepted the message before it left Mexico City and questioned city council’s 

religious dedication and loyalty.  The council members bristled at their secret discussions 

being revealed.
145

  The ascension of a new viceroy, Juan de Acuña, Marquis of 

Casafuerte failed to resolve disagreements over the image.  In 1723, the next time 

Remedios was brought, Acuña waited seven months to send the image back.
146

  

 The viceroys’ provocations were some of the many ceremonial disputes that 

highlighted a time of conflict among secular and religious authorities.  City councilmen 

argued among themselves, corporations refused to attend functions and officials clamored 

for the government to redress insults to their honor.
147

  The cult of Remedios, likewise, 

became politicized to the point that in 1726, Mexico City rebelled against bringing her 

image to assist the Atlantic fleet.
148

  The council approved sending for Remedios, but 

only on the condition the visit last only the duration of the novena.
149

  Viceroy Acuña 

approved the restrictions, but the city council and the other corporations that traditionally 

sponsored a day of the novena refused to provide any funds.
150

  The council members 
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told the Atlantic fleet merchants that if they wanted the image, they would have to pay 

for the celebration.  Even when the merchants agreed, none of the confraternities or the 

religious corporations wanted to receive the image.
151

  Since Remedios seemed to benefit 

merchants, the city council balked at spending the public’s money on celebrations for one 

favored group.  Perhaps in retribution, the viceroy attributed the 1727 safe arrival of the 

fleet to the miraculous intervention of Remedios and ordered a public procession and 

celebration.
152

  In 1728, the next time the city council heard a proposal to bring Remedios 

to mark the happy arrival of the Atlantic fleet, councilmen outright rejected it, not even 

allowing a novena in her sanctuary.
153

  Even if the city council had not soured on 

Remedios, they were still opposed to her narrowing avocation and the merchant interests 

behind the change.   

 As in the 1690s when the saintly avocations of the Virgin of Remedios were in 

flux, the city council in the 1720s searched the celestial host for other options.  In January 

1722, after a month of several fires in Mexico City, the city council decided to take San 

Antonio Abad as patron saint.
154

  When a measles epidemic raged through Mexico City 

in October 1727 filling hospitals and houses with sick people, the city council did not 

choose Remedios.  To determine which saint wanted to intercede, the aldermen followed 

a medieval precedent of casting lots, a highly-unusual move.
155

  San Nicolas Tolentino 

fell out of the lottery and the city council paid for a novena to him.  In March 1729, the 

city council elected to take St. Joseph as patron saint of earthquakes.
156

  The cathedral 

chapter failed to ratify their decision and so the councilmen decided just to sponsor a 

special prayer to him in the church of San Francisco.
157
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 As in the 1690s, saints were not a perfect substitute for the general intercessional 

powers of the Virgin Mary.  A return to Remedios seemed unpromising given that 

Merchants continued to consider her a special advocate for Atlantic shipping.  To solicit 

her celestial intervention on behalf of the Spanish merchant marine, the city held novenas 

in her honor in 1730, 1731, 1733 and 1734.
158

  The council therefore began to experiment 

with other Virgins.  Thanks to the two-hundred year anniversary of the apparition of the 

Virgin of Guadalupe in 1731, her cult was highly visible during this time of transition.
159

  

The following year, the city reaffirmed its commitment to defending the mystery of the 

Conception of Our Lady.
160

   

However, the heir apparent to Remedios seemed to be not the Virgin of 

Guadalupe, but the Virgin of Loreto.  For several years, the city council had attended the 

feast of Loreto in the church of San Gregorio.
161

  In 1734 when a councilman suggested a 

novena to Guadalupe for the disease in the city and proposed an annual feast, the council 

tabled the discussion.
162

  Later that year, the city council chose the Loreto for a novena to 

intercede to alleviate disease and drought that threatened Mexico City.
163

  While 

councilmen seemed to prefer Loreto, all three Virgins merited institutional attention.  

Over a short period, the city council approved an application to build a chapel to Loreto 

and ceded building sites for Guadalupe and Remedios.
164

   

 A 1736 typhoid fever epidemic put the three virgins to the test.  The city council 

first turned to the Virgin of Loreto.
165

  When Loreto failed to stop the sickness and death, 

the council appealed for the intercession of the Virgin of Remedios and brought her 

image into the city.
166

  Two weeks later, as the plague raged on, the council finally 

decided to implore the intercession of the Virgin of Guadalupe.
167

  Almost immediately, 
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the plague abated and Mexico City attributed its miraculous salvation to Guadalupe.  

Very shortly later, a grateful council approved an annual feast in her honor.
168

  As 

interpreted by Guadalupan historiography, it was a crowning moment that sealed the 

Virgin’s ascent into the hearts of Mexicans.   

 But rather than whole-heartedly embracing their new patron saint, Mexico City 

returned to the patronage of Remedios.  Even the Virgin of Loreto was occasionally 

used.
169

  After the 1737 plague, Mexico City kept the image of Remedios in the cathedral 

until the Atlantic fleet arrived the next year in 1738.
170

  During the next decade, the city 

reverted to imploring Remedios for rain and sickness performing novenas in her 

sanctuary in 1739 and bringing her image to Mexico City in 1741.
171

  While the image 

was in town, the viceroy asked that the cathedral perform a novena to Remedios for the 

health of the king, for success at war and a safe Atlantic fleet.
172

  Nor did the process of 

devotion change suddenly reorient toward Guadalupe.  In 1741, the city council agreed to 

attend the Bethlemites’ celebration of the Holy Innocents.
173

  On the whole, the evidence 

suggests that contemporaries saw the 1737 miracle of Guadalupe less as a definitive 

moment of creole consciousness than as a normal experiment in Mexico City’s 

devotional culture.  This explains why the drive to enshrine Guadalupe as patron of the 

Americas, which successfully culminated in 1746, came from Lorenzo Boturini, a foreign 

resident of Mexico City.
174

 

 There is only partial truth in the argument that creole identity led to the rise of 

Guadalupe, therefore her case does not disprove the continuing vitality of Spanish pious 

imperialism.  The greater emphasis in explaining the popularity of her cult should lie 

within the dynamics of the larger devotional culture of Mexico City.  Cults shifted in 
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accordance with developments in hagiography and miracles.  In two decades, Remedios 

began to reorient toward Spanish merchants.  While this element did not override her 

generalist avocations, it created a special connection upon which Spanish merchants 

would draw in the early nineteenth century.  Rather than a means to express identity, the 

primary concern of saintly devotees was a demand for miraculous power.  Without new 

and powerful divine intercessors from Spain, inhabitants of Mexico City were forced to 

search their past and experiment with previously moribund devotions.  The increasing 

prominence of Guadalupe was emblematic of a weakening imperial content in saintly 

cults.   

  

Conclusion 

 Creole patriotism contributed only partially to the prominence of nativist saint 

cults like those of San Felipe and the Virgin of Guadalupe.  Rather than choosing holy 

figures along identity lines, people primarily chose saints for their intercessional ability.  

Therefore, miracle-workers like Guadalupe serve as poor indicators of creole political 

will.  San Felipe with less thaumaturgic ability more accurately reflects the level of creole 

consciousness.  His cult demonstrates that the need for creoles to express their special 

qualities and aspirations fell during this period.  Rather than a slowly-building force 

leading to a crescendo during independence, creolism experienced highs and lows.  

Stated another way, saints did not serve as the rallying symbols in this period of relative 

benign imperial neglect.  Spanish pious imperialism continued to serve as a means for 

cities to express their local pride and accomplishments within a larger imperial 

framework.  One trend that weakened the pious imperialism was a lack of new Spanish 
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saints whose celebrations periodically reminded subjects of the Spanish empire of the 

superior religious qualifications of the Spanish and reinforced the providential view of 

their people.  However, the mid-colonial development of cults with local connections like 

those of San Felipe and Guadalupe established solid religious traditions in Mexico City.  

It was from these hagiographic elements that intellectuals would draw their inspiration 

and material when San Felipe’s creole credentials became once again attractive to the 

Mexican-born clerics and secular leaders. 

 While the status quo of public religion ruled in Mexico City, larger changes in the 

Spanish Empire served as indicators of things to come.  From the last years of the 

seventeenth century to the early 1720s, the city council was willing and insistent that the 

costs of important religious festivals be born by the public treasury.  Anything else was a 

“lack of urbanity.”
175

  The city council adopted San Bernardo without considering the 

cost.  When the city superintendent complained about the added expenses to the already 

strained budget, council members overrode his objections.
176

  Religious business was of 

primary importance.  In Spain, however, reformers were already reconsidering the 

traditional arrangement of public religion.  They were developing a new imperial 

ideology that would transition Spanish rule from a reliance on religious principles to one 

based on economic rationale.  When this reform threatened Mexico City’s public religion, 

some creole clergy found refuge for their social and religious traditions in municipal 

saints like San Felipe and the Virgin of Guadalupe.  San Felipe, once considered as a 

symbol for his city, became one again.   
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Chapter 7.  Bourbons and Breviaries: Spanish regalism versus San Felipe. 

 

 An early eighteenth-century preacher stated that “all the striving of the subjects, 

their adoration, their love, their all is God and King.  After this, is love to the Patria.”
1
  

For centuries, public religion and the cult of saints had helped connect these three central 

interests in a compatible and meaningful way for the residents of Mexico City.  In times 

of social stress or physical threat, inhabitants called upon their saints to protect them and 

to connect to a larger sense of purpose in the Spanish Empire.  These functions of the cult 

of saints were much needed in mid-1760s when Bourbon reforms disrupted social 

relations and established ties with power.  One of the more pernicious effects of the 

reforms was to denigrate the creoles’ abilities and contributions to the larger Spanish 

Empire.  As this chapter argues, some residents of Mexico City responded to institutional 

change by resuscitating the long-dormant devotion to San Felipe.  Drawing upon 

centuries of pious imperialism, they used the saint as an unimpeachable platform to 

defend local traditions and reinsert local peoples into the Spanish Empire.  Bourbon 

reforms, however, attacked public religion, thus limiting the mediating function of the 

cult of saints.  The cult of San Felipe from 1760s-1780s highlighted an important aspect 

of the battle to reform society.  The reforms also had larger implications for the nature of 

imperialism in an empire united by Catholicism and by a Catholic king.   

 As a result of Bourbon reforms, pious imperialism came under direct assault in 

the eighteenth century.  For the first time in the history of the Spanish Empire, royal 

attention on the Catholic Church fell behind military, political and economic 

considerations.  At their outset, new laws and regulations intended to revitalize the power 
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of the Spanish monarch by boosting tax revenue, which might then be spent on the 

military.  This central preoccupation implied another series of proposals to encourage 

trade, nurture businesses and revamp administrative effectiveness.  Two side effects of 

these last reforms have special relevance to this study because they affected both creoles 

and public religion.  Since creoles seemed to embody the entrenched problem of corrupt 

and inefficient administration, royal officials worked to remove them from positions of 

power.  By disproportionately targeting creoles, reformers created a common cause for 

the locally born.  Enlightened reformers also attacked the multitude of religious feasts 

that seemed to crowd out productive work days and drain off precious capital.  Liturgical 

reform constituted an integral part of the larger reform to create a society dominated by 

royal authority and economic self-interest.   

 United by a common cause of Bourbon discrimination, creoles revived the 

moribund cult of San Felipe from the 1760s to the 1790s.  Guilds volunteered to 

participate in San Felipe’s procession, new publications proclaimed the glories of Mexico 

City’s saint and the city’s leaders lobbied for new liturgical privileges.  By promoting 

San Felipe, residents of Mexico City drew upon their understanding of saints, religion 

and empire to express their pride and to assert their inherent capacity for extraordinary 

achievements.  This resurgence tested the resolve of both officials implementing the 

Bourbon vision for a new society and subjects intent on promoting a beloved saint.  The 

larger question for the crown and its subjects was how an empire founded on and united 

by Spanish Catholicism would fare when religion was no longer the central focus.   

 

Roots of liturgical reform, 1720-40. 
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 Religious reform in the Spanish Empire began in the 1720s not as a state-led 

program, but rather as an initiative from within the Catholic Church.  French clerics 

began the movement in the late seventeenth century as a means to clear Spanish saints 

from their liturgy.  Liturgical reform spread to Rome and then to Spain.  Years before 

Antonio de Ulloa and Jorge Juan delivered their damning report, Noticias secretas, 

decrying the loose morals of the church in Spanish America, Benedict XIII sent a bull 

urging the king and Spanish bishops to educate the clergy, enforce residency 

requirements and erect new parishes.
2
  Rather than an Enlightenment innovation, 

Benedict’s prescription looked expressly backwards to the Council of Trent’s principle 

recommendations.
3
  His bull, though, also anticipated the agenda of reform for the 

Spanish Empire in the eighteenth century in attention to doctrine and better morality.  

Unlike in the rest of Europe, Spanish religious reform was closely associated with the 

larger program to refurbish imperial power.   

 Europe was the theater for the first sweeping changes in religion and liturgy.  

Since the Counterreformation’s reform of the breviary, the ecclesiastical calendar had lost 

both its uniformity and its focus on the temporale (Proper of Time) as new feasts 

crowded out ferial offices and cities acquired special devotional privileges.
4
  The number 

of double feasts with their obligation to rest from work had increased by ninety from the 

one hundred thirty-eight from Pius V breviary of 1568.
5
  The Spanish kings were 

principle culprits as they used the massive economic and political resources of their 

empire to obtain papal recognition of their saints.  With these liturgical distinctions, 

Spanish monarchs created a Spanish Catholicism in their territories.  If during the 
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seventeenth century newly beatified and canonized saints filled the calendar year, the 

reverse occurred during the eighteenth century.   

 The liturgical reform of the eighteenth century highlighted a shift in the balance 

of power in the Catholic Church away from the Spanish Empire.  Both France and Rome 

moved to strike Spanish saints from the sanctorale (Proper of Saints).  The centralized 

nature of the Congregation of Rites meant that canonization placed Spanish objects of 

veneration in every nation, even in its imperial rivals.  Encouraged by Jean-Baptiste 

Colbert, clerics influenced by Gallicanism purged Spanish saints from their liturgy and 

replaced them with French holy figures.
6
  The popularity of the 1736 Parisian breviary 

forced Benedict XIV to order a similar revision of the Roman Catholic breviary in the 

1740s.  Benedict, a papal lawyer who had risen through the ranks of the Congregation of 

Rites, convened a committee to study the matter in 1741.  During the seven years of its 

work, the scholarly Benedict became disenchanted with the reform-by-committee and 

never endorsed the final project.  Nonetheless, the episode highlighted a larger trend of 

reduced sanctorale obligations and an erosion of Spanish influence in liturgy over the 

eighteenth century.   

 The problems that faced the committee were familiar ones: historical inaccuracies 

and too many double feasts that crowded out ancient and notable saints.
7
  The committee 

proposed to remove many saints and reduce the liturgical importance of others.  Two 

types of saints were eliminated: the ancient (as historically unverifiable) and the 

seventeenth and early eighteenth century additions (which cluttered up purity).
8
  

Removing the most recently canonized saints disproportionately affected Spanish 

religious figures.  Among the Spanish saints marked for elimination were Raymond of 
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Peñafort, Vincent Ferrer, John de Sahagun, Louis Gonzaga, Raymond Nonnatus, Francis 

Borgia, John of the Cross, Peter Chrysologus and Diego.
9
  The committee also voted to 

remove the commemoration of the Spanish victory at Lepanto dedicated to the Rosary.
10

  

By returning to the liturgy to simpler form, reformers erased liturgical evidence of 

Spain’s golden century.    

 The Bourbon administration did not defend the saints that the Hapsburgs had 

proudly created with so much political and economic capital.  First, the Spanish Empire 

now lacked power in the Roman Curia to defend its saints.  Second, the Bourbons 

actively shifted royal policy away from saints and the liturgical kingship of the 

Hapsburgs.  Through the seventeenth century, popes in Rome regularly recognized about 

four Spanish saintly candidates a decade.  However, from 1691 to 1786, only five were 

either canonized or beatified; four in the 1720s and another in 1746.
11

  In addition, the 

Spanish Empire embarked on its own program of liturgical reform, which expunged 

saints from the public religion.  By the early 1790s the Spanish crown had reduced the 

feasts of precept by over half to seventeen and further limited the number of local feasts 

the royal administration attended.   

 Unlike the French and Roman initiatives that sought to rid the liturgy of historical 

inaccuracies and foreign saints, Spanish reform addressed the distressing problem of 

Spain’s economic, political and military decline.  Monarchs, reformist bishops and 

bureaucrats cleared the religious calendar of feasts of precept so that Spanish subjects 

would work.  A Spanish bishop stated that he had seen the devastating consequences of 

indolence in his native Galicia, saying that “the father is merchant, the son a gentleman 

and the grandson a beggar.”
12

  While the intention was to increase economic productivity, 
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eighteenth century reformers framed the issue in terms of charity to the poor.  They 

argued that the extensive feasts with their obligation to rest from work forced Spanish 

peasants who lived from their daily wages into a devil’s bargain of poverty or impiety.   

 Both spiritual and imperial renewal motivated Spanish bishop to draw up a new 

liturgical schedule.  A group of Spanish bishops in the 1727 Provincial Council of 

Tarragona reduced the feasts of precept from thirty-eight to only seventeen.
13

  King 

Philip V endorsed the revisions and sent them to Benedict XIII.  The pope approved the 

reduction.  His bull reiterated the core concern of the Spanish clerics that too many feasts 

created economic hardship.  However, the pope required that bishops apply directly to 

Rome for the dispensation.  Over fifteen years, twenty-five bishops in Spain requested 

the lightened ceremonial calendar.
14

  None of the Spanish American bishops applied.  

Unlike Spain, New Spain had completely recovered its population and was well into a 

period of economic prosperity.
15

  The pace of reforms in Spanish America was slow until 

the mid-eighteenth century when first Ferdinand VI, then Charles III and Charles IV 

appointed bishops to press for change.
16

  As a result, changes in public religion were less 

adopted than imposed from across the Atlantic. 

 Within Spain itself, Bourbon monarchs moved away from the liturgical rule 

symbolized by Spanish saints in the liturgy and celebrated in public religion.  For the first 

time since the Council of Trent, the Spanish Empire reduced its commitment to 

Catholicism.  In doing so, the Bourbon administration ended the understanding that the 

greatness of its empire depended on a continual aggrandizement of the Catholic Church 

in the number of saints, buildings, devotions and processions.  The retrenchment from the 

cult of saints did not threaten the purely private devotions and the ability of saints to 
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connect people with the institutional church.  It affected the state’s close association with 

the cult of saints and the similar attributes the saints lent it.  What began in the imperial 

center soon spread to the bishoprics and municipalities of Spanish Empire in the 

Americas.  New laws interrupted the established pattern of public religion at a time when 

other reforms would roil colonial society.   

 

Reform of public religion, feasts of precept and patron saints.  

 From the 1740s to the mid-1760s, process of imperial renovation well under way 

in Europe had barely touched Spanish America.  The pace of reforms quickened in the 

mid 1760s.  The next two decades were an intense period of rapid changes in a 

surprisingly wide swath of colonial life: military, militia, economic policy, corporate 

privilege, local and regional government and the institutional Catholic Church.  Within 

this swell of new laws and ideas, this section will focus particularly on the dislocation of 

creoles and the reform of public religion.  Convinced that the American-born embodied 

the problem of corruption and ineptitude, reformers limited creoles’ participation in 

government.  Part of the creoles’ response was to find recourse in devotional culture, 

particularly by reviving the cult of San Felipe.  The time-honored tradition of pious 

imperialism had formed the bedrock of Hapsburg rule by allowing creoles to inscribe 

themselves in the larger empire.  However, Bourbon reforms simultaneously interrupted 

the normal course of public religion in Mexico City in three ways.  First, new regulations 

eroded the institutional capacity and scope of the main pillars of Baroque public religion: 

religious orders, city council and guilds.  Second, liturgical revisions reduced the number 

of celebrations in the public religion particularly the cult of patron saints, public health 
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novenas and feast days.  Third, a new religious ethos discouraged the extravagance of 

Baroque religion in favor of a private and solemn occasion.  Thus, reforms threatened to 

eviscerate the soft power of the Hapsburg system of liturgical rule when creoles most 

needed the mediating power of saints.  

 From the 1740s to early 1760s, the secular and religious officials of Mexico City 

conducted their religious affairs as they had in the previous two centuries.  The city 

council continued to pay for novenas to Remedios, the Virgin of Guadalupe and St. 

Joseph for natural disasters, military successes and arrival of ships.  Celebrations for the 

patron saints continued without interruption.  As late as 1749, Mexico City took a new 

patron saint, St. Michael, to safeguard the metropolis against “irregularities of the 

weather.”
17

  In 1750, Viceroy Juan Francisco de Güemes y Horcasitas added a new 

religious feast to St. Ferdinand to the list of official holidays.
18

  Mexico City acclaimed 

the Virgin of Guadalupe universal patron in 1746, a selection confirmed by Benedict XIV 

in 1754.  Even the new king Charles respected the time-honored tradition of commanding 

his kingdoms to venerate his special saintly avocation sending a royal decree to celebrate 

Our Lady of the Conception in 1762.
19

  Shortly later, Viceroy Joaquín de Montserrat 

ordered a novena to the Virgins of Guadalupe and Remedios to give thanks for the 

successes of the Spanish military.
20

  He required that all the branches of the colonial 

government attend.  Also in 1762, the city council paid for a novena to Guadalupe and 

the Virgin of Loreto for an outbreak of the infectious disease matlazagua.
21

   

 The arrival of three key colonial officials signaled an abrupt end to the status quo.  

Over their time in Mexico City, Visitor José de Galvez, viceroy Marquis de Croix and 

Archbishop Francisco Lorenzana left few areas of the government, military, economy 
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and religion untouched.  Overall, the Bourbon administration sought to revitalize the 

power of the Spanish monarchy primarily through improved fiscal revenue.
22

  All other 

reforms, from administrative to religious, flowed from this central imperial 

preoccupation.  Kings, especially Charles III, boosted taxes, created state monopolies and 

strengthened fiscal administration.  Royal policy encouraged economic growth by 

mobilizing all the empire’s resources: mineral wealth, labor and capital.  Creating a better 

climate for trade and production included loosening corporate privileges, revitalizing 

local and regional governments, developing municipal infrastructure and streamlining the 

legal courts.   

 The Bourbon reforms may have been a revolution in government and economy, 

but their overall approach to the Catholic Church was fundamentally conservative.  The 

Bourbon state did not target the church as a source of fiscal income until the late 

eighteenth century, although from 1717 policy began to reallocate imperial resources 

away from religious ends.
23

  The most radical reconfiguration was the more determined 

assertion of regal privilege, itself an issue with a very long history.
24

  Reformers, inspired 

by primarily by Gallicanism, portrayed the issue at hand as the king curbing the influence 

of the pope, particularly in limitations on ecclesiastical immunity during the second half 

of the eighteenth century.
25

  This preoccupation reflected the peninsular origins of 

reforms since Rome’s influence in Spanish America had always been small.  In Spanish 

America, instead of taking power and authority from the pope, the king took it away from 

the clergy.   

 The early Bourbon reforms intended to extend royal control over the Church and 

to encourage clerical austerity.  The two corollaries were to attack corporate privilege and 
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to stamp out laxness.  One of the first issues was the removal of the regular orders from 

the parishes they had established in the sixteenth century.  The contentious issue of 

installing diocesan priests in all parishes was centuries old and the crown’s latest push 

came in 1749.
26

  Minister of the Indies Julián de Arriaga and Viceroys Marquis de 

Amarilla and Marquis de Cruillas sympathized with the regulars and delayed 

implementing the order.  Archbishop Lorenzana moved decisively to complete the 

process.  The Franciscans in Mexico City endured the loss of their parishes: Sta. Maria 

Redonda, San José and Santiago de Tlatelolco.
27

  With firm control of the parishes, 

Lorenzana was able to push through a plan to standardize fees and redraw parish lines in 

the Mexico City archbishopric.
28

  In a matter of years, parishioners lost their familiar 

spiritual fathers.  Regular orders like the Franciscans gave up their connection with the 

laity and the opportunity to promote their saintly devotions.  Lorenzana also bolstered the 

reformist elements among the regular orders to force renewed austerity in convents and 

friaries.  Lorenzana and Fuero proposed in 1768 to rededicate all regular orders to the 

principles of a common life without private cells.
29

  This measure hit Mexico City’s 

eleven unreformed convents particularly hard.  To make matters worse for the nuns, 

officials began to monitor visits and to expel servants and children who had not taken 

vows.  The Conceptionist convent of Jesús María protested vigorously for a decade.
30

  As 

a whole, reforms disrupted the religious culture of parishes and friaries that gave life to 

the Baroque religion.   

 The attack on corporate privileges also affected confraternities and guilds, pillars 

of traditional society and of public religion.  New regulations forced competition on trade 

guilds, which introduced new economic pressure.
31

  By the late eighteenth century, 
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artisans were petitioning the crown to release them from their obligations to participate in 

processions, on account of the high expenditures on decorations and lost work time.  

Royal officials also sought to reduce the number of confraternities and to increase their 

oversight of those that remained.
32

  Administrators did not want too much money 

misused in religious events.  Likewise, the king notified his bureaucrats that he wanted to 

limit the number and duration of the chaplaincies, another key connection between the 

layman and the colonial church.
33

  None of these reforms even taken together 

transformed the devotional culture of Mexico City overnight.
34

  Each, however, cut 

another strand connecting society to the public religion and the king.   

 The most radical expression of the king’s program of reform was the expulsion of 

the Jesuits in 1767, which disrupted established ties of devotion and allowed officials to 

remove supporters from positions of power.  Faced with the Jesuits’ longstanding 

opposition to secular control, particularly with regard to taxation, and motivated by their 

suspicious involvement in a Madrid riot, Charles III ordered Loyola’s company out of his 

territories.  In Mexico City, the Jesuits had to abandon the College of San Pablo y San 

Pedro, the college of San Andres and their Casa Profesa.
35

   

 The purge of Jesuit allies that followed their expulsion significantly altered the 

makeup of another bastion of the public religion, the cathedral chapter.  The chapter was 

notoriously defensive of its rights and prerogatives.  However, the canons’ cherished 

legal privileges could not protect at least three of their own including the archdeacon for 

defending the Jesuits.
36

  Their exile made this proudly-independent institution more 

compliant, if not completely so.  The chapter made no official complaint about the exile 

and largely followed the policies of the archbishop.
37

  Few new onerous regulations 
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specifically targeted the cathedral chapter, perhaps because long before the Bourbon era, 

it had developed into a professional organization to manage tithes, church infrastructure 

and work assignments.  Rather than improve upon its administration, the crown used the 

chapter’s ability to collect information and, later in the eighteenth century, money.
38

   

 Even more than religious institutions, the Mexico City council, the final pillar of 

the viceregal capital’s public religious celebrations, saw the greatest change.  Visitor 

Galvez transformed the Mexico City council from a somewhat staid body dedicated to 

religious and ceremonial events.  In their new role, the councilmen actively and directly 

managed the city’s food markets, security (police and militia) and public infrastructure.
39

  

In order to make time for these pressing matters, Galvez carefully circumscribed the city 

council’s commitments to public religion and especially the sponsorship of the patron 

saints.
40

  The royal official pried into the inner workings of the institution using the city’s 

arrears on its debt as leverage.
41

  Acting on his orders, the city council in February 1765 

presented a report on the municipal expenditures for the five years ending in 1763.
42

  

According to the information, costs related to the patron saints made up about 5.5% of 

the total city council budget.
43

  The actual donations for the saints’ feasts were quite 

small at about one hundred pesos per event; the feast to Guadalupe received the most 

public financing at over three hundred sixty pesos a year.  Maintenance, extraordinary 

items and honorariums made up the bulk of the expenditures.   

 In early 1771, Galvez introduced a new and reduced schedule of public financing 

for religious feasts.  Where the previous report was general and vague, Galvez’ plan was 

exact and detailed.
44

  According to the figures, Galvez shaved off only about 450 pesos or 

13% of the costs.  Most of these savings came from eliminating food costs in the 
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celebration of the Virgin of Remedios and the Holy Burial.  Galvez also cut the support 

for the feast of the Jesuit patron saint, St. Francis Xavier, by half.  Otherwise, the weight 

did not fall heavily on any one saint.
45

  Yet despite the apparently small changes, the 

ordinances of Galvez profoundly redefined the city council’s place in Mexico City’s 

public religion.  From a generous and a spontaneous donor, the Mexico City council 

became a more circumscribed participant in religious affairs.  After councilmen adopted 

the Galvez ordinances, they rarely stepped beyond those itemized religious obligations.  

From 1771 until the end of the century, the city council sponsored only one public 

rogation for the health and prosperity of Mexico City.
46

  Matters of policing, public 

infrastructure and food markets absorbed the councilmen’s time and energy.   

 While the Mexico City council nominally continued its traditional role as the 

guardian of public religion, the imperative of work began to impinge on its pious duties.  

In response to a 1776 earthquake, the city council paid for a novena to the Virgin of 

Guadalupe.
47

  Faced with this threat, the council drew upon an older understanding of 

public religion.  The councilmen wanted to require all the royal officials to attend a 

separate novena to Remedios.  Both the viceroy and city superintendent, however, 

discouraged the proposal arguing that the business of the capital should take priority over 

the novena.  Why have two functions, the superintendent argued, since Guadalupe was 

the “very most principal patron of the entire kingdom.”
48

  Moreover, the officials thought 

the processions for Remedios lacked the appropriate devotion and veneration.
49

  The city 

acquiesced and canceled plans for the second novena.  Routine decisions such as these 

highlighted how Bourbon policy in practice weakened Hapsburg pious imperialism.  

Firstly, the episode highlighted the Bourbon shift to privilege work and decorum over the 
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Hapsburg’s boundless energy for religious causes.  Secondly, royal officials preferred a 

controlled religious function rather than the procession of Remedios, which was full of 

commotion, drunkenness and expenditures.  Thirdly and most subtly, the fiscal rectitude 

of Bourbon policy tended to simplify the public cult of saints; it encouraged choosing one 

over multiple intercessors—in this case Guadalupe instead of Remedios.  Bourbon 

technocrats may not have grasped the different constituencies each saint represented nor 

the ill-will ignoring one might have caused.  The Bourbons never renounced their 

sponsorship of Catholicism, yet its administrative decisions made pious imperialism more 

tenuous.   

 Bourbon reforms drew strength from and accentuated the trend toward a more 

austere style of religious devotion.  Unlike the early movement that surrounded the 

Counterreformation, secular concerns and Enlightenment philosophy drove these 

changes.  In pulpits and in chambers, reform-minded clerics pressed for a transition from 

the ornate Baroque religious devotion and from the erudite style of writing and preaching.  

Starting in the late 1670s, published sermons began to reflect the new aesthetic in oratory 

with fewer scholarly references, plainer language and simpler rhetorical structure.
50

  The 

change made religious writing accessible to a wider audience. 

 Bourbon religious policy found expression in the Fourth Mexican Provincial 

Council of 1771.  Under instructions from Charles III, Lorenzana, the archbishop of 

Mexico City, convened the council to review liturgy, canon law and religious practice in 

New Spain.  The three most dynamic advocates for reform were Lorenzana; Francisco 

Fabián y Fuero, the archbishop of Puebla; and lawyer Antonio Joaquin de Rivadeneira, 

the king’s representative.  Although these men formed the nucleus of ambitious 
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reformers, they pushed for incremental change in the practice of Catholicism rather than a 

major shift in articles of faith.  After the council ended, misgivings about the regalist 

position and prominent role of a layman meant that the proceedings never had the effect 

of canon law.
51

  Even so, many of the positions endorsed within the council became 

standard practice in the Mexico City archdiocese.  

 In public religion, the participants endorsed order and decorum rather than 

advocating a radical transformation of Catholicism.
52

  Reform-minded clerics prohibited 

nighttime processions, discouraged the mixing of sexes, inveighed against drunkenness 

and limited the sale of food and alcohol.
53

  The clergymen did not refute the place or 

efficacy of public processions and rogatives, which were “to unite the faithful in prayer to 

placate the ire of God.”
54

  Neither did the clergymen deny the place of the emotions in 

Catholic worship.
55

  At no point did the clergymen contradict Catholic theology in the 

intervention of saints or the effectiveness of true relics.
56

  The use of images in worship 

warranted close inspection, but the clergymen did not condemn their use.
57

  Neither did 

the clergymen discard established, but undocumented religious practice where it did not 

conflict with their ideals.
58

  For that reason, the men accepted, albeit begrudgingly, the 

practice of Indians of Michoacán who brought their saints to be baptized and blessed 

every year.
59

   

 With relatively little discussion, clerics significantly reduced the days parishioners 

of New Spain spent in church.  The Council began its discussion on liturgy because 

participants decried the regional specialization of liturgy and the proliferation of feast 

days, which occurred under the Hapsburgs.
60

  The clergymen intended to clarify each 

parishioner’s obligations so that “no one can feign ignorance.”
61

  They quickly 
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abandoned the goal of making the liturgical schedule uniform throughout New Spain to 

discuss perhaps the unstated and principle objective, cutting the feasts of precept with 

their obligation to rest from work.
62

  In this aspect, their efforts were successful.  For 

non-Indians, the required feasts of precept dropped from fifty-three to twenty-two in 

addition to all the Sundays of the year.
63

  In essence, the clerics added thirty-one days, an 

entire month, to the work year.   

 Clearing the path for the Spanish Empire’s economic resurgence meant sacrificing 

some saints.  Although saint-day feasts were “fewer in number,” the council hoped 

parishioners would celebrate, “with more joy of the spirit.”
64

  The council kept feasts of 

precept that emphasized aspects of Christ’s life (7) and the Virgin Mary (6).  The clerics 

also retained a few saints reflective of popular devotions including San Isidro Labrador, 

San Antonio de Padua, and the Holy Innocents.  Included among the losers were the 

apostles, saints, Mary Magdalene and even the Virgin Mary who lost a total of ten 

feasts.
65

  The council also reduced the liturgical ranking of sixteen other feasts to require 

faithful only to attend mass.  In this category were St. Lawrence Martyr, Philip II’s 

favorite, and St. Anne, another beloved Spanish saint. 

 The clerics also used the occasion to communicate a theological and political 

message through saints.  Charles III sent instructions that he wanted clerics to include St. 

Thomas Aquinas and St. Augustine among the most highly-venerated saints.  Each feast 

had fallen into disuse or, as Rivadeneira and Fabían alleged, the Jesuits suppressed their 

celebration because of their opposition to Thomastic doctrine.
66

  The monarch wanted to 

underscore Spain’s renewed dedication to the teachings of these church doctors and to 

reemphasize the spiritual reasons that prompted his expulsion of the Jesuits.  The request 
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contradicted the regalist arguments that sought to define the Catholic Church’s authority 

as purely spiritual while the king’s purview was the temporal realm.  Despite the 

inconsistency, clerics of the Fourth Provincial Council dutifully included these saints in 

the liturgical schedule.  With regard to these two saints, the promotional efforts by the 

king and these clerics were successful.  St. Thomas Aquinas and St. Augustine accounted 

respectively for the most and third-most numerous sermons published from 1767 to 

1785.
67

 

 The clergy of the Fourth Provincial Council restricted, rather than rejected, the 

cult of saints.  The religious men worried that completely eliminating patron saints 

“would cause great consternation.”
68

  They creatively interpreted a bull from Benedict 

XIV to retain feasts of precept for patrons of the monarchy, Concepción and Santiago; to 

the patron of the Americas, St. Rose of Lima; to the patron of New Spain, the Virgin of 

Guadalupe; to the patron of the province, St. Joseph; and to the patron of Mexico City, St. 

Hippolytus.
69

  Clerics recognized the different constituencies that these saints represented 

and the powerful emotion the saints generated, but choose only one for each level.  

 Although the clergymen of the Fourth Provincial Council framed the issue at hand 

as one over purity of devotion and regeneration, reformers intended to shift the Spanish 

Empire’s resources from religious to secular pursuits.  Gálvez similarly codified and 

restricted the state’s religious obligations in time and money.  The first tendency of 

reformers was to simplify rather than reject, which meant that elements of public religion 

remained current.  However, the reforms chipped away at the foundations for public 

religion, the mutually-beneficial system whereby the cult of saints captured local 

sentiment and trained it on the Catholic Church and Spanish monarch.  Restricting public 
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religion took away the strength and resiliency of the religious culture by narrowing the 

base for saintly devotions.  During the Bourbon era, religion, rather than alleviating social 

turmoil, became another source of tension between the population and their rulers.   

 

Isolated creole presence.   

 Over a period of six years, institutional, devotional and liturgical reform 

significantly rearranged the public religion of Mexico City.  Even so, these changes were 

but a smaller piece of a larger movement that interrupted the long-established societal 

relationships, power arrangements and wealth distribution between Spain and the 

Americas and within colonial societies themselves.  In their drive to revamp the imperial 

bureaucracy, royal officials sought to eradicate the root causes of inefficiency and 

corruption.  A primary culprit seemed to be a degenerate creole people in the 

government.  To redress the bias, American-born invoked their understanding of pious 

imperialism to defend their contributions to the empire and place in power relations.   

 One of the most disturbing trends of the Bourbon era for creoles was their own 

increasing marginalization from positions of power.
70

  In 1770, viceroy Croix appointed 

six honorary city council members—all peninsular Spaniards—with full voting 

privileges.
71

  The viceroy hoped to encourage the city council’s transition from a 

guardian of tradition, spokesman for creole interests and caretaker of the public health 

and morality into a professional institution responsive to royal dictates.  The city council 

commissioned Rivadeneira, then defending the king’s interests in the Provincial Council, 

to fire off a strongly-worded response.
72

  They complained that such reforms rode 
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roughshod over the rights and traditions of the city council and that creoles should be the 

first choice for positions, rather than the last. 

 The rhetoric of reformers justified anti-creole measures.  Creoles represented the 

past of Baroque excesses, inefficient administration and corruption.  Indeed, there might 

have been some kernel of truth in the accusation.  Creoles disproportionately benefited 

from the sale of bureaucratic posts from the late seventeenth century.
73

  Preserving the 

king’s interests, particularly to José de Gálvez, seemed to entail excising creoles and their 

local interests from the Bourbon state.  In 1776, Gálvez enacted a regulation limiting 

creoles to one third of the positions in the Audiencia.
74

  The same law applied to 

cathedral chapters.  If replacing creoles in the colonial government imposed a Spanish 

state, Gálvez intended to recreate a Spanish Church.  By 1797, the composition of the 

cathedral chapter had been inverted to two-thirds Spanish and one-third American with 

the Americans concentrated at the lowest levels.
75

  Despite the general trend toward the 

creoles’ more marginal participation in government, some Americans prospered under 

the new system.
76

  Among others, lawyers Ribadeneira and Baltazar Ladrón de Guevara 

played influential roles in the Bourbon administration.   

 To Bourbon reformers, an efficient state and church needed Spanish bureaucrats 

and clergymen in positions of influence.  However, creoles seemed to embody the old-

style untrained and unqualified administrator hindering competent governance.  On the 

whole, Bourbon reforms defined the terms of conflict along ethnic lines.  This overt 

discrimination created resentment among creoles and provided them with a common 

cause.  However, the first reaction of creoles was not a movement seeking political 

autonomy.  Intellectuals first tried to restate the value and contribution of the creole to the 
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Spanish Empire using pious imperialism.  One of the media through which creoles chose 

to embody their capabilities, assert their contributions and dissipate social pressure was 

San Felipe.
77

   

 

Reviving the creole San Felipe.    

 As the Bourbon reforms began to disrupt society and marginalize creoles, the cult 

of San Felipe rose to new prominence.  San Felipe became a newly relevant symbol of 

inherent creole potential and a testimony of Mexico City’s education and upbringing.  In 

promoting San Felipe, Mexico City natives drew on their understanding of pious 

imperialism.  Saints constituted unimpeachable symbols respected throughout the 

Spanish Empire.  Residents of Mexico City, as they had for six generations, marked that 

resurgence with published works, more elaborate processions and a demand for new 

liturgical privileges.  While some aspects of the promotion followed the lines of the new 

devotional culture, others like the processions, defied the intentions of Baroque 

reformers.  Starting in the mid eighteenth century and lasting for decades, the revival of 

San Felipe invoked a test of wills between the strength and determination of those 

seeking permanent change and those who found meaning in the established order.   

 Until the mid 1760s, the devotion to San Felipe had languished.  Clerics had made 

periodic attempts to revive his cult with scant success.
78

  With little miraculous presence 

in Mexico City, his attributes as a creole saint simply did not respond to residents’ lives 

in a meaningful way.  Only the sworn obligations of some religious and lay corporations 

kept San Felipe from falling into total obscurity.  Even so, some clerics considered the 

cult to the saint “all but extinguished.”
79
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 Almost immediately after the first wave of Bourbon reforms took effect, the cult 

of San Felipe reentered the public consciousness.  In a 1768 sermon on the Virgin of 

Guadalupe, Councilman Joseph Angel de Cuevas Aguirre, Marquis del Valle del la 

Colina, dedicated nearly half of his lengthy introduction to San Felipe.
80

  In the work, 

Cuevas explained the role of every patron saint of Mexico City and how each ensured the 

peace and prosperity of the viceregal capital.  Out of all of the celestial figures, only one 

“is watching Mexico City from Glory above with particular attention for having been 

indebted to Mexico for his birth, baptism and upbringing:” namely, San Felipe.
81

  

According to him, the Virgin of Guadalupe was unquestionably an important intercessor 

and patron for Mexico City, but she did not represent the native born as did San Felipe, as 

a man born and raise in the city.  This message was not noticeably distinct from that of 

the previous six decades when San Felipe’s cult was disregarded.  The difference in the 

1760s was the social context.  Within the decade, Oratorians, Capuchins, the city council 

and the Discalced Franciscans all began to promote San Felipe through publications, 

processions and liturgy. 

 In addition to sparking interest in San Felipe, the initial institutional flux created 

by the Bourbon reforms benefited rather than limited his cult.  The parish redistricting of 

1769 allowed supporters to name one of the new vicariates after San Felipe.  A vicariate, 

like a parish, was an ecclesiastical administrative unit, but without a church.  Although 

records of the negotiations have not survived, several prominent creoles were involved.  

Cuevas Aguirre, as the city councilman in charge of religious affairs, might have had 

some influence in the naming of the vicariate.  Another creole, José Antonio de Alzate, 

drew up the plan for Lorenzana and might have used the opportunity to distinguish San 
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Felipe.
82

  Even Lorenzana may have approved the San Felipe vicariate as a means to 

make the contentious parish reform more palatable.  In any event, San Felipe was on the 

map with other religious figures representing parishes like San Pedro, Santa Catalina and 

Santa Veracruz.  The Oratorians, another major proponent of San Felipe and a bastion of 

creole influence, also benefited from the Bourbon reforms.  After the 1768 earthquake 

destroyed the work on their new building, the Oratorians asked for one of the properties 

left vacant by the Jesuits.  Lorenzana and perhaps creole Baltasar Ladrón de Guevara, as 

official head of the Jesuit assets, adjudicated the Casa Profesa to the Oratorians.
83

  

 The Oratorians, in turn, were instrumental in disseminating a new interpretation 

of the hagiography of San Felipe.  While the cult never lost its primary focus on his 

creole identity, other devotional trends now factored into his revival.  The Oratorian 

publications were not sermons as in decades past, but rather novenas.  These works 

signaled a move from public record of an erudite speech to a more personal and private 

devotion.  Perhaps to respond quickly to sudden interest, the first publication was a 1770 

reprint of an earlier novena.
84

  The devotional work, which originally appeared in 1712, 

retold the life of San Felipe, portraying the saint as faithful imitator of Christ.
85

  The 

novena urged the devout to emulate his example not literally to a martyr’s death, but 

figuratively, in denying one’s self to follow Christ completely.   

 San Felipe better fit the spiritual aspirations of the late colony than earlier times.  

The novena of 1712, which characterized San Felipe as an inspirational rather than a 

miraculous saint, did not appeal to the inhabitants of Mexico City.  In 1770, however, 

devotional trends favored using saints as examples.  Intellectual currents revived 

concerns about the superstitious elements in venerating saints only for their wonders.
86
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Clerics began to downplay miracle working in the devotional culture of saints.  No 

development could have been better for the cult of San Felipe, which had suffered from a 

century of supernatural impotence.  A second devotional sponsored by the Capuchins and 

published in 1774 reinforced San Felipe’s role as example.  Oratorian Ignacio Fernando 

Mateos de Herrera wrote that San Felipe “vanquished his passions, controlled his 

appetites with prayer and fasting and subjugated all to the discretion” of God.
87

  Reform-

minded clerics of the eighteenth century no longer judged the emotions as true guides to 

God.
88

  Felipe’s struggle with his well-documented passions provided clerics an 

opportunity to teach values like contrition, prayer and material asceticism.
89

   

 San Felipe’s connection with Mexico City, like his religious virtues, made him 

newly attractive in the late eighteenth century.  Sermons about him gave voice to social 

tensions.  Mateos de Herrera wrote “Why is it that we have to go to search for Saints in 

the Thebaid, Nitria, Egypt, and to the ends of the Earth, [while] we disdain local 

saints?”
90

  This more strident creole sentiment had appeared at other times in the history 

of the San Felipe cult.  However, the call to choose one saint over another was unusual 

because it contradicted the practical working of saints’ cults where saints were added 

rather than substituted.  There were no documentary traces that the cult of San Felipe 

became a loyalty test for the native born, but the new publications carried this message of 

“creoles first” deeper into the literate public than ever before. 

 For the first five years of the resurgence in San Felipe’s cult, the devotion fit 

neatly within the predominant values of the Bourbon and Enlightenment ethos.  Over the 

next years, however, the resurging cult bumped against, even defied the spirit of the 

Bourbon reforms.  For the first time since the 1670s, the cult of San Felipe, newly 
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relevant as a native son and virtuous Christian example, began to attract new corporate 

adherents.  In late 1774 and early 1775 the candlemaker guild sponsored a 

complementary celebration to the vesper for San Felipe in the St. Augustine friary.
91

  The 

guild adorned the streets for the accompanying procession on February 4 and 5.  In the 

preparations for the celebration, the artisans invited the city council to attend. 

 The candlemakers’ invitation forced the city council to decide between its 

traditional role as patron of public religion and the body’s commitment to the Bourbon 

culture of work.  A subcommittee of the city council thanked the guild for their zeal in 

promoting a “greater devotion of their Patron as glorious saint and native son of this 

court,” but they noted that the city already attended two functions in the San Agustín 

church, including one for San Felipe.
92

  Adding another might result in delays of the 

public’s business.  However, the city council was deeply divided on the issue.  Only days 

later, higher-ranking officials overruled the decision and prepared to attend as a group.
93

  

After the function, councilmen resolved to promote the cult of San Felipe more.
94

   

 Popular support for San Felipe had therefore forced traditional corporate sponsors 

of the cult, like the city council and the cathedral chapter, to reevaluate their role in the 

reconfigured devotional culture.  Indeed, even with new peninsular representatives, the 

councilmen in Mexico City still struggled over their traditional role as guardians of 

morality and patrons of religious devotions and their responsibilities as managers of city 

services.
95

  Where the city council tended to encourage public religion, the cathedral 

chapter wavered between upholding the ideals of reform and defending the traditional 

religious arrangements.  For instance, the cathedral chapter refused to light the cathedral 

for the feast of Guadalupe in 1778.
96

  During the same time, however, the canons 
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collaborated with the city council initiative to ask Rome for greater liturgical privileges 

for San Felipe.  In the late 1770s, Dr. Cayetano de Torres, schoolmaster of the Mexico 

City cathedral and chaplain of the Capuchins, pushed the initiative.
97

  Under his direction, 

the cathedral chapter collected letters of support from other cathedrals, the Discalced 

Franciscans and the Capuchin nuns.
98

  Surprisingly, considering larger moves to curtail 

feast days and declutter Catholic liturgy, Mexico City’s request was successful.  In 1779, 

Pope Pius VI granted San Felipe a double office of the first class with its own office for 

the Mexico City diocese.
99

  This was no small feat since San Felipe as only a beatified 

saint should not have been eligible for the liturgical distinction.   

 San Felipe’s new office highlighted the royal administration’s difficulty in 

completely abandoning its responsibility to the Catholic Church.  In this instance the 

latter role won out.  Both secular and religious officials attended the first celebration of 

the office.  Charles III was likewise divided between the ideals of reform and his 

established responsibility as vicar of the Catholic Church.  Mexico City officials involved 

in San Felipe’s petition maintained that the Spanish king played the decisive role in 

obtaining the office.
100

  Even Pius VI himself mentioned that the privilege was a 

particular favor to Charles.
101

  The king’s sponsorship reflected a more permissive 

attitude toward traditional Catholic religious practice.  In 1780, the monarch also gave his 

permission to Spanish subjects to pursue beautification and canonization causes in Rome 

after a five-year moratorium.
102

  While neither he nor his officials repudiated the tenets of 

religious reform, Charles retained some vital elements of the pious imperialism that had 

connected the Spanish Empire for centuries. 
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 After fifteen years of Bourbon austerity, Mexico City took San Felipe’s privilege 

as an opportunity to return to public religion typical of pious imperialism.  Archbishop 

Dr. Alonso Nuñez de Haro de Peralta presided over the first mass using the new office in 

the Capuchin convent in 1781.  Torres, who had spearheaded the campaign, served as a 

minister of the altar.  Oratorian Joseph Martinez de Adame gave the sermon using 

selections from the new office.
103

  In the sermon and the office, the audience heard 

glowing praise from the pontiff about San Felipe as “principle Mexican athlete” for 

Christ and “virtue, honor, praise, glory to patria and son.”  As an observer put it, the 

event represented “the nurturing decision of the Vicar of Christ, the sovereign protection 

of our Catholic Monarch, the zeal of the Mexico City cathedral, for our Patriot Saint and 

the love for his patria.”
104

  Just as in the seventeenth century, San Felipe again 

represented the place of creoles in the Catholic Church and Spanish Empire.  Residents of 

Mexico City understood that Charles III, as benevolent monarch, was actively 

encouraging the religious devotion that enhanced the greatness of the pious empire.  

 With the blessing of the monarch and colonial officials, creole proponents of San 

Felipe began to reposition the cult in the larger devotional culture of Mexico City.  In 

1781, Presbyter José Manuel Sartorio y Cano published a small volume of prayers 

dedicated to the creole saint.
105

  The booklet briefly reviewed the life of San Felipe 

characterizing the saint as a wayward son redeemed by the clemency of God.  The 

narrative and virtues were standard, but the reader was also given an unusual instruction: 

to perform an act of contrition on the fifth of every month.  If the parishioner faithfully 

carried out the directions, the work would have extended the cult beyond a strictly 
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seasonal liturgical celebration.  Sartorio thus proposed San Felipe as a devotional saint 

venerated throughout the year.  

 San Felipe’s cult even won over the honorary councilmen that viceroys had 

appointed to the city council to counterbalance creole interests and to professionalize the 

administration.  Inspired by the 1781 celebration, regidor Felipe Antonio Teruel donated 

a new and larger statue for processional use.
106

  He stipulated that it be kept in the 

chamber’s chapel until Mexico City had a church dedicated to San Felipe.  The next year, 

Teruel and three other councilmen began to lobby for a renewed canonization drive.  

They donated money for the publication of the 1782 sermon to San Felipe and included 

an impassioned essay addressed to Charles III.
107

  Just as a “tender and loving mother,” 

the men were anxious to see their beloved son honored and exalted.  The men begged the 

king to intercede for the canonization of San Felipe.  The city council took more formal 

steps toward initiating the canonization process in 1786.  Mindful of the two hundredth 

anniversary of San Felipe’s martyrdom, the city council asked the cathedral chapter to 

form a joint committee to seek his canonization.
108

   

 Such events suggest that the Mexico City council had found its footing in the new 

institutional landscape of the Bourbon period.  At the same time, council members also 

began to reassert their legal privileges seeking more independence from the viceroy.
109

  

The body’s support for San Felipe was part of that process of articulation.  The 

canonization drive, however, fizzled out primarily due to the cathedral chapter.  Although 

the canons chose two natives of Mexico City to liaison with the city council, these creoles 

made no discernable effort to advance San Felipe’s canonization.
110

  The cathedral 

chapter had other, more pressing matters.  During the meeting about San Felipe, the next 
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agenda item was to form another joint committee to reform the vices of the theater and 

start up an opera.
111

  In this instance, ironically, the religious institution was more intent 

on reform than its secular counterpart.  Despite promotional efforts, the cult of saints, in 

general, and San Felipe, in particular, did not represent a universally-accepted symbol of 

the creole experience.   

 In fact, as the visibility of San Felipe’s cult increased, so did the criticisms that 

had dogged the saint for a century.  Fr. Joseph Joaquin Granados y Gálvez, the Spanish 

bishop of Sonora and later Durango, writing in Tardes Americanas included an imagined 

conversation between an Indian and a Spaniard about San Felipe’s birthplace.
112

  The 

Indian lamented that some wished to take away the glory and honor of America’s native 

son, San Felipe, by asserting he was baptized in San Miguel parish in Seville.  

Councilman Cuevas cited “vulgar” gossip impugning Mexico City’s claim to San 

Felipe.
113

  He refuted the rumors by providing extensive documentary evidence from the 

city council.  He even reproduced the will of San Felipe’s mother word for word.   

 A Discalced Franciscan, Fr. Joseph Vicente de Llano, began a separate and, as it 

appears, completely private effort to document the life of San Felipe.  Llano was a 

preacher in various cities of Querétaro and Valladolid in the 1760s who saw San Felipe 

as a model for his own life.
114

  His manuscript sermon on San Felipe compared the creole 

not to Christ, but to the Apostle Peter, the church’s great evangelist.
115

  When the San 

Diego province sent the friar to Europe in 1780 as an apostolic protonotary, he took the 

opportunity to research the saint’s life.
116

  He visited several small towns looking for the 

baptism record of San Felipe’s father and found it in Yllescas.
117

  He did not have the 

same luck for the baptism of his mother.  Upon his return journey in 1786, Fr. Llano 
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contracted a grotesque skin disease that was cured by a relic of San Felipe in the Puebla 

friary of Sta. Barbara.
118

  He left documentation of his miracle and research in the 

archives of the Discalced Franciscan archives of Puebla.  Jose Francisco Valdez, the 

Discalced Franciscan who preached in 1782, brought the information to Mexico City 

when it served as the base for a new generation of intellectual clerics.   

 The renewed public splendor of the San Felipe cult offended austere sensibilities 

of the late eighteenth century.  Through the 1780s, the candlemaker guild continued their 

patronage of the feast day procession “dressing the street with joy with curtains, carpets 

and ornaments.”
119

  The highest colonial institutions including the Audiencia, royal 

tribunals and city council attended the saint’s feast in the cathedral.
120

  In 1784, the 

Audiencia secretly sent a complaint to the king that religious functions and particularly 

San Felipe’s feast interfered with the “multitude of business of the present century.”
121

  

Their quiet complaints came to a head in 1790 when the regents informed the cathedral 

that the Audiencia would no longer attend the mass for San Felipe.
122

  They cited the 

recently-arrived royal law that struck several dates from the list of official holidays.
123

 

 Indignant cathedral canons simultaneously learned of both the Audiencia’s secret 

correspondence and the elimination of feasts.  They found that decree was rather selective 

because it only removed three events: one secular celebration; the feast of San Pedro, 

patron of the Mexico City cathedral; and that of San Felipe.
124

  The canons asked the city 

council to intervene with the Audiencia and they themselves wrote a letter of protest to 

the king.
125

  Give their lukewarm support of San Felipe and general alignment with 

Bourbon-era reforms, their strong reaction is puzzling.  Perhaps the stinging rebuke from 

the lawyers of the Audiencia spurred them to action.  In any event, their letter to the king 
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highlighted a traditional understanding of the role of saints in the public religion of 

Mexico City.  Each saint, they wrote, provided for the spiritual and material well-being of 

residents.  Thus, they argued for the multiple feasts that structured public religion.  With 

their next point, the canons put the cult of saints into the king’s perspective, which 

constituted an appeal for the monarch to preserve the efficacy of pious imperialism.  The 

canons reminded the king that Don Fernando de Cortés was a particular devotee of San 

Pedro, “invoking his name and protection in those battles where he defeated with so few 

the large number of Indians.”
126

  As for San Felipe, the canons argued, he was a native of 

this city and so all the inhabitants venerate him with a singular and touching devotion.
127

  

Their rationale highlighted the peculiar ability of saints’ cults to accommodate the 

seemingly irreconcilable: both the glory of the Spanish conquest and the pride of the 

native-born.   

 The retrenchment of the king from a hard-line position against public religion 

partially revived the context of pious imperialism.  In 1791, the king reinstated the 

obligatory feasts for San Felipe and San Pablo.
128

  “The absence of the Audiencia and 

Tribunals [has] been a grave despair to [Mexico City’s] inhabitants,” the king wrote, “for 

San Felipe was born in this city; has a chapel in the Cathedral with his baptismal font; has 

a mass and proper office conceded by the Apostolic Seat; and was the first martyr saint in 

those Dominions.”
129

  In the larger picture after the deaths of Charles III and José de 

Gálvez, the Bourbon regime lost much of its reforming zeal.  Charles IV lacked the 

political will to overcome local interests protesting decisions like the reform of public 

religion.  His wavering accentuated a tendency since 1780 to tolerate aspects of 
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traditional religion.  Rather than the total elimination of pious imperialism, the Bourbon 

reforms weakened its uniform support and legitimacy among private citizens. 

 

Conclusion 

 Liturgical reforms of the eighteenth century largely undid the work of the 

seventeenth, signaling a landmark shift in the nature of kingship and the place of 

Catholicism in Spanish Empire.  By interrupting the normal cycle of public religion, 

especially among the influential municipal elites at a time of rapid institutional reform, 

the crown jeopardized one reliable outlet for dissipating local frustration.  Indeed as 

Mexico City’s religious and secular hierarchy came under increasing pressure, the cult of 

San Felipe began a notable revival.  Creoles among the Franciscans, Discalced 

Franciscans, city council and cathedral chapter promoted San Felipe to defend their 

religious traditions.  Unlike the providential nature of Guadalupe’s appearance (choosing 

Mexicans out of all the people in the world), San Felipe shared birth, culture, education, 

climate and religious upbringing with the inhabitants of the capital.  It was the context of 

a newly assertive and confrontational imperialism that gave rise to the creolism buoying 

the cult of San Felipe. 

 Despite the Bourbon administration’s general opposition toward creoles and 

religion, local efforts to promote San Felipe proved successful.  This accomplishment 

highlighted an inherent limitation of the Spanish Empire during the eighteenth century.  

Bourbon reforms subordinated the role of religion in the state rather than secularized its 

administration.  The monarchy never repudiated its sponsorship of the Church nor any 

Catholic principle.  If anything, the Bourbon reforms laid a much stronger claim on the 
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king’s role in the church particularly in its administrative details.  In terms of 

secularization, society in general lagged far behind even the modest religious reform of 

the Bourbons.
130

  Promotion of the cult of San Felipe did not risk censure if its 

proponents followed the spirit of the quiet devotion.  In 1782, Fr. Joseph Francisco 

Valdés, the superior of the Discalced Franciscans, told of the transformation of the 

wayward Felipe de las Casas into a Christian hero.
131

  “With the evangelical knife,” he 

proclaimed, Felipe “separated the flesh from the spirit” to emerge victorious over his 

“passions and appetites.”
132

  Both Valdes and Sartorio both became lifelong supporters of 

the cults.
133

  For first the first time in the history of the cult, San Felipe’s supporters were 

able to pass on their devotion to a new generation.   
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Chapter 8.  San Felipe and the end of colonialism. 

 

 In 1816, Joaquín José Fernandez Lizardi published his ground-breaking novel, 

Periquillo Sarniento.1  In the work, Lizardi carefully portrayed life and language among 

Mexico City’s vast underclass, clerics and upper crust.  His protagonist, young Periquillo, 

thwarts his father’s and mother’s good intentions choosing rather to swear, swindle, 

gamble and philander.  As Periquillo relates in the book, his mother fervently hoped that 

“I would be another San Felipe.”  To her misfortune, Lizardi did portray Periquillo as 

another San Felipe.  In his many life’s adventures, Periquillo attended grammar school; 

took the cloth as a Discalced Franciscan, but quickly left the friary; spent his parents’ 

money prodigally; traveled to the Philippines as a soldier and merchant; and was 

shipwrecked on an Asian island.2  The similarities were not the result of coincidence.  

Lizardi also wrote an elegiac poem dedicated to San Felipe in 1811 and published the 

will of the saint’s mother in 1821.3  In borrowing episodes of San Felipe’s life to 

structure his great declaration of Mexico City identity, Lizardi highlighted the great 

relevancy of the creole saint and a period of aggressive assertion of local culture during 

the late colonial period.  Yet even so, this creole saint did not inspire Mexico’s great 

rebellion against Spain.  More important was the crumbling of aspects of centralized 

authority like political stability, moral authority and pious imperialism.   

 Until the late eighteenth century, saints’ cults articulated social concerns, kept 

Catholicism relevant and reinforced loyalty to the king as vicar of the Church.  Bourbon 

reforms of the eighteenth century disrupted that arrangement.  Even after the king 

retreated from hard-line positions, he did not return to unqualified support for pious 
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projects.  During a critical period, then, the monarch distanced himself from the Catholic 

Church and discouraged a traditional means for his subjects to alleviate municipal 

anxieties.  As the cult of San Felipe showed, such concerns were still present.  

Particularly in the early nineteenth century, promotion of the hometown saint was also a 

way to confront prejudice toward the American born.  On San Felipe’s feast day in 1808, 

a contributor wrote defending the aptitude of creoles as people having “a singular 

intellect, a quick facility with ideas…those who know Americans cannot doubt they are 

guided by anything other than reason and loyalty.”4  According to one biographer, San 

Felipe, as a creole, had served to confound “the many indiscrete partisans, who deny 

Indianos not only the aptitude for the cultivation of science, but also everything to do 

with society…even the impression of grace.”5  For the first time in the history of San 

Felipe’s cult, keen devotion to the saint passed directly to a new generation.  

 Among these new San Felipe proponents, two clerics adopted drastically different 

approaches as they confronted the implications of Bourbon-era reforms and intellectual 

trends.  Oratorian and scholar José Antonio Pichardo spent more than a decade collecting 

information on San Felipe.  His monumental research encapsulated the strengths and 

inherent contradictions of the Hispanic Enlightenment.  It was explicitly creole-centered 

and sought to establish a glorious past, but it represented a dead end.  This vein of 

scholarship did not contribute to Independence nor could later generations follow its 

measured treatment of religious subjects.6  Pichardo’s counterpart in the San Felipe 

enterprise, Joaquín José Ladrón de Guevara of the Mexico City cathedral chapter, 

discarded the rules of the new austere religion and indeed, polite society, to promote the 

creole saint.  To the horror of his polished colleagues, Ladrón de Guevara embarked on 
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an aggressive fund drive, twisted arms among the guilds to augment the procession and 

deliberately included the “ínfima plebe” in the celebrations.  However, Ladrón de 

Guevara’s boisterous celebration was not a nostalgic revival of the Baroque, but a 

harbinger of the early independence period.  When the Napoleonic invasion and 

Ferdinand VII’s abdication tested the resiliency of the Bourbon rule, Mexico City first 

reached for pious imperialism in the form of public novenas, rogations and saints.  

Political instability, militarization and wartime destruction prevented a return to colonial 

order.  The Bourbon state’s abandonment of public religion left an opening for parish 

priest Miguel Hidalgo to declare Mexican independence guaranteed by the Virgin of 

Guadalupe. 

 

San Felipe in the Hispanic Enlightenment.   

 In the mid 1790s, José Antonio Pichardo, a scholarly Oratorian, began to compile 

a new biography of San Felipe.  The Oratorian inherited the project from friar José 

Francisco Valdés, who had been rummaging through archives looking for information on 

the creole saint.7  Pichardo had all the tools of Enlightenment scholarship, including a 

personal library of 6,000 volumes, a self-professed new attitude and the latest research 

techniques.8  Nonetheless, the Oratorian’s work exhibited the limitations of the Hispanic 

Enlightenment, most particularly bounded criticism of matters dealing with Catholicism.   

 Pichardo consciously set out to adopt a new style of saintly writing differing from 

the typical Baroque obsequies.  “I am not going to write a poem,’ he asserted, “rather the 

history of a saint.”9  Yet his work exhibits some profoundly ambiguous attitudes towards 

history and application of historical criticism.  Instead of a devotee of secular universal 
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knowledge, Pichardo was profoundly rooted to his municipality and its religious 

tradition.  A mixture of creole patriotism, devotion and scholarly curiosity drew Pichardo 

towards San Felipe.  Pichardo was born in Cuernavaca around 1748 where, as a boy, he 

would have seen the murals of the Nagasaki martyrdom in the Franciscan monastery.10  

He was a longtime member of the Oratorians and served as the confessor to the 

Capuchins.11  His intellectual role models also subordinated human understanding to 

God’s purpose; Pichardo called himself an “Ecclesiastical Historian who must do 

everything possible to imitate the saintly Evangelists.”12  In practice, the Oratorian’s idea 

of an ecclesiastical historian was to document in meticulous detail the standard structure 

of a saintly biography.  Pichardo retained without question the fundamental premises of 

creolism, faith and Catholic tradition.   

 Although Pichardo applied criticism only to his documentary sources, he did it 

extremely well.  The cleric used several pieces of information to check the reliability of 

documents and was willing to question the accuracy of even original sources.13  He noted 

marginalia and evaluated handwriting for clues to authorship and authenticity.14  On the 

basis of these elements, Pichardo discerned additions over time, which he then set aside.  

His archival work was exhaustive.  In looking for documents on San Felipe, he plumbed 

the papers of the silversmith guild, the San Diego friary, the Capuchin monastery, the 

Cathedral, the Sagrario parish, the Mexico City council and the Real Tribunal of Cuentas.  

Some of Pichardo’s best historical reconstruction came from his painstaking research into 

the baptisms and property titles.  In baptisms, the Oratorian traced out the social relations 

of San Felipe’s father through godfathership.15  Pichardo then matched those names to 

house titles, plotted them all on a map and concluded the families were neighbors.  He 
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used the insight to hypothesize that San Felipe was most likely baptized in the nearby 

chapel of St. Augustine.  With this neat investigative work, Pichardo explained why no 

one had found San Felipe’s baptism record in the Sagrario. 

 Even when his own research led him to reject elements of San Felipe’s saintly 

biography, Pichardo was reluctant to discard Mexico City’s religious tradition.  After the 

immense effort to prove that San Felipe was baptized in the St. Augustine chapel, the 

cleric did not draw what would seem to be the logical conclusion: that the cathedral’s 

contact relic, the stone baptism font, should not be venerated.16  Similarly, he affirmed 

that San Felipe attended the College of San Pedro y San Paulo, even though he did not 

find the school records.17  Nor did Pichardo reject another biographical element when he 

found out that the Sta. Barbara friary had not even been built when San Felipe supposedly 

entered.  He concluded instead that San Felipe joined the previous friary of St. Francis, 

even though there was no record to support the claim.18  When confronting such 

discrepancies, Pichardo himself expressed reservations that he should doubt the work of 

so many learned men.19  His private dilemma showed the limitations of the Hispanic 

Enlightenment.  While his historical techniques exceeded that of his predecessors, 

Pichardo asked the same questions, exhibited the same respect for popular tradition and 

arrived at the same fundamental conclusions as his predecessors.   

 Pichardo’s work showed the difficult position of an ecclesiastical historian in the 

age of criticism.  Neither his research nor writing on San Felipe was published nor found 

its way into the public consciousness.  He did form part of a larger circle of creole 

intellectual elites.  Pichardo carried on a lively correspondence with Andrés Cavo, an 

exiled Jesuit living in Rome, who was researching aspects of Mexico City history and 
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was friends with Antonio de Leon y Gama, who had entrusted Pichardo with his 

extensive collection of documents on Mexican history.20  Pichardo’s scholarly peers did 

not share Pichardo’s interest in San Felipe.  One of the few instances where intellectuals 

mentioned the saint was when Ignacio Carillo y Pérez wrote Fr. Servando Teresa de Mier 

expressing dismay over the treatment of San Felipe’s mother because it reflected a dim 

view of the spiritual condition of creoles in New Spain.21  Like many of the scholarly 

pursuits leading up to independence, Pichardo’s work represented more an effect of 

creolism rather than its cause.  However, while the Oratorian was busy in the archives, 

another cleric, Joaquín Ladrón de Guevara, began to promote the cult of San Felipe in the 

streets of Mexico City earning the saint new popularity, notoriety and scorn.22 

 

San Felipe and the pious entrepreneur. 

 Especially from the mid-1760s, officials both secular and religious took steps to 

curb ornate public celebrations and replace them with more sedate devotions.  The 

highest secular clergy, if not wholly supportive of the reform of religious practice, had 

not undermined the effort publicly nor effectively derailed it privately.  Their resolve to 

maintain pious order would be tested by a junior member of the Mexico City cathedral 

chapter, Joaquín José Ladrón de Guevara.23  His efforts to promote San Felipe’s 

canonization surprised—unpleasantly, as it turned out—the staid cathedral chapter.  He 

organized lavish and boisterous processions, some of which ended in drunken revelry.  

By reviving the public cult to San Felipe, Ladrón de Guevara sought to restore the 

traditional practice of Spanish Catholicism and the context of pious imperialism.  If 

Ladrón de Guevara challenged enlightened religious sensibilities, he exemplified the 
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spirit of industriousness and recognized the economic potential of the new Bourbon 

institutions to organize work and to provide capital.  He oriented these to religious ends 

rather than those of the secular imperial state.  Like the scholarly Pichardo, Ladrón de 

Guevara’s efforts did not result in a formal canonization process.  His focus was more 

intensely trained on establishing San Felipe as a vibrant municipal cult and thriving pious 

enterprise than on his canonization.  Spain and Rome, the two gatekeepers of American 

saintly causes, never figured into his plans.   

 In 1797, the cathedral chapter called creole prebendary Dr. Juan José de Gamboa 

to report on the progress toward San Felipe’s canonization.  Throughout the 1790s, the 

public celebration of the cult had proceeded normally and several bishops in New Spain 

issued indulgences to encourage devotion to San Felipe.24  However, Gamboa admitted 

that the commission of clerics and city councilmen had “not taken any step nor even 

inquired into the matter.”25  The inactivity was embarrassing, given that 1797 was the 

two-hundred year anniversary of San Felipe’s martyrdom.  Gamboa also reported that his 

fellow cathedral representative to the commission had died.  To revive the effort, the 

chapter appointed another creole, none other than Prebend Joaquin Jose Ladrón de 

Guevara.26   

 Despite the nearly identical backgrounds of Gamboa and Ladrón de Guevara, 

their attitudes toward San Felipe could not have been more different.  Both men were 

Mexico City natives.  Both were sons of the only two creole regents on the Audiencia 

whose fathers’ stints on the highest court in New Spain came after influential service to 

the king in shaping Bourbon policy in Mexico City.27  Each of the clerics spent his long 

ecclesiastical career in the Mexico City cathedral.  Whereas Ladrón de Guevara dedicated 
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himself fully to promoting San Felipe’s cult, Gamboa played a minimal role at best and 

five years later requested that the cathedral chapter remove him from the commission or 

discontinue all activities.  The differing reaction to San Felipe of these two creoles speaks 

to the intensely personal appeal of saints.   

Ladrón de Guevara’s appointment to the canonization commission must have 

seemed only fitting, since San Felipe had consistently appeared at critical points and 

symbolic dates throughout his life.  In 1774, the Ladrón de Guevara family moved into a 

house on Tiburcio Street, rumored to be the same street where San Felipe was born.28  

After graduating from the University of Mexico in 1776, Ladrón de Guevara took the 

cloth.29  He asked for and received a chaplaincy of 4,000 pesos from property adjudicated 

from the Jesuits (and administered by his father).30  The titular saint of this first 

chaplaincy was San Felipe de Jesús.  In 1791, he became a prebend in the Cathedral as a 

half-rationer where he spent the rest of his career.31  His first major assignment was the 

San Felipe canonization commission.  If the cathedral chapter’s intent was to promote the 

devotion to San Felipe, their 1797 choice of Ladrón de Guevara was inspired.  The 

prebend guided the cult through the late colonial period to the first decade of 

independence.  Judging from the cathedral chapter’s horrified reaction to his unchecked 

boosterism, however, it is clear they would have much preferred a quiet failure to a noisy 

success.   

 After receiving the commission to canonize San Felipe, Ladrón de Guevara 

started to act immediately and decisively.  His first item of business was a massive fund 

drive.32  He took up the chapter’s offers of support by suggesting that the cathedral 

officers in formal ceremonial dress take turns asking for alms for San Felipe during the 
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Holy Week of 1797.33  For all the chapter’s hand-wringing about the neglected cult of 

San Felipe, it was still difficult to convince them to follow through with their promise of 

support.  The chapter members reluctantly agreed to ask for alms after a very long 

discussion.  Their initial participation was vital for Ladrón de Guevara because it put an 

official imprimatur on his activities, something that he would leverage very effectively in 

the broader public. 

 Ladrón de Guevara next took the collection campaign out of the church and into 

the streets of Mexico City.34  He found at least two wealthy patrons, one of whom 

donated money with the understanding that he could kiss the cathedral’s relic of San 

Felipe.35  Ladrón de Guevara personally asked for funds door-to-door and employed 

assistants to do the same.  As a true child of the Bourbons, he engaged in a version of a 

municipal survey by plotting contributors on a map of the city.36  The cleric also ordered 

a great number of devotional items to reward donors and to spread the cult: 8,376 

rosaries, 45,217 printed images of the saint and 3,530 medals struck of gold, silver and 

copper.37  Ladrón de Guevara also tapped secular and religious corporations to help with 

the fund drive.38  Students of the Augustinian school periodically asked for donations.39  

The Tobacco Monopoly of Veracruz, Oaxaca and Valladolid agreed to collect 

contributions from its employees.40  Employees of the Mexico City mint did the same 

and some even volunteered to solicit alms in the churches of Santa Inés and Jesús María 

from 1800-1805.41  Ladrón de Guevara, like the Spanish king himself, found the new 

Bourbon institutions potent sources of labor and capital.   

 As part of the fund drive, Ladrón de Guevara began to promote San Felipe’s cult 

beyond Mexico City.  In asking for donations, the cleric addressed letters to northern 
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New Spain, Central America, the greater Caribbean, New Orleans and even Manila.42  He 

covered both the secular and ecclesiastical authorities by writing to city councils, church 

chapters, bishops, intendants, parish priests and government institutions.  Of the eighty 

responses, thirty parties donated money and thirty agreed to collect funds.43  Pious 

devotion to San Felipe probably did not constitute the only or perhaps even the primary 

reason for the support.  Concerns for careers, respect for the moral authority of the 

Mexico City Cathedral or a desire to affirm political ties with the viceregal capital may 

have motivated donors.44  Nonetheless, the letters marshaled all those incentives into the 

cult of San Felipe, extending the frontier of the devotion to the saint.  The campaign 

constituted a preliminary attempt to create a regional cult.45  Thanks to Guevara’s efforts, 

donations and letters poured in.  By November 1800, the money had literally overfilled 

the chest of the Treasury in the cathedral.46   

 

Public relations: print and processions. 

 With pesos to spend, Ladrón de Guevara began to widen the participation in San 

Felipe’s cult and standardize the message heard in Mexico City’s pews, homes and 

streets.  He sponsored four major publications on San Felipe from 1798 to 1804: a proper 

office with a biographical sketch, a new saintly biography, a devotional work and a 

biography in prints.  Longtime supporters like Fr. Joseph Francisco Valdés and José 

Sartorio both contributed material.  These publications targeted a range of Mexico City 

residents from parish priests to wealthy donors and educated laymen.  Ladrón de Guevara 

also involved plebeians through neighborhood processions and lottery operations.  

Throughout the promotional activities, the principal message and primary appeal of San 
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Felipe was his Mexico City birth.  Yet despite mobilizing creole patriotism and focusing 

the sentiment on San Felipe, these new publications used the saint to fit Mexico City and 

its residents into the Spanish Empire rather than propose him as a symbol for an 

alternative political arrangement. 

 Ladrón de Guevara sponsored types of publications that reinforced late 

eighteenth-century devotional trends in San Felipe’s cult.  Personal devotional materials 

and the proper office of the saint circulated in Mexico City from the 1770s.47  Where 

Ladrón de Guevara differed from earlier efforts was in scale.  To encourage other clerics 

to integrate San Felipe into their parish liturgy and devotions, he blanketed Mexico City’s 

churches with copies of the saint’s proper office.  He printed more than a thousand copies 

for distribution.48  He also paid for about 1,600 novenas oriented toward both clerics and 

the laity.49  This devotional closely followed the proper office leading the reader and 

audience through the life of San Felipe.50  While the content was standard, the novena 

broke new ground in terms of its devotional aspirations.  The work included an image of 

San Felipe instructing the faithful to kneel before it and to pray an Our Father and Ave 

Maria.  Doing so earned the parishioner forty days of indulgence.  Priests also received 

an indulgence by administering the mass or sacraments during the celebration of the 

saint.  As a final measure, any devout Catholic could earn indulgences by participating in 

the procession, donating anything to San Felipe or even performing a charitable act while 

thinking of the saint.  In covering such a broad range of pious activities, this set of 

indulgences sought to insert San Felipe into the rhythm of everyday life as never before.  

Some evidence suggests that Ladrón de Guevara’s campaign was successful.  At least in 
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1807, the Mexico City Cathedral celebrated a function to San Felipe the fifth day of each 

month throughout the year.51   

 After targeting Mexico City’s pulpits and parishioners, Ladrón de Guevara 

extended his efforts to rehabilitate the image of San Felipe with the publication of a new 

saintly biography.52  Its author, José María Munibe, a cleric of Mexico City, labored to 

dispel some common perceptions of the creole saint.  As a first step, he refuted the image 

of San Felipe as “a young man without measure, prostituted to disorder and full criminal 

conduct.”53  It was untrue, the author wrote, that San Felipe tried to escape imprisonment 

in Japan.  He also rejected the popular belief that his “martyrdom was a mere accident, 

and Felipe a sudden, contingent saint without merit or virtue.”54  Munibe cited the 

Biblical parable of the vineyard laborers and enthused over God’s judgment that after 

only four years of religious life, God considered Felipe worthy of the gift of martyrdom.   

 Given that the biography immortalized both San Felipe’s virtues and 

shortcomings, it is difficult to say whether the new publication actually helped the cult.  

The cleric’s tone, however, was unmistakably one of righteous anger.  He saw the 

criticisms of San Felipe as emblematic of all the barbs directed spitefully at creoles of 

New Spain.  The life of the saint, Munibe explained, proved that people of the Indies 

were capable of the highest achievements in science, society and grace.55  Like the rest of 

the works on San Felipe, a strong sense of creole patriotism lifted the rhetoric.  Munibe 

extolled the “incomparable glory of our occidental America.”56  Through this municipal 

holy figure, the author also articulated resentment toward the foreigners living in Mexico 

City who refused to respect local traditions.  According to Munibe, God had given each 

place a special saint; Mexico City’s saint was San Felipe.57  Through his guardianship, all 
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inhabitants (both foreigners and natives) received temporal and spiritual benefits.  

However, instead of glorifying Mexico City’s native saint, “these [foreign] gentlemen 

spend generously in sumptuous churches dedicated to saints and avocations of their 

homes.”58  They should, Munibe argued, recognize Mexico City’s contribution to their 

fortunes and then they would more highly esteem local social and religious traditions.  

The promotion of San Felipe, then, both expressed bitterness toward wealthy newcomers 

and proposed the saint as a common ground to alleviate the tension. 

 Ladrón de Guevara also sponsored the publication of an illustrated biography of 

San Felipe.  Engraver José María Montes de Oca designed and produced one thousand 

copies of the books.59  Each of the thirty prints showed a step in the saint’s biography 

from his early wayward life, to his rededication to God and finally to his martyrdom.  A 

fourth of the prints depicted events after San Felipe’s death.  These portrayed his rapture, 

the celebrations in Mexico City for his beatification and the apparition to his dying 

mother.  The culminating piece showed San Felipe as saintly figure astride an eagle and 

cactus venerated by the allegorical figures of America and Spain.  The image, like 

Munibe’s work, graphically depicted traditional civic patriotism emphasizing the 

municipality over regional and imperial allegiances.  Rather than a revolutionary 

declaration, the representation used the saint in the traditional sense of Spanish pious 

imperialism as a means to connect Mexico City with the Spanish Empire and Catholic 

Church.  

 Thanks to the promotional activity of Ladrón de Guevara, these powerful images 

of San Felipe’s biography came to life in the February 5 procession.  The cleric expended 

considerable energy into revitalizing the feast-day celebration and the centerpiece of the 
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procession was the reenactment of San Felipe’s hagiography in statues.  Spectators along 

the parade route saw a scene of Felipe as a student of the Colegio de San Pedro y San 

Pablo with his homework in hand, which was carried by the students of the same 

school.60  Next, the public saw Felipe as a Discalced Franciscan novice being tempted by 

a devil “in pants, boots, sword, cape in other words, dressed like a perfect dandy.”61  

After the devil came the statue of the saint as an apprentice of the silversmiths.  Later, the 

onlookers saw Felipe as a merchant with his measuring stick in the act of selling and 

loading goods.  As a grand finale, the silversmiths carried the statue of San Felipe 

showing him venerated by figures of Europe and America.62  By utilizing such imagery, 

the procession evoked both the Munibe biography and the illustrated life of San Felipe.  

The message of the saint rooted in Mexico City and the object of rapturous attention by 

Americans and Spanish remained the same.  

 Ladrón de Guevara’s revived celebration to San Felipe recalled Baroque symbolic 

culture, the processional space as articulation of society and the vibrancy of corporations 

as the cornerstones of traditional Spanish civilization.  Like in earlier times, residents 

along the parade route lighted the facades of their buildings.63  The silversmiths and the 

candlemakers, in particular, led the decoration of the streets.64  Twenty-one corporations 

in total participated in the procession, far more than the traditional participants.65  Ladrón 

de Guevara invited the colleges of San Ildefonso, the Colleges of Lawyers, the 

silversmith guild, the University of Mexico, the third orders of San Francisco and the 

Servites, the confraternity of the Spanish Standard and the Indians in corporation.66  He 

especially leaned on the city’s artisan guilds.67  The celebration featured new music for 
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the mass and fireworks on vespers and the feast day.68  In short, San Felipe’s feast 

became the antithesis of the Bourbon-era simple and austere religion.   

 As if the fundraising, publications and feast day were not enough, Ladrón de 

Guevara expanded his campaign to promote San Felipe into other areas.  For one, he ran 

a lottery for San Felipe out of his house on Tiburcio street.69  The cleric also convinced 

the owners of the Mexico City Coliseum to stage a benefit performance for San Felipe.70  

Ever the keen publicist, Ladrón de Guevara printed up bills to advertise the event.71  In 

promoting San Felipe, the cleric not only aimed up the social scale, but also deliberately 

encouraged the cult among the underclass with a practice called victores.  On February 3, 

the night before San Felipe’s vesper, a group of between fifty and one hundred boys, 

adolescents and men left from the Guevara’s house.72  Lighting their way with torches, 

they carried an image of the saint through Mexico City’s neighborhoods, played “drums, 

clarions, and flutes” and shouted vivas to San Felipe.  According to a critic, Guevara 

plied the rabble with some small coins, which they took to the nearest wine shop to get 

drunk.73  Thus, passersby noticed San Felipe’s standard flying from a tavern, a 

particularly unedifying religious message to reformers.   

 When promoting San Felipe, Ladrón de Guevara left few stones unturned.  

Through donations, indulgences, literature, processions and rag-tag marches, he intended 

to incorporate the elite and ordinary folks, secular and laity, as well as Europeans and 

Mexicans.  Financially, the effort yielded impressive results.  By September 1805, the 

prebendary had collected 45,646 pesos, which netted 36,590 pesos after expenses.74  

However, already by 1800, Ladrón de Guevara’s enthusiasm and arm twisting had 
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alienated at least three politically-powerful groups: the cathedral chapter, trade guilds and 

enlightened reformers. 

 Starting in 1800, the Mexico City cathedral chapter began to restrict San Felipe’s 

canonization campaign and Ladrón de Guevara himself.  When the chapter gave the 

prebendary the commission in 1797, they also granted him an exemption from attending 

the onerous schedule of religious obligations.  In 1800 after arguing about some costs 

related to the canonization effort, the chapter voted to remove the exemption.75  Clerics 

stated that the letter-writing campaign had already yielded its fruits and that each member 

must attend to his religious obligations.  However, given that the vote took place on San 

Felipe’s vesper, the chapter’s resolution seems almost spiteful.76  For his part, Ladrón de 

Guevara appealed the judgment first to the chapter, then to the king and finally to the 

Audiencia, which delayed the implementation of this decision for three years.77  The 

cleric soon had other, more pressing problems as artisan guilds and the colonial 

administration reacted to his aggressive fund-raising and boisterous procession.   

 Bourbon reforms forced guilds into a harsher, more competitive marketplace, 

which made artisans much less willing participants in Mexico City’s public religion.  In 

order to reorient time, labor and money towards economic productivity, new regulations 

reduced the control the guild exercised over shops and workers.  These weakened 

privileges translated into greater economic pressure on artisans and less time or money 

for traditional religious activities.  With the painful adjustment to competition in mind, 

the viceroy Revillagigedo lessened the number of religious festivals and the heavy costs 

that came with them.78  In practice, however, guild members still faced intense social 

pressure to fulfill their Catholic obligations.  Citing their financial straits, the chair 
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makers negotiated with Ladrón de Guevara to reduce the burden of San Felipe’s feast on 

their guild.79  The cleric refused to lessen his demands, which prompted an anonymous 

writer in 1802 to petition to the king for relief.  In a strident tone, the letter criticized San 

Felipe’s celebration for the money required by the procession, the drunken revelry of the 

masses and lost work time.80  The petition conformed to the dictates of enlightened 

reformers in that neither time nor money should be wasted in frivolities and in that 

celebrations should be solemn and orderly.   

 By supporting the chair makers’ petition, King Charles IV endorsed the principle 

of work over religion and indicted the old-style public religion.  In 1803, the monarch 

commanded that no guild be required to attend the San Felipe celebrations.81  He further 

instructed that the procession return to its established custom.  As a final measure, he 

asked the viceroy to investigate the activities of Ladrón de Guevara.  The colonial 

administration’s restriction of the resources dedicated to religious purposes was a 

continuation of a broad Bourbon trend.  In 1801, the viceroy ordered a general review of 

the obligatory gifts in wills electing to limit the number, which through confusion or 

tradition had expanded.82  In 1803, Charles IV sent home all the promoters of Spanish 

causes in Rome, ignoring the objections of the clerics involved.83 In sum then, both 

Charles IV and the viceregal government continued to give a higher priority to secular 

considerations than to religion at the turn of the century.  

 Ladrón de Guevara sidestepped the formal prohibition of required attendance 

through informal means.  He and his father, an Audiencia judge, personally visited the 

master artisans, officials and apprentices in their shops to request their presence.84  Only 

the tailors refused to come and the workers of the Royal Factory of Cigarettes and Cigars 
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went in their place.85  Personal connections also ensured that the Mexico City council 

vigorously defended Ladrón de Guevara and the San Felipe celebration in a formal 

response to the royal investigation.86  The cleric’s brother in law was an honorary 

member of the body.87  Firstly, the councilmen expressed their displeasure at the 

anonymous writer, who had usurped their official role as spokesmen for the city’s 

religious and political wellbeing.88  They maintained that participation in San Felipe’s 

feast day was entirely voluntary and sprang from Mexico City’s special devotion to 

Catholicism and to the saint.  They men felt that procession had all the veneration 

befitting a religious act and argued that even the controversial representation of San 

Felipe’s life could be defended in so far as it resembled the Passion of Christ set in 

stages.  Taking the offensive, the councilmen also implied somewhat bitterly that the 

origin of this disturbance lay with the king’s own reform of the ceremonial schedule.89   

 In the midst of the wrangling, the cathedral chapter continued to curtail Ladrón de 

Guevara’s activities and to distance itself from his campaign.  In June 1802, Gamboa 

petitioned the cathedral to terminate the commission for San Felipe’s canonization.90  

The next month, the chapter voted, over Guevara’s objections, to stop collecting money 

and instead to “practice other diligences to canonize Blessed [Felipe] de Jesus.”91  In 

practice, the chapter preferred no diligences and canons were content to collect do

passively.  Only the ongoing litigation over Ladrón de Guevara’s exemption from 

religious obligations kept the cathedral chapter from cutting his ties with San Felipe 

completely.  To make matters worse, in 1804, his father died, which deprived the cleric 

of his greatest political asset.  The prebendary compounded his problems by arranging an 

elaborate funeral and refusing to return the many official documents his father had kept at 

nations 
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home.92  With this, Ladrón de Guevara managed to offend the Audiencia, the viceroy, the 

archbishop, the Council of Indies and even the king who wrote the whole business was 

“very irregular and strange.”93  As a final and perhaps worst development, the 

investigation of Ladrón de Guevara’s commission had reached Spain and it indicated that 

the cleric had collected sizable donations.  For a cash-strapped king, the information 

warranted more attention. 

 Due to the financial strain from a series of imperial wars, Charles IV turned to 

donations and forced loans from his kingdoms.  In New Spain, the most divisive of these 

extractions was the 1804 Consolidación de Vales Reales where the king required 

churches to send the principle of their various loaned assets to the crown in return for an 

interest payment.94  The king collected 2.5 million pesos from the archdiocese of Mexico 

and 10.5 million from New Spain.95  On paper, Charles IV did not demand San Felipe’s 

canonization fund; no donation was obligatory until February 1812.96  Instead, the king 

requested a voluntary gift from the cathedral.  Charles also sent a decree commanding the 

viceroy to curb abuses in the San Felipe procession and to investigate the fundraising 

activities of Ladrón de Guevara.97  The cleric lost the right to administer the canonization 

funds.98  With the prebendary effectively removed from the leadership of the 

canonization drive, collections dwindled and the problems receded.99  San Felipe, like 

most other issues, took a back seat to political upheavals following the Napoleonic Wars.   

 At the turn of the nineteenth century, the monarchy and its administration in 

Mexico City weakened pious imperialism, a system that mediating municipal and 

imperial concerns and ensured colonial loyalty to the king.  Ladrón de Guevara’s wide-

ranging promotion of San Felipe sought to revive the traditional practice of religion in 
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Mexico City.  As in centuries past, the cleric rallied corporations around a holy figure in 

the public sphere.  San Felipe’s saint day provided entertainment, reinforced social order 

and celebrated Mexico City within the larger Spanish Empire and Catholic Church.  

However, both reform-minded officials and the monarch discouraged the cleric and his 

activities.  Under considerations of costs, labor productivity and devotional trends; they 

rejected a return to an earlier time when religion unquestionably served as the center of 

colonial life.  By suppressing expressions of piety, the king gradually lost the moral 

authority as vicar of the Catholic Church.  Given Mexico City’s first reactions to the 

Napoleonic invasion of Spain, the monarchs might have regretted the reforms that 

weakened pious imperialism. 

 

Napoleon, Hidalgo, saints and pious imperialism.  

 As events of the early eighteenth century showed, the king had no better 

replacement for a positive assertion of Spanish Empire than pious imperialism.  The 

abdication of the Spanish king in 1808 forced subjects in New Spain to articulate the 

rationale for Spanish imperialism for the first time in two hundred years.  Perhaps the 

most compelling reason for continued loyalty was negative—military force and fear of 

chaos.  To reinforce the constructive aspects of Spanish rule, royalist officials in Mexico 

City turned to pious imperialism.  Clerics called public novenas for saints to ask divine 

intercession on the king’s behalf.  Sermons and pamphlets characterized the European 

conflict as a religious war against the godless French.  The colonial administration’s 

return to pious imperialism was too late; the monarch had already lost the monopoly on 

divine support.  An insurrection led initially by Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla staked a 
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credible claim for God’s providence by invoking the Virgin of Guadalupe.  For their part, 

Spanish officials made no effort to curtail the cult to any religious figure because of its 

potentially-subversive political message.  To the colonial regime, every saint was a 

loyalist. 

In June and July 1808, Mexico City received news that Napoleon Bonaparte had 

captured Ferdinand VII.  To the horror of the capital, Napoleon forced the Spanish king 

to abdicate and installed his brother Joseph on the throne.100  During the uncertainty and 

instability of the time, every person’s faithfulness to the Spanish king was in question.  A 

general climate of suspicion reigned, especially after the coup d’etat that deposed the 

standing viceroy, José de Iturrigaray, on Sept 16, 1808 for apparently pro-autonomous 

leanings.101  “In these times, the slightest whisper,” as the Mexico City cathedral chapter 

wrote, “is enough to make the most innocent action seem suspicious and even 

criminal.”102  The most visible method to demonstrate loyalty was through public 

religion.  The cathedral chapter swore allegiance to the king as “the clearest and 

unequivocal sign of their fidelity and love of the Royal person.”103  As they themselves 

maintained, the canons began to instruct the faithful of Mexico City to remain faithful, to 

exhibit respect for order and to provide financial support to the king’s cause.  To obtain 

celestial aid for the king and Spanish Empire, the cathedral chapter voted to bring an 

image of Christ from the monastery of Sta. Theresa in early April 1809 for a public 

novena with all the principle secular and religious officials.104  They ordered mass 

preceded by the song, “Vexilla Regis” and in the afternoon the “Miserere.”  Somewhat 

later, nuns of several convents implored Remedios for the swift release of the king.105   
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 The colonial church mobilized against the French out of loyalty to the Spanish 

king, moral obligation and outrage at Joseph’s anti-church measures.  The Inquisition had 

condemned impious French philosophy for years.106  Their fears seemed justified as 

Joseph eliminated the Inquisition, abolished religious communities and confiscated 

ecclesiastical properties.107  In the judgment of clerics of Mexico City, the French and 

Spanish were actually locked in a religious war with the fate of the Church at stake.  

Beware Mexico, wrote a Mexico City clergyman, or “you will see your [temples] offered 

as in the unnatural France to an impious Jezebel or to an infamous prostitute.”108 

 The massive rebellion led by parish priest Hidalgo in Sept. 1810 exposed a more 

complex practical understanding of political loyalty and religious faith in New Spain.  

Upon Napoleon’s invasion, officials emphasized that a good Catholic should support the 

king.  With Hidalgo’s revolt, officials rephrased this assertion in the negative; those 

defying the king also rebelled against God.109  A great flood of publications condemned 

insurgents as a godless mob.110  One pamphlet said that a rebel victory would constitute 

the end of the “holy religion of our fathers.”111  Residents in Mexico City assumed that 

Hidalgo’s rabble was heretical, bent on destroying beloved icons.  Officials brought the 

image of Remedios from its sanctuary for safekeeping in Mexico City to “avoid a 

sacrilegious theft of Our Lady that the bandits could commit.”112  Prelates urged parish 

priests to excommunicate insurgents and those that read insurgent literature.113  High 

church officials excommunicated all the major leaders of the rebellion and the Inquisition 

condemned both Hidalgo and his successor, priest José María Morelos y Pavón.114  

Rather than a cynical manipulation of the faith, the notion of Catholic citizenship 

represented a core belief embraced by both royalists and insurgents alike.115  The 
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Constitutional Decree of Apatzingán of 1814 stated that “the Catholic, Roman and 

Apostolic religion is the only one to be professed in the state”, but also that “the status of 

citizen is lost through the crimes of heresy, apostasy or treason to the nation.”116  

Insurgents, too, claimed to defend Catholicism with superior piety.  Morelos asserted to 

the bishop of Puebla, “We are more religious than the Europeans” and explained the 

movement was “our holy revolution.”117   

 Rebels adopted principles of pious imperialism, but reoriented their focus—albeit 

gradually—from the king to the incipient nation.  This work has argued that saints were 

adaptable mechanisms that allowed groups and individuals to participate in a larger 

religious polity.  Given saints responsiveness to local concerns, it is not surprising that 

Hidalgo’s armed movement took the Virgin of Guadalupe and St. Michael as 

standards.118  Indeed, the insurgents at this muddled and instinctive stage did not 

fundamentally change this understanding of pious imperialism.  This insight helps 

explain the seemingly inconsistent battle cry, of “long live religion, long live the Patria, 

long live Ferdinand VII, long live Our Most Holy Queen and Mother of Guadalupe, and 

death to bad government.”119  Hidalgo’s initial proposal gained sufficient moral and 

political force to suggest an alternative rule sealed by the same religious principles as the 

Spanish Empire.  While the rebellion faltered, it set a precedent that later leaders adopted; 

Guadalupe eventually became the symbol for an independent Mexico.120   

 No two saints have come to exemplify the contested notions of Catholicism and 

political loyalty more than the Virgin of Guadalupe and the Virgin of Remedios.  As the 

story goes, royalists countered the insurgents’ Guadalupe with their own miraculous 

Virgin—Remedios.  Without question, the colonial regime featured Remedios 
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prominently in sermons, processions and public novenas.  Upon her entry into Mexico 

City in 1810, Viceroy Francisco Javier Venegas venerated the image and declared her the 

“generalíssima and captain general of the royal army, protector and guide of Spain’s 

military forces in Mexico.”121  Afterwards, Remedios continued to figure among the 

appeals for peace and success of the royalist forces.122  Far from an innovation, the 

Virgin’s use to protect the capital and to aid military operations of the Spanish king fell 

within her established responsibilities.  The break from tradition came from the 

prominent role of Spanish merchants in the coup of 1808.  These merchants had been 

among Remedios’ most devoted clientele and sponsored early public rogations to her.123  

Veneration to her became a public sign of fidelity toward the Spanish king.  Even so, the 

loyalists would not have ceded any saint to their adversaries, let alone one as important as 

the Virgin of Guadalupe.  Before Hidalgo’s movement raised banners to Guadalupe in 

their march toward Guanajuato, royalists had given thanks to her for the new coronation 

of Ferdinand VII.124  The suggestion that the Virgin could support a fundamentally 

impious movement angered Spanish partisans.  A group of women started a group to 

promote Guadalupe as a loyalist and José Mariano Beristain y Souza (1756-1817) 

implored clemency from the virgin for the rebellion begun in her name.125  According to 

the colonial regime, no saint could represent a fundamentally heretical movement, a 

belief which also explains official policy toward the public religion of saints from 1809 to 

1820.   

 

San Felipe and the end of colonialism. 
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 Despite the politicization of Remedios and Guadalupe, colonial officials took no 

legal steps to curtail devotions to any saint on account of its political message.  The 

colonial regime only restricted the free practice of Catholicism for security reasons, 

principally to prevent large crowds in streets.  The cult of San Felipe serves as a case 

study to examine this strangely blind attitude of colonial officials to the potentially 

rebellious uses of Catholic saints.  Although San Felipe did not inspire a great revolt, the 

cult was explicitly creole-oriented during a time when officials discouraged drawing 

distinctions between the Spanish and Spanish Americans.  Even so, the cult survived and 

even found favor.  War-time destruction, political volatility and militarization were far 

more corrosive to the public religion than official suppression.  The weakening of pious 

imperialism reflected the erosion of central authority.  

 The first concern of the colonial administration with regard to saints was to ensure 

that the crowds massed for their feast-day celebrations stayed orderly and peaceful.  

Shortly after the coup that installed him in power, Viceroy Pedro de Garibay assigned a 

police force to patrol the procession of the Holy Host.126  Increased attention on internal 

security in Mexico City reflected a larger buildup of military forces in New Spain to 

counter the insurgency.127  Later viceroys increased the security presence during public 

events.128  The concern for public order allowed reformers to put an end to lingering 

remnants of boisterous celebrations.  Police details eliminated firecrackers, carriages, 

burros, street venders and alcohol sales to impose “devote silence, which is appropriate 

and desirable.”129  Along the same lines, regents in Cadiz decreed away the Baroque 

elements of San Felipe’s saint day like the procession of statues.130   
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 From public religion’s traditional role as a means to reinforce the unquestioned 

supremacy of the Spanish monarch, it became a political device used to create order.  A 

succession of governments, elections and representatives all expected the Catholic 

Church to lend its authority to solemnize their office.  The Mexico City Cathedral held 

ceremonies for Ferdinand in 1809, the Spanish regency, the Spanish Cortes, Mexico City 

elections, the liberal constitution, the reading of the 1812 Constitution, the return of 

Ferdinand and the return of the constitution in 1820.131  The principles of pious 

imperialism created this idiom of state power, but its object lost the clear focus on the 

monarch.  In supporting such divergent political projects, public religion became more a 

formality than a signal of true power or endorsement of the Mexican Church.  Within this 

new context, the cult of saints did not entirely disappear.  The regents in Cadiz 

acknowledged the key role of local celestial patrons by declaring that the Audiencia 

attend the feast of San Felipe as an obligatory official function.132  Even legislators of the 

liberal 1812 constitution declared a new patron saint, St. Teresa de Ávila.133   

 Increasingly, force and decree replaced the cult of saints as the preferred means to 

address local interests within the larger Spanish Empire.  In Mexico City, Viceroy 

Garibay tried to legislate away divisive social labels, prohibiting “criollo” or “gachupín” 

arguing that all subjects were equal members of one nation.134  The framers of the Cádiz 

Constitution also declared a nominal equality.135  Because of this, proponents of San 

Felipe had to modify the language they used.  One of the longtime supporters, priest José 

Manuel Sartorio, wrote a column of devotionals to San Felipe published in the Gazeta de 

México every fifth day of the month from 1806-10.136  In the earliest material, Sartorio 

trumpeted the Mexican and American elements of San Felipe, “of our American land/ 
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among the greater glories of Mexico/shout that FELIPE is Mexican.”137  Another writer, 

Mariano Barazabal, wrote of San Felipe in words suggestive of a glorious creolism, those 

of a Mexican hero, a common jewel and an eagle of Tenochtitlan flying far above the 

sun.138  However, in late January 1809 when Mexico City learned of the deposition of 

Ferdinand, Sartorio wrote that San Felipe from heaven “cares for his homeland….Old 

Spain along with the New.”139  On Feb. 5, 1809, the author prayed that San Felipe “see 

the affliction of the two Spains…[and] restitute our beloved to his throne.”140  Within 

orthodox circles, the cult to San Felipe had always situated Mexico City within the 

greater Spanish Empire.  Hometown saint helped express an expanded feeling of a patria 

and the viceregal capital’s aid for the monarch at his hour of need.  In 1812, when these 

devotionals came out in booklet form three years later, proclaiming a robust sense of 

local pride had become anathema.  The opening deprecation referred to San Felipe in the 

same way as the venerated countryman who protected his city and country from harm.  

However, Sartorio expunged any reference to the holy figure as a Mexican or 

American.141  On a rhetorical level, the cult of saints responded to social pressures as it 

had always adapted.  However, larger changes in Mexico prevented a return to status quo 

ante.   

 Militaristic elements and weak finances diminished the celebration of saintly 

devotions.  San Felipe’s procession of 1812 also marked the grand entrance of General 

Félix María Calleja’s triumphal entry into Mexico City fresh from a victory over 

insurgents at San Juan Zitácuaro.  Viceroy Venegas had called the general back to defend 

the capital from another rebel army posed on the outskirts of Mexico City.  The soldiers 

entered under triumphal arcs of flowers and were cheered on, as described in the 
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newspaper, by the “purest and most sincere vivas” of the capital’s residents.142  They 

made their way to the central plaza where the military parade mixed with San Felipe’s 

procession in “two brilliant apparatuses of the public cult.”  The cathedral chapter 

performed a Te Deum to give thanks to God for the military victory over the rebels.  

Reflecting concerns of public order, economic wherewithal and simply a shift in the 

balance of power, the armed forces began to rival saints’ celebrations for splendor and 

popular support.   

 The military also competed with public religion for scarce financial resources.  

Wartime destruction and large military expenditures eroded the normal revenue 

collection for the viceregal government, municipal administration and Catholic Church.  

Adding to the woes, Mexico City flooded, food prices tripled and an epidemic of 

smallpox broke out.143  No less calamitous to some were the elections for municipal 

offices and representatives to the Spanish Cortes.144  Despite other disruptions, military 

expenses did not end.  In March 1813, Félix María Calleja marked his first days as 

viceroy by calling for donations of 1.5 million pesos.145  Squeezed from above and 

below, the Mexico City council cut expenses, including support for saint day 

celebrations.146  Even passing the standard of Spain for the feast of San Hipólito was 

abolished, to the consternation of the peninsulares.147   

 The cathedral administration, too, was caught between declining income and 

increased expenses.  In May 1814, the cathedral chapter undertook a major financial 

restructuring.148  The canons voted to reassign capital from pious works to offset general 

costs.  One third of the transferred money came from donations.  Their reorganization 

included all the funds that Guevara had so diligently collected for San Felipe.149  While 
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the cathedral chapter was never fully supported the hometown saint’s canonization, 

Ladrón de Guevara had been a firm even pugnacious advocate.  In this case, the loss of 

the campaign funds provoked no protest from him.  The cleric might have chosen to 

support the monarch’s government at its hour of need.  Or, ceding the funds without a 

fight might have worked to his personal benefit.  Two years later, in October 1816, the 

cathedral chapter received Ferdinand’s recommendation to promote Ladrón de Guevara 

to full rationer.150  Beyond San Felipe and the personal situation of one canon, these 

grave financial problems showed that the Mexico Church’s pious funds had begun to 

melt away.  In the longer term, erosion of the economic base of the Catholic Church 

contributed more to the reform of Baroque public religion than did enlightened reforms.   

 The improving political and military situation seemed to promise a return to 

normality.  Calleja reestablished control over most of New Spain and Ferdinand VII 

returned to power.151  The king rescinded the liberal Cortes and reinstated elements of the 

ancien regime like the Inquisition, guilds and royally-appointed officials.152  The short 

period of peace allowed leaders of Mexico City to reassess public religion.  In Mexico 

City, Ladrón de Guevara was the first to petition the city council to reinstate funding for 

patron saints.153  Other religious institutions did the same.154  The councilmen, however, 

reduced the level of public support for feast days over protests from the religious 

community.155  The available documents do not provide insight into the sincerity of the 

councilmen’s protests of public penury.  At least in principle, the city council affirmed its 

traditional role as patron of public religion in Mexico City.  Nor was there a strong trend 

in the saints selected for cuts.  The council tended to reduce support for all saints; the 

only intercessor that completely lost public funding was the Jesuit San Francisco Xavier.  
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Only five celebrations, including that of Guadalupe, maintained their subsidies; the 

council increased support for San Felipe by a symbolic ten pesos.156  Despite the support 

for creole-oriented cults, the revival of public religion did not indicate a growing 

estrangement with Spain.  The viceroy reinstated the particularly sensitive celebration of 

San Hipólito, which commemorated the Spanish conquest of Mexico City.157  Perhaps 

the only saint rejected on political grounds was St. Teresa de Ávila, named patron by t

Cortes.  In a petition to the cathedral chapter, Ladrón de Guevara questioned her right to 

an octave.

he 

s 

 

n 

g impact. 

158  After two years of research, the chapter’s master of ceremonies advised 

that the cathedral should return to its previous celebration of a double minor.159  The 

chapter agreed, saying that “rites in this archbishopric should conform to those of all the 

churches in the Spanish monarchy.”160  The chapter affirmed that all liturgical ranking

should come only from Rome rather than secular government.161  This astounding 

decision rejected centuries of precedent.  In the realm of liturgy, it represented a first 

foray into the wrenching division of Church and state.  If the finding had been faithfully

followed, it might have dramatically altered the principles of a local church and pious 

imperialism.  Given that the Spanish Empire ended so quickly afterwards, the decisio

made little lastin

 Another wrenching political change in Spain convinced many in New Spain that 

the monarchy could no longer guarantee order.  Ironically, it was the king’s decision to 

subdue the rebellious province of Buenos Aires that caused him to lose most of his North 

American colonies.  In 1820, an expeditionary force, preparing to sail to South America 

rebelled and forced the king to reinstitute the constitution of 1812.162  A newly ambitious 

Cortes abolished church legal privileges, limited church property and ended ecclesiastical 
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control over education.163  Political instability in Spain and the seeming godlessness of 

the ruling Cortes finally alienated enough former loyalists to favor local rule.  In 

February1821, General Agustín Iturbide turned the tables on his royal employers and 

issued a political roadmap to guide Mexico to its independence.164  Upon making his 

formal entrance into Mexico City, one of Iturbide’s first official acts was to require the 

Mexico City Cathedral to perform a service to give thanksgiving for his military victory 

and new government.165  This act, which would have been unthinkable in 1808, was now 

just the logical extension of more than a decade of shifts in the public religion.   

 Considering the political instability in the metropolis, Mexico City could not 

return to colonial life as normal.  The long decade from 1809 to 1821 showed a continued 

weakening of pious imperialism, as expressed in the public religion of saints.  The 

frequent recurrence to the Catholic Church to legitimate governments made the church 

less a counterweight and a more subordinate bureaucratic arm.  The unstable political 

situation moved the locus of power from the church to the military.  Ceremonies reflected 

the shift as the magnificence and solemnity provided by the church came to be 

supplemented by military pomp.  Wartime destruction and forced loans began to chip 

away at the Mexican Church’s economic foundation for the great Baroque edifice.  Most 

perniciously for the peace and prosperity of Mexico City, the political instability of the 

last decade of colonial rule followed Mexico into its independence period.   

 

Conclusion 

 The political instability during the Napoleonic invasions and their aftermath 

revealed the Bourbon state’s failure to advance a compelling alternative to pious 
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imperialism.  The Spanish Empire had sponsored scientific studies to identify 

economically valuable plants and minerals, introduced new incentives to work and 

accumulate, and freed social mobility for the newly wealthy.  Conversely, the crown 

discouraged pious initiatives like those from Ladrón de Guevara dedicated to San Felipe.  

In reducing religious functions like these, the monarch eliminated occasions that 

reinforced social order, that accommodated pious ardor and that reinscribed 

municipalities into the larger Spanish Empire and Catholic Church.  Replacing God with 

greed and reason did not establish a secure basis for empire.  Bolstering the military and 

militia, too, shifted Spanish rule from influence to force and fear.  By distancing the 

crown from religion, especially local religion, the monarchy lost its monopoly on moral 

authority.  These losses partially explain why Hidalgo was able to proclaim the Virgin of 

Guadalupe as the celestial guarantor of his movement.  Her prominence in the 

independence movement spoke to the powerful function of saints to channel grievances 

and unite constituencies.  For the newly independent Mexico, pious imperialism like that 

represented by Ladrón de Guevara’s promotion of San Felipe was less a nostalgic revival 

than a way forward.   
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Chapter 9.  Conclusion. 

 

 Writing in the late seventeenth century, Diego Saavedra Fajardo drew an explicit 

line between Christianity and the fortunes of the Spanish nation by quoting the Madrid 

court’s favorite patron saint, St. Isidore, the plowman (1070-1130).  Saavedra Fajardo 

wrote that “San Isidore foretold upon his death that the Spanish nation would be 

oppressed if it abandoned the true religion, but if the Spanish observed [Christianity], it 

would be exalted in grandness over all other nations.”
1
  Considering the history of the 

Spanish Empire outlined in this study, the comments are prophecy.   

 From the sixteenth century into the nineteenth century, this study has argued that 

Catholic faith and practice guided imperial objectives and cemented loyalty among the 

subjects of the Spanish Empire.  Pious imperialism, however, was not a monolithic force.  

In the sixteenth century, the universalistic message of Catholicism abetted the king’s own 

global aspirations.  Providential silver strikes and discoveries convinced the Spanish 

kings that God had charged them with propagating the faith.  Religious beliefs also 

convinced Spanish officials and subjects of the piety, justness and purity of Spanish 

intentions during their world expansion.  The ascetic Discalced Franciscans of the 

Japanese mission were part of this imperial push on the frontier of Catholicism.  San 

Felipe, the Mexico-City born friar, found himself in the middle of a much larger contest 

between Japanese ambitions, Jesuit missions and Spanish evangelization.   

 Upon the martyrdoms of twenty-six friars and Japanese Christians in Nagasaki, 

Japan in Feb. 1597, the Spanish Empire lauded the men as imperial heroes.  Informed by 

Catholic tradition, subjects interpreted the martyrdoms as a guarantee of the ultimate 
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triumph over heresy, paganism and the devil rather than a defeat.  To Spanish subjects 

and officials, the martyrs, especially the fallen Spanish, seemed to embody the inspiring 

behavior and principled action of Spanish expansion.  Whereas many of the subjects 

themselves fell short of those ideals, they felt the martyrs symbolized the positive role of 

the Spanish in the world.  Pious imperialism motivated the Spanish monarchs to use their 

political and financial leverage to promote the beatification and canonization causes in 

the Roman bureaucracy.  Thanks to efficacious intervention of the Spanish king and the 

Discalced Franciscans, Pope Urban VIII beatified the Nagasaki martyrs in 1627.  San 

Felipe became part of the Catholic liturgy and earned a feast that subjects interpreted as 

celebrating both Catholicism and themselves.  

 The beatification of the Nagasaki martyrs came as the Spanish Empire shifted 

from active expansion to maintenance.  As with the commemoration of the Nagasaki 

martyrs, the greater Spanish Empire began to commemorate the deeds of the sixteenth 

century.  Pious imperialism did not disappear, but transformed as well.  Public religion of 

Mexico City expressed the idea that God specially favored the Spanish Empire and that 

pious motives should dominate the actions of king and subjects.  The feast day of San 

Felipe was one date in the Catholic liturgy that allowed subjects and officials to celebrate 

God’s divine favor and to commemorate their city’s place in the Spanish Empire and the 

Catholic Church.  In this sense, saints’ cults integrated such contradictory secular 

impulses as local pride and imperial sensibility.  Even so, the ultimate appeal of saints to 

parishioners lay in their ability to mediate between God and man.  Saints like San Felipe 

with little miraculous power at times found few adherents. 
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 When the Bourbon reforms disproportionately affected creole subjects, residents 

of Mexico City revived the devotion of San Felipe.  Drawing upon the seventeenth-

century understanding of pious imperialism, inhabitants used San Felipe to articulate their 

contributions to the Spanish Empire and the Catholic Church.  The saint seemed an 

unimpeachable platform from which to defend local concerns and traditions given that 

Spanish kings had lauded the religious actions of their subjects for centuries.  The 

crown’s wider moves to curtail public religion, though, began to cut ties between the 

government and religious practice.  While the Bourbon reforms did not end public 

religion, or the association between God and king, they narrowed the base of devotion.  A 

series of political and military shocks tested this weakened and subordinated Catholic 

devotion.  As a result of the Bourbon reforms, political gyrations and resurgent Catholic 

feeling in Mexico, the Spanish monarch lost its monopoly on claims to divine favor.  By 

the end of the colonial period, Mexicans felt bold enough to claim that theirs was a truer, 

more devout Catholicism than that of the Spanish.  In 1821, Mexico declared its 

independence, ending three hundred years of political loyalty to the Spanish monarch.  

As Saavedra Fajardo predicted, when the Spanish nation moved away from Catholicism, 

its fortunes as a nation faded.   

 

Epilogue for a saint. 

 In colonial publications, San Felipe’s story always ended happily with edifying 

lessons for the reader.  After a libertine youth, he rejected secular life and its sensual 

pleasures.  His death on a cross symbolized God’s final test and reward for perseverance.  

The history of San Felipe’s cult after independence may not constitute a comparable 
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happy ending, but there are still some valuable lessons in it.  This study has argued that 

Catholicism in Mexico City had focused both on Spain and on the king.  This insight 

helps contextualize liberal antagonism toward Catholicism in the nineteenth century as 

part of decolonization.   

 In Mexico’s independent period of the nineteenth century, San Felipe played a 

role as a political symbol rather than as a vibrant devotional saint.  In the first decade 

after 1821, Mexico’s leaders began to create symbols for the new nation.  For instance, 

they changed the country’s name, flag and coat of arms.
2
  While the message transformed 

from the colonial period, the media remained the same.  In the same way, pious 

imperialism also continued, but with Mexico City at the center.  The Mexico City 

cathedral blessed the new governments in masses of thanksgiving.
3
  In terms of national 

holidays for saints, rulers used Mexico City saints like the Virgin of Guadalupe, the 

Virgin of Remedios and San Hipólito rather than a selection of regional saints.
4
  San 

Felipe was absent from this first round of declarations, but in late January 1826, the 

Congress “having considered the religious piety that Mexicans render to God, in special, 

of their compatriot San Felipe de Jesus,” declared his feast be a national holiday.
5
   

 San Felipe’s cult benefited from the politically-motivated attention to Mexico’s 

native traditions as a means to counteract Spanish influence.
6
  A sonnet lauded the new 

national holidays of Peru and Mexico to replace “ferocious Pizarro, [Peru’s] first 

oppressor [and]…here more politic, but no less fierce, the villainous Cortés.”
7
  In the 

colonial times, each of the conquerors had their annual celebration and even “a reliquary 

for the bones of the adventurer!”
8
  As the poet continued, now Peru praised only her Rose 

and pious Mexico her Felipe.  Officials from the national government, city leaders and 
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cathedral canons gathered on February 5 to celebrate San Felipe’s feast day.  Perhaps 

inspired by Ladrón de Guevara, corporations brought out their old statues of San Felipe 

to present his life in images—including the statue with the devil tempting San Felipe.  

According to the review, although the procession was “brilliant, we will say frankly that 

we believe it would be more solemn and dignified, if the biography of the saint was 

omitted.”
9
  In the first decade, independence bought new rulers rather than a new idiom 

of power and legitimacy.   

 Two longer-term trends undermined the cult of San Felipe starting in the second 

decade of Mexico’s independence.  First, the Catholic Church experienced a sharp 

decrease in income and capital.  In 1831, the Mexico City cathedral reorganized its 

finances and eliminated many of the liturgical functions for saints.
10

  Thus, falling 

endowments finally completed the reforms of the Enlightenment.  In the second, longer-

term trend, liberals continued the painful eighteenth-century process of circumscribing 

the Catholic Church’s role in society.  Liberals, like their enlightened predecessors, saw 

the state’s sponsorship of the Catholic Church as one part of the economic and political 

problems hindering Mexico’s progress.
11

  In the 1830s, the Mexico City council, under 

urging from the national government, restricted public financing to support celebrations 

to saints.
12

  Despite the measure, the city council continued to provide financial 

assistance for the feast of San Felipe by donating candles rather than currency.
13

   

 While there were wide swings in national politics, the liberal reforms of the 

1830s, including those of the Catholic Church culminated in the Mexican Constitution of 

1857.
14

  As a message to the conservative defenders of Catholicism, José María Mata, the 

president of the commission, hurried the completion of the constitution so that the law 
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would be promulgated on San Felipe’s feast day.
15

  A national holiday celebrated this 

date, replacing a notable religious feast with a secular celebration.
16

  The constitution 

provoked a conservative rebellion, the War of the Reform (1858-61), and by 1858, 

conservatives had taken Mexico City.  They also used San Felipe’s feast as a political 

message, marking it “with a sumptuousness not seen in many years.  [Liberals] that 

disdained to solemnize this great national festivity only revived the religious sentiments 

of the Mexican people…as another proof of the frank reconciliation between Church and 

State.”
17

  Liberals, however, regained Mexico City in 1861 and San Felipe’s feast was 

again eclipsed.  The newspaper La Reforma reminded “all of our fellow citizens that 

today is a national holiday for those who love the constitution.  There is to be nothing of 

Te Deums, cannon shots or farces [of the religious sort].”
18

  

 It was in this politicized context that San Felipe was finally canonized in 1862 as 

a symbol of a newly rejuvenated Catholic Church.  Pope Pius IX (1846-78) was in the 

midst of rebuilding Rome as a more effective center of Catholicism in response to 

assaults on the Catholic Church worldwide.
19

  Exiled Mexican prelates forged a 

friendship with Pius IX and prevailed upon the pontiff to canonize San Felipe as a sign of 

hope for the Catholic faithful in Mexico then suffering under the Liberals’ regime.
20

  

Ultimately, however, the canonization of the Nagasaki martyrs came from the discovery 

of some secret sects of Christians in Nagasaki, Japan in the 1850s.  For the European 

church, the story of the Christians who had survived persecution for two hundred years 

provided an ideal moment to celebrate the resiliency and eventual triumph of the faith.  

Pius IX invited Catholic dignitaries from all over Europe to attend the ceremony on June 
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8, 1862 as a show of unity.
21

  San Felipe, after nearly two and a half centuries, was a full 

saint.
22

   

 Conservative Mexicans greeted the news with jubilation.  After the canonization, 

Pablo Antonio de Niño Jesus, a Mexican Carmelite friar, sought to explain the 

importance of San Felipe to his contemporaries in nineteenth-century Mexico.  San 

Felipe had “lived in our cities, walked our streets and roads, taught us doctrine, edified us 

with his example and then, like now, made us participate in his glory.”
23

  Although the 

work was clearly panegyrical, it also spoke to the abiding ability of saints to articulate the 

most intimate of personal experiences.   
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Appendix 1.  Nagasaki martyrs of 1597.

Name Affiliation Position Hometown Notes
Latin Spanish

1 Petri Baptistæ Pedro Bautista Discalced Franciscan Friar Avila de Castilla, Spain
2 Martinus de Asconsione Martín de la Asunción (de Aguirre) Discalced Franciscan Friar Varrelenga, Viscaya, Spain
3 Franciscus Blanco Francisco Blanco Discalced Franciscan Friar Monterrey, Galicia, Spain
4 Philippus a Jesu Felipe de Jesús (de las Casas) Discalced Franciscan Acolyte Mexico City, New Spain (Mexico)
5 Gonsalvus Garcia Gonzalo García Discalced Franciscan Lay friar Bazain, India
6 Franciscus a S. Michaele Francisco de San Miguel Discalced Franciscan Lay friar Parilla, Valencia, Spain
7 Paulus Miki Pablo Miki Jesuit Brother
8 Joannes Soan (Goto) Juan Suan Goto Jesuit Novice
9 Didacus Kisay Diego Kisai Jesuit Novice

10 Paulus Suzuki Pablo Suzuqui Discalced Franciscan Layman
11 Gabriel Gabriel de Ize Discalced Franciscan Layman
12 Joannes Kinuya Juan Kinaya Discalced Franciscan Layman
13 Thomas Danchi Tomás Idanki Discalced Franciscan Layman
14 Franciscus Francisco de Meaco Discalced Franciscan Layman Kyoto, Japan
15 Thoma Cozachi Tomás Cosaki Discalced Franciscan Layman Boy
16 Joachimus Saccachibara Joaquín Saquijor Discalced Franciscan Layman
17 Bonaventura Ventura de Meaco Discalced Franciscan Layman Kyoto, Japan
18 Leo Carasumaru León Carazuma Discalced Franciscan Layman
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19 Matthias Matías de Meaco Discalced Franciscan Layman Kyoto, Japan
20 Antonius Deyan Antonio de Nagasaki Discalced Franciscan Layman Nagaski, Japan Boy
21 Paulus Yabaraki Luis Ibarqui Discalced Franciscan Layman Boy
22 Ludovicus Pablo Yuaniqui Ibarqui Discalced Franciscan Layman
23 Michael Conzaki Miguel Cozaqui Discalced Franciscan Layman Father of Thomas
24 Petro Suchegiro Pedro Sequeishein Discalced Franciscan Layman
25 Cosmus Taqueya Cosme Requisa (Laquista) Discalced Franciscan Layman
26 Caio Franciscus Francisco Fahelante Discalced Franciscan Layman

Sources:
Bibliotheca Sanctorum .  Rome: Istituto Giobanni XXIII della Pontificia Universita Lateranense: Citta’ Nuova Editrice, 1983.  
Bollandus, Joannes and Godefridus Henschenius. Acta sanctorum . Edited by Joanne Carnandet. Februarii, vol. 1. Paris: V. Palme, 1863 [1658]. 
Testimonios Auténticos Acerca De Los Protomártires Del Japón . México City: Fondo Pagliai, 1954. 



Appendix 2.  Beatification testimony, 1595-98. 
 
 Clerics in Manila and Macao initiated a series of tribunals to collect testimony about the Nagasaki martyrdoms of 1597.  
This appendix gives the dates, the witnesses and the general information that each tribunal collected.  This information, plus 
some copied letter constituted the bulk of the beatification material sent from Manila to Mexico City, to Spain and to Rome.   
 All of the tribunals functioned in the same way.  A Discalced Franciscan petitioned either a secular or ecclesiastical 
authority to oversee the proceedings.  The friars developed the questions and presented the witnesses.  Japanese witnesses 
spoke through an interpreter.  All the testimony was filtered through a legal notary who recorded the oral depositions.  A royal 
cosmographer in Mexico City translated the Macao testimony in Portuguese to Spanish.  Scribes also copied the testimony in 
Manila, Mexico, Spain and Rome.  In order to allay worries of errors, multiple officials endorsed the accuracy of the copies.   
 Although the testimony represented many people, its accuracy after its first recording seems to be reliable.  Because the 
Manila originals are apparently lost, the Mexico City copy is the earliest extent version.  The Mexico City press, Fondo 
Pagliai, published this manuscript in Testimonios Auténticos Acerca De Los Protomártires Del Japón in 1954).  This version 
coincides with fragmentary pieces in the Biblioteca Nacional de España, the Discalced Franciscan archive of Madrid and the 
Secret Archives of the Vatican. 
 
1.  Manila tribunal, 13-29April 1595.1 333  Before the martyrdoms, the Discalced Franciscans initiated a tribunal to defend the religious efficacy of their mission in 
Japan.  The friars intended to use this information to obtain ecclesiastical privileges from Rome and financial support from 
Philip II.  Luis Pérez das Mariñas, interim governor, opened the proceedings in Manila.  Fr. Juan de Garrovillas, provincial 
minister of the Discalced Franciscans wrote the questions.  Fr. Juan Pobre presented the witnesses.   
 The tribunal requested that the witnesses to corroborate the friars’ story of how the Japanese mission began.  Eight 
witnesses attested that Hideyoshi had invited the friars to evangelize in Japan, that that emperor [regent Hideyoshi Toyotomi] 
had received them well, if more friars went and if the Jesuit missions were persecuted at the time.   
 
 Witness name Title Age Date of Testimony Home Notes 
1 Pablo Ungasaguara  47 15 April 1595 Bungo, Angache Juan Faraz, interpreter 
2 Manuel Luis   17 April 1595 Portuguese Vecino of Macao 
3 Andres Gonzales  23 17 April 1595 Tigugen, Japan Juan Faraz, interpreter 
4 Pablo Camello   18 April 1595 India Staying in Manila 
5 Jorge Pinto Barbaza  21 19 April 1595  Resident of Manila 

  
 



6 Domingo Perez   20 April 1595 Portuguese, Macao  
7 Leon de Vera   21 April 1595 Hacata, Japan Benito Silvero, interpreter 
8 Domingos Suynda   27 April 1595 Firando, Japan Benito Silvero, interpreter 

 
 
2.  Macao Tribunal, 3 June-1 September 1597.2 
 In Macao, the Discalced Franciscan superior of the Malacca/China mission, P. Fr. Jerónimo de San Lorenzo, asked 
Bishop Leonard de Saa to take testimony about the Nagasaki martyrdoms.  Because Saa was ailing (and died shortly later), 
Father Manuel de Aguiar, vicar general of the bishopric of China, handled the questioning.  He used questions compiled by Fr. 
Jerónimo.  Fifteen witnesses attested to the constancy of the condemned Christians and the miracles following their deaths. 
 
 
 Witness name Title Age Date of Testimony Home Notes 

1 Rui Mendes de Figueredo 
Gentleman of the royal house, Order of 
Christ, Major Captain of China and Japan 50+ 3 June 1597   

2 Simón García de Acosta  
Gentleman of the royal shield, factor of 
Macao and the China ship 50 9 June 1597   

3 Juan Núñez Louo Courtesan of the king 35 10 June 1597  Married, vecino of Nombre de Dios 
4 Christóbal Gonçález Courtesan of the king 36-36 17 June 1597  Unmarried, resident of Macao 
5 Christóbal Díaz Carnero  47 18 June 1597  Vecino of Macao 
6 Alonso de Acuña  33 27 June 1597  Unmarried, resident of Macao 
7 Antonio de Figuredo  41 29 June 1597  Unmarried 
8 Sebastián Báez Calleros  45 30 June 1597  Married, resident of Macao 
9 Phelipe de Aguiar  23 31 June 1597  Unmarried, resident of Macao 

10 Rodrigo Ravelo Bravo  23 1 August 1597  Unmarried, resident of Macao 
11 Simón de Fonseca   23 17 August 1597  Unmarried, resident of Macao 
12 Manuel de Fonseca Gentleman of the royal house 30 19 August 1597  Unmarried, resident of Macao 
13 Gaspar Váez   31 22 August 1597  Unmarried, staying in Macao 
14 Andrés de Mora  30 13 August 1597  Married in Goa, staying in Macao 
15 Manuel Francisco  32 1 September 1597  Married, resident of Macao 

334 

 
 

  
 



 
Questions. 
Primeramente, que el padre fray Pedro Vautista, fraile menor, con tres compañeros professos de su misma orden, llegó a 
Xapón como envaxadores enviados por el governador de Manila, y predicador del Evangelio, en tiempo que el rrey llamado 
Quanbaco, o por torro nombre Tycozama, tenía puestas pro tierra las yglesias de los padres de la Compañía de Jhesús, y mandó 
se saliesen de su reino; y fue rrecevido del dicho rrey, y con grande admiración de su estrecho proveça y áspera vida y aloxado 
en Meaco, su antigua corte y principal ciudad, y en ella le señaló sitio y lugar para una iglesia que el dicho padre edificó con 
claustro y oficinas, donde él y sus compañeros bibían en libertad y observancia de su rregla e instituto, tañendo a el oficio 
divino a sus acostumbradas oras públicamente, diciendo misa, y los domingos y fiestas predicando a los cristianos y 
catequizando a los xentiles, ayudándose en esto de algunos xapones que instruidos en las cossas de nuestra santa fee se las 
comunicaban por los tales, aunque sin órdenes ningunas, así entre los padres de la Compañía como entre los frailes, ser 
predicadores. 
2.  Que los dichos religiosos fueron en el Xapón muy aceptados a todos los cristianos y con tanto rrespecto y devoción 
tratados, que hasta e ávito del glorioso y seráfico padre nuestro San Francisco con profunda humildad se postravan admirados 
y edificados del desprecio del mundo que mostravan y de la aspereza de ida que seguían. 
3.  Que en la dicha ciudad de Meaco, junto de la iglesia que tenían hedificada los dichos rrelixiossos, dos hospitales, y en ellos 
recosían muchos leprosos y otros incurables de enfermedades contagiosas, y con tanta compasión caridad y devoción los 
curaban y trataban que muchos de diversas partes los venían a vuscar para ser dellos alumbrados, convertidos y traídos al 
conocimiento y servicio de nuestro verdaderos Dios y Señor.  
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4.  Que por el discurso del tiempo, llegando los dichos frailes a ser por todos once, sin contradicción notable de los xentiles y 
ninguna del Convaco, su rrey, vinieron a tener tres casas en Xapón, una en Meaco y otra en UIsaca, ciudad muy principal, 
grande y populosa, y otra en Nangasaque, puerto en que rresiden los portugueses, en las quales celebraban los oficios divinos y 
predicaban así a los portugueses y demás cristianos, como tamvién a los gentiles que con gran concurso, frecuencia y devoción 
ivan a oyrlos. 
5.  Que el dicho padre fray Pedro Vautista y ss compañeros, en todo el tiempo que en Xapón estuvieron , nunca escandalizaron 
ni dieron mal ejemplo a nadie, antes andando siempre con su propio ávito vibieron tan rrelixiosa y rregularmente que a todos 
edificaban. 
6.  Que fray Pedro Vautista era padre de mucho rrespecto y autoridad, buen letrado y famoso predicador, y como tal fue electo 
custodio en la Custodia de la Filipinas, y enviado por el emvaxador a Xapón, y de ss diez compañeros, quatro eran 
predicadores y uno confesor, uno sacerdotes un corista, y tres legos, cada qual de mucha satisfacción en su estado y obligación. 

  
 



7.  Que ministras los dichos rreligiosos vivieron en Japón , todo su negocio fue negociar y ganar almas a Dios, predicado a 
todos con palabras y obras de nuestra divina ley, abominando a los ydolos y sus pretenciones de los jentiles, sacándolos de sus 
ygorancias y trayéndolos a nuestra santa ffee. 
8.  Que estando el padre fray Pedro Vautista en Meaco con tres compañeros y el padre fray Martín de la Asunción con un 
compañero en Usaque, les fueron por algunos días puestas guardias en sus casas e iglesias, de manera que dellas no podías 
salir ninguno de sus familiares, e después juntos todos en el monasterio del Meaco, fueron dél sacados y llevados a la cárcel 
pública con todos sus familiares. 
9.  Que de la cárcel y prisión mas estrecha en que estavan, fueron sacados los dichos rrelixiossos y quince xapones, sus 
familiares, a los quales los ministros de la justicia pro hierro ajuntaron, más un hermano de la Compañía de Jesús, xapón de 
nación, y dos bonacillos de la misma Compañía, en la qual el hermano, aunque sin ordenes ni teología predicava a sus 
naturales en lengua xapona, y los monacillos servían a ls padres para que teniendo de ellos satisfacción los administrasen al 
noviciado los recibiesen por hermanos. Y para mayor tormento, vergüenza y confusión , cortando primero a todos parte de la 
orexa isquierda, los pusieron de tres en tres en carros, y los llevaron por las calles públicas de Meaco, pregonando ser el tal 
castigo por los tales frailes predicar la ffe cristiana y los tales japones la recibir contra el mandado del rrey.  Y después, por qe 
fuesen mexor vistos de todos, fueron puestos en cavallos. Y quedaron todos estos veinte y quatro puestos en las Sacay, y desta 
manera, siempre ahora con las manos atadas, ahora con sogas al pesqueso, ahora por la sinta y faltos de todo el favor humano, 
padeciendo muchas hambres, fríos y otras grandes necesidades corporales, fueron caminando hasta llegar a Nangasaque, 
puerto de los portugueses, siempre rrodeados de xente armada, y de dos en dos, con un letrero que declarava sus nombre y 
mandar el Quanbaco justiciarlos, y que so pena de muerte nadie les tocasse, demás de la sentencia de muerte que iba arbolada 
en una lata asta, la qual decía assí; “Por quanto estos padres vinieron de los Luçones con títulos de envaxadores e se dexaron 
quedar en el Meaco promulgando la ley que su altesa proyvió muy rigurosamente los años pasados, manda sean justiciados 
juntamente con los xapones que se hiceron de su ley. Y quedarán todos estos veynte y quatro en las cruzes [en] Nagasaque. Y 
torna de nuevo su alteça muy rigurosamente a prohibir que de aquí adelante no aya más hombres de esta ley, y si oviere alguno 
que se atreva a quebrantar este mandado, será luego con toda su generación castigado. 
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10.  Que los dichos rrelixiosos con sus familiares y compañeros en todo el discurso de este camino, que fue de ciento y 
cincuenta leguas, aunque travaxados y anugustiados y maltratados, muy enteros, constantes en su sancto propósito, predicavan 
a los gentiles, animaban a los cristianos y con serenos y alegres rostros resavan y cantavan ymnos y salmos al Señor, y más 
tratavan desear y estimar mucho padecer por su sancto amor, con no pequeño espanto y admiración de las guardas y ministros 
de justicia que los trayan. 
11.  Que todos los veynte y quatro, con más dos que en el camino se acrecentaron, llegados a Nangasaque donde se avían e 
estavan aparexadas las cruzes en que avían de ser puestos e alanzados todos, aunque propincuos a la muerte, en medio de 

  
 



grande estruendo de armas y mucho bullicio de gente, estavan contentos e quietos y tan ajenos de flaqueça y temor umano, que 
devotos y con serendidad y quietud rreçevan y deçían ymnos y salmos y oraciones, agradeciendo con muchos loores al Señor 
Dios la merced de tal muerte, y para ella con tan grande consolación alegres, que unos se rregocixavan en la cruz en que avían 
de padecer, e otros predicavan a los jentiles y animavan a los cristianos, otros rrogavan a Dios por el rrey de Xapón y por los 
que los cruçificavan. Y el padre fray Pedro Vautista, poniéndole los ministros de la justiçia vnas argollas en las manos, con 
ánimo varonil dixo y pidió se las enclauasen.  Finalmente, todos en cumplimiento de la sobredicha sentençia y mandado deel 
Quanvaco, rrey de Xapón, rueron por las entrañas y pechos traspasados con dos y tres lançadas, y dieron el espíritu al Señor 
Dios que los creó. 
12.  Que después de muertos por la sobre dicha manera, con aver quarenta y tantos días que estavan en las cruzes, aun quando 
la nao de los portugueses vino para China, quedavan en ellas, no solamente sin sus cuerpos ser corrompidos ni mostrar 
podriçión ni mal olor, mas tanvién sin aver páxaro carniçero que sobre ellos se pusiesse, estando en lugar donde los más que en 
el se acostumvran ajustiçiar, al segundo día no tienen ojos por comérselos los dichos páxaros, que allí son munchos. Y avía 
gran admiración a ver estos mártires, y con devoción travaxavan a ver la sangre o alguna cossa dellos, y como rreliquia la 
guardavan; y con esta ocaçión subçedió que uno, cortando un dedo a uno de los sobredichos rreligiosos ya muerto de dos o tres 
días, corría dél copia de sangre muy fresca. 
13.  Que los otros çinco rrelixiossos de la comisión y compañía del padre fray Pedro Vautista, tres de los quales eran 
predicadores y uno çacerdote confesor y uno lego, quatro dellos fueron presos en la nao de los portugueses en Nangasaque, y 
sin que Della pusiesen salir los truxeron a la çiudad de Macán, puerto de la China, y uno se quedó escondido.  
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3.  Manila Cathedral Chapter Tribunal, 7-14 June 1597.3   
 In Manila, Fr. Juan de Garrovillas, the Discalced Franciscan superior, requested that the Manila Cathedral Chapter also 
take testimony about the Japanese mission and martyrdoms.  Under ordinary circumstance, a bishop would oversee the 
proceedings.  However, the new archbishop of Manila, Ignacio de Santibáñez, had not arrived yet and so the cathedral chapter 
acted as head of the ecclesiastical government.  Garrovillas wrote the questions and provided a review of events leading to the 
martyrdom.  Discalced Franciscan, Father Fr. Gerónimo Básquez called thirteen witnesses.   
 

  
 



 

 Witness name Title Age Date of Testimony Home Notes 
1 Andrés de Suazola Scribe 28 7 June 1597  Staying in Manila 
2 Pedro Cotelo de Morales Alférez  29 7 June 1597  Resident of Manila 
3 Bartolomé Rodríguez  28 8 June 1597  Resident of Manila 
4 Pedro de Figueroa Alférez, don 26 9 June 1597  Staying in Manila 
5 Diego Martín Bejarano  35 9 June 1597  Staying in Manila 
6 Diego de Valdés  30 10 June 1597  Vecino in Manila 
7 Diego Hernánde Ossorio  37 10 June 1597  Staying in Manila 
8 Basco Dias  Captain, don 35 12 June 1597  Staying in Manila 
9 Gerónimo Juárez  28 12 June 1597 Nagasaki, Japan Interpreter was Juan Gonzales, also Japanese. 

10 Jacobo Juta   12 June 1597 Nagasaki, Japan Interpreter was Juan Gonzales, also Japanese. 
11 Pedro de Solís Alférez  26 12 June 1597   
12 Matías de Landecho General, don  13 June 1597  Vecino in Manila 
13 Martín de León Padre fray  44 14 June 1597   

 Questions. 
1.  Primeriamente si conosçe a las partes y si tienen notiçia de la rrelación en que se funda este pleito y causa. 
2.  Si saben que abrá tiempo de çinco años, poco más o menos, que Gómez Pérez das Mariñas, governador y capitán general 
que fué de estas yslas, a instançia de Faranada, japón, embaxador que fué del rrey de Japón, y de su pedimento, embió padres 
de la horden de San Francisco a los dichos rreynos del Japón, y al padre fray Pedro Bautista, embaxador de este rreyno, para 
tratar cossas tocantes al bien dél y del servicio de su Majestad; todo lo qual se hizo con particular consejo y pareceres de los 
hórdenes que están en estas yslas; digan, etc., y rremítanse los testigos a los rrecaudos que sobre este se ymbiaron al rey, 
nuestro señor, que están en su Real Consejo de Yndias. 
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3.  Si saben que llegado que fué el dicho padre comissario frai Pedro Bautista a los rreynos del Japón, fué muy bien resçebido 
del dicho rrey de Japón Cuambacondono, Taicosama por otro nombre, y les dió sitio y lugar en que hiziesen cassa e yglesia, 
permitiéndoles que predicasen la ley ebangélica y dándoles lo necessario para su sustento, y de esta suerte estubo el dicho 
padre comisario y sus compañeros quatro años dando muy buen exemplo y bautisando y haziendo cristianos gran suma de 
japones; digan, etcétera. 
4.  Si saben que abiendo subçedido lo rreferido en las preguntas antes de esta, estando el dicho padre fray Pedro Bautista y sus 
compañeros en los dichos rreynos del Xapón predicando el Santo Ebangelio, sin causa que para ello obiese, sino tan solamente 
porque los dichos padres predicaban la dicha ley ebangélica, el dicho rrey de Xapón, no mirando al salvoconducto que abía 

  
 



dado a los dichos padres y permisión para la predicaçion, porque predicándoles la ley ebangélica, los mandó prender, y 
abiéndolos presso al dicho padre fray Pedro Baustista y a çinco rrelixiossos, sus compañeros, y a veinte japoneses, que algunos 
de ellos predicaban el Santo Evangelio, y a los otros porque eran de los que los dichos padres abían doctrinado, y a todos los 
que demás paresçiesen ser cristianos, los mandó cruçificar; digan, etcétera. 
5.  Si saben que abiendo sido todos los cristianos en general sentençiados, tan solamente la dicha sentençia fué executada en el 
dicho padre fray Pedro Bautista y el padre fray Martín de la Açençión y fray Francisco Blanco y fray Felipe de las Casas y fray 
Francisco de San Miguel y fray Gonçalo Garçía, y en otros veinte xapones, en esta manera: que fueron traídos por quatro 
çiudades de las más prinçipales de aquellos rreynos, llamadas Meaco, Fugime, Usaca y Nangasaque, a los quales tryxeron 
cortada parte del orega isquierda, con boz de pregonero que manifestaba la causa porque los mandavan justiçiar, trayéndolos 
como a delinquentes públicos pro las dichas quatro çiudades hasta llegar a Nangasaque, siento y sesenta leguas, a la berguença; 
y llegados que fueron a la çiudad de Nagasaque, a donde les tenían hechas veinte y seis cruzes, en las quales fueron puestos los 
dichos seis padres y los demás japones, poniéndoles argollas en las gargantas, manos y pies, estando de esta suerte pendientes 
en alto, les dieron de lançadas por los costados hasta que murieron, y les pusieron en un alto un padron que deçía que el 
Taicoçama, rrey de Japón, los mandaba cruçificar porque predicaban la ley de Jesucristo nuestro Señor; digan, etcétera. 
6.  Si saben que abiendo subçedido lo contenido en las preguntas antes de esta, después de muertos los dichos padres 
paresçieron en el çielo munchas señales, así de cometas, como de columnas de fuego, y asimismo los viernes en la noche an 
visto sobre los cuerpos de los dichos mártires una luz que daba muncho rresplandor, y sobre la cruz del dicho padre fray Pedro 
Bautista dos luzes; y asimismo, setenta días después crucificado el dicho padre fray Pedro Bautista, estando munchos 
cristianos rresando al pie de su cruz, vieron cómo le empeçó a salir gran cantidad de sangre de las heridas de los costados, de 
que fue muerto, como si entonçes actualmente acabara de morir, y dió tres estremesçimientos el cuerpo, como si estubiera 
vivo, parándose muy blanco y haziendo mudança en el rrostro de la que antes tenía; digan etcétera. 
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7.  Si saben a todo lo que dicho es se hallaron presentes dos padres de la Compañía, el padre Juan Rodríguez y el padre Juan 
Gómez, y el obispo, que todo eran de la Compañía de Jesús, y otras munchas personas; digan, etcétera. 
8.  Si saben que todo lo sobredicho es notorio, pública boz y fama. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 



4.  Manila City Council Tribunal, 7-14 June 1597.4 
 Fr. Juan de Garrovillas, provincial minister of the Discalced Franciscans petitioned Dr. Antonio de Morga, lieutenant 
general of the governor and captain general of the Philippines to open proceedings.  Garrovillas handled the questioning using 
the questions from the Manila ecclesiastical tribunal.  The friar called eight witnesses. 
 
 Witness name Title Age Date of Testimony Home Notes 
1 Andrés de Suazola Scribe 32 7 June 1597   
2 Diego de Valdés   7 June 1597  Vecino of Manila 
3 Diego Fernández Ossorio Surgeon 36 13 June 1597   
4 Pedro de Solís Alférez  26 14 June 1597   
5 Luis Deante  30 7 June 1597  Staying in Manila 
6 Francisco de Olandía piloto mayor 43   Resident of Manila 
7 Tomás Herades Arriaga Alférez rreal  30 12 June 1597   
8 Bartolomé Rodríguez Rangel  28 12 June 1597  Resident of Manila 

 
 
5.  Manila secular tribunal about the lives of the martyrs, 25-29 June 1597.5 
 Fr. Garrovillas asked Dr. Antonio Morga to receive more testimony about the martyrs.  In this tribunal, the friar 
intended to establish the exemplary lives of the martyred Discalced Franciscans before their deaths in Japan.  He requested 
notable men who knew the martyrs to testify about the friars’ religious qualifications in the Philippines.  P. Fr. Gerónimo 
Basquez handled the questioning and called fifteen witnesses. 340  
 Witness name Title Age Date of Testimony Home Notes 

1 Fr. Bernardo de Santa Catalina Dominican  26 June 1597   
2 Padre fray Diego de Soria Dominican  26 June 1597   
3 Luís Pérez das Mariñas Don, Governador and Captain General  28 26 June 1597  Order of Alcántara 
4 Hernando Rios Coronel  26 June 1597   
5 Esteuan de Marquina Secretario 30 26 June 1597  Vecino of Manila. 
6 Don Juan de Bibero Don, archdeacon of the Manila Cathedral  27 June 1597   

7 Santiago de Castro 
Presbyter and treasurer of the Manila 
Cathedral  27 June 1597   

8 Luís de Salinas Presbyter and canon of the Manila Cathedral  27 June 1597   

  
 



  
 

9 Diego de León Canon of the Manila Cathedral  27 June 1597   
10 Don Gabriel de la Cruz  Chancellor of the Manila Cathedral  27 June 1597   
11 Capitán Pedro de Sarmiento Regidor  27 June 1597   
12 Capitán Hernando de Avalos y Vargas Regidor  27 June 1597   

13 Padre fray Juan Maldonado 
Dominican and commissary of the Santo 
Oficio  27 June 1597   

14 Padre Raimundo de Prado Jesuit, vice provincial  27 June 1597   
15 Maestre de campo Pedro de Chaves Alcalde ordinario de Manila  27 June 1597   

 
6.  Manila tribunal of 1598.  15-17 June 1598.6 
 One year after the martyrdoms, the Discalced Franciscans requested another tribunal to address the accusation that the 
martyrs provoked their own deaths or that the men were at fault for the loss of the San Felipe.  Fr. Garrovillas petitioned 
Manila archbishop Fr. Ignacio de Santibáñez to authorize the proceedings.  Father Fr. Francisco de Villarejo, provincial 
commissary for San Gregorio handled the questioning and called five witnesses. 

 Witness name Title Age Date of Testimony Home Notes 
1 Matías de Landecho Captain  15 June 1598   
2 Bartolomé Rodríguez Rangel   16 June 1598   
3 Diego de Valdés   17 June 1598   
4 Andrés de Suazola Scribe 29 17 June 1598   
5 Pedro de Figueroa   17 June 1598   

 

 
                                                 
1 Testimonios Auténticos Acerca De Los Protomártires Del Japón (Mexico City: Fondo Pagliai, 1954). 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
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Appendix 3.  Apostolic trial, 1620-25. 
 
 Spanish and Franciscan interests in Rome led to the beatification of the Nagasaki 
martyrs.  One of the last major hurdles for the Discalced Franciscan promoters was the 
Apostolic trial or processus remissorialis et compulsorialis.  Only the Congregation of 
Rites could authorize this crucial step to collect testimony that might prove the sanctity of 
the proposed saints.  The friars’ moment came in 1615 when Fr. Luis Sotelo’s entourage 
to Rome revived interest in the martyrs.  A variety of Spanish and Franciscan officials 
intervened in the Roman Curia to move the stalled process forward.1  In response to their 
petition, the Rota’s two Auditors, Joannes Baptista Coccinus and Alphonsus Manzanedo 
de Quiñones, issued the permission for an Apostolic trial on 8 February 1619.2  The 
authorization reflected its Spanish and Franciscan promoters.  The Congregation issued 
the permission not to the independent Discalced Franciscan province of San Gregorio in 
the Philippines, but to its former mother-province, San José of central Castile.  The 
instructions did not mention the three Jesuit brethren among the martyrs.   
 The Apostolic trial contained specific instructions to collect testimony.  The order 
authorized five tribunals covering the cities of Puebla, Mexico; Mexico City; Nagasaki, 
Japan; Macao and Manila.  The tribunals started in Mexico City in November 1620 and 
finished in Nagasaki in October 1622.  Pedro Bautista traveled to these places to organize 
the tribunals.  As a first step, he inquired for any possible witnesses.  These were usually 
either Japanese or Europeans with some personal experience in Japan, generally as 
merchants or sailors.  As a second step, he requested local ecclesiastical authorities to 
oversee the tribunal.  Each witness received the same list of questions.   
 
1. Mexico City tribunal, 17 November 1620-15 January 1621.3 
 Pedro Bautista began taking testimony in Mexico City.  Archbishop Juan Perez de 
la Serna authorized the proceedings.4  Juan de Salzedo, archdeacon and canon, Dr. 
Melchor Aríndez de Oñate, chancellor, oversaw the process.  Twelve men gave 
testimony.   
 

 Witness name Title Notes 
1 Petrum de Montoya  Vecino of Mexico City 
2 Joannem Baptistam  Vecino of Mexico City 
3 Josephus de Aduna   
4 Joannes de Mendoza Don Native of the Philippines 
5 Melchior de los Reyes  Native of Japan 
6 Martines de Lexama  Resident of Mexico City 
7 Joannes Rodriguez de Curiel   
8 Christobal Garcia   
9 Joannes Ponce de Leon   

10 Joannem Antonuim de Padilla  Resident of Mexico City.  Did not give testimony. 
11 Franciscum Gordillo Sergeant Resident of Mexico City.  Did not give testimony. 
12 Michaelem de Sossa Captain Listed, but did not give testimony. 
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2.  Puebla and Tlaxcala tribunal, 12-13 February 1621.5 
 In Puebla, Bautista found only three men with connections to Japan.  Two were 
from Nagasaki.  The Archbishop of Puebla and Tlaxcala, Don Alfonso de la Mota, 
authorized the process.   
 

 Witness name Title Notes 
1 Michael de Sossa Captain  
2 Joannes Antonius  Native of Japan. 
3 Joannes de la Cruz  Native of Nagasaki. 

 
3.  Philippine tribunal, 10 December 1621 to 4 August 1622.6 
 Bautista traveled to the Philippines in the 1621 Manila galleon.  He found five 
witnesses, some of whom were present in Japan for the martyrdom (marked with a *).  
Archbishop Fr. Miguel Garcia Serrano authorized proceedings.  Five Franciscans 
conducted the tribunal.7  While in the Philippines, Bautista requested new copies of the 
original 1597 testimony from the secular and ecclesiastical tribunal in Manila.8     
 

 Witness name Title Notes 
1 Franciscus Acosta Presbyter From the St. Jacob parish in Bagunbay. 
2 Petro Sotillo de Morales* Captain  
3 Ferdinandus Garzia Captain  
4 Hieronymus Pacheco   
5 Christopherus de Mercado* Captain Alcalde mayor of Panay Province. 

 
4.  Macao tribunal.9 
 Bautista requested information from Macao rather than travel there personally.  
Here, Sebastian Sanchez, vicar of the Cathedral, and Fr. Antonio Rosario, inquisitor 
authorized and conducted proceedings.  Twelve witnesses gave their testimony, one of 
whom gave testimony in 1597.  While in Macao, Bautista requested new copies of the 
original Macao tribunal from 1597 (marked with a *).  The testimony also included some 
selections from Marcelo Ribadeneira’s published account of the martyrdom.10   
 

 Witness name Title Notes 
1 Emanuel Gonzales  Married and resident of Macao. 
2 Antonius Garges  Resident of Macao. 
3 Christophorus Gonzalez*  Resident of Macao. 
4 Duartus Zemeiza  Married and resident of Macao. 
5 Franciscus Gonzalez  Married and resident of Macao. 
6 Salvator de Mello   
7 Simon Peneiza  Married and resident of Macao. 
8 Emanuel Cardoso  Married and vecino of Macao. 
9 Fr. Thomas de Agnos Presbyter  

10 Lucovicus de Corea  Married and vecino of Macao. 
11 Pater Petrus de Monte Presbyter  
12 Didacus Martinez  Vecino of Macao. 
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5.  Nagasaki tribunal, 7 September to 18 October 1622.11 
 In Nagasaki, P. Fr. Antonio de San Bonaventura convened the Nagasaki tribunal 
and presented the witnesses.  Juan de Rueda and Jacinto Orfanel handled the 
questioning.12  Thirteen witnesses mostly from Nagasaki presented testimony.   
 

 Witness name Title Notes 
1 Georguis Bathaniy  Vecino of Nagasaki. 
2 Antonius de Silva  Vecino of Nagasaki. 
3 Michael Inouye  Resident of Nagasaki. 
4 Joannes Araui  Vecino of Nagasaki. 
5 Bayasi Loday Joannes  Vecino of Nagasaki. 
6 Condus Bastian  Vecino of Nagasaki. 
7 Simonis Rodriguez   Vecino of Nagasaki. 
8 Antonium Matzuda  Vecino of Nagasaki. 
9 Jto Joannes  Resident of Nagasaki. 

10 Cagi Laurentium  Vecino of Nagasaki. 
11 Mori Xembioe Martinus  Vecino of Nagasaki. 
12 Jifiyacu Michaelis  Vecino of Nagasaki. 
13 Yamada Yafioye Leonis  Vecino of Nagasaki. 
14 Baltassarus de Sosa  Vecino of Nagasaki.  Listed, but did not give testimony. 
15 Francisca Martinez  From Kyoto.  Listed, but did not give testimony. 

 
                                                 
1 Some of the key figures mentioned in the process were Bernardo Sandoval y Rojas, Archbishop of 
Toledo; Peter Jover, the Franciscan general procurator; Thomas Zaulo, the procurator of the Discalced 
Franciscans; and Pedro Bautista, a Discalced friar from the Philippines and the promoter of the cause.   
2 Authorities, however, did not promulgate the measure for another three months.  “Litterae remissoriales 
ab auditoribus Sacrae Rotae cum insertione Rotuli pro Beatificatione SS. Petri Baptistae et sociorum ejes, 
Martyrum Japonensium, Ordinis Fratrum Minorum S. Francisci Discalceatorum,” Rome, 27 May 1619.  in 
Matritensi, Bullarium Fratrum, vol. 1, 504-08.   
3 ASV, Congregazione dei Riti, Processus, vol. 1220. 
4 Perez de la Serna was archbishop from 1613-1626.  The archbishop actually clashed with the Franciscans, 
most particularly over naming curates to Indian parishes.  Israel, Race, Class and Politics in Colonial 
Mexico, 141. 
5 ASV, Congregazione dei Riti, Processus, vol. 1221. 
6 Ibid., vol. 1223.   
7 These were Pedro de San Pablo, provincial minister for the Franciscans; Fr. Christobal de Santa Ana, 
difinitor; Fr. Andrés de Santísimo Sacramento, difinitor; Fr. Sebastián de San Pedro, definidor; and Fr. 
Agustin de Tordesillas, difinitor.  Ibid., vol. 1223, fols. 16v-20. 
8 Ibid., vol. 1225, fols. 137-146. 
9 Ibid., vol. 1224. 
10 Ribadeneyra, Historia.  ASV, Congregazione dei Riti, Processus, vol. 1224, 108-109v. 
11 ASV, Congregazione dei Riti, Processus, vol. 1222. 
12 Ibid., fol. 4v.  Orfanel wrote a history of the mission of Japan, which Diego de Collado, another 
participant in the Apostolic tribunal, expanded.  Jacinto Orfanel and Diego Collado, Historia eclesiastica 
de los sucessos de la Christiandad de Iapon: desde el año de 1602 que entro en el la Orden de 
Predicadores, hasta el de 1620 (Madrid: Viuda de Alonso Martin, 1633).  Collado was also a lobbyist in 
Rome on behalf of the Japanese mission.   



Appendix 4.  Publications dealing with the Nagasaki martyrs, 1599-1617. 
 
 In the early seventeenth century, the rivalry between the Jesuits and Discalced 
Franciscans extended to their publications.  Each order made it a priority to issue 
favorable works as inspirational entertainment, as self-promotion and as criticism of their 
spiritual rivals.  This small appendix outlines the published works that dealt with the 
Nagasaki martyrs either as a single event or within a general history of Asia.   
 The Jesuits published faster, issued more works and achieved wider distribution 
than did the Discalced Franciscans.  The Jesuit account of the Nagasaki martyrdom by 
Luis Frois first saw light in Rome and spread through the order’s established network of 
print shops.  Luigi Zannetti, a printer in Rome with ties to the Jesuits, issued the account 
in 1599.1  This earliest work came out in Italian translated by Jesuit P. Gasparo Spitilli di 
Campli.  Before the year was through, Zannetti issued another edition with a distinct title 
page.  A Bolognese printer picked up the same version that same year.2  Also in 1599, 
another edition came out in the Milanese print shop of Pacifico Pontio.3  The same 
printer published another work by Frois about miracles that predated the Nagasaki 
martyrdom in the Jesuit mission.4  Still in 1599, Johan Albin in Mainz published a 
German and Latin version of the Nagasaki martyrdom.5  Two French versions also 
appeared within five years.  Theodore Reinsart issued the first in Rouen in 1600.6  The 
second was published in Paris in 1604.7  No Spanish shop printed this Jesuit version. 
 The Discalced Franciscan account by Juan de Santa María found more limited 
publication, primarily within Spanish realms and in Rome.  In 1599, a Madrid print shop 
issued the first version in Spanish.8  Later that year, the work was translated to Italian and 
printed in two runs in Rome by Nicolò Mutis.9  In 1600, another Italian version came out 
in Naples.10  In 1601, Santa María updated his first work with new documents and 
information taken from Frois’ account.  This revised edition came out in Madrid in 
1601.11   
 To follow up with the specific story of the Nagasaki martyrdoms, each of the 
orders quickly issued a general history of Asia that featured their missions as 
centerpieces.  Each was first published in 1601.  Marcelo Rivadeneira, Discalced 
Franciscan missionary in Japan, wrote a two-volume history of Asia.  Half of the work 
dealt with the Nagasaki martyrs.  He intended the work to inspire others to die for God 
like the Nagasaki martyrs earning a victory over the “world, demon and death.”12  For 
their part, the Jesuits also used their general history to propose an inspirational leader.  
Jesuit Luis Guzman also published a two-volume work on Goa, Malacca, China and 
Japan in 1601.  He dedicated the work to the Jesuit father of the Asia mission, Francis 
Xavier and eulogized him over the first seventy-eight pages.13 
 In the 1610s, reports of the latest Christian persecutions in Japan revived interest 
in the area and inspired new publications.  Exiled from Japan, the longtime Jesuit 
missionary Pedro Morejón published his account of Christian oppression first in Mexico 
City in 1616.14  This book later came out in Spain and in Portugal.15  The English 
College Press of St. Omer translated an edition and dedicated it to “You, the poore 
afflicted Catholikes of this our Countrey, for [your] comfort and encouragement.”16  
Even the “phoenix of Spain,” Lope de Vega, weighed in on the Catholic mission in 
Japan.17  Although the persecutions tended to discredit rosy claims of a Christian utopia 
in Japan made by Luis de Sotelo, contemporaneous publications across Europe heralded 
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n 1617.    
                                                

his diplomatic mission.  Already in 1615, Scipione Amati the envoy’s interpreter 
published in Rome a breathlessly enthusiastic account in Italian of the Sotelo-Hasekura 
mission.18  Print shops reissued the work in German and Spanish i 19

 
1 Luigi Frois, Relatione Della Gloriosa Morte Di XXVI. Posti In Croce Per commandamento del del Re di 
Giappone, alli 5 di Febraio 1597. de quali sei furono Religiosi di S. Francesco, tre Della Compagnia de 
Giesù & diciesette Christini Giapponesi,  trans. P. Gasparo Spitilli di Campli (Roma: Appresso Luigi 
Zannetti, 1599). 
2 Luigi Frois, Relatione Della Gloriosa Morte Di ventisei posti in croce Per commandamento del Re di 
Giappone, alli 5 di Febraio 1597. de’quali sei furono Religiosi di S. Francesco, tre Della Compagnia de 
Giesù & diciesette Christini Giappones, trans. P. Gasparo Spitilli di Campli (Bologna: Her. Di Gio Rossi, 
1599).  Ad instanza di Gasparo Bindoni. 
3 Luigi Frois, Relatione della Gloriosa Morte di XXVI. Posti in Croce per commandamento del del Re di 
Giappone, alli 5 di Febraio 1597. de quali sei furono Religiosi di S. Francesco, tre Della Compagnia de 
Giesù & diciesette Christini Giapponesi, trans. G. Spitilli (Milan: Pacifico Pontio, 1599).   
4 I have not been able to examine another 1599 publication from Frois in Milan.  Frois sent a relation of the 
miracles of Korea, China and Japan in the years preceding the Franciscan martyrdom.  Luís Fróis, Trattato 
d'alcuni prodigii occorsi l'anno M.D. XCVI nel Giappone (Milan: q. P. Pontio, 1599). 
5 Ludouicum Frois, Drey Japponsiche Schreiben Das erst Was massen 26 Geistliche vnd Weltliche 
Personen, vmd. Christi willen, am Creutz getödt: Das ander. Inhalt etlicher Wunder vnd schrecklichen 
fürgelauffenen Zeichen: das dritt, Jahrschreiben, was die Societet Jesu im 96 (Gedrukt zu Meyntz: Johan 
Albin, 1599).  Jahr in dess Herren Weinberg aussgericht.  This included the annual letter by Frois from 
1596.  Luis Frois, De rebvs iaponicis historia relatio, eaqve triplex: I. De gloriosa morte 26. crucifixorum. 
II. De legatione regis Chinensium ad regem Iaponiae, e de prodigijs legationem antegressis. III. De rebus 
per Iaponiam anno 1596. a P.P. Soc. Iesv durante persecutione gestis, trans. Jan Buys (Mogvntiae: Ioannis. 
Albini, 1599.  Translated from Italian. 
6 Luis Frois, Histoire De La Glorievse Mort De Vingsix Chrestiens, qui ont esté crucífíez par le 
commandement du Roy de Iappon. Dont y en auoit six Religieux de S. François, trois Iesuistes, & dixsept  
Chrestiens natifs du Royaume de Iappon (Rouen: Chez Theodore Reinsart, 1600).  This edition was 
translated anonomously from Italian. 
7 Luis Frois, Recit veritable de la glorievs mort de vingt de vingt et six Chrestiens mis en Croix. Por 
commandement du Roy du Jappon, le 5 de Feurier 1597.  Desquels les six estroyent Relieux de l’ordre S. 
François les trois de la Compagnie de Jesvs, les 17 autres Chrestiens Japponois, trans. Pere Jean de 
Bordes Bordelois, S.J. (Paris: Chez Clavde Chappelet, 1604).  Frois’ work was again reprinted following 
the beatification of the Nagasaki martyrs in 1627.   
8 Juan de Santa María, Relación del Martirio que seys Padres Descalços Franciscanos, y veynte Iapones 
Christianos padecieron en Japón (Madrid: Imprenta del Lic. Varez de Castro, 1599).   
9 Juan de Santa María, Relatione del martirio che sei Padre Scalzi di San Francesco, Et venti Giaponesi 
Christiani patirono nel Giapone l’anno 1597 (Rome: Nicolò Mutis, 1599).   
10 This work was dedicated to the conde de Lemos, virrey.  Juan de Santa María, Relatione del Martirio che 
seis Padri Scalzi di San Francesco et venti Giapponesi Christiani patirono nel Giappone l’Anno 1597 
(Naples, 1600). 
11 Santa María provided a list of documents he consulted.  These included the three beatification tribunals, 
the 1598 followup and two earlier Manila tribunals about the Japanese mission.  Santa Maria, Relacion, 
220.  Fr. Juan de Santa Maria, Relación del martirio qve seys Padre Descalzos Franciscos, tres hermanos 
de la Compañía de Iesus, y decisiete Iapones Christianos padecieron en Iapon (Madrid: Herederos de Iuan 
Iñiguez de Lequerica, 1601).  He dedicated the work to King Philip III. 
12 Ribadeneira, Historia, 21.   
13 P. Luis de Guzman, S.J., Historia de las misiones que han hecho los religiosos de la compañía de Jesús, 
para predicar el Sancto Evangelio en los Reynos de Japon. Padre Luis de Guzman, Religioso de la misma 
Compañía.  Segunda part en la qual se contienen siete libros en los quales se remata la Historia de los 
Reynos de Iapon, hasta el Año de mil y seyscientos (Alcala: Biuda de Iuan Gracian, 1601).  Guzman 
dedicated this work to Doña Iuana de Velasco, y Aragon, Duquesa de Gandia, Marquesa de Bombay, y 
Condesa de Oliva. 
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14 Pedro Morejón, Relacion de la persecvcion qve vvo en la yglesia de Iapon: y de los insignes martyres, 
que gloriosamente dieron su vida en defensa de n[uest]ra sante Fe, el año de 1614. y 615 (México City: 
Ioan Ruyz, 1616).   
15 Pedro Morejón, Relacion de la persecvcion qve vvo en la yglesia de Iapon (Zaragoza: Iuan de Larumbe, 
1617).  Jesuit Luis Pinheiro rewrote this for the version published in Lisbon.  Pedro Morejón, Historia y 
Relación de lo sucedido en los Reinos de Japon y China, en la qual se continua la gran persecución que ha 
avido en aquella Iglesia, desde el año de 615 hasta el de 19 (Lisboa: Juan Rodríguez, 1621). 
16 Pedro Morejon;  William Wright, A briefe relation of the persecution lately made against the Catholike 
Christians, in the Kingdome of Iaponia diuided into two bookes : taken out of the Annuall letters of the 
Fathers of the Society of Iesus, and other authenticall informations (St. Omer, France: English College 
Press, 1619), 5.   
17 Lope de Vega, Triunfo de la fee en los reynos del Japón, por los años de 1614 y 1615 (Madrid: A. 
Martin, 1618).  See Triunfos de la Fee en los reynos del Japón, ed. J.S. Cummins (London: Támesis Books 
Limited, 1965) or Cummins and C. R. Boxer, “The Dominican Mission in Japan (1602-1622) and Lope de 
Vega,” Archivum Fratrum Praedictorum 33 (Rome 1963): 1-88. 
18 He praised the strength and constancy of the over 400,000 Japanese Christians proved by “the holy and 
glorious martyrdom of the first Martyrs.”  Amati also promoted Sotelo as a tireless missionary, a quick 
study of the Japanese language (having learned it in four months) and counsel to nobles on natural science, 
Astrology, Arithmetic and Natural and Moral Philosophy.  Scipione Amati, Historia del regno di Voxv del 
Giapone, dell'antichità, nobilità, e valore del svo re Idate Masamvne ... E dell'ambasciata che hà inuiata 
alla S.tà di N.S. papa Paolo V. e delli suoi successi (Roma: Apresso Giacomo Mascardi, 1615).   
19 Scipione Amati, Tobias Handschel and Valentinus Fricius, Relation und gründtlicher Bericht von dess 
Königreichs Voxu im japonischen Keyserthumb gottseliger Bekehrung und dessentwegen aussgefertigter 
Ambasciada an Päbst ... Anno 1615, durch R.P.F. Ludovicum Sotelum S. Francisci Ordens der Discaltzen, 
oder Parfüsser : und ... Don: Rocuyemon Faxecura (Ingolstadt: Elisabeth Angermayrin, Wittib., 1617).  
This edition includes a history of the Franciscan missions in the new world, “Indianischer Religionstandt 
der gantzen newen Welt,” by F. Valentinum Fricius.  Another German version was published in Ingolstadt 
in 1617 with selections from Amati with a translation of Francesco Gonzaga, De origine seraphicae 
religionis franciscanae (Rome, 1587).  Scipione Amati, Relacion breve, y sumaria del edito que mandó 
publicat en todo su Reyno de Bojō, uno de las mas poderosos del Iapon, el rey Idate Masumune, 
publicando la fé de Cristo, y del embaxador que embio a España, en compañía del reverendo padre, Fr. 
Luys Sotelo…que viene eo embaxada del Emperador del Iapon, hijo de Sevilla, y lo que en el viage le 
sucedió (Seville, 1614).   
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Appendix 5.  Beatifications, canonizations and confirmation of cults, 1480-1820.
Pope Name Death Place Order Beatification Canonization Cultus confirmed Source
Sixtus V (1585-90)

Diego de Alcalá 1463 Alcala, Spain Franciscans 1588 BSS IV; TAB 4: 326-27.
Urban VII (1590)

None
Gregory XIV (1590-91)

None
Innocent IV (1591)

None
Clement VIII (1592-1605)

Hyacinth Odrowaz 1257 Poland Dominican 17 April 1594 Levillain; TAB 3: 338-39.
John of Sahagun (Facundus Go 1479 Salamanca, Spain Augustinian 1601 TAB 2: 526-27; Acta SS.
Raymond of Peñafort 1275 Catalonia, Spain Mercedarian 29 April 1602 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 1:149-52.
Colette Boilet of Corbie 1447 France, Flanders Poor Clare 1604 Acta SS; TAB 1: 506-08.

Leo XI (1605)
None

Paul V (1605-21)
Serafino of Montegranaro 1604 Italy Caphuchin 1604 Acta SS; TAB 4: 141.
Stanislaus Kostka 1568 Poland, Rome Jesuit 1605 Acta SS; TAB 4: 335-37.
Salvator of Horta 1567 Spain Franciscan 1606 Acta SS; TAB 1: 630.
Louis Bertrand 1581 Valencia, Spain; Central Dominican 19 July 1608 Acta SS; TAB 4: 72-74

   and South America
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Frances de' Ponziani (of Rome) 1440 Rome 29 May 1608 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 1: 529-33.
Ignacio Loyola 1556 Spain, Rome Jesuit 27 July 1609 Acta SS; TAB 3: 221-27.
Margaret of Castello 1320 Italy 19 October 1609 TAB 2: 87.
Charles Borromeo 1584 Milan, Italy 1 November 1610 Levillain; TAB 4: 255-62.
Teresa de Ávila 1582 Spain Carmelite 24 April 1614 Acta SS; TAB 4: 111-21.
Philip Neri 1595 Italy Oratorian 11 May 1615 Acta SS; TAB 2: 395-99.
Paschal Baylon 1592 Spain Discalced Franciscan 1618 Acta SS; TAB 2: 333-37.
Thomas of Villanova 1555 Spain Augustinian 8 September 1618 Acta SS; TAB 3: 613-17.
Francis Xavier 1552 Spain, Asia Jesuit 25 October 1619 TAB 4: 474-81.
Isidore Labrador c1130 Spain Layman 2 May 1619 Acta SS; TAB 2: 323-24.

Gregory VI (1621-23)
Aloysius Gonzaga 1591 Rome Jesuit 1621 TAB 2: 603-06.
Francis Xavier 1552 Spain, Asia Jesuit 12 March 1622 TAB 4: 474-81.
Ignacio Loyola 1556 Spain, Rome Jesuit 12 March 1622 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 3: 221-27.
Isidore Labrador c1130 Spain Layman 12 March 1622 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 2: 323-24.
Teresa de Ávila 1582 Spain Carmelite 12 March 1622 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 4: 111-21.
Philip Neri 1595 Italy Oratorian 12 March 1622 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 2: 395-99.
Peter of Alcantara 1592 Spain Discalced Franciscan 8 April 1622 Acta SS; NCE; TAB 4: 144-48.
Albertus Magnus 1290 Cologne Dominican 1622 BSS I; NCE; TAB 4: 345-48.
Ambrogio Sansedoni 1286 Siena, Italy Dominican 1622 Acta SS; NCE; TAB 1: 644-46.
Bruno of Cologne 1101 France, Italy Carthusian 17 February 1623 Acta SS; TAB 4: 40-45.

Urban VIII (1623-44)
James of the March Gangale 1476 France, Italy Franciscan, Observant 12 August 1624 NCE; TAB 4: 440-41.
Francis Borgia 1576 Aragon, Spain Jesuit 23 November 1624 BSS V; NCE; TAB 4: 74-78.
Andrew Avellino 1698 Naples, Italy Theatine 10 June 1625 NCE; TAB 4: 305-06.



o

Felix of Cantalice 1587 Italy Capuchin 1 October 1625 Acta SS; NCE; TAB 2: 344-45.
Raymond Nonnatus 1240 Catalonia, Spain Mercedarian 5 November 1625 TAB 3: 449-50; Acta SS 4:729.
Columba of Rieti 1501 Italy 1625 TAB 2:359-61.
Matthew of Mantua (Carreri) 1470 Italy Dominican 1625 TAB 4: 53.
Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi 1607 Florence, Italy Carmelite 8 May 1626 Acta SS; TAB 2: 416-19.
Elisabeth of Portugal 1446 Spain, Portugal 24 June 1626 Levillain; TAB 3: 37-38.
Nagasaki martyrs 1597 Spain, Japan, India Discalced Franciscan, Jesuit 14 September 1627 See chapter 3.
Rita de Cascia 1501 Perugia, Italy 1 October 1627 Acta SS; NCE; TAB 2: 359-61..
Peter Nolasco 1258 France, Spain Mercedarian 30 September 1628 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 1:185-87.
Andrew Corsini 1373 Florence, Italy Bishop 22 April 1629 Levillain; Act SS; TAB 1: 246-47.
Cajetan of Thiene 1547 Rome Theatine 8 October 1629 Acta SS; NCE; TAB: 3: 272-74.
John of God 1550 Portugal, Spain Brothers Hospitallers of St. 12 September 1630 Acta SS; TAB 1: 517-20.

    John of God, Carthusian
Josaphat Kuncevyc 1623 Poland Archbishop 16 May 1643 NCE; TAB 4: 337-40.

Innocent X (1644-55)
Bernardo Tolomeo 1348 Italy Congregation of Our Lady 24 November 1644 TAB: 3: 379-80.

    of Monte Olivieto
Philip Benizi 1285 Italy Servites 8 October 1645 Acta SS; TAB: 3: 385-88.
John of Capistrano 1456 Naples, Italy Franciscan 19 December 1650 Acta SS (Octobris X); TAB 1: 693-95.

Alexander VII (1655-67)
Ferdinand III of Castile 1252 Spain 31 May 1655 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 2: 426.
Raymond Nonnatus 1240 Catalonia, Spain Mercedarian 1657 TAB 3: 449-50; Acta SS 4:729.
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Thomas of Villanova 1555 Spain Augustinian 1 November 1658 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 3: 613-17.
Francis de Sales 1622 Savoy Bishop; Order of the Visitation 8 January 1662 TAB 1: 195-201.
Peter Arbués 1485 Spain Inquisitor 20 April 1664 Acta SS; TAB 3: 585-86.
Francis de Sales 1622 Savoy Bishop; Order of the Visitation 19 April 1665 Levillain; TAB 1: 195-210.
John of Matha and Felix of Val 1213 France Trinitarian 21 October 1666 Levillain; BSS VI; TAB 1: 276-78.

Clement IX (1667-69) 
Rose of Lima 1617 Peru 15 April 1668 Acta SS; TAB 3: 444-46.
Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi 1607 Florence, Italy Carmelite 28 April 1669 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 2: 416-19.
Peter of Alcantara 1592 Spain Discalced Franciscan 28 April 1669 Levillain; Acta SS; NCE, TAB 4: 144-48.
Nicholas de Flue 1487 Switzerland 1669 Acta SS; NCE; TAB 1: 660-63.
Margaret of Savoy 1464 Savoy Dominican 1669 TAB 4: 602-04.

Clement X (1670-76)  
Rose of Lima 1617 Peru 12 April 1671 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 3: 444-46.
Cajetan of Thiene 1547 Rome Theatine 12 April 1671 Levillain; Acta SS; NCE; TAB 3: 272-74.
Louis Bertrand 1581 Valencia, Spain; Central Dominican 12 April 1671 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 4: 72-74

    and South America
Philip Benizi 1285 Italy Servite 12 April 1671 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 3: 385-88.
Francis Borgia 1576 Aragon, Spain Jesuits 12 April 1671 Levillain; BSS V; NCE; TAB 4: 74-78.
Ferdinand III of Castile 1252 Spain 1671 Acta SS; TAB 2: 426.
Louise degli Albertoni 1533 Rome 1671 TAB 1: 447-48.
James of Mevania (Bevagna) 1301 Umbria, Italy Dominican 1672 TAB 3: 390-91.
Pius V 1572 Rome Dominican 1672 Acta SS; TAB 2: 234-36.
Veronica of Milan 1497 Milan, Italy Augustinian 1672 TAB 1: 76-77.
Salomea of Poland 1268 Krakow, Poland Poor Clare 1673 TAB 4: 374-75.
Peter Pascual 1300 France, Granada Bishop 1673 TAB 4: 508-09.
John of the Cross 1591 Spain 25 January 1675 TAB 4: 413-18.



a

n

s

Francis Solano 1610 Spain, South America Franciscan 20 June 1675 Acta SS; TAB 3: 93-95.
Catherine of Genoa 1510 Genoa, Italy 6 April 1675 Acta SS; TAB 3: 557-60.
Nicholas Pieck and Gorkum m 1572 Low Countries Franciscan, Augustinian, Premon-- 24 November 1675 Acta SS; TAB 3: 56-57.

    stratensian, secular priests
John of Kanti 1473 Poland 28 March 1676 Acta SS; TAB 4: 154-55.
Amadeus IX of Savoy 1472 Savoy 1677 Acta SS; TAB 1: 706-07.
Juliana Falconieri 1341 Florence, Italy Servite 26 July 1678 Acta SS; TAB 2: 580-81.
Turibius of Lima 1606 Spain, Peru Archbishop 2 July 1679 TAB 2: 176-78.
Bernard of Menthon c1081 Savoy, Italy 1681 TAB 2: 412-13.
Peter Regalado 1456 Spain Franciscan 11 March 1684 Acta SS (Marti III); TAB 2: 303.
Simon of Lipnicza 1482 Krakow, Poland Franciscan 1685 TAB 3: 216-17.
Peter Armegnol 1304 Catalonia, Spain Mercedarian 1686 Acta SS (Septembris I); TAB 2: 175.
Anthony of Stroncone 1461 Italy Franciscan 1687 TAB 1: 272-73.

Alexander VIII (1689-91)
John of God 1550 Portugal, Spain Brothers Hospitallers of St. 16 October 1690 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 1: 517-20.

    John of God, Carthusian
John of Sahagun (Facundus Go 1479 Salamanca, Spain Augustinian 16 October 1690 Levillain; TAB 2: 526-27; Acta SS.
Lorenzo Giustiniani 1455 Venice Bishop 16 October 1690 Levillain; Acta SS (Ian I); TAB 3: 489-93.
Paschal Baylon 1592 Spain Discalced Franciscan 16 October 1690 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 2: 333-37.
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John of Capistrano 1456 Naples, Italy Franciscan 16 October 1690 Levillain; Acta SS (Oct X); TAB 1: 693-95.
Innocent XII (1691-1700)

Mary of Cerevellon or of Help 1290 Barcelona, Spain Mercedarian 13 February 1692 Levillain; TAB 3: 601.
Angelo of Foligno 1312 Foligno, Italy Augustinian 1693 TAB 3: 422-23.
Jane of Portugal 1490 Portugual 1693 TAB 2: 290-91.
Humiliana de’Cerchi 1246 1694 Acta SS
Osanna Andreasi (of Mantua) 1505 Italy 1694 TAB 2: 592-96.
Zita 1278 Lucca, Italy 5 September 1696 Levillain; TAB 2: 173-74.
Mary de la Cabeza c1175 Castile, Spain 1697 See Note 1.  
Augustin Gazotich 1323 Lucera, Italy Bishop 1702 Acta SS; TAB 3: 255-56.

Clement XI (1700-21)
James of Bitetto 1485 Bitetto Franciscan 1700 TAB 2: 175-76.
Peregrine Laziosi 1345 Italy Servite 11 September 1702 Acta SS; TAB 2: 211-12.
John of Perugia and Peter of Sa 1231 Italy, Spain Franciscan 1704 Acta SS (Augusti VI); TAB 3: 463-64.
Teresa and Sanchia of Portugal 1229 Portugal 30 May 1705 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 3: 570.
Andrew Avellino 1698 Naples, Italy Theatine 22 May 1712 Levillain; NCE; TAB 4: 305-06.
Catherine Vigri (of Bologna) 1463 Bologna 22 May 1712 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 1: 536-39.
Felix of Cantalice 1587 Italy Capuchin 22 May 1712 Levillain; Acta SS; NCE; TAB 2: 344-45.
Pius V 1572 Rome Dominican 22 May 1712 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 2: 234-36.
Ceslas Odrowaz (of Krakow) 1242 Poland Dominican 27 August 1712 Acta SS; TAB 3: 131-132.
Gregory X 1276 Piacenza, Italy 1713 TAB 1: 66-67.
John Francis Regis 1640 France Jesuit 24 May 1716 or 18 May 1716 TAB 2: 558-61.
Raymond of Fitero 1163 Spain Cistercian 1719 TAB 1: 265.
Humility 1310 Italy Vallombrosan 27 January 1720 Acta SS; TAB 2: 368-69.

Innocent XIII (1721-24) 
John Nepomucene 1393 Bohemia, Prague 31 May 1721 Acta SS; TAB 2: 332-33.
Boris and Gleb 1015 Russia 1724 VS; TAB 3: 175-76.
Andrea de Conti di Signa 1724 Acta SS. (Praetermissi).
Agnes Segni of Montepulciano 1317 Tuscany, Italy 10 December 1726 Levillain; Act SS; TAB 2: 135-37.



Benedict XIV (1740-58)

Joseph Calasanz 1648 Rome; Aragon, Spain Piarist 18 August 1748 BSS VI; TAB 3: 413-16.

James of the March Gangale 1476 France, Italy Franciscan, Observant 10 December 1726 Levillain; NCE; TAB 4: 440-41.
Turibius of Lima 1606 Spain, Peru Archbishop 10 December 1726 Levillain; TAB 2: 176-78.
Francis Solano 1610 Spain, South America Franciscan 27 December 1726 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 3: 93-95.
John of the Cross 1591 Spain 27 December 1726 Levillain
Peregrine Laziosi 1345 Italy Servite 27 December 1726 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 2: 211-12.
Aloysius Gonzaga 1591 Rome Jesuit 31 December 1726 Levillain; TAB 2: 603-06.
Stanislaus Kostka 1568 Poland, Rome Jesuit 31 December 1726 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 4: 335-37.
Hyacintha of Marescotti 1640 Viterbo, Italy Franciscan 1726 TAB 1: 206-07.
Serapion 1240 England, Spain Mercedarian 14 April 1728 Levillain; TAB 4: 344.
Margaret of Cortona 1297 Italy 16 May 1728 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 1: 396-99.
John del Prado 1613 Salamanca, Spain Franciscan 1728 BSS VI; TAB 2: 385.
Bernardino of Feltre 1494 Venezia, Italy Franciscan 1728 TAB 3: 672-76.
John Nepomucene 1393 Bohemia, Prague 19 March 1729 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 2:332-33.
Fidelis of Sigmaringen 1622 Germany Capuchin 1729 BSS V; TAB 2: 156-57.
Vincent de Paul 1660 France Congregation of the Mission 1729 BSS XII; TAB 3: 141-144.

    and the Sisters of Charity
Clement XII (1730-40)

Peter Fourier 1640 France Augustinian 20 January 1730 TAB 4: 526-28.
Peter Orseolo 987 Venice, Italy Benedictine 1731 NCE; TAB 1: 64-65.
Catherine del Ricci 1590 Florence, Italy Dominican 23 November 1732 TAB 1: 328-31.
John of Dukla 1484 Poland, Ukraine, Franciscan Minorite 1733 TAB 3: 671-72.
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    Moldavia and Belarus.
Clare of Montefalco 1308 Italy Franciscan, Dominican 13 April 1737 TAB 3: 341.
Benedict XI 1304 Italy Dominican 24 Abril 1736 Acta SS (Praetermissi); TAB 3: 35-35.
Catherine of Genoa 1510 Genoa, Italy 16 June 1737 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 3: 557-60.
John Francis Regis 1640 France Jesuit 16 June 1737 Levillain; TAB 2: 558-61.
Juliana Falconieri 1341 Florence, Italy Servite 16 June 1737 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 2: 581-82.
Vincent de Paul 1660 France Congregation of the Mission 16 June 1737 Levillain; TAB 3: 141-144.

    and the Sisters of Charity
Joseph of Leonissa 1612 Italy, Switzerland Capuchin Franciscan 22 June 1737 BSS VI; TAB 1: 253-54.
John Angelo Porro 1506 Milan, Italy Servite 15 July 1737 Acta SS; TAB 4: 194-95.
Michelina of Pesaro 1356 Pesaro, Italy 1737 TAB 2: 591-92.

Stephana de Quinzanis 1530 Brescia, Italy 14 December 1740 BSS X; TAB 1: 24.
Alvarez of Cordoba 1430 Spain Domincan 22 September 1741 TAB 1: 378-79.
Alexander Sauli 1592 Corsica Barnabite 24 April 1741 Acta SS; TAB 4: 90-91.
Camillus de Lellis 1614 Italy Camellian Ministers of the Sick 7 April 1742 BSS III; TAB 3: 134-36.
Joan of France (Jane of Valois) 1505 France Annonciades of Bourges 21 April 1742 Acta SS; TAB 1: 252-53.
Gerard of Monte Santo 1298 Italy 1 August 1742 Levillain
Nicholas Albergati 1443 Bologna Carthusian 25 September 1744 Acta SS; TAB 2: 262-63.
Camillus of Lellis 1614 Italy Camellian Ministers of the Sick 29 June 1746 BSS III; Levillain; TAB 3: 134-36.
Catherine dei Ricci 1590 Florence, Italy Dominican 29 June 1746 Levillain; TAB 1: 328-31.
Fidelis of Sigmaringen 1622 Germany Capuchin 29 June 1746 Levillain; BSS V; TAB 2: 156-57.
Joseph of Leonessa 1612 Italy, Switzerland Capuchin Franciscan 29 June 1746 Levillain; BSS VI; TAB 1: 253-54.
Peter Regalado 1456 Spain Franciscan 29 June 1746 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 2: 303.
Jerome Emiliani 1537 Somascha, Italy Somaschi 29 September 1747 Acta SS; TAB 3: 150-51.
Albert of Bergamo 1279 Bergamo, Italy 9 May 1748 Act SS (Maii II); TAB 2: 274-74.



Clement XIII (1758-69) 

Clement XIV (1769-74)
Francis Caracciolo 1608 Naples, Italy

o

Pius VI (1775-99)

r

s

James of Strepar 1409 Poland Franciscan 1791 TAB 4: 172.

Marcolino of Forli 1397 Forli, Italy Dominican 9 May 1750 TAB 1: 161.
Jane Francis de Chantal 1641 France Order of the Visitation of Our Lady 21 November 1751 BSS VI; TAB 3: 369-73.
Joseph of Cupertino 1663 Italy Franciscan 25 February 1753 Acta SS; TAB 3: 587-91.
John Liccio 1511 Sicily, Italy Dominican 26 April 1753 TAB 4: 344.
Serafina Sforza 1478 Italy Poor Clare 17 July 1753 TAB 3: 517-518.
Jane of Orvieto 1306 Italy 11 September 1753 TAB 3: 170-71.
Agnes of Assisi 1253 Italy Poor Clare 1753 TAB 4: 358-59.

Augustine Novello 1309 Italy Augustine 1759 TAB 2: 353.
Sebastian Maggi (of Brescia) 1496 Italy Dominican 15 April 1760 TAB 4: 574-74.
Angelus Agostini Mazzinghi (of 1438 Florence, Italy Carmelite 7 March 1761 BSS IX; TAB 3: 350.
Benvenuta Bojani (of Cividale) 1292 Italy 6 February 1763 Acta SS; TAB 4: 223-24.
Vincent Kadlubek (of Krakow) 1223 Poland Bishop 18 February 1764 Acta SS (Praetermissi); TAB 1: 528-29.
John Marinoni 1562 Italy Theatine 5 December 1764 TAB 4: 553.
Elizabeth the Good (Achler) 1420 Germany 19 July 1766 TAB 4: 375-76.
Simon Rojas 1624 Spain Trinitarian 1766 BSS XI; TAB 3: 676-77.
James Bertoni 1483 Faenza, Italy Servite 1766 TAB 2: 341.
Angela Merici 1540 Italy Urusline 16 July 1767 BSS I; TAB 2: 432-34.
Jerome Emiliani 1537 Somascha, Italy Somaschi 16 July 1767 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 3: 150-51.
Jane Frances de Chantal 1641 France Order of the Visitation of Our Lady 16 July 1767 Levillain; BSS VI; TAB 3: 369-73.
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John of Kanti 1473 Poland 16 July 1767 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 4: 154-55.
Joseph Calasanz 1648 Rome; Aragon, Spain Clerks Regular of the Religious Schools 16 July 1767 Levillain; BSS VI; TAB 3: 413-16.
Joseph of Cupertino 1663 Italy Franciscan 16 July 1767 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 3: 587-91.
Serafino of Montegranaro 1604 Italy Capuchin 16 July 1767 Levillain: Acta SS; TAB 4: 141.
Bernardo of Corleone 1667 Palermo, Italy Capuchin Friars Minor 15 May 1768 BSS III; TAB 1: 124.
Emily of Vercelli 1314 Vercelli, Italy Dominican 19 July 1769 Levillain; TAB 3: 359-60.

Congregation of the White Robes 4 June 1769 BSS V; TAB 2: 470-72.
   of Justice (Minor Clerks Regular)

Gregory Barbarigo 1697 Italy Bishop and cardinal 6 July 1771 TAB 2: 580-81.
Anthony Primaldi and compani 1480 Italy Laymen 14 December 1771 TAB 3: 330-31.
Thomas Bellacci (of Florence) 1447 Italy 1771 TAB 4: 200-01.
Beatrix of Este (the Younger) 1226 Padua, Italy Benedictine 1774 TAB 2: 267-68.

Bonaventura of Potenza 1711 Naples, Italy Franciscan Minorite 28 November 1775 TAB 4: 207-08.
Odoric of Pordenone 1331 Italy Franciscan 1775 TAB 1: 88-89.
Christine Menabuoi of Santa C 1310 Lucca, Italy Augustinian 15 June 1776 Levillain; TAB 1: 32.
John of Parma 1289 Italy Franciscan 1777 TAB 1: 646.
Eustochium  (of Messina) 1468 Messina, Italy Poor Clare 14 September 1782 TAB 1: 354.
Jane Mary Bonomo 1670 Italy Poor Clare/Benedictine 1783 BSS:III; TAB 4: Appendix 3, 672.
John of Perugia and Peter of Sa 1231 Italy, Spain Franciscan 1783 Acta SS (Augusti VI); TAB 3: 463-64.
Hartmann of Brixen 1164 Salzburg, Austria Augustinian 1784 TAB 4: 601-02.
Clare Agolanti of Rimini 1346 Rimini, Italy Poor Clare 1784 TAB: 1: 297-98.
Nicholas Factor 1583 Spain Franciscan 1786 TAB 4: 562-63.
Sebastian Aparicio 1600 Mexico, Spain Franciscan 17 May 1789 BSS XI; TAB 1: 420-21.
John Joseph of the Cross 1734 Naples, Italy Franciscan 1789 TAB 1: 490-93.
Margaret of Hungary 1270 Hungary Dominican 28 July 1789 Acta SS; TAB 1: 176-78.



Pius VII (1800-23) 

Francis Caracciolo 1608 Naples, Italy

Alphonsus Liguori 1787 Naples, Italy

Simon Ballachi (of Rimini) 1319 Italy Dominican 14 March 1821 Acta SS; TAB 4: 254-55.

Note 1.  Acta SS; Agnes Baillie Cunninghame Dunbar, A Dictionary of Saintly Women, (London: George Bell & Sons, 195), 2: 34.

Levillain

VS Vies des saints et des bienheureux .  Paris, 1935-56.

 

Mary of the Incarnation 1618 France Carmelite 5 June 1791 VS; TAB 2: 124-26.
Catherine Thomas (of Palma) 1574 Palma, Spain Augustinian BSS III; TAB 2: 6-7.
Leonard of Port Maurice 1751 Italy Franciscan 19 June 1796 TAB 4: 429-32.
John de Ribera 1611 Valencia, Spain Archbishop 18 September 1796 TAB 1: 43-44.

Berard and companions 1202 Morocco Franciscan 10 May 1802 Levillain: TAB 1: 103.
Veronica Guiliani 1727 Urbino, Italy Poor Clare 1804 TAB 3: 57-59.
Andrew Dotti 1315 Italy Servite 1806 BSS IV; TAB 3: 483.
John of Penna 1271 Italy Franciscan 1806 TAB 2: 25.
Francis of Girolamo 1716 Italy Jesuit 2 May 1806 TAB 2: 280-81.
Angela Merici 1540 Italy Urusline 24 May 1807 Levillain; BSS I; TAB 2: 432-34.
Benedict of St. Philadelphus (th 1589 Sicily Franciscan Minorite 24 May 1807 Levillain; Acta SS (Praetermissi).
Colette Boilet of Corbie 1447 France, Flanders Poor Clare 24 May 1807 Levillain; Acta SS; TAB 1: 506-08.

Congregation of the White Robes 24 May 1807 Levillain; BSS V: TAB 2: 470-72.
   of Justice (Minor Clerks Regular)

Hyacintha of Marescotti 1640 Viterbo, Italy Franciscan 24 May 1807 Levillain; TAB 1: 206-07.
Oddino Barrotti (of Fossano) 1400 Italy Priest 1808 TAB 3: 159-60.
Constantius of Fabriano 1481 Florence, Italy Dominican 1811 Acta SS (Praetermissi); TAB 1: 420.
James of Voragine 1298 Genoa, Italy Dominican TAB 3: 92-93
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Congregation of the Most 15 September 1816 TAB 3: 242-49.
   Holy Redeemer

Frances de Posadas 1713 Spain Dominican 20 September 1818 TAB 3: 608-09.
Andrew of Peschiera 1485 Italy, Switzerland Dominican 1820 Acta SS (Maii IV); 

Sources:
Acta SS Acta Santorum .  Brussels and others, 1643.
BS Bibliotheca Sanctorum .  Rome, 1961.

Jansen, Philippe and Dominique Le Tourneau. “Canonization,” in The Papacy: an encyclopedia.  Philippe Levillain, gen. ed.   
    Vol. 1.  New York: Routledge, 2002.  p 232-37.

NCE New Catholic Encyclopedia.  
TAB Thurston, Herbert and Donald Attwater, eds.  Butler's Lives of the Saints.   New York, 1963.



Appendix 6.  Mexico City Council expenditures on patron saints. 
 
 A series of reforms in the late colonial period cut municipal donations to Catholic 
feasts.  Visitor José de Gálvez requested a report on the city council’s expenditures over 
the five year period ending 1763.  The results relating to public events of the patron saints 
are listed under Part 1.  With this information, Gálvez reconfigured the public assistance 
in an itemized, precise fashion.  This revised 1771 schedule is listed under Part 2.  In 
1813, the Mexico City council suspended public assistance for patron saints.  In 1815, the 
city council authorized a new schedule with reduced expenditures.  This information is in 
Part 3.   
 The standard monetary units were pesos, reales and granos.  The conversion rates 
are as follows: 12 granos=1 real and 8 reales=1 peso. 
 
Part 1.  Mexico City Council’s religious expenditures from 1759-1763.1 
 
Patron saints.         
 Upkeep of the churches of St. Hippolytus and of the Virgin of Remedies.    
            5,714p, 6r 
 Purchase of a house for the Virgin of Guadalupe.     1,300p   
 Feast for the Virgin of Guadalupe.        1,870p 
 All other patron saints (St. Anthony Abad, St. Philip of Jesus, the Procession of 
the Holy Burial, St. Isidore Plowman, Corpus Christi, St. Hippolytus, St. Bernard, St. 
Nicolas of Tolentino, St. Joseph, St. Theresa, St. Francis Xavier).     
         5,779p, 2r 
Total cost of patron saints      14,664p, 6r 
  
Public celebrations for secular celebrations.      
 Coronation of Carlos III         5,226p, 2r  
 Entrances of Viceroys       22,403p, 4r 
Total costs of secular celebrations     27,629p, 6r 
 
Honorariums to dignitaries for their participation in celebrations. 
         25,035p 
 
Total expenditures on celebrations.    67,299p  
 
Grand total of municipal expenditures.               257,967p, 5r, 6gr.   
 
Part 2.  José de Gálvez revised schedule for Mexico City’s religious expenses, 1771.2 
 
Corpus Christi          178p 
Procession of the Holy Burial (Santo Entierro)     200p 
Virgin of Guadalupe         370p3 
Virgin of Remedios         100p4 
Feasts of patron saints       1,170p 
 St. Joseph in the Cathedral   100p 
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 St. Antony Abad in his church  100p 
 St. Philip of Jesus in San Agustín    80p 
 St. Bernard in his convent     50p 
 St. Anthony of Padua in Santiago    50p 
 St. Nicolas in San Agustín     80p 
 St. Isidore en the Merced     80p 
 St. Francis Xavier in Casa Profesa  100p 
 St. Theresa de Jesús in Carmen    50p 
 St. Hippolytus     480p 
Various expenses.       398p, 1r  
 
Total public expense for religious functions.   2,416p, 1r 
 
 
Part 3.  Mexico City council’s schedule of religious expenditures, 1815.5 
 
Event       Previous schedule6 New schedule 
Procession of the Holy Burial    200   100 
Virgin of Guadalupe     370   370 
Virgin of Remedies7     100   100 
St. Joseph      100   100 
St. Anthony Abad     100   100 
St. Dominic      100   90 
St. Philip of Jesus     80   90 
St. Bernard      90   29 
St. Anthony of Padua     90   29 
St. Nicholas      80   29 
St. Isidoro Plowman     80   40 
St. Francis Xavier     100   -0- 
St. Theresa of Ávila     90   29 
St. Hippolytus      480   430 
Corpus Christi      190   190 
Total       2,090p   1,690p 
                                                 
1 Session of 15 February 1765.  Actas, AHCM, vol 751ª, fols. 153v-54. 
2 Sessions of 18 and 23 January 1771.  AHCM, Actas, vol. 752ª, fols. 173v-82v.   
3 An auditor’s note explained even though Gálvez assigned the celebration 175p, 6r, the city council 
provided 370p. 
4 An auditor wrote that most of the normal expenditures were omitted from this feast given that the city 
council brought the image into Mexico City on an ad hoc basis. 
5 “Sobre que se declare si deben ó no continuar suprimidos las fiestas de los Santos Patronos,” AHCM, 
Patrones y santos patrones, vol. 3604, exp. 26, s/f. 
6 Some of the expenses from the original Gálvez report to the report referenced in 1815 differed.  For 
example, the original left out St. Dominic, Corpus was 178p while the later one was 190p; San Bernardo 
was 50p in the original and 90p in the later one; and Sta. Teresa de Ávila was 50p in the original and 90p in 
the later one.   
7 A note explained that expenditures on Remedios could be much more and were not itemized here. 



Appendix 7.  Reform of the liturgy: Fourth Mexican Provincial Council, 1771.

Third Provincial Council Fourth Provincial Council
Feast Month Date Non-Indians Indians Non-Indians Indians
Fixed Feasts
Circumcision of Christ January 1 Precept Precept Precept Precept
Epiphany January 6 Precept Precept Precept Precept
Sts. Sebastian and Fabian January 19-20 Precept
Purification of the Virgin February 2 Precept Precept Precept
St. Matthew Apostle February 24 Precept Mass only
St. Tomas Aquinas March 7 Precept Mass only
St. Joseph March 19 Precept Precept
Annunciation March 25 Precept Precept Precept Precept
St. Mark Evangelist April 25 Precept
Sts. Philip and Jacob Apostles May 1 Precept Mass only
Invention of the Sacred Cross May 3 Precept Mass only
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St. Isidore Plowman May 15 Mass only
St. Barnabas Apostle June 11 Precept
St. Anthony of Padua June 13 Mass only
Nativity of St. John the Baptist June 24 Precept Precept
St. Peter and St. Paul Apostles June 29 Precept Precept Precept Precept
Visitation of Our Lady July 2 Precept
St. Mary Magdalene July 22 Precept
Sts. Jacob and James Apostles July 25 Precept Precept
St. Anne July 26 Precept Mass only
St. Dominic August 4 Precept
Transfiguration Domini August 6 Precept
St. Lawrence Martyr August 10 Precept Mass only
St. Hipolito (Mexico City only) August 13 Precept Precept
Assumption of Our Lady August 15 Precept Precept Precept Precept
St. Bartholomew Apostle August 24 Precept Mass only
St. Augustine August 28 Precept Mass only
St. Rose of Lima August 30 Precept
Nativity of Our Lady September 8 Precept Precept Precept
St. Matthew Apostle and Evangelist September 21 Precept Mass only
Dedication of St. Michael Archangel September 29 Precept Mass only
St. Francis October 4 Precept



St. Luke Evangelist October 18 Precept
Sts. Simon and Judas Apostles October 28 Precept Mass only
All Saints November 1 Precept Precept
St. Catherine Virgin and Martyr November 25 Precept
St. Andrew Apostle November 30 Precept Mass only
Conception of Our Lady December 8 Precept Precept
Virgin of Guadalupe December 12 Precept
Expectation of Our Lady December 18 Precept
St. Thomas Apostle December 21 Precept Mass only
Nativity of Christ December 25 Precept Precept Precept Precept
St. Stephen Protomartyr December 26 Precept Precept
St. John Apostle and Evangelist December 27 Precept Mass only
Holy Innocents December 28 Mass only

Movable Feasts
Easter Precept Precept Precept Precept
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One day after Easter Precept Precept
Two days after Easter Precept Mass only
Ascension of Christ Precept Precept Precept Precept
Sunday of Pentecost Precept Precept Precept Precept
One day after Pentecost Precept Precept
Two days after Pentecost Precept Mass only
Corpus Christi Precept Precept Precept Precept

Total Precept 48 12 23 10
Total Mass Only 0 0 19 0

In addition to these specific feasts, every parishioner was obliged to keep every Sunday as a feast of precept.
One note for the Third Provincial Council allowed non-Indians to keep any other patron saint feast for cathedrals and towns. 
Another note for the Third Provincial Council allowed Indians to keep any other saint feast of their choosing. 
A note for the Fourth Provincial Council allowed non-Indians to keep patron-saint feasts for cathedrals or towns.  

Sources:
Catholic Church, Province of Mexico City, Concilio III Provincial Mexicano: celebrado en México el ano de 1585, 
      confirmado en Roma por el papa Sixto V, (Mexico City: Impr. de V.G. Torres, 1859.
El Cardenal Lorenzana y el IV Concilio Provincial Mexicano , ed. Luisa Zahino Peñafort, (Mexico City: Miguel Ángel Porrua, 1999).
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